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Foreword

I met Dan Borchers when I was writing my book, How to Talk to Ann Coulter, If You Must, before I
realized I didn’t want Coulter’s name on my very first book. I had deeper things to say about life and
God, and didn’t want to be bullied by her rabid fan base. Dan is that elegant mix of a conservative with
principles. He is also a true Christian in the best sense of the word.
At the time, I had witnessed Coulter rallies in which “Nazi youth” raised their hands in the führer salute to
the iconic blonde. They did this to please her. I am proud of Dan for holding Coulter accountable for her
propaganda. At first, I thought she was a mere shock jock, but after she posted my home number on her
website, and I got death threats, I realized she was a dangerous phenomenon.
Coulter recently condemned the doxing of conservatives by the left but she doxxed me years earlier in
ways that put my children’s lives at risk. I received death threats, smears, slander, hate mail, hackers, and
strangers at my door when Coulter posted my home number and personal information on her website – all
in retaliation for an article I wrote about her “extermination speak.”
In December 2005, MSNBC labeled Coulter the “Worst Person in the World” for posting my home phone
number and personal e-mail on the front page of her website, with the caption: “Death is certainly sexier
than Lydia Cornell. Wait until I tell her about the death camps I have planned for liberals.”
She did this in retaliation for an article I wrote, the title of which was “Death is Sexier than Sex, to Ann
Coulter.” I admit it’s a provocative title but it was meant to be facetious. I didn’t realize the extent to
which hate and death are such a turn-on for Coulter. My goal was to comment on the peddling of
political porn under the guise of “Christianity,” and how being sweet and fair-minded doesn’t boost
ratings. You have to degrade and humiliate people to get ahead these days.
A few weeks before my article broke, I sent Coulter a respectful e-mail asking her to explain her extreme
statements in light of calling herself a Christian. I confessed that I attend Reagan’s church in Bel Air,
California. In writing to a fellow celebrity, I attached my home phone number and address, assuming her
public persona was just an act, her shtick. But instead of writing me back, she petulantly posted all of my
private information and kept it up for an entire year – despite numerous requests for her to take it down.
The uproar caused by the article and Coulter’s retaliation resulted in over 300,000 hits on our websites in
four days – along with massive amounts of love mail, hate mail, and death threats. FOX, ABC, CNN,
MSNBC, Editor & Publisher, Huffington Post, and dozens of other news outlets picked up the story over
the holidays.
I received countless letters and comments from people who said they had never heard a Democrat speak
about God or moral values before. A disabled combat Marine vet, John Conley of Oklahoma, actually
sent me his Purple Heart in its original case with Presidential papers. He said it was for my courage in
standing up to Coulter. This was the most precious, touching gift.
Letters, calls, and emails poured in from all over the world – from people of faith, fence-sitting
conservatives, right-wing and left-wing Christians. My blog exploded with thousands of crossover fans
when “Too Close for Comfort,” the TV series I co-starred in with Ted Knight, was released on DVD.
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I also received heartbreaking mail from our troops in Iraq and several soldiers are regular contributors to
my blog.
On the flip side, the minute Coulter unleashed her attack dogs, the hate mail and death threats arrived. As
a good friend pointed out: “If you weren’t speaking the truth you wouldn’t be upsetting people.”
In the span of three weeks, I appeared on twenty-seven conservative talk shows across America. This
allowed me to explain that left-wing Christians actually exist, who are actually very moral, patriotic
people – and mothers too.
Blogs, radio stations, and newspapers across the country labeled me the anti-Coulter and called this
a “blonde-on-blonde catfight” – complete with pin-up pictures of Coulter and myself, comparing our
bodies and facial features. There was the usual sexist gossip and speculation about Coulter’s Adam’s
apple. Several male radio hosts said they wanted to interview me because I had been their first crush,
having played the dumb blonde on their favorite TV show during their formative years. I received
invitations from MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough, Radio America, the Young Republicans – and radio stations
from Florida to Tennessee to D.C. to Seattle to New York to Vegas.
Out of all the calls I received, this voice-message from a mother in Oklahoma stood out. There was
desperation in her voice, as if she was about to cry:
Lydia, I know I shouldn’t be calling you at home, but since Ann Coulter posted your home number for the
whole world to see – I just wanted to say thank you for speaking the truth. You have no idea what you’ve
done for us. There are lots of Democrat Christians out here in Oklahoma hiding under rocks. In fact,
I’m a Democrat because I’m a Christian. And there are more of us than you know… Rebecca Miller,
Oklahoma caller
Dan Borchers, a conservative Christian and lifelong Republican, became a friend of mine.
At CPAC 2007, the same event where Coulter referred to John Edwards as a “faggot,” Dan was
physically attacked and bodily removed from the conference by four of Coulter’s bodyguards. Dan – one
of the meekest, kindest people I know – was made to feel like a criminal. His crime? Interviewing an
author about Coulter’s involvement in the Paula Jones scandal. Dan had discovered some astounding
information about Coulter’s possibly tampering with the Linda Tripp tapes when she had access to them
through her friend, Jim Moody, Tripp’s attorney.
Dan called me immediately after the incident from the sidewalk outside of the Omni Hotel in Washington
D. C. He left seventeen blow-by-blow messages on my voice mail, so I could transcribe them for a news
article I was writing.
His final message had a philosophical tone. “What’s frightening is the way Ann Coulter just snaps her
fingers and all sorts of security people will do her bidding. They will do things they know are immoral
and illegal. In less than an hour, this whole attack was orchestrated, staged – with two extra hotel
security guards joining in to harass me – simply because Ann Coulter ordered it.” Then he added, “I am
also disturbed at the ease with which they can eliminate innocent people from a public event. I had spent
hundreds of dollars to be at CPAC, an event I attend every year.”
Lydia Cornell
LydiaCornell.com and Godshots.org
Los Angeles, CA
April 18, 2019
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Preface – Coulter Puts God and People in Boxes
Ann Coulter and I became friends in the summer of 1997, or so I thought. My side was real; hers faux.
During that time, I gave her everything she asked for and more. Ann was delighted with her Alamo
Award, writing to me, “I love those quotes. that is much better than an interview would have been. they
are totally, totally great. yes, please, please drop off or send as many copies as you can part with – I’m
going to use it as part of my press packet. I had forgotten making most of those remarks but they do
sound awfully familiar. thank you for compiling them” [SIC].
But I quickly discovered certain disturbing things about her. In mid-August, Ann was irate over little
details contained in items about, and profiles of, her in three different publications. She asked me to write
letters-to-the-editor on her behalf. (I discovered that she routinely scoured the media for anything about
her and that she hated any criticism of any kind, no matter how miniscule.)1
Ann found my letters-to-the-editor to be lacking in usefulness and, therefore, concluded that I was no
longer useful to her. She dumped me with a nasty email. (I later discovered that she threw everything I
had given her in the trash.)
But 12 days later, Ann feigned friendship to get back one of those things she had foolishly thrown away:
an 11-page collection of Coulter quote highlights from her appearances on TV.
Having gotten what she wanted, she again dumped me (without telling me so this time). Instead, she
made numerous false promises, keeping none of them during a four-month period.2
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When I confronted her about her behavior, she lashed out at me, using a strikingly similar argument she
used to her boss at Human Events (without directing any hostility to him) – see graphic above.3
Since then, I have prayerfully and diligently sought to understand Ann’s private behavior toward me and
her publicly-expressed beliefs and behavior toward other people.
Coulter Loves to Hate
Coulter loves to hate. Her list of people and groups she hated was off the charts when I first met her in
1997 and it has expanded exponentially since then. (It would be reasonable to ask, Whom does Ann not
hate?)4
Coulter has a soul-deep, marrow-in-the-bones, hatred which distorts her worldview, rationality, and
relationships. (As we will see in the course of this book, it really originates with her own wounds and
brokenness.)
Coulter has turned her back on (and been rejected by) friends, colleagues, and organizations who were
once her champions and benefactors. I remember Coulter saying on Politically Incorrect that she never
remembers ex-boyfriends once they become exes. Apparently, her anti-social behavior applies to
everyone.
At the very same time she betrayed me in 1997, Coulter betrayed Paula Jones by leaking attorney-client
privileged information to the press to thwart Jones from achieving the out-of-court settlement that Jones
deeply desired.5 The next year, she plagiarized the words and work of her colleague at Human Events.6
The following year, Coulter sought to betray the people of Connecticut by running a “total sham
campaign” for Congress.7
Many conservative organizations fawned over Coulter as she became a conservative icon and “goddess of
the conservative movement.” Among them, the Claire Booth Luce Policy Institute, Young America’s
Foundation, the American Conservative Union, and the Media Research Center. All of them granted
Coulter lucrative speaking fees and/or promoted her work. They have all since effectively rejected
Coulter.
In 2017, Turning Point USA sponsored her speeches, but not in 2018, even though its four-day
conference that year was held in West Palm Beach, FL, which Coulter calls her home (she was actually in
town during the conference!).8
Using People
For the entire 22 years that I have known Ann,
she has been adept at manipulating people.
She uses them and then throws them away.
Her fans are no exception.
That’s what she did with me in 1996-97,
emailing me her TV appearance schedule so
that I could videotape her, transcribe
highlights, promote her in my newsletter, and
write supportive letters-to-the-editor on her
behalf. Then, “Goodbye!”
xi

Ann Forsakes Her Own Fan Club
Coulter forsook her own loyal fan club (see tweets),
one still linked on her website, seemingly for no
reason whatsoever (the missing link remains
missing).
In September 2017, Coulter boasted of having “TWO
fan pages,” but by that December, she severed ties
with her longest-running fan club.
Her now defunct fan club had a widely-used forum which promoted her books, columns, speeches, and
other events. It vigorously discussed her columns and defended her from spurious attacks. And it actively
aided her in organizing and setting up events across the country. They gave her 100% loyalty.

Coulter dumped them for a Twitter user
obsessed with her looks.
@Anntensity has become a de facto, officiallysanctioned, fan-based publicist for Coulter (at
no charge). Coulter has done this before,9
giving him upcoming event information for
promotion. He also acts as a gatekeeper,
banning members and deleting critical tweets
and postings.
Coulter apparently cares more about being
idolized as a sex goddess than about having
genuine relationships. She needs the glory,
praise, and hero worship from someone and it
flows like Niagara Falls from Anntensity
Coulter has betrayed organizations, fans, and
friends. (She was never a faithful friend.)
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Vile #NeverTrump
Let’s look beneath Coulter’s faux humanity.
She revealed the real Coulter in an interview
for The Drive Home (9/29/16): a phony
hypocrite who pretends to like those she hates.
Speaking of conservatives opposed to Trump,
Coulter boasted (emphasis added), “But all the
people that I had to be talked into liking before
because they’re technically on my side, whoa,
they’re all gone now.”
Her next words: “I don’t have to pretend I
like them anymore. It was all the ones I
hated. Gone, gone, gone.”
Hear that, conservatives! Coulter no longer has to pretend to like you. Talk about phony! She really hated
you all along!
You are now “gone, gone, gone” down into her own personal Orwellian memory hole. Except, naturally
for her, Coulter never forgives and she never forgets.
A split microsecond later, Coulter singled out one particular name: “John Podhoretz.” (Podhoretz, a
former friend and ally, incensed Coulter by shaming her inexcusable behavior.)
A few seconds later, Coulter claimed, “I don’t have to defend the people who were the most embarrassing
to our side.”
(Who is the real embarrassment, Ann?)
In the end, Coulter has betrayed a host
of people, groups, and organizations
(see graphic on left for a few selected
highlights).10
Coulter once boasted of betraying her
boss, Sen. Spencer Abraham (R-MI),
when she was his staffer in 1995-96.
Coulter secretly worked with other
senate staffers opposed to Abraham’s
immigration agenda. (Coulter was Deep
State before the term was invented. No
wonder she doesn’t attack the Deep
State opposing Trump!)
As noted above, at the very time Coulter
betrayed me in 1997, she betrayed Paula
Jones by leaking attorney-client privileged information to scuttle the settlement Jones’ desperately sought
and she betrayed her employer,11 the Center for Individual Rights, by engaging in a “pro-bono” political
case CIR would have shunned (that’s why she kept her activities so secret).
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In 1998, Coulter plagiarized both the words and the research of her colleague, Michael Chapman, to write
her first bestselling book, High Crimes and Misdemeanors. She has never given him due credit for his
contribution and she even claimed that she’d never heard of him (even though they attended weekly
editorial meetings together).
In 1999, and on other occasions, Coulter frequently lied to her friend, Geraldo Rivera, on-air, about her
connection with Linda Tripp’s tapes and other issues. Over a period of many years, Coulter betrayed the
Conservative Political Action Conference, host of CPAC (see Case Study: CPAC Escapades), as well as
Young America’s Foundation (see Case Study: Agitprop at Berkeley).
As noted above, Coulter even betrayed her own fan club and other fans. In the end, she has also betrayed
her readers and the American People with lies and fabrications, making things up from her own
imagination. This has been especially true during the past five presidential election cycles during which
she defamed any candidate who threatened her chosen nominee.12
In 2017, Coulter trashed her decades-long friendship with Sean Hannity in an extremely petty manner.
Also, in 2017, Coulter trashed her beloved Charles Murray and a 19-year-old Cornell student with one
tweet.
In 2019, Coulter even threw her long-time good friends, George and Kellyanne Conway, under the bus.13
(Ann was Kellyanne’s bridesmaid!) (See Case Study: #CoulterMeltdown.)
Coulter’s one-time friend and ideological mentor, author Joseph Sobran, wrote that lies are betrayal!
(emphasis added):14
A lie is not just a statement that isn’t “accurate.” It’s a personal betrayal. It means you are a traitor to
whomever you are talking to. You make him a fool for trusting you in the way we all have to be able
to trust each other for life to go along. You’re willing to turn his good faith against him for your
selfish advantage. You treat him not as your friend or fellow citizen, but as your prey.
Coulter Puts God and People in Boxes
How did this all start? With a narcissist who networks with people and organizations for her benefit. With
every person she meets, Coulter makes a decision as to whether or not that person is worth her time and
energy. She seems to have an internal checklist which includes whether the person has the right
qualifications, the right resumé, the right credentials, the right job title, the right (fill-in-the-blank) and,
most importantly, the ability to be beneficial to her.
Coulter has always had, at least throughout her adult life, a distinctly utilitarian approach to
personal and professional relationships. Those who fail to (or no longer) measure up have lost their
worth and value in her eyes. Useful? Hello! No longer useful? Goodbye! (Her approach seemingly applies
to whatever relationship she may have with God.)
As it turns out, every job that she has ever gotten is the result of a relationship she has courted.
Most people compartmentalize. We have to in order to get through the day. Coulter does so in her own
unique way, compartmentalizing tasks and activities, ideas and behaviors – and people!
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Coulter evaluates who and what a person is and uses that to determine her behavior toward them. If they
are useful, she behaves in one way; if not, in another way. In effect, she puts people in boxes, to be used
when convenient and discarded when no longer needed.
Coulter’s hierarchy of evaluations of human worth is more complex than South Africa’s now
defunct apartheid racial classification system. It is probably a fluid hierarchy depending upon changing
needs and circumstances. But, in any event, it is very real and one which determines not only her
relationships but also her worldview. Coulter puts people – and God – in boxes of various sizes and, at
any given moment, prioritizes them according to her present needs and agenda.
Following is a snapshot of what her relational filing system might look like at any given moment. (I’m
pretty sure that “God” is at the bottom and the most un-opened box of them all.)

Coulter categorizes people into more categories than anyone I’ve ever known. When I first met her in July
1997, she gave me a brief tour of the Center for Individual Rights. Without breaking stride, as we passed
a coworker going through files in the file room, Coulter simply said, “Another lawyer.”
(By the way, Coulter has a different mask for every box she creates. See Chapter 5: Humor as Weapon,
Defense Mechanism, and Outright Fun.)
To reiterate, for Coulter, proper credentials matter. She thinks of people in terms of job titles, resumés,
socio-economic status, and how relationships with them can be beneficial to her. For her, one must have
the right background, the right position, or the right potential for usefulness, again, to her.
In Encounters with Jesus, pastor Timothy Keller15 observed how the birth of Jesus Christ and the
Christmas story upended the narratives of this world – and Coulter’s narratives as well.
Keller wrote: “Always there are the right people, there are the suitable people, there are the smart people,
and then there are (lower your voice) those others. And the way you signal to other right, smart, and
suitable people that you are one of them is to roll your eyes when the wrong people and places are
mentioned.”16
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Jesus was rejected because of the circumstances of his birth and the insignificance of his hometown.
Keller added, “So there’s nothing more fatal to wisdom and good relationships than rejecting certain ideas
– and people – out of hand.”17
Coulter has spoken and written much about backward peasant cultures seeking to invade the United
States. Apparently, she missed important aspects of the paradigm-shattering story of Mary, the mother of
Jesus.
Keller wrote (emphasis added): “Mary is a peasant … And yet this disgraced, pregnant, unwed peasant
girl is today one of the most famous human beings in the history of the world.”18
Keller continued (emphasis added):
“Mary was a nobody who became greater than everyone, simply because God came to her and she
responded in the humblest way possible. She reasoned, she doubted, she surrendered, she connected with
others. You can, too.”19 (If Ann had been a “journalist” back then, what would she have written about
Joseph, Mary, and Jesus?)
Many people (especially Christians) understandably question whether Ann is a Christian. If she is, then
she is an isolated Christian who has isolated herself from God and the things of God, from fellowship
with the people of God, and from prayer and worship. Instead of being an engaged Christian, Ann has
placed God in a box and thus walled herself off from Him and His people.
Isolated Christians are lost lambs who are easy prey for Satan and those opposed to God. Isolated
Christians have no foundation and no roots, and are therefore easily tossed to and fro with changing
spiritual doctrines and fluctuating political and cultural landscapes. Because they are not rooted and
grounded on Jesus Christ and the blood of the cross, they fall prey to the darkness and all that it contains.
Sunday Times Profile
Decca Aitkenhead, chief interviewer for the Sunday Times, wrote perhaps the most revealing profile of
Coulter that I’ve read in twenty years. Her profile was superbly analyzed and written. Aitkenhead vividly
captured the contradictions and conundrums inherent in Coulter’s life and worldview. (A number of
extracts are sprinkled throughout this book.)
Aitkenhead observed: “After four hours in her company – a dizzying blizzard of wit and bile, hypocrisy
and charm – …” Aitkenhead had discovered what I had come to learn some two decades earlier:
Coulter’s personal and professional life and worldview are filled with a plethora of irreconcilable
contradictions and conundrums which stem from her own internal brokenness.
I queried Aitkenhead about what she regarded as the most surprising, the most shocking, and the most
intriguing aspects of her time spent with Coulter. She replied (emphasis added):
I think the weirdest thing I found about Coulter was her capacity to radiate great
personal warmth while expressing the most icy-cold worldview; I've never come across
anything like it, and if only one or other half looked like an act, she would feel less
surprising and yet both sides of her really did seem, however incongruous, to be true.20
This is spot on. It reinforces what I have observed these past two decades. Michael Isikoff noted that
Coulter is characterized by having a “starkly black-and-white worldview.” Coulter has, herself – in every
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one of her 13 books – framed the world as a battle between good and evil with herself as a warrior for
truth and her foes as enemies of civilization itself.
Author Sue Carswell had a similar observation:
I believe Ann has two personalities: the vicious one that shoots up a storm on TV, and
Ann-Ann, the nice one who is kind and thoughtful. It's like the curtain has been pulled off
the Wizard of Oz. What we see is not the truth behind the scenes. Yes, Ann went all craycray on gay causes and issues, but that's Ann as Rush, Ann as a hurricane. I don't think
Ann has a split personality, though; I believe she is purposely driven that way.21
Coulter, a fan of Orwell’s 1984 who urged her readers to read that book every year, has herself become
enmeshed in the cognitive dissonance (doublethink) extant in that Orwellian dystopia.
Beginning by at least 1997, Coulter adopted various facets of addictive thinking,22 such as denial,
projection, and rationalization, which have become far more pronounced and embedded in her very being.
The best lie contains some degree of truth. Even at her most deceptive, there remains a kernel of truth
buried in her exaggeration, emotionalism, polemics, distortion, over-simplification, humor, and outright
lies. The traits of addictive thinking can often be observed within the palette of rhetorical colors she uses
to paint the pictures she projects.
Coulter buries the truth about her own faults, foibles, and failures beneath a mountain of self-deceptive
narratives and, in so doing, imprisons herself in a prison of her own making, with pride and a rebellious
spirit rejecting the Truth which would liberate her. In the process, she has hardened her heart, constricting
it, as if in the grip of a vice, all the while wearing masks in public (e.g., Aitkenhead’s perception of her
radiating “great personal warmth”).
But there have been too many lies, too many contradictions and conundrums, and so much prevarication
that the masks are slipping. Which mask does she wear when and for how long? When will the crushing
burden of wearing masks become too much for her?
Through My Eyes
Even though I had been Ann’s fan for almost a year when I gave her an Alamo Award for being a
courageous conservative freedom fighter (or so I thought at the time), I had no inkling that she would
become one of the most powerful commentators in America nor did I foresee that she would come to live
a life of lonely desperation (see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).
(Ann has experienced the heights and depths of humanity while remaining an elite. Those ungodly people
who live lives apart from God will ultimately and inevitably live lives of lonely desperation.)
Some people think Ann is a nice person because she is nice to them, but to others she can be the
prototypical “mean girl.” That is the Ann Coulter I know.
Coulter has had over five decades of experience learning how to manipulate people.
Ann is bright, witty, quick, and has discovered how to quickly make a connection with other people,
including fans for whom she autographs books – fans she will quickly forget but who will always
remember her.
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The Orwellian paradigm is all about power and controlling the message is at the heart of acquiring,
maintaining, and expanding power. Her propaganda hides the truth Coulter fears and creates a false
paradigm she so wants to be true. She so wants to believe her own lies that she often deceives herself.
From my personal experiences with Ann, she can be very manipulative, projecting the precise image she
needs to in order to achieve her goals. Ann knows exactly what to say and when and how to say it. As
accomplished as she is at achieving her ends, as adept as she is at wearing a wide variety of masks, at
times the masks do slip and the real Ann Coulter is exposed.
Propagandists love masks behind which they can disguise themselves and hide their true identities and
intentions. Ever the charlatan, Coulter deceives, manipulates, entices, cajoles, and bullies.
To paraphrase Ann, I quote her not simply to laugh at her, but to show what is hidden.
Four Viewpoints
Coincidentally (though, with God there are no coincidences), at the very time I came to personally know
Ann, I was reading a book, The Common Made Holy, which would shed light on my experiences.
In that book, the authors provided a handy chart to illustrate how limited our understanding is of God, of
ourselves, and of other people. (The four quadrants of the modified chart below are self-explanatory.)
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The Transparent Self is our public image and easily visible to both ourselves and others.
But we can become blinded to who people really are by being focused on external factors. Agatha
Christie perceptively observed, “people look at the furs and the jewels and the coiffeurs and the haute
couture, and they do not observe what the woman herself is like at all!”23
Those with eyes to see and ears to hear can easily and objectively observe both the good and the bad in
Coulter. Others may be blinded by ideology, reverence, or hatred.
The Secret Self is what only we know about ourselves (unless we reveal it to others).
The apostle Paul encourages every Christian “to examine themselves before they eat of the bread and
drink from the cup” (1 Cor. 11:28) and “Examine yourselves to see whether you are in the faith; test
yourselves. Do you not realize that Christ Jesus is in you – unless, of course, you fail the test?” (2 Cor.
13:5).
Coulter often, wittingly or unwittingly, reveals things about herself which we would otherwise know
nothing about (see, in particular, Case Study: Sex and Power).
It’s true that we can know what only Coulter knows – if she reveals it. She might tell a family member or
a friend, a pastor, or a therapist. But other people can know what only Coulter knows about herself – if
she reveals it, whether purposely or by accident. (And if they are alert to grasp it.)
On occasion, Coulter has given us glimpses into the real Ann Coulter, whether consciously or
subconsciously. For instance, in 1998, Coulter deliberately told Howard Kurtz that she almost had a
nervous breakdown as she was writing her first book. In 2017, Coulter inadvertently admitted that she
was a single living a quiet life of lonely desperation (see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone). In 2018, Coulter
boasted of liking rough sex and wanting to be date raped (see Case Study: Sex and Power).
The Blinded Self is what others know about us that we cannot see ourselves.
Self-deception is at the root of addictive thinking, with its denial, rationalization, and projection. But we –
on the outside – can have 20/20 vision.
The Hidden Self is what only God knows about us (unless He reveals it).
People can, of course, know what only God knows about us or other people – if He reveals it. The Bible,
from Genesis to Revelation, is filled with examples of God’s general and specific revelation. Joseph and
Daniel were given dreams and were interpreters of dreams. The prophets spoke to us of God’s revelation
for mankind and the future.
King David asked God to reveal his sins to himself. We are offered, through God’s Holy Spirit, wisdom,
discernment, and revelation. If we ask for wisdom, He promises to grant it.
I believe that God has given me flashes of insight into this quadrant regarding Ann, providing both
evidentiary and experiential knowledge.
Author and evangelist James MacDonald observed: “The title [Wonderful Counselor] means the wisdom
of Jesus Christ applied to your life is like nothing else. It’s supernaturally insightful. You can’t get it from
any other source. You cannot afford to be making decisions without a guiding word from the Miraculous
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Counselor. And you can’t call Him Wonderful Counselor if you don’t embrace His wisdom for your
salvation, your family, your finances, your future – everything.”
Jesus is Wisdom personified. And He eagerly offers to us His wisdom if we will but ask and listen. In
James 1:5, Jesus’ apostle and half-brother wrote: “If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who
gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be given to you.”
The authors of The Common Made Holy warned (emphasis added): “Our Christian growth will always be
inhibited to the degree that we cover up who we really are.”24 We can become far more concerned with
image than substance, persona than person – to our detriment and the detriment of those around us.
My dear readers, may you have ears to hear and eyes to see the truth contained in this book.25
[For hope, see Epilog: Never Let Anyone Put You or God in a Box.]
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Even now, Coulter is known to report derogatory social media comments about her. She will often report
negative tweets about her to the Guardians of Twitter. Has she nothing better to do?
For further background, see Prefaces for The Beauty of Conservatism, The Gospel According to Ann
Coulter, Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory, Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age, Propaganda:
Orwell in the Age of Ann Coulter, and #NeverTrump: Coulter’s Alt-Right Utopia.
It is obvious that Coulter felt no guilt over mistreating me, but she did feel shame when her boss
unexpectedly read my email. Her email response to me – dictated through her boss – praised herself in a
self-validating manner. She never properly responded to my grievance. My email concluded:
“During our very first phone conversation you said ‘I totally love your BrotherWatch.’ As I was
giving you materials in your office you kept saying ‘This is great, this is great.’ But then you said ‘This is
great. These quotes are great.’ I left your office wondering ‘Does she love my newsletter, her quotes, or
both?’ I guess I have my answer.”
“Though you apparently have so little respect for me, I truly wish you all the best in your various
endeavors.”
See Chapter 7, The Beauty of Conservatism and Chapter 7, The Gospel According to Ann Coulter.
See Case Study # 1, Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory.
See Case Study 2, Propaganda: Orwell in the Age of Ann Coulter.
See Case Study # 3, Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory.
When conservative organizations refuse to sponsor a very popular “conservative” speaker like Coulter –
with whom they have had long professional relationships – you know that there is a serious problem.
Coulter had a series of individuals at Free Republic who would publicize her books, radio and TV
interviews, and speaking engagements. This was before Coulter had her own website. Even now, with a
website, Twitter followers, and Facebook friends, Coulter still likes others to do her promotion for her (at
no cost to her).
See case studies in Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory.
Coulter ruined Jones’ life by thrusting her into an unwanted media maelstrom which ultimately destroyed
Paula’s marriage.
Of course, Coulter has famously betrayed Trump for over two years (see Case Study: #Coulter2020, Case
Study: #CoulterMeltdown, and Case Study: Walled Off!).
On 3/19/19, Coulter doubled down, tweeting, “Trump should declare Kellyanne Conway’s marriage a
national emergency.” Remember, Ann and Kellyanne were long-time best friends and Coulter introduced
George to Kellyanne and was her bridesmaid. This displays a total lack of conscience or simple human
decency (see Character Study: Narcissism).
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without accessing those bonus features or you can enhance your reading experience by accessing those
bonus features. Either way, my prayer is that you experience enlightenment and benefit from this work.
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Chapter 1 – Ann Coulter in Action
The origin of Joker: Ann Coulter Unplugged1 goes back about a decade (when Newsbusters ludicrously
wondered why anyone would mock Coulter) and most of the original material for this book has been
discarded (or archived for future use).
Joker looks at two principal Coulter self-identities which she has had throughout her life (Joker and
Rebel) but also concentrates primarily on a third which fully emerged after 9/11, and that is being an
Über-American in its most intensified version: WASP Settler! It is her latter self-identity which animates
her worldview and commentary and the fierceness of her advocacy for America – whether as the fiery
armchair warrior (neo-conservative) or the most strident nativist pacifist (Alt-Right).
Coulter’s various self-identities also fuel her polemics – she is fighting for the very soul and future of
America, whom she believes she personifies. (Nevermind, that she has reversed many positions over the
past 20 years. Coulter, as America incarnate, knows best.)
Additional themes contained in Joker include: various idols in Coulter’s life and their manifestation in her
aberrational behavior; spiritual aspects, such as pride and arrogance, and a lack of humility, repentance,
and forgiveness; the nature, purpose, and impact of her humor; and her desperate loneliness, its cause, and
its cure.
Much of Joker publicly shames Coulter. (Much of Joker also offers hope, encouragement, and a road map
to a better, more fruitful, destination.) Kat Timpf said, “I think that public shaming is very effective in a
free society.”2 Coulter, herself, has oft promoted pubic shaming and engaged in that practice.
Coulter said, “I’m all for outing adulterers, whether it’s, you know, some Hollywood starlet telling on a
politician. I love that. … Oh, yeah, I love that. It’s like having all these Bernie Goetzs of adultery out
there. They’re, you know, preventing people from committing adultery for fear of being exposed.”3
Indeed, Coulter also argued: “I’m all for the Saudi law of cutting of the heads of murderers. You know,
there is a problem with people becoming less and less capable of being shamed. … There is one sort of
type of criminal that a public humiliation might work particularly well with are the juvenile delinquents, a
lot of whom, you know, consider it a badge of honor to be sent to juvenile detention. And it might not be
such a cool thing, you know, in the Hood, to be flogged publicly.”4
Coulter then added, “I’m all in favor of punishment being something unpleasant.”
Psychological Angst
Previously, I have written extensively about the various psychological forces at work in Coulter’s life and
evident in her work, among them, the success syndrome, addictive thinking, narcissism, and hubris.
In Joker, I expand considerably upon those themes, demonstrating their driving force behind so much of
Coulter’s polemical impulses and, at times, truly bizarre behavior.
One could rightly suppose that Coulter is suffering from psychological angst and has been for decades.
A series of case studies and character studies are interspersed throughout this book.
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Commentary / Social Media
Following the 2016 election, Coulter’s written commentary abruptly and dramatically improved,
displaying more professional maturity. With few exceptions, her weekly columns were factual and nonpolemical. In 2017, two columns in particular stood out for their passion and masterful use of language.
(They were also very self-revelatory.) (See Case Study: Pussyfooting Around.)
On the other hand, Coulter’s social media tweets and postings are often mercurial, sometimes sanguine,
and, at other times, merely diatribes, evidence of internal turmoil within the writer.
Coulter’s Twitterstorms are often nothing more than temper tantrums, panic attacks, or expressions of
enmity animated both by her sundry self-identities and her psychological dysfunctions. (These are worthy
of close examination but space limitations necessarily limit the quantity and extent of that analysis.)
Indeed, to paraphrase Don McLean, Coulter’s tweets are often “clenched in fists of rage.”
Will Ann Coulter Die Alone?
Coulter has published 13 books, remains one of the most powerful authors in America, and has well over
two million Twitter followers. Yet, she tweeted: “We singles live empty lives of quiet desperation and
will die alone. Now Rubio is demanding that we also fund happy families with children who fill their
days with joy.” (See Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone.)
Something is wrong with Coulter. What? Read Joker to find out.
Is there hope for Coulter? Yes! Read Joker and be encouraged.
By some metrics, Coulter remains a powerful figure in conservative politics. By other metrics, she is
almost a spent force. She knows and fears the latter. (What a wasted life!)
The remainder of this introductory chapter is divided into two parts which can be considered bookends for
Coulter’s year in 2018 – from her best to her worst – and serve as evidence for the conclusions reached in
Joker.

Part I: Oxford Donatelli
Coulter gave a long-awaited speech at Oxford University on February 12, 2018. (She spent perhaps a
week in London with well-connected friends touring the city.)
Ann did a commendable job, was at the top of her game, yet, her performance was also very selfrevelatory. She maintained a masterful command of the agenda and the audience. Ann was natural, artful,
genuine, and persuasive with an effortlessness born of experience and confidence. She was energetic and
gave persuasive arguments in a friendly manner.
In short, Ann was on her best behavior. Perhaps it was due to the fact that it took her friends at Oxford a
year or more to organize this event and she may have feared disappointing them. Regardless, she gave a
stellar performance. Ann was very animated, very expressive, humorous, and employed great analogies
and figures of speech.
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Ann abruptly ended her speech after only 14 minutes, leaving 38 minutes for Q&A. Notably, Oxford
Union edited out a very brief protest march during her speech.
In one point of contention, Coulter claimed a student mischaracterized her remarks. (You can check the
video yourself to determine who is right.)
Several noteworthy items: 1) she was not wearing her ubiquitous cross, 2) she suggested Kamela Harris
will be the Democrat nominee in 2020, and 3) she used clever humor.
Two examples on that last point.
First, noticing that she was speaking rapidly, Ann self-deprecatingly said, “I get more prolix when I
haven’t had a cigarette. I try to speed it up.”
After the audience applauded to a hostile question, Coulter responded: “We only have an hour. I will
assume any question denouncing me has met with wild approval and we can cut down on the applause.”
Listen for My Invective
Coulter’s first words were: “Can you all hear me? I don’t
want you to miss any of my invective.”
Surprisingly, the only invective she extended was toward
the Koch Brothers: “The Koch Brothers … are the face of
evil in America.” (Yet, Coulter claims that she is more
libertarian than libertarians.)
To the Oxford audience, Coulter was true to her word
when she said, “I’m very nice. Nicer than I’d be to a liberal
on TV.”
Asked for the secret to her success, she replied: “I think it’s
blind hatred. It just gets me up in the morning.” She added,
“but I will stay up all night, too.”

Coulter continued, “I find it more useful to
read and paste in impotent rage” (see Case
Study: Politics of Death).5
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Ann’s words were reminiscent of a 1999
Coulter column in which she wrote, “The
only rational reason for anyone to run for a
house seat is that great human motivator:
fire-breathing,
deep-seated,
Fred
Goldmanesque loathing. … Hate – the fuel
that powered the Vast Right-Wing
Conspiracy.”6
Indeed, on the eve of the 2000 election, a
Coulter rant appeared on National Review:
“Oh, how I hate them! And, oh, how I hate
the waiting. To quote wacky comic Prof.
Irwin Corey, when asked about his feelings
on the subject of love: ‘I like love, because
it’s so close to hate. And without hate, there
could be no revenge.’ Tomorrow, we take revenge.”7 (Forgiveness is not a trait associated with Ann.)
Trump Is Better Than Reagan or Wrecks America
Ann’s proposed speech title: “Donald Trump: America’s Greatest President!”
She began to explain why, going back to the beginning: “I was Donald Trump’s first supporter – even
before Donald Trump thought he could win. He won me over with the Mexican rapist speech and there
was no turning back.”
Then she gave her inevitable Reagan comparison:
“He was the first person in my lifetime – well I
guess there was Reagan – who came along and said
that I’m gonna put America first: Americans first
on trade, on immigration, on war, on jobs.”
However, since even before Trump’s election
victory, Coulter has been equivocal regarding
Trump, and was so once again, saying:
“He could be greater than Ronald Reagan. … He
could be the man that wrecked America.”
She continued to explain why she campaigned and
voted for Trump: “The three pillars of his campaign … an end to this low-wage immigration – definitely
illegal immigration, an end to job-killing trade deals, and an end to pointless wars.”
Ann boasted (emphasis added), “I was #AmericaFirst before Trump was #AmericaFirst. I really just want
to take care of our own country,” adding, “I hate being the bratty one. … I’m gonna be the one out there
trying to save the country even if it hurts people’s feelings.”
Among her one-liners (she so deeply loves one-liners):
•

Our government programs are like a Disneyland for immigrants.
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•

Trump is like a couch cushion: he bears the impression of the last person who sat on it.

•

If he were to run for reelection now, I think his big campaign slogan would be: “I’m still not
Hillary!”

•

There is something more important than money; you have to get voters.

•

America needs a little “Me Time.”

America’s Historical Roots
A constant theme in Coulter’s
work and worldview was also
recurrent at Oxford: America’s
cultural (and genetic) roots.
Ann referred to “the British Isles
– our Mother Country” and spoke
of the original settlers of the
United States of America: The
“British Isles, Germany, and
Western Africans”
(In previous years, Coulter
identified America’s foundational
forces as specifically English and
Dutch, with a nod to black slaves,
and she also asserted that it took
a century to tame the Germans to
American Civilization.)
Coulter emphasized maintaining American cultural purity, saying:
“We can spread our values around the world without destroying our own values. Anglo-Saxon values
toward women and children and the elderly and the weakest members of society … are unique in the
world.”
Coulter extolled her cultural roots: “Anglo-Saxon values toward women, and children, and the elderly,
and the weakest members of society are … unique in the world” (see Case Study: WASP America).
Cassandra-like, Coulter warned of an apocalyptic future should her agenda not be followed: “When there
is no America as a force for good in the world, I think you’re looking at a thousand years of darkness.”
“I Don’t Have a Job”
Later, Coulter engaged in nonsensical banter, arguing (as she has in the past), “I’m not really a ‘job’
person.” She clarified, saying, “What I am is a writer. My biggest advantage is that I’m an agoraphobe so
I like to stay home and read. … I like to research and write.”
Ever the wordsmith, Ann’s love of language is obvious, and this one-liner is probably (almost) 100%
true: “What I do I love and I would do free – don’t tell my publisher.”
5

Coulter continued: “I like not having a job. I like not having to wake up to an alarm clock.” This is
reminiscent of her dream in 1997 of being married with no job and having a nanny raise her children (see
Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).
Obviously, Coulter does have a job.
She gets paid for work. So, what does
she mean when she claims not to have
a job?
Her nonsensical claim denies that she
is paid to write a weekly column, give
speeches, and write books. Coulter has
often said that writing good jokes is
hard work. She increasingly hates
flying from one paid event to another.
Her book tours are exhausting, with
long days of interviews, speeches,
book signings, and other book-related
events. In other words – WORK!
Coulter insisted on Fox News: “I don't
want a job here. … I'm not a job kind
of person. … Can you imagine moving to Washington and having to get up, oh, you do get up every day
and go to a job. And that means to get up every day and go to a job. No.”8
Coulter doesn’t have a job – she’s a self-made multi-millionaire and proud of it. But she works for Human
Events, Universal Press Syndicate, and any organization willing to pony up her speaking fees and, when
she can get a book deal, a publishing house.
Yet, Coulter has made this ludicrous claim of being jobless many times for over a decade or more and
quite frequently this past year. Why? She is really boasting of being an elite who doesn’t need a job,
bragging of having total control and freedom in her life, and preening over being so successful as a writer.
Coulter is asserting her independence and control over the entirety of her life.
Speaking of what she loves to do best, Coulter
said, “Humor is harder than it looks.”9
According to bestselling author Patricia T.
O’Connor, “But the effortless feel of good
writing takes effort to achieve.”10 In other
words, work!
Coulter Abhors 3-D Chess
Coulter is so single-mindedly focused on
(obsessed with) immigration and building a
wall that her agenda cannot be implemented
fast enough. She wants it now, now, now –
and at the expense of all other national
concerns. For her, the only national security
crisis is at the nation’s southern border.
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Hence, her dismissive taunts over theories of
Trump’s grand master plans. At Oxford, she
said, “If I hear that 3-D chess thing one more
time, I’m gonna track them down and kill
their children.” Really, Ann? Kill their
children? (See Case Study: Politics of Death.)
That remains a recurrent theme in her writing
and social media commentary.
Did Her Beauty Help Her Career?
The hostess said, “People have said that your
looks have contributed to your success.”
Coulter instantly replied, “Oh, why, thank
You!”
Then she was asked, “How do you feel about this? Do
you think that women need to use their appearance to
get ahead in a public speaking role?”
After a pensive pause, Coulter gave a rambling answer
to nullify the intent of the question (emphasis added):
“Um, I just want to mull that question for a while
because I love it so much. It’s funny because, um, I
always thought I’d have to instruct the Left – they had
to get, they had to get their attacks on me, get together
and coordinate because either I was either the ugliest
thing that ever lived or I was only on TV because I was
pretty.’
Notice that Coulter offered a false bipolarity, as she
often does. Either she’s beautiful or she’s ugly. Beauty,
as the sages know, is in the eye of the beholder. To one,
she is one; to another, the other. Moreover, her answer
neglects an important dynamic: One can be outwardly
beautiful and inwardly ugly.
Coulter continued: “Um, I’d definitely prefer the latter.
Um, no, I mean [pause] I don’t know, you take what
– I don’t think I’m that good looking – but you take
whatever advantages you have.”
Coulter was asked if her looks amplified her success. Following a pregnant pause – one could almost see
the wheels spinning in her head – Coulter displayed false modesty by claiming, “I don’t think I’m that
good looking.”
What were Ann’s options?
1) Admit her looks elevated her stature and success (thereby diminishing the substance of her work).
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2) Boast of her beauty (“I can’t help it if I’m beautiful!”).11
3) Deny that her pulchritude purchased praise from admirers (a fruitless option given the wealth of
evidence to the contrary.)
4) Deny her attractiveness.
Ann chose the last option, notably qualifying it with a significant word – “that” – “I don’t think I’m that
good looking.” Nevertheless, humility still eludes her. She could not constrain her vanity. That – so she
would be neither denying her beauty nor glorying in it.
Obviously, she does believe in her own beauty and knows it has been a boon to her career. Why else
would a 57-year-old (qualifying by some technical standards as a “senior citizen”) continue to wear
miniskirts and skin-tight attire?
In 1997, regarding Coulter’s infamous TV Guide quote – “I am
emboldened by my looks to say things Republican men
wouldn’t”12 – Ann told me “a most wanted poster would look
good compared to” the photo accompanying her TV Guide
interview.
Yet, she loves goddess worship and being adored as a
conservative babe (see Case Study: Sex and Power).
Early in her career, Coulter campaigned surreptitiously to get
her name added to a poll already underway to determine the
hottest conservative!
Ann loves to be regarded as beautiful and welcomes being
lauded for her beauty. I suspect this is part narcissism and,
ironically, part low self-esteem. Her need for attention is often
insatiable as is her compulsion to attack her foes as ugly and
affirm her friends as attractive.
Seemingly, she doesn’t mind being objectified, indeed, seems to relish it. Yet, on the other hand, she also
has a deep-seated need to be recognized for her brilliance. Beauty and brains.
We see similar contradictions with regards to her
need to be viewed as a courageous heroine and her
eagerness to play the victim.
(Photos from her Oxford event and time period
suggest that Ann had recently had yet another
cosmetic surgery to retain her facial beauty.)
The London Times reported: “Coulter is striking –
pin thin with Disney princess hair and unblinking
green eyes.” Also … “At one point she drops her
notes and has to – oh so slowly, thanks to her overthe-knee boots and very short, very tight dress –
squat to retrieve them.
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Proverbs 31:30 (NLT) gives this warning: “Charm is deceptive, and beauty does not last; but a woman
who fears the LORD will be greatly praised.”
“I Am Not a Racist”
Coulter absurdly claimed, “The one thing I’ve never been accused of is racism” (see Case Study: WASP
America and Case Study: America in Black and White).
Coulter made the very same false claim in 2015: “one thing I have never been called, ah, is, is, is, is a
racist. Um, anyone, anyone who reads my book – or, or Mugged – will see, um, that that would be a very
difficult case to make.”13
Diversity
At Oxford, Coulter made the exact same argument she later made – with almost the exact same words –
before a Swedish audience.
Hers is a well-expressed argument against
Leftist identity politics and diversity
obsession which reverses E Pluribus
Unum into Out of One, Many.
But Coulter proposes cultural segregation
which, in effect, becomes racial and
ethnic segregation, recalling the separatebut-equal paradigm of a century ago.
Given her WASP-supremacist worldview,
we know whom Coulter would exclude
from American polity (using Tinder as
her means). Her last three books clearly
express her Alt-Right worldview (see
Case Study: Alt-Right).
“I think I’m the person who truly loves diversity. … I just think cultures should be preserved.”
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Part II: Identity Politics, Coulter-Style
Coulter’s appearance on Ingraham Angle (12/11/18) is very instructive.
Let’s begin with her facial expressions. She seemed somewhat nervous as she was being introduced, with
her lips quivering as she tried to maintain her smile. Then she answered Laura’s first question.
Afterwards, she had a self-satisfied expression and even gave herself a raised eyebrow in self-approval –
all the while oblivious to the impending furor over her remarks (see graphic below).
When Coulter is at her best,
she has a keen insight into the
political realm, with incisive
analysis of the world as it is.
But, at other times, she is
blinded by her idols, her selfidentities, and her delusions.
In this instance, what she said
was accurate, though perhaps
not expressed as well as it
could have been.
Coulter’s point – as I took it to
be – however inarticulately
expressed,
is
that
the
Progressive Left is immersed
in identity politics and that
intersectionality fosters a war
between competing alleged victim groups – all of whom hate white heterosexual males (and female
conservative blondes).
Outrage over her remarks caused Coulter to trend on Twitter and Coulter went on the defensive the
following day, actually denying what she had said (see tweet below).
Notice her use of humor to
deflect from the truth.
Instead of defending the truth
she had spoken, a rattled
Coulter denied her very own
words.
(Social media took her to
task for lying about not
saying what she had said.)
Yes, it was a total lie – by
Ann Coulter!
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In another tweet (left), Coulter’s “Total lie”
claim is false. She did say “[Democrats] hate
white men.” Their error was in limiting her
claim to “newly elected” Democrats.
Later, an enraged Coulter tweeted six “I’m so
sorry” tweets in which she expressed zero
contrition and offered zero explanation.
Instead, as David Weissman noted, “Typical,
if you go to Ann Coulter's page, she is RTing
every conservative whataboutism tweets to
justify her racism.”
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Several hours later, Coulter Twitter meltdown continued, with six more whataboutism tweets against the
Left and three additional ones specifically targeting Stephanie Ruhle.

Instead of explaining her point of view, she merely attacked the left-wing media and left-wing activists.
However, I offered up an explanation on her behalf by tweeting: “I think Ann's point – however
inarticulately expressed – is that the Progressive Left is immersed in Identity Politics and that
intersectionality fosters a war between competing alleged victim groups – all of whom hate white
heterosexual males (& female conservative blondes).”
My focus, unlike Coulter’s, is not on specific components of the diverse “victim groups” within
Progressive identity politics and intersectionality. Rather, my focus is on the collective nature of these
12

Progressive groups and their unified hatred of white men –
but, specifically, of white men who do not endorse or follow
the Progressive agenda.
In other words, it’s about ideology, not biology. It’s
ultimately about ideology, not race, gender, class, sexual
identity, or any of the other external attributes Progressives
use as a means to eviscerate the enemy.
Coulter is well-connected in the media and often emails her
colleagues when she wants to weigh in on an important issue
or to defend herself. But she didn’t do so this time. (Or,
alternatively, they uncharacteristically chose not to print her
words.)
There were no explanations provided by Coulter in Breitbart
News, Daily Caller, Washington Examiner, and other outlets
with whom she is closely connected.
Most of the condemnation of Coulter on social media had to
do with her repeatedly lying – in tweet after tweet after tweet
– denying she said what everyone could plainly watch and
hear her say on video!

Smitten with Orwell’s 1984, Coulter
apparently thinks that merely repeating a
Big Lie often enough will make it true
and that people won’t believe their own
“lying eyes.”
Why did Coulter go so berserk and panic
as she did? Perhaps she remembered
being banished from Fox News for over
18 months for her September 2015 antiSemitic tweets and remarks (see Case
Study: #BlameJewsFirst). That episode
severed several lucrative professional
relationships which she had previously
enjoyed.
Or, perhaps, it is simpler. Perhaps my
explanation of her intended meaning
wasn’t her intended meaning. Perhaps she
really does view each of these groups as disparate and views each individual as belonging to its own tribe
– with none of them belonging to her tribe. She is, after all, a proud WASP Settler and everyone else is
beneath her (see Case Study: WASP America).
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Yes! Coulter is really immersed in her own brand of identity politics, one whose intersectionality is the
white WASP male.
Not done yet, three days later, Coulter tweeted still more whataboutisms.

However, many refuted Coulter on social media, making valid points.
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One person argued what many have argued for close to twenty years: There is something wrong with
Coulter.

Over the years, I have posited a plethora of emotional,
intellectual, psychological, and ideological dynamics in
Coulter’s life which have created the Ann Coulter we see
before us this day. Among them:
•

Narcissism and self-centeredness

•

Success syndrome

•

Addictive thinking

•

Pride and hubris

•

Control freak

•

Impenitence and unforgiveness

•

Deep-rooted emotional wounds

•

Fear and insecurity

•

Loneliness and relational challenges

(The above dynamics are addressed in this book and in
depth in two other books: The Beauty of Conservatism and
Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory.)
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The
graphic
above
incorporates
Coulter’s own Hashtag Humor to
highlight her brokenness as a human
being.
The graphic to the left is, ironically, a
spoof of a Vice profile meant to
humanize Coulter.
If only Ann would acknowledge her
own humanity – her brokenness and
imperfections – and extend humanity to
others!

[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Chapter 2 – Identity Confusion
At times, and in many ways, Ann Coulter is the most transparent person in the world. However, often she
lies and uses a multitude of masks to hide behind – masks of various, often conflicting, projected selfidentities.
Coulter even wears masks to hide herself from herself.
Coulter Obsessed with Image Control
From conversations and email exchanges with Coulter in 1997, I knew she was obsessed with how she
was portrayed in the media. (Yes, despite her protestations, she does care what people think of her.) She
would comb thorough publications every day for any mention of her and seek to address any perceived
slights.
One particular email from Ann to me is especially enlightening (emphasis added) (SIC):
contrary to her claims (a) I was not just a flak for the R party and (b) I was NOT like
every other pundit and in fact I look like a sore thumb at times, bc my views are quite
divergent from the general run of pundits right or left.
(I refused to give them my age on the grounds that it is impolite to ask any female who
might possibly be over the age of 11 her age, so they called msnbc the day they were
going to press threatening to run that I was 35 hoping to prompt an answer. I was in court
that day, though I doubt I would have succumbed to their terrorist tactics anyway.)
thank you – now that I have hardened approach to these media attacks, it seems a
letter would be good to put my name in that magazine another week. I was tempted to
write a letter myself for this purpose, but thought it would be hard to do without
sounding sarcastic.
Four Faces of Ann Coulter
Coulter primarily projects four
specific images of herself to the
public. These faces are how she
desires herself to be seen by others:
Beauty, Brains, Balls, and Victim.
(See The Beauty of Conservatism
for an in-depth analysis of these
four faces.) In brief, we have:
Beauty. Coulter dresses
provocatively to:
• be seen as beautiful;
• be adored/worshiped
• sell books
• increase ratings
• distract from illegitimacy
of her arguments
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Brains. Coulter continuously praises herself, her intelligence, and the fantastic nature of her books and
commentary, all the while belittling others – even those who are ostensibly her allies – for their stupidity
(even Rush Limbaugh!).
Balls. Coulter loves being perceived as a courageous freedom-fighter. Indeed, it is because I believed her
self-image that I gave her an Alamo Award in 1997. Alas, I was wrong.
Heroine/Victim. Coulter plays a heroine on TV and also relishes playing the victim. Why? By doing so,
she garners sympathy and can gloss over her own wrong behavior. Moreover, playing the victim allows
her to justify her own failures. Thus, playing the victim has the further benefit of evading responsibility
for her own words and actions. And she plays the Victim Card very well. (This damsel in distress
nevertheless remains a heroic figure for her fervent fans.)
Coulter is praised for being heroic as a victim and gets sympathy for being a victim. Win-Win.
My analysis in The Beauty of Conservatism was accurate but incomplete.
Coulter loves the praise she gets for being both a heroine and a victim, but there is more to it than that. In
her role as a victim, Coulter receives sympathy. This is particularly important to her as she is not a
sympathetic figure. People don’t naturally sympathize with sarcastic bullies. Nor do they sympathize with
privileged elites who have it all: Beauty, brains, fame, success, and power. More than one profile of
Coulter has noted that she is a privileged elite seeking status as a victim. Why? Sympathy!
This privileged elite – a multi-millionaire who cavorts with other multi-millionaires and billionaires and
occasionally has the ear of the President of the United States – pretends to be an underdog. Why? Is she
not successful enough? Hasn’t she received sufficient praise and glory? Or, is she simply empty inside?
Let’s find out.
Coulter on Coulter
In much of her commentary, Coulter is sharp, incisive, spot-on. But in far too many areas, the chasm
between Coulter’s perception and actual reality is far too wide. Coulter’s self-perceptions are particularly
divergent from reality.1
Coulter has always wanted to believe
herself among the crème-de-la-crème.2 She
has always envisioned herself better than
the rest.3 Consider these remarks:
•

I’m always charming. … I’m always
right.4

•

My thought is that everyone should just
listen to me because I do read.5

•

As I said before, I used to debate a lot.
Now liberals won’t debate me.6 (The
truth is the opposite: Coulter flees from
those who can hold their own.)7
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•

I’m thinking we may have to move [the release date] up. The country needs [my new] book. … this is
the best one ever.8

•

I’ve been finishing my page proofs for my magnificent new book that comes out June 1st.9

Coulter’s inaccurate perceptions about herself, others, and reality itself; her inability to either repent or to
forgive; her purposeful character assassination of others; her eager employment of elimination rhetoric;
and her refusal to do what she knows is the right thing to do – these are all emblematic of and a
consequence of her vanity.10
Consider one of Coulter’s speech titles – “Republicans Could Win, If They'd Stop Doing Some of the
Things They're Doing.” Yeah, they could stop listening to Coulter!
Coulteresque Identity Politics
The Left has become increasingly obsessed with identity politics, so much so that they champion fake
blacks (Rachel Dolezal), fake women (Bruce Jenner), and fake Indians (Elizabeth Warren).
For her part, Coulter also has distorted views of her own self-identity, some of which are absolutely
absurd and others which objectively contradict one another.
The remainder of this chapter is broken into two parts: the second highlights her inaccurate and
incongruent self-identities while the first does so with a fictional book review for a “new Ann Coulter
book” entitled Delusional (in which all quotations are direct attributions to Coulter!).
As you will see, Coulter is a very confused person. Coulter has lied to others (and to herself) for so long
that she can no longer distinguish fact from fiction, reality from fantasy.
You will notice that Coulter often uses superlatives to describe her various identities: “extraordinarily
good Christian,” “the gold standard,” “best libertarian,” smartest pundit, most pro-life person, etc.

Part I
Delusional – New Ann Coulter Book! (Parody)
EXCLUSIVE: New Book by Ann Coulter is a personal memoir!
We have obtained an advance copy of Ann Coulter’s latest top secret book. The prolific New York
Times best-selling author is soon to publish a memoir revealing her innermost thoughts and feelings. The
beloved and despised “conservative” polemicist and “Christian” provocateur talks candidly about herself
and her aspirations.
Coulter’s soon-to-be-released new book, Delusional, is subtitled, “If I Were Czar of the Universe …”
and, in it, Coulter exposes her inner being. In a rare moment of candor, Coulter admits, “Ann Coulter
engages in ad hominem attacks. Ann Coulter is insane.”11
In Delusional, you will discover the heart and soul of Ann Hart Coulter, who wants to be both a star
and a czar, as she reveals her innermost self-perceptions, regardless of how divergent they are from
reality.
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Among Coulter’s many whimsical fantasies about herself are her claims to be “more libertarian than
most libertarians,” “more Tea Party than most tea partiers,” “totally pro-life,” and “an extraordinarily
good Christian.” Yes, she even wants to be “czar of the universe,” despite acknowledging the totalitarian
nature of that position.
Here are some extracts for your amusement and edification.
Get ready to be captivated by the pundit who is captivated by herself!
All quotes are direct quotes from Coulter – vintage Ann Hart Coulter.
Introduction: “If I Were Czar of the Universe …”12
“Every once in a while, I sit back and think what the world
would be like if I were czar. And, if I were czar, I think
my position would be that private institutions can do
whatever they want to do and only the government can’t
discriminate. … If I were czar of the universe, I would say
that a private organization can do whatever it wants to,
and, yes, it can discriminate on the base of race.”13
“But if I were the czar of the universe, she would be
allowed to get away with it … I think a teacher or a school
ought to be able to … on the basis of gender, race, the
color of their hair. As long as it’s not the government, I
think a private university ought to be able to do whatever
it wants to.”14
“(This elusive concept is admittedly difficult to grasp,
especially if you are a Supreme Court justice and prefer to
think of yourself as ‘Czar of the Universe.’)”15
“You’re not Czar of the Universe anymore, SCOFLA.”16
“And I started asking my liberal friends, ‘What are you
afraid of? If Tom DeLay were czar of the universe, what are you afraid he’d do?’”17
“I’m like the conservative ayatollah.”18
“You see – I really do need to be the ayatollah of this [conservative] movement.”19
CHAPTER 1: “I’m a middle-of-the-road moderate and the rest of you are crazy.”20
“There’s nothing more attractive than a rabid conservative.”21
“[I’m] right-wing crazy and proud of it.”22
“I’m second to none in right-wing lunacy.”23
“I went to Cornell, but I was a casual conservative. After being in Ithaca, NY, I left a violent
conservative.”24
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CHAPTER 3: “I’m more libertarian than most libertarians”25
“Screw you people. I am more Libertarian than you are.”26
“I’m more libertarian than most people who call themselves libertarian.”27
“I’m libertarian on everything except morality.”28
“[I regret] when I was 14 and briefly libertarian.”29
“My libertarian friends are probably getting a little upset now but I think that’s because they never
appreciate the benefits of local fascism.”30
“My complaint with [my libertarian friends] is, they don’t appreciate the virtues of local fascism.”31
“Libertarian Party – capital ‘L’ – can end up being a little pointless and a little cowardly, I mean, just to
attack both parties – ‘Oh, it's both the Republicans and the Democrats.’ No. Come on! It really isn't.”32
“I think people often claim to be libertarians, most people don't even know what you’re talking about. It
sort of sounds like ‘liberal,’ and I just think it’s sort of the cowardly thing to say.”33
“This is why people think libertarians are pussies. … You know, if you’re a little more manly you would
tell them what your position on employment discrimination is. How about that? But it’s always ‘We want
to legalize pot.’”34
“[9/11 truthers] are like libertarians that way.
They take facts but the logic just falls off the
cliff. They take facts and they weave them
together …”35
“A lot of libertarians are godless. … So many
of your rank-and-file libertarians are cowards
because they’re godless and believing in God
does not allow you to be a coward.”36
“If Rand Paul thinks black people are rooting
for black crack dealers to go free, he's even
crazier than his old man.”37
[Asked, Are you for Ron Paul or Sarah
Palin?]: “Probably Sarah Palin. But my
candidate for President in 2012 is Governor of
New Jersey, Chris Christie.”38
“I think we can do without the tea partiers and
libertarians.”39
“If you are considering voting for the
Libertarian candidate in any Senate election,
please send me your name and address so I
can track you down and drown you.”40
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“[If the GOP loses] Republicans were done in by a circular firing squad. Republicans will lose hope, it
will be a downward spiral of defeat and all that will be left to do is track down the people responsible and
kill them.”41
“Libertarians and tea partiers, you were fantastic this election. I have a lot on my plate right now, so it's
kind of a relief that I'm not going to have to drown you.”42
CHAPTER 4: “I’m more Tea Party than most tea partiers”43
“I speak at a lot of Tea Parties, know a lot of them, and I think I am one.”44
“I suppose I consider myself a Tea Partier.”45
“I think we can do without the tea partiers and libertarians.”46
“… then you have the base – these tea partiers – running off and causing Republicans to lose elections.
But for elections lost by Republican consultants and/or the Tea Party, we would already have [a
Republican majority in the Senate].”47
“I think he’s [Tea Party favorite Jim DeMint] been paid off by Soros.”48
“On their ‘About’ page, [the Senate Conservative Fund] won't tell me who runs it – George Soros, George
Soros, George Soros. … I think a lot of these Tea Party groups are George Soros fronts.”49
“Oh, I remember, the tea party’s darling is @marcorubio, spokesman for the tea party on amnesty. No, I
won’t be ‘joining’ that party.”50
“Please get their addresses [of Chris McDaniel’s supporters] for me so I can fly in and hold their heads
under the water until the bubbles stop.”51
“Without tea party challenges and greedy Republican consultants, Republicans would be looking at 59
senate seats in the next Congress.”52
“Libertarians and tea partiers, you were fantastic this election. I have a lot on my plate right now, so it's
kind of a relief that I'm not going to have to drown you.”53
“In return for the tea party not being spasmodic and pushing crazy candidates this election, the GOP
establishment had better abandon its corporate-benefactor-pleasing ways.”54
CHAPTER 6: “I am totally pro-life.”55
“I enthusiastically embrace the death penalty [in the context of 14-year-old murderers].”56
“Sometimes people are innocent of the crime they were sentenced to death for, but perhaps not all
crimes.”57
“I think that every day when I take the New York City subway. … I would like to kill all of them. I can
analyze that and stop myself from killing people on a New York City street.”58
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“Once you’ve committed a violent crime, I say, ‘death penalty.’ Why do we waste time with the prisons?
I would give Chuck Colson one year of Prison Ministries. If you turn them into a Christian, they can go.
Otherwise, death!”59
“Take the Virginia governor’s race. [GOP candidate] Ken Cuccinelli is down about 10 points. Guess what
the libertarian is polling at? Ten points! We need some strategic hunting accidents, airplane crashes. We
need Luca Brasi in our party.”60
“It’s not the position of the National Right to Life Committee that a woman should carry the baby of her
rapist. I think our position is, ‘No, absolutely exceptions for rape and incest.’”61
“Those few abortionists were shot, or, depending on your point of view, had a procedure with a rifle
performed on them. I’m not justifying it, but I do understand how it happened.”62
“I don’t really like to think of it as a murder. It was terminating Tiller in the 203rd trimester.”63
“W.W.J.K.: Who Would Jesus Kill?”64
CHAPTER 7: “I’m an extraordinarily good Christian.”65
“I do believe in heaven. I’m what C.S. Lewis called ‘the worst sort of Christian.’ I believe enough to feel
really miserable about not being a saint, and not enough to actually be a saint. So I’m just sort of
miserable all the time.”66
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“Yeah, I suppose I’m a Christian, it’s just not like I’m constantly writing about it and thinking about it”67
“Although my Christianity is somewhat more explicit in this book, Christianity fuels everything I write.
… I was raised Christian, but I’ve become more Christian in the past five or ten years, and one most
transforming effect in my own life is that I’m constantly at peace.”68
“I’m a Christian and everything comes from being a Christian … I do think Christianity fuels all of my
books because you are called upon to behave in a certain way as a Christian and that is to fight lies,
injustice, cruelty, hypocrisy, that fuels everything.” 69
“Although my Christianity is somewhat more explicit in this book, Christianity fuels everything I
write.”70
“I love America, God, and truth, and I hate liars.”71
“I’m a Christian first and a mean-spirited, bigoted conservative second, and don’t you ever forget it.”72
“If God himself came down from heaven and told me these cops intentionally murdered Amadou Diallo
knowing he was unarmed, I would not believe it.”73
“… being nice to people is an incidental tenet of Christianity.”74
“I used to love [John McCain], then I liked him, now I despise him.”75
“They forgive [John McCain], I don’t. … I’m reconsidering ‘the love your enemies’ part [of
Christianity].”76
“Now I can officially hate [Todd Akin]. …
Now I officially hate him.”77
“I hate the feminists. The real reason I loathe
and detest feminists …[they] are also
marauding, bloodthirsty vipers.”78
“If you don’t hate Clinton and the people who
labored to keep him in office, you don’t love
your country.”79
“I for one bolted past indifference straight into
loathing long ago.”80
“I hate white liberals.”81
“The riot in Ferguson reminds me, I hate
criminals, but I hate liberals more.”82
“I’ve never said anything so outrageous that I
regret it. Though I’ve regretted things that were
too tame.”83
“You can see I haven’t been transformed.”84
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[All quotations in the above fictitious Book Review parody are accurate and originate with Ann
Hart Coulter.]

Part II
Ann Coulter’s Crazy Funhouse Mirror
Peeking behind the variety of masks Coulter wears
can be very intriguing and entertaining. Looking into
her soul reveals insights into human nature. Seeing
Coulter through her eyes is equally enlightening.
We have noted Coulter’s many
expressions about her self-identity85 and
from reality. For Coulter, nothing
superlatives can describe her. (Only the
best.)

conflicted
her divorce
less than
best for the

She calls herself, “right-wing crazy and proud of
it.”86 She’s not just a run-of-the-mill crazy, but the
best: “I’m second to none in right-wing lunacy.”87
Coulter is anything but a squishy conservative or a RINO (as she tells it): “I went to Cornell, but I was a
casual conservative. After being in Ithaca, NY, I left a violent conservative.”88 Indeed, she goes to an
extreme to prove herself the ultimate conservative: “I’m like the conservative ayatollah.”89
Ann is also the poster child for libertarians, claiming, “I’m more libertarian than most people who call
themselves libertarian.”90
Condemning Sarah Palin (whom she regards as a fake Tea Party leader), Coulter considers herself the
opposite (and a card-carrying member at that): “I’m more Tea Party than most tea partiers.”91
Let’s not forget her (not so) warm and fuzzy spiritual side: “I’m an extraordinarily good Christian.”92 Do
“extraordinarily good Christians” actually call themselves that, or, being “extraordinarily good
Christians” do they exhibit a tad bit more humility than Ann?
So, to recap, Coulter is the best conservative, best libertarian, best Tea Partier, and best Christian. Oh, I
almost forgot, paraphrasing Coulter, nobody does crazy as well as her.
Coulter’s Characters
In addition to superlative characteristics, Coulter imports herself into superlative characters, likening
herself to famous people, such as Bob Woodward, Bibi Netanyahu, Abbie Hoffman, H.L. Mencken, and
Mark Twain.
(One must wonder whether Coulter really thinks that highly of herself, or whether she thinks so
little of herself that she wants to become someone else!)
The masks Coulter chooses to wear are illustrative of how she wants to be seen by others (and how she
wants to think of herself).
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Coulter’s bio promotes the irreverent, iconoclastic, side of Ann, proclaiming her to be “the Abbie
Hoffman of the Right.” Strikingly, the qualities which made Abbie Hoffman Abbie Hoffman are neither
conservative nor Christian in nature, suggesting the impossibility of a right-wing version. But irreverence
is part of what she sells and is a term frequently used to sell her books. (Wait! Didn’t Ann write a book
decrying anarchy and mob-like behavior? Yes – Demonic!)
Coulter has strongly denied any comparisons of her with her counterpart, Michael Moore, but she has
offered up two preferred alternatives: “I think I am the right-wing [H.L.] Mencken, the right-wing Mark
Twain. I am not the right-wing Michael Moore.”93
However, “Newsbusters' Warner Todd Huston dubbed Coulter ‘the H.L. Mencken of our times ... minus
the intellect.’” As Ilana Mercer put it, “Coulter is sui generis, but Mencken she is not.”
More recently, Coulter has repeatedly compared herself to the renowned investigative journalist Bob
Woodward, only (in her mind) she’s better than him and she does it all on her own. Coulter boasted,
“I’m the female. I’m the conservative Bob Woodward, except I don’t hire researchers and co-writers.”94
(Yes, she doesn’t hire researchers. Instead, she gets pro-bono research from friends and colleagues.)
Strikingly, Coulter plays the Gender Card as she crows, “I’m the female Bob Woodward except I don’t
have researchers or co-writers.”95 Coulter reiterated, “As I said, I’m the female Bob Woodward.”96 (In
other words, she’s better than him in two respects: she does it on her own and she’s a woman.)
Yes, she thinks she better than Woodward and she does her own work. (Yes, Ann, we believe you: not a
smidgeon of plagiarism.97) Plus, she’s a woman to boot. (Yes, Ann likes her boots.)
To demonstrate her own courage, Coulter likens herself to a renowned Israeli warrior and statesmen: “I
might just show up anyway just to piss them off. I could be the Bibi Netanyahu of CPAC.” Her
Facebook bio brazenly states: “Coulter … has emerged as the bold heroine of our day!”
Carrying on in the grand Coulter tradition, others have made their own Coulter comparisons. Brad Miner
claimed, “[Coulter] is to the 21st century what Lenny Bruce was to the 20th.”98 (Again, Coulter is being
compared favorably with a decidedly countercultural figure antithetical to conservatism.) Yet, in many
ways, such a comparison is apropos. Coulter is known to use profanity, racial (and other) slurs, and,
generally, just say whatever she wants to. Yes – a rebel! (See Chapter 6: Rebel.)
In fact, with her book, How to Talk to a Liberal (if you must), Coulter enumerated her own rules on how
to be deliberately offensive. Coulter fervently and irreverently follows her own rules.99
Bernard Goldberg, once a big fan of Coulter, later admitted, “Ann Coulter is the Miley Cyrus of political
commentary.” Dorothy Rabinowitz said, “[Ann Coulter is] the Maureen Dowd of conservatism.”
Meghan Daum suggested another intriguing impossibility: “[Coulter is] the adopted lovechild of Oscar
Wilde and Gore Vidal.”
If she is not who she says she is – or believes herself to be – then her “thinking is deeply distorted and
flawed.”100
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A Wordsmith – More or Less
I have always regarded Coulter as a gifted wordsmith101 – and said so.102 But receiving praise and praising
oneself are two different things. The former should be done with grace; the latter is unseemly and
tasteless (gauche). Coulter prefers gauche to grace.
(Rush Limbaugh’s shtick includes tongue-in-cheek superlatives about his own greatness; Coulter is
serious.)
Ann Coulter has an exalted sense of self because she constantly exalts herself.103 Consequently, she says
and does some very foolish things.104 Pride is the embodiment of foolishness (see Character Study: Pride,
Humility, and Wisdom).
During Passion Week, Coulter spoke about Christian courage:
“I mean if the one thing – a few days before Easter, it’s worth mentioning besides eternal life with your
Creator – the one thing every Christian should have is courage. The most important thing in your life.”105
Does Ann Hart Coulter have the courage to face herself and her Creator? (We shall see.)
[In the next chapter, we will delve into Coulter’s most deeply-rooted self-identities. They form the core of
who she believes herself to be and the basis for all that she hopes to achieve.]
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study: Separated at Birth – Joy Reid & Ann Coulter
Given the various self-identities that Ann Coulter has adopted over the years, it is amazing to see how
inaccurate they are and how flawed Coulter’s self-awareness is.
Case in point: Coulter’s commonality with her arch-nemesis, Joy Reid.
Arch-left commentator Reid and alt-right polemicist Coulter passionately hate each other (and one another’s
politics), yet they share many traits. (One trait which markedly distinguishes the two is that Reid will
actually apologize when she screws up.)
Ann and Joy have frequently butted heads on
national television, with mixed results. But have
they ever looked into the mirror of their own
souls? If they had, they would have seen
similarities in their viewpoints (identity politics)
and polemical style.
Roseanne Barr and Joy Reid
The most recent kerfuffle began with an
injudicious Roseanne Barr tweet which caused a
meltdown on the Left. Just days later, Samantha
Bee’s hateful attack on conservatives put a
spotlight on liberal hypocrisy.
Then Joy Reid’s hateful attacks on whole
groups of people bubbled up into the
national consciousness.
Conservatives were quick to highlight
Reid’s many attacks on Coulter, without
realizing that Coulter shares Reid’s
modus operandi and, in some areas,
polemical perspective and nature.
Here are a few of Reid’s remarks
regarding Coulter (see sidebar).
What commonalities can be found
between Reid and Coulter? Many. Here
are just a few.
Misogyny
Reid’s misogynistic language employed
against Coulter mirrors Coulter’s own
decades-long style.
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Indeed, on Ingraham Angle (6/1/18), in response to Reid’s postings, Coulter replied:
”And then there’s the always popular calling
me a man for having a beautiful swan-like
neck. Liberal women, as long as we’re
being frank here, aren’t used to that because
they have rolls of fat on their neck.
They’re really taken aback by my beautiful
swan-like neck.”1
Ingraham herself was taken aback: “Oh
gosh. Okay, alright.”
(Gosh, yes! But, is it really “OK” and
“alright?”)
Coulter has, in fact, attacked women (for
being women and on the basis of this looks
and alleged lack of intelligence) for around
three decades.2
Hate Speech
Coulter calls herself a “polemicist” and says she enjoys her “vitriol.”3 (See Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric
and Rape Fantasies and Case Study: Politics of Death.)
Anti-Mexican
I tweeted: “She sounds an awful lot like @AnnCoulter who for several years now has denounced Mexican
rapist culture and illegals who take jobs & welfare from Americans. http://wp.me/p4jHFp-6A.”4 (See Case
Study: WASP America.)
Anti-Semitic
I tweeted: “Reid has savagely attacked @AnnCoulter yet they both love Identity Politics and both have a
long history of #Antisemitism #AnnCoulter http://wp.me/p4jHFp-f4 .”5 (See Case Study:
#BlameJewsFirst.)
Death Threats
I tweeted: “Like Reid, @AnnCoulter is OK with death threats and rape jokes. Many of #AnnCoulter‘s
“jokes” preceded Reid’s and Coulter has NEVER apologized. http://wp.me/p4jHFp-fY .”6 (See Case Study:
Politics of Death.)
Rape Fantasies
I tweeted: “Like Reid, @AnnCoulter is OK with death threats and rape jokes. Many of #AnnCoulter‘s
“jokes” preceded Reid’s and Coulter has NEVER apologized. http://wp.me/p4jHFp-fY .”7 (See Case Study:
Sex and Power.)
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Identity Politics
I tweeted: “Reid has savagely attacked @AnnCoulter yet they both love Identity Politics and both have a
long history of #Antisemitism #AnnCoulter http://wp.me/p4jHFp-f4 .”8 (See Case Study: WASP America
and Case Study: Alt-Right.)
If you regard Joy Reid’s words and worldview as reprehensible, then you should so regard Ann Coulter’s.
Anti-Life
Reid is fanatically pro-abortion. But
what of Coulter? The answer might
surprise you.
Just one Reid quote: “This isn’t prolife; it’s forced birth.”
Coulter claimed, “I am totally prolife,”9 and explained why: “I’m prolife, because I think it is a human, so
yeah, I think the fetus can be
protected.”10
But is she really pro-life? If so, why
has she been at odds with the pro-life
movement for fully two decades?
In 2000, Coulter vilified GOP presidential candidate Gary Bauer and other pro-lifers who were seeking a
constitutional remedy to abortion. Her essay was titled, “Must Christian conservatives be fascists?”
Fascists? Coulter’s purpose was to preserve George W. Bush’s candidacy from the wrath of the abortion
industry.
Ever since, Coulter has subordinated pro-life considerations to whatever matters she considers more
immediate or more expedient. Coulter has, in fact, rejected many potential pro-life candidates for others
she deemed more electable.11
For purely political reasons, Coulter blamed pro-lifers for Republican defeat in 2012, writing, “Can you
learn to say, ‘no exceptions’ or rather, ‘no abortions with exceptions for rape, incest and the life of the
mother?’ Learn that. Memorize that. Stop waxing philosophical when you’re running to make laws.”12
Yes, Coulter blamed pro-lifers for Romney’s defeat: “The last two weeks of the campaign were
consumed with discussions of women’s ‘reproductive rights,’ not because of anything Romney did, but
because these two idiots [Akin and Mourdock] decided to come out against abortion in the case of rape and
incest.”
Moreover, Coulter thinks life in the womb is a “philosophical” argument and wants pro-lifers to be
pragmatic by permitting human beings who are conceived in rape to be aborted.
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Coulter’s disregard for human life is clear in her pretzel-twisted logic:
“No law is ever going to require a woman to bear the child of her rapist. Yes, it’s every bit as much a life
as an unborn child that is not the product of rape. But sentient human beings are capable of drawing
gradations along a line.” (See Case Study: Politics of Death.)
Gradations? Coulter refuses to drawn the clear and distinct lines that science and scripture dictate: human
life is human from the point of conception.
Yet Ann (“I am totally pro-life”) Coulter continues to attack pro-lifers.
Coulter has written multiple tweets and columns questioning the motives – and character – of Republicans
opposed to abortion. Coulter calls them “pathetic,” “weak-kneed” “sissies” and “pussies” trying “to prove
their toughness by being pro-life.”
Coulter demonstrated her unscrupulousness and willingness to betray any principle for the sake of political
expediency, tweeting, “I don’t care if @realDonaldTrump wants to perform abortions in White House after
this immigration policy paper. http://bit.ly/1EvT3Ja.”13
Coulter
passionately
attacked
conservatives for pursuing a pro-life
agenda. Coulter began her rant
ridiculing those who seek to defend
the lives of the unborn by saying, “I
am getting very, very bored with
[conservatives] being bad asses on
abortion.”
“these Republicans who want to prove
what hairy-chested conservatives they
are by endlessly talking about
[abortion]. No, we have won that,
Republicans. We have won it within
the Republican Party and that’s all
we’re gonna be able to win it in until
Roe v. Wade is overturned.”
“They are cowards. They’re unimaginative. They’re not very smart.”
“… their big thing is to keep talking about this abortion thing. Well, that’s great if it were 1977. I’d think
you’re really brave and you’re doing a great thing. But I kind of think you’re just a putz imitating what
was good forty years ago at this point.”14
For Coulter, it is never the right time to defend the unborn,15 to help those who are regarded as
somehow “below human.”
Why would Ann, who often treats people out of the womb so callously, care about those who are still in the
womb?16 (See Case Study: Politics of Death.)
Coulter tweeted, “we should make abortions for liberal women compulsory.” That sounds an awful lot like
Planned Parenthood’s eugenics program against undesirables.
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(What of liberals who have become conservatives and those who were pro-abortion who have become prolife? Is there no repentance or reformation in Coulter’s theology? See new movie: Unplanned!)
Speaking of eugenics, Coulter certainly has implied that it should be applied to the Bush family. Her RIP
for Barbara Bush was clearly sarcastic (see Case Study: Politics of Death).17
Anti-Christian
Despite their personal enmity and political
differences, Reid and Coulter are
remarkably alike in their polemical nature
and viewpoints in certain areas: antiMexican, anti-Semitic, death threats, hate
speech, rape fantasies, identity politics, and
even misogyny. To that, we can add
hostility toward Christians.
Reid regards evangelical beliefs as fiction,
fantasy.
She
decries
mainstream
Christianity as opportunistic and apathetic
toward those in need. As noted in Christian
Post, “Joy Reid’s declaration against faith
and family are part and parcel of a greater spiritual movement among the liberal elite to destroy both faith
in God and the family.” Indeed, Reid regards “Church ... family ... police ... military ... the national anthem”
as anachronistic and old-fashioned, things to be forgotten. Reid even attacked Sarah Palin for displaying a
Christmas tree – on Christmas!
Coulter has herself opposed Christians for fully two decades (while claiming to be a Christian!). Coulter
has repeatedly condemned Christian missionaries for daring to fulfill the Great Commission in foreign
lands, aiding those who are poor, sick, and in need.
Coulter calls Christians heeding their consciences “fake Christians“ and attacks Christians for being godly.
Further, Coulter demands that Christian refugees from genocide overseas be martyred.18 Moreover,
Coulter’s WASP worldview compels her to continually denigrate Catholics.
In many ways, Reid and Coulter are twins. Both are openly hostile to Christianity while one – Coulter –
actually claims to be a Christian. Out of the abundance of the heart, the mouth speaks, revealing the truth.
With the publication of her book, Godless, in 2006, Coulter became a Christian “leader” and “authority.”
She forcefully expressed her faith in God. Since then, Coulter’s declarations of faith have been scarce and
tepid. Was it all an act? A marketing ploy?
On those rare occasions when she does mention God, a Christian holy day, or heaven, it is almost always
political or polemical in nature. Why? Because she views faith in political terms and as a means to an
end. Moreover, the P (Protestant) in WASP is part of her political identity, one she cannot dismiss.
(Simply saying that you’re a Christian – or “an extraordinarily good Christian” – doesn’t make you a
Christian. Only Christ can do that.)
For several years now, Coulter has frequently spoken of worshiping the “Emperor-God Trump,” a phrase
and idea that would be anathema to any genuine Christian.
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I suspect that claiming to be a Christian and (rarely)
attending church services has become a sort of comfort
food for Ann, remembrances of times past before she
abandoned the faith of her parents and forefathers.
Something within Ann tells her that the emptiness within
her soul is a spiritual poverty that can only be filled by
Jesus Christ, but she rebels against His call and His
requirements (see Chapter 6: Rebel).
Coulter rebels against putting God first in her life. She
prefers doing her will instead of that of the God of her
parents and ancestors.
Ann has reveled in rebellion for so long that she doesn’t
know how to be a humble and obedient follower of Christ.
(Hint: Pray and take the first step by taking the first step.)
Does Ann believe that she is a Christian because she
deserves to be a Christian or does she recognize that her
salvation is totally and completely dependent upon God’s
grace? Or does she just not care?
(If you are a Christian, Ann, then live like one!)
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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A rare pro-life Coulter tweet hit the mark with precision: “Dr. Mengele did escape! He’s now living as Kathy
Tran in Virginia.”
Christian genocide is taking place in the Middle East and elsewhere, but Coulter does not care. If they are
not Americans, they don’t count. Daily Wire reports that “Christians are Borderline Extinct in the Middle
East Now.”
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Case Study – Jesus, Santa, and Kwanzaa
“Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and comes down from the
Father of lights, with whom there is no variation or shadow of turning.”
– James 1:17
Coulter, author of Godless (2006), was for quite some time deemed a spiritual authority. She is, even
today, regarded by many as a godly person. But is that really the case?
Coulter has had much to say about Christians and Kwanzaa, but little to say about Jewish holy days,
Islam, or Ramadan. Which is probably a good thing as she gets so much wrong about Christianity and
Christian holy days. (As we will see, Coulter politicizes everything, including faith.)
Let’s begin with Kwanzaa.
Kwanzaa Krazy
For almost twenty years, Coulter has published an (almost) annual (and almost identical) column
regarding Kwanzaa. (It seems a rather lazy way to celebrate a Christian holiday season.) Coulter’s ire
actually seems more focused on the FBI than Kwanzaa itself.
It’s almost as if she has a personal vendetta against the FBI.
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In 2017’s iteration of her (almost) annual Kwanzaa column (virtually identical to her 2013 version),
Coulter concluded with these words (all caps): “MERRY CHRISTMAS, FELLOW CHRISTIANS!”
It is through the Prince of peace that mankind can experience true peace. Yet Coulter prefers political
salvation for America and wishes a “Merry Christmas” to her “fellow Christians.”
Actually, the Christmas season is a spectacular time to introduce the Savior of the world to those in the
world who do not yet know Him. Wishing non-Christians a “Merry Christmas” with a heart of love can, at
the very least, point them toward Jesus. Moreover, it offers Christians an opportunity to share our faith
with non-believers.
Christmas is all about the gospel of Christ, whose birth has been celebrated for two millennia. Favorite
traditional Christmas songs (Joy to the World, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen, etc.) celebrate the
incarnation of the Messiah into our world, our lives, and our hearts.
The most well-known Bible verse, John 3:16, encapsulates the gospel message: “ For God so loved the
world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have
everlasting life.” Our Father’s gift of Christmas was followed by His gift on the cross.
In other words, Christmas is transcultural. It celebrates the birth of Jesus Christ, who is the Savior of the
world. Christmas is über-inclusive. (No, Ann, Jesus was not an English-speaking WASP using the King
James Bible.)
Jesus entered our world, not to see a “devout Muslim” martyred for saying “Merry Christmas” or to
promote an anti-immigration agenda, but, rather, to save mankind from itself, and, in the process, break
down barriers and bring reconciliation.
Coulter’s 2018 Kwanzaa version included numerous political potshots at Jared Kushner and Paul Ryan.
Coulter’s “Christmas” Columns
Hating Kwanzaa (13 columns) – is it
an FBI thing or a black thing?
Coulter seldom writes columns about
Christmas and when she does, they are
uniformly political in nature.
In 2007, Coulter’s purpose was to
derail Mike Huckabee’s presidential
ambitions.
In 2010, Coulter’s purpose was to
denounce liberalism.
In 2015, Coulter’s purpose was to
promote an anti-immigration agenda.
When will Coulter publish a column
that explicitly promotes Christmas
and Christ within that holy day?
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Christmas 2004: “Merry Christmas” = “Fuck You?”
Many Christians have contended they are embattled in a war on Christmas with countless skirmishes in
which even saying the word “Christmas” becomes a legal battle, a war in which “Christmas” has become
worse than a dirty word.
In 2004, Coulter proudly said
“Merry Christmas” not as a
joyful greeting to share the
gospel of Christ, but as an
epithet to outrage the hearer.
Reconciliation is the very last
thing Coulter wants. Coulter
began 2005 reveling to a
reporter, “Oh, it was so much
fun this year, because saying
‘Merry Christmas’ is like
saying ‘Fuck you!‘”
As National Review noted, “If
you know someone is not
Christian or hates Christmas
for some reason, and you say
‘Merry Christmas’ out of spite or vindictiveness, rather than with joy and good cheer, then you are the
one putting the ‘ass’” in Christmass.”
The Christmas spirit still eludes Coulter.
Christmas 2009
Published on
Christmas Eve: In
Coulter’s list of
Yuletide gifts we see
her sense of humor in
overdrive.
Of course, none of
this has anything to
do with the birth of
Christ and the spirit
of Christmas, which
continues to elude
her.
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Christmas 2013
In 2013, Coulter debated the race of Jesus Christ and Santa Claus. She got one right and one wrong. I
posted the following analysis on the Internet:

Later, Coulter doubled down on her blatantly racist perspective of Santa Claus (probably regarding him
as a WASP benefactor).
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I posted the following analysis on the Internet:
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Christmas 2015
Is über-Christian Coulter, author of Godless and Demonic, a (in her own words) “fake Christian?”
One could be forgiven for reaching that conclusion.
Perhaps Coulter’s tweets can shed some light. Here’s another Christmas tweet by Coulter politicizing
Christmas.

Easter 2016
Her 2016 Easter sunrise tweet –
“Happy Easter! Thanks for eternal
life, Jesus! And God bless this sweet
Muslim martyred in Your name” –
linked to a feature on a Muslim
martyr.
While praising Jesus for salvation,
Ann was joyful over a moderate
Muslim who was martyred for
seeking unity between people of
different faiths. Asad Shah, a “devout
Muslim,” never knew Jesus and was
not saved. Jubilation?
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That stunning “Easter” tweet is remarkable for a number of reasons. She exalts in eternal life for herself
while being oblivious to the reality that “this sweet Muslim” was martyred without ever experiencing
salvation through Christ. Yet, she asks God to “bless” him! How? He’s dead.
Christmas 2016
Her first and only Christmas tweet in 2016 proclaimed not
the gospel but her political views on immigration: “My
Christmas card: 7-Eleven Men’s Room Door, Bonner
Springs, Kansas, today …” (Build the Wall).
Yes, in 2016, Coulter again politicized Christmas:
#BuildTheWall was, is, and remains her mantra.
Coulter – again – left Christ out of Christmas!
The following February, Coulter praised the recently
inaugurated President Trump, saying,
“No, this is going to go on for four years. For the rest of us,
it’s Christmas every morning.”
Coulter added:
“It’s so fantastic to have a politician who does what he says
he’s going to do. It’s stunning. And it’s been fun.”

Easter 2017
In 2017, Coulter again politicized Easter and secularized Christmas.

Not long after Easter, Coulter twice made a surprisingly silly claim: “Jesus bought a Christmas tree.”1
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Christmas 2017
Near the beginning of the Christmas season, Coulter tweeted a somewhat non-political tweet (see tweet
on left).

Does Ann believe it? Does she live it?
On Christmas (see tweet on right), Coulter tweeted about
attending a church service (she attends, at most, twice a
year: Easter and Christmas). (Notice that she elevates
Santa to Messianic status.)
Responses to Coulter’s Tweet:
•

Ms. Coulter, if you’re going to follow Jesus,
why don’t you try acting more like Him.

•

LOL! You seem to think you are an expert on churches. As a minister, I find this laughable.

•

Don’t tell me you consider yourself a Christian! Oh my god, I need therapy now!

•

And you didn’t burst into flames walking through the door? Shocking

•

You do know that you should “actually” be a Christian if you want into heaven, you don’t get
points for just going to church

•

Nothing screams faith like a good photo-op.

•

Coulter espousing the most Christian of all sentiments: “My church is better than yours.”

The day after Christmas, Coulter posted a couple of political tweets in keeping with a Coulteresque
version of Christmas.
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Some Responses to Coulter’s Tweet:
•

Good, he was apprehended. You were upset that there
was no description of an attacker who stabbed a woman
14x but you failed to mention that a passenger also died
with DS Kelly. Oh, and what the hell does this sad event
have to do with Merry Christmas? Making Christmas
political?

•

Like the Gospels preach – There’s no better time for
racism and bigotry than on the day we celebrate the birth
of Christ – One of the most loving, compassionate, and
forgiving people in human history.

•

This WOULD be how you spend Christmas. Sorry
excuse for a person...

Strikingly, the murderous Dreamer was named “Jesus.”
Coulter also tweeted a non-political post-Christmas tweet:
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Christmas 2018
Christmas in 2018 was very much like previous Christmases. Coulter added a beagle to a traditional
nativity scene and her fans worshiped her.

Later, Coulter twice politicized Christmas, demanding a wall.
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Tweets Commending Christian Sports Players
In February, 2018, Coulter tweeted praise for sports figures giving glory to God.2
•

YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!! COACH GIVES THANKS TO MY LORD AND SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST!!!!!
(Now we know why they didn’t want to let us hear from the coach.)

•

NEXT PLAYER THANKS GOD!!!!!!!!!!

•

NICK FOLES: “ALL GLORY TO GOD!”

Is Coulter in agreement with those expressions of praise as a theological conviction or as a political
statement? Is she praising God or attacking the Left? Remember, she loved saying “Merry Christmas” not
to spread Christmas cheer but to give the
finger to her liberal neighbors.
Yet, Coulter continually makes political
(not salvific) references to God.
Apparently, Ann is one of those nominal
Christians who only attend church twice a
year (Christmas and Easter), whether she
needs to or not.
Alistair Begg notes that we become Christians individually but we can only experience spiritual growth
corporately, in community with fellow believers. Corporately – “corpus” = “body” = “in the body of
Christ.”
Let Them Be Martyred!
Coulter is fearful of white genocide in
South Africa and she is fearful of it
taking place in the United States.
But she doesn’t care about Christian
genocide in the Middle East – her
attitude seems to be “Let Them Be
Martyred.” She remains obsessed with
race yet has no concern for her spiritual
brothers and sisters in Christ.
With astonishing apathy, Coulter
criticized Trump for his efforts to get
Pastor Andrew Brunson released from
his false imprisonment in a Turkish jail.
Instead of being joyous,
lamented the lack of a wall.

Coulter
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On Watters’ World, Coulter said: “We don’t have to keep saving people who did – I feel like it’s skiers
who go off into a no-skiing area, avalanche warning, don’t go, and we have to spend all this money to get
them back. Don’t go to these countries.”3
(Sorry, Ann, but the Gospel of Christ compels Christians and pastors to go into all the world – even
dangerous places.)
Real Meaning of Christmas
The real meaning of Christmas perpetually escapes Ann. Despite her Christian upbringing and
proclamations of being saved by Jesus, the gospel message of Christ eludes Coulter.
Speaking of the great significance of Christmas, Mike
Huckabee wrote (emphasis added): “The real meaning of
Christmas is not giving toys but giving God’s grace in
person to someone who is no longer in a position to give
back.”4
From pastor Timothy Keller’s Hidden Christmas:
“Christians should never be starry-eyes about glamour.
They should never be snobs or make it a goal to get up
into the higher echelons of the sleek and beautiful.”5

Keller continued (emphasis added): “The
fact that God became human and emptied
himself of his glory means you should not
want to hang out with the people with
power and glitz, who are networked and
can open doors for you. You need to be
willing to go to the people without power,
without beauty, without money. That is the
Christmas spirit, because God became
one of us.”6
(Ironically, Coulter claims that Keller was
her pastor in New York City.)
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Ann Coulter, Sean Hannity Show, 5/11/17 and Ann Coulter, Comedy Cellar Radio Show, 5/11/17.
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Case Study – Wealth: Losing Your Golden Egg
Coulter has always gravitated toward the rich and powerful. Born and bred an elite, Coulter places primacy
on wealth, not so much as wealth per se, but for what it represents and for how it can be used. Having
wealth – especially derived from a career – symbolizes success. More than that, it opens doors to elite circles
through which she would otherwise not be able to enter.
Consider these quotes from her time as a contributor at MSNBC in 1996-97:
•

If you’re royal in your home country, why would you leave? Don’t people think you’re really cool
for that?1

•

Yeah, but, can I just say, you know, you’re rich and famous. I mean, you people talking about how
horrible it is to live with the paparazzi. Of all the problems there are in this world this is really kind
of at the bottom of my list, I have to say. Who wouldn’t trade places with you guys?2

•

If you’re trying to say that I’m better off than she was when she was married into this pathetic royal
family, and had all this money and everyone loved her and we’re celebrating her death [you’re
mistaken].3

•

In New York, the common thing, in sort of the socialite circles, is for people to claim to be
foreigners … I have lots of friends and acquaintances of friends who have had, you know, alleged
British royal [connections]4

•

Yes, life is better if you have money than if you don’t have money, and the more money you have
the better off you are.5

•

All my friends work for a Wall Street law [firm], I work for a Wall Street law firm, and we all go
to the same country club in Scarsdale.6

To repeat, Coulter was born and bred a privileged elite.
Elitism runs through her veins. Indeed, she’s become an
elite’s elite and she hungers and thirsts to be at the epicenter
of fame, glory, and power – preeminent among her peers.
Though wealth, power, success, fame, and glory are
different, they all intersect in Coulter’s elitist drive to be
among the crème-de-la-crème, letting the cream rise to the
top (by whatever means necessary).7
(For the purposes of this book, in this chapter I am focusing
primarily on wealth as a barometer or gauge, a concrete
measure, of the other aspects of her elitist self-identity.)
Hence, Coulter’s soul-deep desire to be a featured speaker (the “star”) at the annual Conservative Political
Action Conference (CPAC), Conservatism’s biggest and most prestigious event. Although she was never
paid to appear, she was ever eager to fly cross-country to attend each event for the joy of being worshiped
by her fans and acolytes. Her book signings and interviews on media row filled her with a sense of selfimportance.
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Being an integral part of CPAC – getting all the fame and glory – was so crucial to Coulter’s self-identity
as an elite that she would do whatever was necessary to be part of it, even if it was devious, underhanded,
and, ultimately, a betrayal of the sponsoring organizations (see Case Study: CPAC Escapades).
As a result of her networking acumen, Coulter has created a sphere of friends and colleagues primarily
populated with millionaires and billionaires. She counts Peter Thiel and other billionaires as friends.
Wealth was always a criterion in Coulter’s selection of presidential candidates. Before billionaire Donald
Trump, multi-multi-millionaire Mitt Romney was her perfect candidate. Before that, during the 2000
election cycle, Coulter crowned George W. Bush even before he had announced his platform – based solely
upon his massive war chest. Even then, money meant more to her than principles.
Coulter has frequently boasted of her elite connections. Once she spoke of attending an elite holiday party
in which millionaires were the B-listers. She said that she went from table to table telling them all how they
were wrong about immigration. She often boasts of her tête-à-têtes at the highest echelons of power. Here’s
one example:
I’ve had private counsels with two Republican presidential candidates … one I spoke to
one-on-one for three hours at dinner, basically laying out the entire Donald Trump
immigration plan. Another one, I put it into an email to. … That one was from May 2014.
I want to call one up, email the other way, and say “If you’d listened to me, you’d be Donald
Trump now.” It was point by point on immigration.8
By the way, Coulter even wears her mink coat (with jeans) on airplane flights in coach (to irk feminist
vegans and flaunt her wealth).
This must have been so embarrassing! Headline: “Ann Coulter Credit Card Declined Publix Palm Beach:”
Ann Coulter was left with egg all over her face in the checkout line. The chatty conservative
had her credit card rejected at Publix Supermarket in Palm Beach on Saturday night.
The New York Post reports: According to our spy, the nutty arch-conservative was caught
at 9:45 p.m. Saturday night in the 10 Items or Less line at the local Publix when her card
was rejected. “She was embarrassed but didn’t make a scene. She just paid with cash and
ran out of there. But at least she’s eating.”
Coulter as Grateful Dead Groupie
Coulter has been a deadhead since high
school. She estimates that she has attended
about 67 Grateful Dead concerts, most of
them in the early 1990s, when she was a
thirty-something with “plenty of disposable
income.”9
Yes, she travelled across the country and
around the world to attend those concerts, at
considerable expense.
We know what her priorities were then. What
are they now?
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Coulter’s Charity
I don’t personally know Coulter’s level of charitable giving, but her past public behavior is probably a good
gauge. Coulter has claimed she gives one free speech every year, but, if so, they haven’t been well promoted
(perhaps she’s trying to keep her giving quiet – but then, why does she say she does it?), or, more likely,
they include free copies of her unsold books to puff up her sales figures.
Coulter has, on a couple of occasions, participated in celebrity auctions – a lunch date with Ann – acquiring
bids in the thousands of dollars range. But, 1) she would determine the auction winner (so as to ensure she
got connected with the right person) and 2) she got a free meal out of it. [CLEVER GIRL: Ann also found
an easy way to get a database of well-off ardent admirers with their contact information. Better than Tinder:
Tinder with a CV.]
During her Treason book tour, Coulter was “competing”
with Hillary Clinton’s Living History (no contest – in this
case, Hillary won hands down). She appeared on Sean
Hannity’s radio show. A frequent caller to the show – a
war veteran living on a fixed income – called in. Sean
asked Ann to give him a book. She refused. But she did
offer to give him a book if he first bought one. Why? She
wanted to boost her book sales and beat Hillary.
(Anyone with an Ann Coulter story, please contact me.)
Is Coulter trying to buy a stairway to heaven? If so, she’s
the Fool on (Snob’s) Hill. Why does she have to be the Big
Shot? Does she have to be more than just a Rich Girl? Or
is it all about the Money? I suspect money is more a
measure of and means to her power and her independence.
As reported in the Palm Beach Post over a decade ago,
Coulter loved it when fans bought her drinks in
restaurants. (Being a multi-millionaire celebrity has its
perks.) To be fair, it was probably the attention more than
the monetary savings that mattered to Ann. (I wonder, Is
Ann a good tipper?)
Coulter is “generous” with her time in going on countless
TV and radio shows (unpaid), garnering as much local,
regional, and national attention as she can in her personal
pursuit of self-promotion. She’s also quick to send emails
to interested media outlets to get herself out there in the
limelight when breaking news emerges. (She’s become the
Go-To-Girl for snappy soundbites.)
But Coulter is very firm when it comes to paid speeches, unwilling to negotiate the price and insisting on
first-class airfare and accommodations. She always leapt at the opportunity to fly cross country to appear
on Politically Incorrect and Real Time – in order to perform before a huge audience and the shows paid
for her first-class airfare and luxury accommodations.
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Also reported in the Palm Beach Post, Coulter once insisted that a local TV station send a limousine to pick
her up for a remote TV link – instead of having a taxi take her from her home just miles away. The studio
agreed, even though the station was unaffiliated with the network hosting the show on which she would
appear.
We often don’t know that we’re lost until God reaches down to open our eyes and our hearts.
Flawed Perspective of Success
Renowned theologian and author Timothy Keller often addresses the flawed perspective of success in much
of Western culture.
Keller observed that meritocracy in Western culture can cause some to view one’s success as a measure of
one’s worth. This results in adulating winners and despising losers, “showing contempt for weakness.”10
We know that, at least for two decades, Coulter despises weakness of any kind. (Hence her inability to
apologize, repent, or acknowledge her own flaws.)
Keller cautioned (emphasis added), “The self-made identity, based on our own performance and
achievement in ways that older identities were not, makes our self-worth more fragile in the face of failure
and difficulty.”11
Thus, one must be brilliant, beautiful, and accomplished – and recognized as such by others! Therein lies
Coulter’s weakness!
Chasing money, titles, connections, fame, and glory – without a real purpose and without a strong core
sense of self – is chasing after the wind.
Keller concluded, “If our very identity is wrapped up in something and we lose it, we lose our very sense
of self.”12 For decades, Coulter has been losing, bit by bit, little by little, pieces of herself (see Chapter 7:
I’ll Die Alone).
Coulter’s desire for fame and glory is, at times, palpable, and is often reflected in her commentary. Ann’s
dreams were always intrinsically intertwined with her self-identity and her need to prove herself.
Coulter close friend, author and talk show host Greg Gutfeld, cautioned, “There’s a long line of performers
whose behavior is as bad as their options will allow them.” 13 Gutfeld also warned, “Status and power and
fame can create a twisted universe of options and the victims (e.g., Leaving Neverland, Surviving R. Kelly)
at the time aren’t even aware that they are victims.”14
According to psychologist Jonathan Haidt (emphasis added): “The author of Ecclesiastes wasn’t just
battling the fear of meaninglessness; he was battling the disappointment of success. … Nothing brought
satisfaction.”15
“Dress for success” has new meaning for a Christian. It means clothing ourselves in Jesus Christ.
God doesn’t judge us by arbitrary human standards of beauty, brains, wealth, or fame. Rather, He loves
each of us with a boundless love and considers every human being created in His image to be of infinite
worth!
I tweeted: “Another takeaway: Always be open to seeing the humanity – and spark of divinity – within
every human being. #AllLivesMatter #UnbornLivesMatter #UnbornBabyLivesMatter”
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Wealth and Success are Deceptive
Wealth is both a means to and a measure of power. But we can delude ourselves. Consider this commentary
on Ezekiel 27:3-25:
When we are gifted with intelligence, beauty, strength, or wealth, it is easy to deceive
ourselves into thinking that we don’t need God’s help. If we have this attitude, however,
our strengths are only liabilities. We must never let them blind us to our weaknesses and
lead us away from dependence on God.
Keller similarly warned, “Consider the possibility that your success in life is just a big fig leaf. Consider
the fact that at the end it will never be enough to cover up what you know is wrong with you.”16
The apostle Paul wrote to the church at Ephesus (emphasis added): “For of this you can be sure: No
immoral, impure or greedy person – such a person is an idolater – has any inheritance in the kingdom of
Christ and of God” (Ephesians 5:5).
Pastor Michael Youssef addressed the allegory contained in Luke 16:19-31. He said, “[The rich man] lived
for himself his whole life, then, in hell, became a great evangelist.” Youssef warned, “The lake of fire
becomes their destiny when they reject God’s salvation.” He then asked, “Will you let God change your
destiny from hell to heaven?”
The prophet Habakkuk similarly warned (emphasis added), “Look at the proud! They trust in themselves,
and their lives are crooked. But the righteous will live by their faithfulness to God. Wealth is
treacherous, and the arrogant are never at rest. They open their mouths as wide as the grave, and like
death, they are never satisfied. In their greed they have gathered up many nations and swallowed many
peoples” (Habakkuk 2:4-5, NLT).
We must all, at some point in our lives, come to trust in God more than in the money which says “In God
We Trust.”
The psalmist wrote: “Good will come to those who are generous and lend freely, who conduct their affairs
with justice. Surely the righteous will never be shaken; they will be remembered forever. They will have
no fear of bad news; their hearts are steadfast, trusting in the LORD” (Psalm 112:5-7).
There’s something about wealth and being an elite that lends to a sense of self-importance and going off
the rails. Just ask Arianna Huffington or Ann Coulter.
What did Jesus say about that? “Truly I tell you, it is hard for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of
heaven. Again, I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who is
rich to enter the kingdom of God” (Matthew 19:23-24).
Why? These people trust in themselves, their wealth, power, glory, and connections, instead of trusting in
God.
Being an elite becomes their idol (see Chapter 4: Idols).
Being an elite, a person of importance and self-importance, is all that matters to them. Their wealth, power,
and glory drown out the voice of God. They become a law unto their own, and, therefore, lawless. They
become insistent that they alone know what is best and that their will must be done – completely ignoring
the will of God.
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They become a danger to themselves and those around them, like the blind leading the blind, because they
have rejected the guidance and wisdom of God.
Becoming know-it-alls, they want to become do-it-alls – reshaping the world according to their worldview.
Except, quite often, these do-it-alls don’t actually do – they tell others what to do and how to do it. After
all, as elites, they know best. (Just ask Ann Coulter or Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. See Case Study:
#AnnOcasioCoulter.)
But do they?
How can they?
They have rejected the Wisdom of the Father of lights and the One who created the entire universe. Father
truly knows best!
But do they go to the Creator of all things and ask for wisdom? No!
Yet, God promises that if we ask Him for wisdom, He will grant it. He did so for Solomon and His people
throughout the Old and New Testaments. And He does so today as well. Just ask Him! (See Character
Study: Pride, Humility, and Wisdom.)17
But elites with wealth, power, and fame trust in themselves and in their resources – and not in God. They
feel that they have no need for God in their daily lives. Coulter has oft said, “Christ died for my sins. That’s
all that matters” but then goes on to use the works of Jesus Christ on the cross to justify her own work apart
from Jesus.
She thinks she trusts in Jesus for heaven, but she trusts in herself – not in Jesus – for things under heaven.
Bifurcated faith is no faith at all. God has a hashtag for that: “#FakeFaith!
For Coulter, needing and desiring to be an elite, and then becoming one, has imprisoned her in a fantasy
world of her own making. Trusting in herself and not in God, doing her own will and not His, has separated
her from God, the source of all Wisdom and Providence.
Having neglected and rejected God in her daily life, God has rejected her. Hence, all of the foolish and
crazy things that she says and does. Coulter has no compass besides her own will.
Coulter is so full of herself – and so bereft of God – that she can only do what comes naturally to her, from
her own human brokenness and foolishness.
Absent God’s wisdom, we are all fools. Humble people recognize that, turn to Him, and are granted His
favor and wisdom.
What do you do when you’ve lost your golden egg and your golden parachute has ripped apart?
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[Photo/graphic credit: compassionate conservatism cartoon from unknown source; remainder by author.]
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Chapter 3 – Core Self-Identities
We looked at Coulter’s identity confusion in Chapter 2. Most of those self-identities revolve around larger
– core – self-identities which define who Coulter thinks she is, wants to be, and seeks to become.
As I have observed for more than two decades, Coulter’s words, worldview, and works are often complex
and contradictory conundrums. However, they can be more easily understood by grasping the underlying
origins and dynamics of her self-identities, both big and small.
Talk show host Larry O’Connor says the Left is running on identity politics and not ideas.1 Coulter is
obsessed with identity over ideas – ideas which actually reject and refute the identity politics which she
embraces (see the Declaration of Independence and Rev. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech).
Coulter seems averse to the Declaration’s foundational premise which became our nation’s bedrock
principle: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.”
Rather, Coulter seems to embrace Animal Farm’s law: “All animals are equal, but some animals are
more equal than others.” This was also ancient Rome’s concept of “first among equals” (primus inter
pares).
Pedigree is Her Primary Credential
By an accident of birth, Coulter was born into a family with the right pedigree and credentials, making
her (in her eyes), by nature, superior to everyone else (see Case Study: Settler and Case Study: WASP
America). To her, her pedigree alone makes her inherently better than others.
Coulter identifies most closely with her New England WASP forebears who created America and regards
others as inherently inferior by race and culture. Ironically, she fails to grasp that the RINO-wing of the
GOP was led for decades by New England WASPs. Equally ironic is that she has herself supported RINO
New England WASPs simply because they were Republican elites, though not conservatives.
However, Coulter’s various self-identities actually blind her to the truth about herself, her worldview, and
her agenda.
Instead of focusing on ideas, principles, and character, Coulter’s obsession with identity politics causes
her to abandon all three. Hence her erratic behavior, flip-flops on issue after issue, and propensity for
prevarication to promote her current agenda.
Identity politics frames Coulter’s entire worldview and, thus, her goals and direction in life. It accounts
for much of her strange political idiosyncrasies and erratic commentary.
Coulter is a creature of identity politics and victimology is at its core. This is also ironic given Coulter’s
book (Guilty) and her 2014 essay (see “Ann Coulter Takes on the Racial Grievance Industry“) both
denounced the cult of victimology.
Coulter’s behavior is not a function of what she believes but of who she thinks she is and how she wants
to be perceived by others. Her narcissism swirls the universe around herself (see Character Study:
Narcissism).
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Hence the many contradictions and conundrums in the life and work of Ann Hart Coulter.
Lacking a moral compass, Coulter is tossed to and fro (Eph. 4:14) by changing cultural conditions,
competing ideological perspectives, and the practicalities of real-world life and politics.
Having told so many lies to so many people (including herself) for so long, Coulter no longer knows what
she believes – yet, whatever she believes, at the moment, she believes with passionate fervor and
conviction. She, after all, must always be right.
Coulter’s Core Self-Identities
To reiterate, Coulter is driven by core features of her various self-identities, many of which converge with
the identity politics of race, gender, and class. Race (specifically WASP) is at the root – the heart and soul
– of so much that Coulter says and does. At times, it almost oozes out of her freckled, ultra-white skin
(see Case Study: WASP America).
Alt-Right notions of race overwhelm her, contributing to and distorting her views on immigration,
national identity, criminal justice, and America’s place, purpose, and primacy in the world (see Case
Study: Alt-Right).
Born a Northeastern WASP elite of Puritan descent and raised to be a narcissist, Coulter imports all of
that into everything else.
Suddenly, she herself has become a Settler and the whole of America is WASP.
In other words, Coulter is the quintessential representative and embodiment of America, or, to put it
another way, the whole of America has become an extension of Coulter (the Borg Queen who has
assimilated all and proclaims the futility of resistance to her will. See Case Study: Resistance Is Futile).
This brings us back full circle to areas in which Coulter excels: pride, self-will, impenitence, lack of
forgiveness (or even empathy), bullying and cajoling, and her innate sense of being – herself – the Settler
and Savior of America (see Case Study: Settler).
Sense of Self and Sense of Worth
As pastor and author Timothy Keller explained, our identity is comprised of two things: our sense of self
and our sense of worth.2 The former refers to “something that is true of you in every setting,” regardless
of situations or circumstances. It is the core of who you are at all times. One could call it your character.
It is the real “you,” otherwise, “There would be only masks for every occasion but no actual face behind
them.”
The latter – our sense of worth – refers to “an assessment of your own value.” That assessment might be
subjective or objective depending upon one’s criteria and level of self-awareness.
Keller distinguished between self-knowledge and self-regard; between knowing and appreciating who
you are.
Keller also highlighted two diametrically opposed viewpoints on developing one’s identity: One is selfsacrifice and the other is self-assertion.3
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Keller admonished traditional forms of culture in one area: “This rigid, exploitative social stratification
stemmed from a traditional [Old World] understanding of identity. You were your rung in the socially
stratified culture; you related to the world not as an individual but through your family and class.”4
Socio-economic mobility did not exist in the Old World.
In contrast, if our identity is formed by our desires – which are ever-changing – then we have no real
identity: “If in every situation you seek your own self-interest, responding in ways that get the approval
and control you want at the moment, then identity essentially disappears.”5
According to author Robert Bellah (emphasis added), “What seems to be a self is merely a series of social
masks that change with each successive situation.”6
Identity Politics
I have been opposed to identity politics for more than three decades.
Even casual observers of politics and culture recognize that the Left has become utterly obsessed with
identity politics.
Sadly, a growing number of
churches are embracing that
worldview, if not all of its
tenets. Those who do so are in
opposition to clear biblical
teachings as best expressed in
Galatians 3:28, which reads:
“There is neither Jew nor
Gentile, neither slave nor
free, nor is there male and
female, for you are all one in
Christ Jesus.”
I met Ann 22 years ago.
Believing her to be a Christian
and taking her conservative
views on liberty and equality as
genuine and sincere, I made the
mistake of believing her. I thought of us as equals, as a brother and sister in Christ and as fellow warriors
in the culture wars.
This was long before Ann became a best-selling author and conservative icon. This was before the rise of
the Ann Coulter Phenomenon. Nonetheless, Ann quickly and decisively put me in my place (but only
after she had gotten everything that she wanted from me).
Indeed, since then, I have discovered that identity politics – identity based upon external factors such as
race, gender, and class – is at the core of who and what Coulter is and has become.
I touched upon this in my last book, #NeverTrump: Coulter’s Alt-Right Utopia, which identifies Coulter
as the Queen of the Alt-Right, particularly its race- and class-based identity and agenda.
Their motto: WASPs of the world, unite!
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Over the years, I have shown various ways in which Coulter’s self-identity informs, permeates, and drives
her worldview, writings, and commentary.
Coulter views herself as the quintessential conservative, Christian, and American.
Coulter is, in her mind, the ultimate and paradigmatic WASP, descended from America’s original settlers,
distinctly of British ancestry, and decidedly white. Despite her Presbyterian ancestry going back almost to
the Mayflower, her Presbyterian roots are not showing.
For Coulter, America isn’t so much an idea or ideals as it is a race and a culture: a white race and British
culture. And Protestant, of course. Anglo-Saxon blood – naturally pure – flows through Coulter, her
worldview, and her agenda.
It is evident in her visceral hatred of soccer, enmity toward foreign missions, insistence that brown races
are inferior, and advocacy for isolationism from the rest of the (primitive) world.
Coulter’s Commentary
Coulter’s racism, sexism, and classism consistently materialize in her commentary.
She is particularly expressive in her explosive tweets which target those she regards as “less than” –
inferior to – herself, the epitome of the true American.
Whether innocent (non-white) passengers and stewardesses on a plane or innocent (largely non-white)
victims of a hurricane in southern Florida, Coulter disregards the humanity of her targets.
Coulter’s exquisite and unique column (5/24/17)7 on the Manchester concert bombing in England – her
first real acknowledgment of the ISIS threat – was motivated by (direct quotes follow) …
•

ripped apart little girls

•

young British girls are the targets of a suicide bombing

•

children screamed in the background in footage from Manchester

•

These were teen and preteen girls!

•

liberals are impatient to get back to their murderous immigration policies

•

(and little girls – thanks, liberals!)

•

Islamic terrorists are killing little girls in England.

Notice her refrain about little British girls? If they were from another nation or culture, would she even
notice, let alone care? What was Coulter’s solution?
“Our policy following every Islamic terrorist attack anyplace in the West should be the following:
1) We drop a nuke on some majority-Muslim city involved in terrorism.
2) We add six months to the immigration moratorium (which Trump promised us in his Aug. 16,
2015, immigration policy paper, the greatest political document since the Magna Carta).
3) We deport one Ninth Circuit judge.”
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Coulter’s similarly superb and passionate column (5/10/17)8 (she poured her heart into it) on the
Virginia rape case erupted form her angst over a young white girl being raped by Hispanic illegals (again,
direct quotes follow):
•

alleged rape of a 14-year-old girl by two illegal immigrants in Rockville, Maryland

•

illegal aliens gang-raping a 14-year-old girl

•

14-year-old girl in Maryland

•

(The 17- and 18-year-olds are both in the 9th grade. We really are getting the best illegal
immigrants!)

•

In the stall, the illegals took turns holding her down, as they penetrated her orally, vaginally and
anally. As she was screaming, they yelled at one another in Spanish.

•

the accused rapists (‘Dreamers,’ as I call them) are illegal aliens

Coulter’s 7/26/17 column (“Pretty White Australian Girls’ Lives Matter”) similarly engaged in identity
politics because she could relate to the victims:
•

Somali cop fatally shooting the pretty white Australian girl in Minneapolis

•

Officer Mohamed Noor shot the gentle yoga instructor walking toward the police car

•

Muslims always get to play the victim, and Anglo-Saxons are cast as the aggressors.

•

That’s why a Somali cop’s fatal shooting of a pajama-clad Good Samaritan has gone directly
into the ‘Be Nice to Muslims!’ file, rather than the ‘Why Are All These Somalis Here?’ file.
(Answer: Because of an earlier mistake with excessive Scandinavian immigration.)

•

Believing that white women in America pose a threat to a policeman.

•

40-year-old white woman

•

There is absolutely no benefit to the more than 100,000 Somalis brought in by Minnesota, except
to feed the Scandinavian ethnomasochism, expressed as arrogant self-regard.

Coulter’s first column on the Las Vegas massacre (10/4/17) was sparked by the heroism of white men
(title: “Media Find Las Vegas Shooter’s Motive: He’s White!”). Coulter wrote (emphasis added):
And those are just a few of the famous ones! It’s hard to notice what’s not there, so it’s
especially annoying that the journalist’s method of illustrating mass murderers is to
assemble pictures of all the mass shooters, but then only show the white guys.
There was one characteristic of white men in abundant evidence at the Las Vegas
massacre. They’re awfully chivalrous, these white male country music fans. Twenty-two
thousand people came under sustained, high-powered gunfire and few people, if any,
were stomped to death -- something you can’t say for a Black Friday sale at a Long
Island mall.

Queen of Alt-Right Identity Politics
Race-, gender-, and class-consciousness seemingly lie behind her every word and thought.
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Her tweets, interviews, and commentary on her Delta Airlines fiasco were driven by this one irrepressible
thought: a non-white foreigner took her seat. Coulter magnified that minor event into a metaphor for the
cultural and civilizational struggle between America and the primitive Third World (see Case Study:
Ambushing Delta).
In that metaphor, Coulter represents WASP America, the other passenger represents the Third World, and
her seat represents America. Her metaphor takes on even greater significance when we grasp that Coulter
sees herself as the embodiment of what it means to be an American.

Coulter is the Queen of Alt-Right Identity Politics.
Identity politics is imbedded in Ann Coulter’s psyche. Was it hard-wired into her being? I don’t think so.
Rather, identity politics, like a virus, went viral within her being.
Every one of Coulter’s friends is a professional, an elite, a mover and shaker, a millionaire or billionaire,
or someone else who, in one way or another, can benefit her. Coulter is drawn to power! Coulter loves
being connected to the right people.
Coulter friend, talk show host Larry O’Connor, said, “These people [KKK] should be mocked and
ridiculed.”9 Then why not mock and ridicule Coulter? Or does she get a free pass because her racism is
more refined and sophisticated? Or because she is connected to the right people?
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Biblical Perspective on Identity Politics
Modern Identity Politics is at the convergence of the three primary intersecting circles of race, gender,
and class. From the perspective of the One who created us in His image, none of those characteristics
truly matter. God is concerned with the state of our heart and our character.

Not so with Ann Coulter.
Regarding race, Coulter supports affirmative action (and, now, reparations), decries the “browning of
America,” seeks the restoration of a WASP America, desires an immigration moratorium, and looks
askance at non-WASP immigrants. She has become a xenophobic nativist and isolationist.
Regarding gender, Coulter often expresses her misogyny, hates feminists and soccer moms, and calls
women she disapproves of “bimbos.”
Regarding class, Coulter deals with Players, not Pawns.
Utilitarian Relationships
The bulk of Coulter’s “relationships” are “transactional” in nature. In other words, she must always get
something out of a relationship and, when there’s nothing left, that relationship can be discarded, without
regrets.
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I have never met anyone who is as utilitarian and elitist in her relationships as Ann. All of her friends and
colleagues are rich, powerful, and connected. She’s on a first-name basis with billionaires and multimillionaires as her closest friends. Her mega-connections range from the media, Hollywood, and
academia to political organizations, advocacy groups, and even the White House.
Lest we forget, Coulter not only courts powerful and useful people, she also courts a fan base, one which
buys her books, reads her columns, sponsors her speeches, follows her on Twitter, and likes her on
Facebook. She knows that without them, she would be nothing. Hence the care she pays to them.
Coulter uses her charm, wit, and smile to beguile those who might prove useful to her cause – which,
never forget, is herself. For instance, at book signings, Coulter pours herself into each book buyer –
establishing some form of connection – even as she pours into herself their praise and adoration. This is
what narcissists do. That is how they operate.
Yet, her fans are mere Pawns. Coulter gravitates to Players. It is from them that she derives her real
power. Without those powerful elite connections, Coulter would not have a platform from which to
express her views and promote herself.
It is those connections which have buoyed her up during her many self-inflicted controversies. They are
the ones who seek her out, write breaking news columns about her social media commentary, write
articles based upon her emails to them, book her for TV and radio appearances, and pay her for speeches.
Coulter employs a utilitarian-based identity politics in all of her relationships. She is, naturally, close to
her family. But her personal and professional relationships are chosen based upon the merits – the
credentials – of the other person. If that person meets the right requirements, they are worthy of her time
and attention. If not, they are dismissed and discarded.
Throughout her adult life, Coulter has sought out the movers and shakers, the rich and the famous, those
who are well-connected or offer some advantage to herself or her career. Yes, Coulter is decidedly and
explicitly opportunistic in relationships.
Fans come and go, and are usually discarded after a book sale. Boyfriends must be elites in their fields of
endeavor. Friends must be useful. Colleagues must collegially yield to her will.
Coulter chooses most of her friends for power or profit; some are for fun. Coulter loves humor – and
comedians of all sorts. Witty repartee on life and the issues of the day bring her joy. Humor – in addition
to being a shield from criticism or an attack on foes – is also a stress reliever (see Chapter 5: Humor as
Weapon, Defense Mechanism, and Outright Fun).
The various case studies in this section flesh out some of the most prominent of Coulter’s various core
self-identities and how they act out in her commentary and her behavior.
This chapter concludes with observations by psychotherapist Heather Hans:10
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Larry O’Connor, Larry O’Connor Show, WMAL, 3/11/19.
Timothy Keller, Making Sense of God, Viking, 2016, pg. 118.
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Robert Bellah, et. al., Habits of the Heart, pg. 80.
See Case Study: Pussyfooting Around.
Ibid.
Larry O’Connor, Larry O’Connor Show, WMAL, 2/12/18.
Author interview. Full text of her comments below:
“I cannot make a full psychological assessment of Ann because I have not tested her
clinically as a client. One thing I have observed about her is some extreme biases and divisive
judgement and condemnation of groups and people. In psychology, we call this her ‘shadow
side,’ which represents parts of her own repressed self that she cannot or will not tolerate.”
“We all have shadow sides, or unconscious repressed thoughts, feelings, urges, etc., but
the more conscious we become, the less we judge and blame others because we see that they are
all reflections of some part of ourselves. Whenever a person is really triggered by another
person or group, it says more about them than it does about the group. And certainly,
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believing one’s own belief system, religion, political affiliation, etc. is the only right way is a sign
of either arrested mental/emotional development, or spiritual instability driven by fear and
the need to be right and in control.”
“I appreciate what you shared with me. I did not fact check what you wrote, but assuming
it’s true, I couldn’t help but feel compassion for her as I read it, even though I am Jewish. She is in
my prayers and I’m rooting for her healing and wholeness. She clearly lives in fear and selfjudgement reflected outward.”
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Case Study – Settler
Ann Coulter – Settler!
A few years ago, Coulter came
up with a novel concept: she’s a
Settler. She claimed:
“Why, yes I am [a Native
American]. I am a settler. I am
descended from settlers – not
from immigrants. … I am not
living in Cherokee Nation. So,
I am not an immigrant to
Cherokee Nation. I am living in
America – which was created
by settlers, not immigrants”
(10/16/15).
She repeated her claim to a BBC audience in 2018: “My ancestors were settlers. … I don’t live in Cherokee
Nation.”
There is an internal logic to her claim which makes sense, yet, the truth is otherwise. From her perspective
– and rightly so – the United States of America was not created by Native Americans but by European
settlers. Our nation – it’s culture, creed, and institutions – are a product of the imagination and work of
Europeans who settled in America to create a civilization better than those they left behind.
The great American experiment – creating a Shining City on a Hill – adopted and adapted the best of
European legal and philosophical theories to create political and cultural institutions which would protect
and expand liberty and prosperity for all Americans. And they succeeded.
Coulter views herself (or, rather, her ancestors) as instrumental in that undertaking. Hence her claim that
she is a settler (not that her ancestors were settlers).
Her self-identity as a settler pre-determines her views on immigration and race.
Coulter’s Family Pedigree
Over the years, Coulter has been progressively detaching herself – emotionally and intellectually – from
her paternal roots, gradually disowning them.
As a youth, Mother secretly sought to raise Ann up as a Presbyterian in a Catholic household.
Entering a public high school, Ann was grateful to leave the rigid moral and spiritual strictures of her private
Catholic school (K-8) education, just as she rebelled against its liberation theology and social justice
viewpoints.
As a teenager, Ann began rebelling against Father’s authoritarian parenting. After almost a decade of
pursuing and practicing law, Ann finally followed her heart for journalism.
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At some point, Ann identified so closely with her maternal “stellar” WASP “settler” pedigree that she
ignored her paternal non-WASP immigrant roots.
As it turns out, Ann isn’t the WASP she
would have us – and herself – believe.
Coulter’s Non-WASP Roots
Many genealogy experts have observed
that Coulter’s paternal ancestors were
relativity recent arrivals to America’s
shores. “Ann has English, Irish, German,
and distant Dutch, ancestry. All of her
paternal great-great-grandparents were
immigrants.” Indeed, “All eight of her
paternal great-great-grandparents (four
couples) came to America from Europe.
Six of these eight were Famine-era arrivals
from Ireland, while the other two were
from Germany.” Many of her ancestors
were of “Irish origin.”
Surprisingly, Coulter has had some rather
nasty things to say about Irish and German
immigrants.
Irish Alzheimer’s
During the 2000 election, Coulter was
obsessed with unseating Republican
incumbent Chris Shays from her local
district. He had voted against Bill
Clinton’s impeachment. The GOP didn’t want Coulter. After extensive negotiations with the Libertarian
Party, they rejected Coulter. Incensed, Coulter wrote a vindictive polemic to express her “Irish
Alzheimer’s.”
“For those of you who don't have Irish Alzheimer's (we forget everything but our grudges).” She explained:
There's a joke about a Frenchman, an Englishman and a Russian who are told they have
only one day until the end of the world. The Frenchman says he will spend his last day with
a bottle of Bordeaux and a beautiful woman. The Englishman says he will take his favorite
sheepdog for a walk across the moors. The Russian says he will burn down his neighbor's
house. I'm with the Russian.
(Yes, her last act on earth before Armageddon and annihilation would be to vindictively burn down her
neighbor’s house! See Case Study: Politics of Death.)
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Irish Need Not Apply
In a 2018 column, Coulter again trashed
Irish Catholics in a nativist screed.
Her column reveals her nativist soul. It is
polemical & filled with “alternative
facts.” Coulter used her polemical
diatribe against the Irish to justify attacks
against Mexicans. Coulter effectively
rejects her father's Irish Catholic ancestry
while tacitly lauding her maternal WASP
roots.
Notably, Coulter’s immersion into
Orwellian groupthink is unrivaled. She
ascribes all kinds of character and
cultural traits to different nationalities, races, and ethnic groups.
Instead of seeing each person as a unique
individual created in the image of God, she
engages in the very stereotypes she abhors in
Leftist identity politics dogma.
The graphic to the left displays Coulter’s racial
hierarchy. WASPs are perfect; Irish were the
worst immigrants until the advent of Mexicans.
Coulter – Native American
Coulter calls herself a Native American – in
rebellion to political correctness which treats
American Indians (the correct nomenclature) as
more American than those who gave birth to the
United States of America.
The Left refers to Indians as Native Americans to
delegitimize the Western European roots of the
American experiment.
Coulter employs the very same strategy when
speaking of being a Native American. She seeks
legitimacy and primacy over foreigners,
immigrants, and naturalized citizens.
Coulter so identifies with her ancient ancestors that she regards herself as a “settler” and “Native
American.”
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Obama – Perhaps More of a Settler Than Coulter
Ironically, it would seem that “Kenyan” Barack Obama can rightly be regarded as more of an American
settler than WASP Ann Coulter.1
Coulter is a Daughter of the American
Revolution (DAR) member. Obama is eligible
to be a member of the National Society of the
Sons of the American Revolution (NSSAR).
Obama’s earliest American-born ancestor is
Jonathan Singletary Dunham (b. 1639/40), a
few years before any of Coulter’s Americanborn ancestors.
In other words, the “Kenyan” Barack Obama
is just as much (if not more) of a settler as
Coulter.
Moreover, this would suggest that Coulter’s
contention is wrong, namely, that patriotic
fervor intensifies generationally based upon
one’s family living in America.
In fact, multi-generational Americans are not
necessarily more fervent Americans than
those recently naturalized.
Native American
As part of her “settler” narrative, Coulter
claims to be a Native American. Why?
Her lineage can be traced back to the Puritan
settlers who helped forge the United States of
America. (I guess, therefore, that American
Indians are not Native Americans but, rather,
indigenous people who predated those who
created the great American Experiment.)
Coulter’s fans apparently agree with her.
(Ironically, Coulter tweeted a series of tweets
ridiculing Elizabeth Warren’s claims of being a
Native American – see below.)
What qualifies Coulter more than Obama to
determine America’s fate and future given they
are both equally Settlers by pedigree? (It is
noteworthy that Coulter often mocked Obama for
being biracial.)
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Voting Rights
Desperate to get her candidate elected, Coulter, on the eve of election, tweeted nonsense about who should
be able to vote and why. The following series of tweets demonstrates the craziness of her (Settler selfidentity) views.

As she has done for years, Coulter claims blood and soil are the basis for one’s American identity and she
asserts that the longer the blood has been on the soil, the more American a person will be. She has repeatedly
said that multi-generational Americans are better than first-generation Americans (see Case Study: Nikki
Derangement Syndrome) and that those who have more American ancestors will be more American – and
vote more conservative.
Afrikaners
Coulter uses the exact same settler argument for Afrikaners in South Africa, claiming that not only are they
not immigrants, but that they arrived on unsettled land (no one else was there!).
She tweeted: “The Dutch (Afrikaners) we’re there first.”
Coulter does not explicitly use the settler argument here, though that’s obviously her perspective. She
simply states as “fact” that no one else was there.
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Coulter inexplicably uses the grammatically incorrect
“we’re” instead of “were,” perhaps subconsciously
self-identifying with this set of white Dutch settlers.
(Coulter has some Dutch ancestors whom she credits
with helping to create America.)
Moreover, Coulter is amazingly ignorant of the fact
that the Khoi people were native to the land when the
Dutch first arrived to trade with them. (An excellent
visual history is available on Twitter.)
As reported by Politifact:
“Coulter claimed Dutch settlers who started showing
up around 1650 were in South Africa before black
people. We tweeted her to learn what she had in mind
and didn’t hear back.”
“Beyond the western areas of South Africa where the
Dutch influence was greatest, other groups predated
the colonizers by over 1,000 years. One analysis from
an international group of archeologists found that
farming by Bantu-speaking groups reached South
Africa about 2,000 years ago. So, Coulter’s focus on the Dutch ignored what was going on in the rest of the
region.”
“Bantu-speaking groups farmed in the eastern regions of modern South Africa perhaps as much as a
millennium before the Dutch arrived. In the west where the Dutch settled, other indigenous group lived on
the land that the Dutch then claimed.”
Ironically, even though she is a consummate wordsmith with an astounding acuity with the English
language, she seems unaware of this simple fact: Settler is a synonym for immigrant.
So, Ann Coulter really is an immigrant after all.
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Pedigrees Prove Nothing
For elites like Coulter, pedigree is everything. Scripture tells us the exact opposite.
Jesus addressed ancestry when he spoke to the Pharisees and others who trusted in their pedigree instead
of their God. Jesus said, “Prove by the way you live that you have repented of your sins and turned to God.
Don’t just say to each other, ‘We’re safe, for we are
descendants of Abraham.’ That means nothing, for
I tell you, God can create children of Abraham
from these very stones. Even now the ax of God’s
judgment is poised, ready to sever the roots of the
trees. Yes, every tree that does not produce good fruit
will be chopped down and thrown into the fire”
(Matthew 3:8-10). (See also John 8:33-47.)
The Pharisees were extremely proud of their
genealogical lineage, of the purity of their bloodline
extending back to the patriarchs (their nation’s
Founding Fathers). They were “sons of Abraham.”
In Hidden Christmas, pastor Timothy Keller wrote,
“Jesus doesn’t behave like a king the world expects.
He did not have any academic credentials. He had no
social status. When Joseph brought the family back,
he settled as far from the centers of royal power as
he could.”2
Keller added, “The greatest personage in the history of the world was born in a manger and came from
Nazareth.”3 He concluded, “Christmas means that race, pedigree, wealth, and status do not ultimately
matter.”4
(Coulter’s jokes frequently backfire on her, as
demonstrated in this reply to one of her ridiculing
tweets. The Coulter-Afghan meme has been in
existence for almost two decades.)
Tucker Carlson Agrees
Coulter’s close friend and advocate recently
castigated the left over its identity politics. His
launching point was Elizabeth Warren’s DNA test
debacle.
Carlson said:
“DNA should never matter except to physicians
treating inherited diseases. Your bloodline should
not dictate who you vote for, what job you get, where
your kids go to school, whether you get promoted, or
anything else.”5
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Carlson continued: “Our ruling class sends the opposite message. They believe in a racial spoils system.
They tell you that your immutable traits, the ones that you have nothing to do with, are the most important
things about you. That is the very definition of racism. It’s also a very dangerous course for our country
to take.”
Carlson’s conclusion? We should judge one another based on behavior, not ancestry!
Jesus’ Ancestry
From BibleGateway, we learn:
“Most spiritual and political leaders in the ancient world would have presented an impressive and carefully
whitewashed family tree as evidence of their worthiness to hold power. They’d point to great kings and
heroes in their ancestry as a way of establishing their credentials. But that’s not what Jesus did.”
“Jesus’ ancestry included a prostitute, a polygamist, and a pagan. Even a rapist!”
“Rather than discrediting Jesus, his broken family tree makes Jesus the perfect candidate to identify with
our own sin, brokenness, and rebellion.”
“That’s the good news about Jesus: he was one of us. He lived our life, experiencing the same everyday
joys and frustrations that we do. He heard the sordid tales of prostitution, polygamy, paganism, rape and
murder in his family tree, and he knew the ghastly and long-lasting effects of all that family sin. While
Jesus himself never sinned—he lived in perfect holiness and obedience—he understands our own sinful
impulses. He knows what temptation feels like.”
The genealogy of Jesus as recorded in Matthew chapter 1 would have been considered scandalous by the
religious leaders of the day and many legalistic Christians today. His ancestors strikingly include four
women: Tamar (a prostitute), Rahab (a Gentile prostitute), Ruth (a Gentile until conversion), and Bathsheba
(an adulteress).
“Men and women, notorious for their evil character, lie in the direct line of his descent. This was permitted,
that He might fully represent our fallen race“ (Meyer).
Jesus was perfect not because He came from a perfect bloodline but because He was God incarnate.
Look at the very first children of Adam and Eve: Cain and Abel. One was righteous, the other one evil. But
they were born of the exact same parents.
The apostle Paul cautions Timothy against those who devote themselves “to myths and endless genealogies,
which promote speculations rather than the stewardship from God that is by faith” (1 Tim. 1:4). Likewise,
to Titus, Paul wrote, “But avoid foolish controversies, genealogies, dissensions, and quarrels about the law,
for they are unprofitable and worthless” (Titus 3:9).
Consequently, Coulter’s arguments are fraudulent and her reliance upon her ancestral pedigree is
dangerously self-deceptive. She would do well to embrace her identity as a child of God and behave
accordingly. (Or, Ann, do you think that you’re better than Jesus?)
As the fine print advertises, “Past performance is no guarantee of future results.” Coulter identifies with
and appropriates the past performance of her settler ancestors as if that guarantees her own success and
describes her own character. (Every family has its own black sheep.)
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Case Study – WASP America
In examining Coulter’s core self-identities, the depth of her confusion becomes obvious. Her self-identity
as a Settler is shattered. Her delusions regarding the Alt-Right – which she both embraces and denies
embracing – speaks to Orwellian doublethink (cognitive dissonance). In this case study, we examine
Coulter’s obsession with being the quintessential WASP restoring the golden era of a WASP America.
From the dawn of Marxism, progressives have viewed the world through the prism of equality. To
achieve their desired equality of results, progressives have become obsessed with racial, gender, and class
distinctions. Consequently, outward qualities (e.g., looks) have become more important than inner traits
(character).
In America, we have been besieged by political correctness for decades. Today, Black Lives Matter,
Antifa, the #MeToo movement, and other social justice warriors remain obsessed with race, gender, and
class. The results include so-called trigger warnings and safe zones – and actual violence and riots.
Hence, the populist revolt of 2016.
The Alt-Right is the mirror image of these social justice warriors.
Coulter is marked by an identity politics as fierce, intense, obsessive, and irrational as that of any social
justice warrior – just from the opposite direction.
WASP Identity
Coulter, the high priestess of the Alt-Right, is obsessed
with race and looks (see Case Study: Alt-Right).
She eagerly admits that she is a looksist. Why? Her family
roots go back to America’s founding; they were among the
first settlers (see Case Study: Settler).
Yes, this is personal for Coulter. Her maternal roots are
primarily Anglo-Saxon.
Coulter’s self-identity as a “settler” (as if she herself were
the “settler” who “created” America) drives her views on
race, culture, citizenship, immigration, and the like.
Coulter’s preeminent descriptor for “settler” is “WASP.”
White Anglo-Saxon Protestant.
WASP defines Coulter and Coulter’s idyllic America.
Coulter wrote: “In fact, the natural state of the world is
Darfur. The freakish aberration is America and the rest of
the Anglo-Saxon world.”
Not All WASPs are Equal
For a decade or more, Coulter has had a hate-on for the Bush family (see Case Study: Politics of Death). I
vividly remember that, during one CPAC speech, Coulter demanded, “No more Bushes or Doles.”
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But the Bush family are just as much Settlers and WASPs as Coulter.
Apparently not all WASPs are equal. Indeed, the Bush family is perhaps even more WASP than the
Coulter clan.
American-born Samuel Bush (1647-1733) was the son of Englishman John Bush III (1593-1670). The
Bushes, like the Coulters, are of English and German stock.
Does Bush’s patriarchal lineage going back to 1647 trump Coulter’s matriarchal lineage going back to
sometime after 1632?
In any event, the Bush family has a far more extensive collection of American ancestors with far more
notable and illustrious members than the Coulter clan.
But Coulter snobbishly looks down on the Bushes who are far more distinguished WASPs than the
Coulters.
What qualifies the Coulter clan more than the Bush family to determine America’s fate and future given
that they are equally settlers and WASPs by pedigree?
Listen to the sage words of America’s 43rd president. In a heartfelt tribute to his father, President George
W. Bush said, “He valued character more than pedigree.”
Citizenship
Most of America’s Founders were WASPs. Therefore, to Coulter, being a WASP is part of what it means
to be an American. Thus, she loosely correlates citizenship with WASPiness.
Coulter’s jaundiced view of American citizenship was on full display in one 2015 column 1 in which she
again dismissed the terrorist threat in America2 and confused the immigration issue by conflating various
groups as if they were identical.
Coulter wrote (emphasis added): “And, once again, the weekend came and went without anyone in
America being killed by ISIS, but a lot of people being killed by immigrants – legal, illegal, second
generation and anchor babies.” Coulter later added, “Some of these crimes were committed by legal
residents – even ‘citizens.’”
In addressing crime by immigrants, Coulter lumps everyone in together: immigrants (illegal, legal, second
generation, anchor babies) and “citizens” (in air quotes, so that we might know she regards them as not
really citizens).
Coulter even regarded the then-current governor of South Carolina, Nikki Haley, as an air-quote citizen
(see Case Study: Nikki Derangement Syndrome).
Coulter smeared Gov. Nikki Haley (R-SC) – a native-born American citizen – for having immigrant
parents, suggesting she was somehow less than a real American. Why? Because this successful governor
– who is a native South Carolinian to boot – was from the wrong race! Haley’s family hails from India,
not England.
Remember, Coulter calls many native-born Americans “immigrants,” not citizens.
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The very nature of citizenship eludes many liberals and some conservatives, particularly Coulter. As
noted by the Ashbrook Center (emphasis added):
But in fact, of course, only Americans are American citizens. Our revolution began with
a universal claim about human equality, but it culminated necessarily in the establishment
of a particular nation. ‘We the People of the United States’ are distinct from the other
peoples of the world not by birth, race, or religion, but by the deliberate act of
establishing ourselves as a different people. By the act of consent, the people of the
United States committed themselves to each other, as distinct from all the others who live
outside the bond if citizenship.
An idea – liberty and equality – gave birth to America.
America – An Idea or a Race?
In her Adios, America! book and on her book tour, Coulter dismissed the notion that America is an “idea”
and claimed it is the creation and culmination of an Anglicized white race. She wrote: “America is not a
‘nation of immigrants,’ it is not an ‘idea,’ it was never ‘diverse,’ and ‘diversity’ is a catastrophe.”
Further (emphasis added), “Without the white settlers, what is known as ‘America’ would still be an
unnamed continent full of migratory tribes chasing the rear end of a buffalo every time their stomachs
growled.”3
(What? No one but white settlers were capable of settling America?)
As Coulter put it, “The first people here, back in the 1600s, were not immigrants. They were settlers.
They came to a continent that had no country. They created this country. The Dutch – mostly the British
– created America.”4
Yes, Coulter contends that America’s greatness stems from having the correct racial composition (i.e.,
white, specifically British) and that her decline is a result of the wrong racial composition (i.e., non-white,
non-European). If that were really true, Britannia would still rule the waves.
Coulter insists, “American culture is
WASP culture.” But for Coulter, the most
important component of that acronym is
the beginning: White. Coulter’s almost
inalterable emphasis is on race.
White western Europeans.
Coulter asserts (emphasis added): “Only
white Anglo-Saxons always seem to be in
the position for apologizing for being
white Anglo-Saxons. Well, no: You can
come in and you can be part of what is a
white Anglo-Saxon-American culture,
which is better than the culture that it was
created from.”5
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Even though Coulter claims to be speaking of culture, she is obviously fixated on race as she talks about
“white Anglo-Saxons.” Coulter asserts (emphasis added):
I’d say if white Anglo-Saxons have a flaw, it is their tendency to sit quietly while others
abuse and denounce them. … Only white Anglo-Saxons always seem to be in the
position for apologizing for being white Anglo-Saxons. Well, no: You can come in and
you can be part of what is a white Anglo-Saxon-American culture, which is better than
the culture that it was created from.
Why Coulter’s emphasis on the racial aspect of our Anglo-Saxon roots?
Diversity
Coulter explained (emphasis added): “It’s a monochromatic WASP country that other ethnicities have
come to and for the first 400 years of its existence, (as a colony and then as a country) the ‘wildly diverse’
immigrants were other white western Europeans. That was the extent of the diversity.”
Again, Coulter insists, “American culture is WASP
culture”6 – with an emphasis on the race component:
white.
In reminiscing about her childhood, Coulter revealed,
“When I was a kid, all the yardwork was done by
especially handsome college students and they made a lot
of money in the summer. And they were tan and gorgeous
– and now you cannot find a gardener who isn’t a small
undefinable brown person.”
A “small undefinable brown person?”
Coulter’s America is exceedingly small and insular. Coulter crows, “It used to be more diverse,
admittedly from white, Western European countries, mostly. But I consider, you know, the Scotch, the
Irish, the English – I think that’s enough diversity. That really mixes it up for me.”
So, when Coulter speaks of culture, she really does
mean race. White western Europeans.
Yes, white western Europeans created America – an
America based on an idea, premised on a
proposition, with the purpose of being a shining city
on a hill and the last, best hope of mankind.
As Kevin D. Williamson put it (emphasis added),
“Ultimately, we Americans are not a blood; we are a
creed.”
But for Coulter, American culture remains white
culture. Blood lines predominate.
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Speaking to a predominantly Swedish audience7 in October, 2018, Coulter explained her views on
diversity:
“I feel like I’m the only one who really wants diversity. If all we’re going to have is this constant
churning and constant immigration, we’re all going to be … we’re all going to look alike, there will be no
difference, there will be no culture.”
Coulter continued, “I want to go to Sweden and eat fish and have it be light all night, buy Ikea furniture
and listen to ABBA, and then I want to go to Italy and have pasta, I think it works better if cultures stay in
their own country so you have genuine diversity as opposed to just one blend.”
Coulter concluded, “If you want everyone to be the same and all cultures to be alike and for there to be no
difference, I could wake up and not know if I’m in Mexico, Syria, Egypt, Sweden, Italy.”
For Coulter, differences = barriers. Others regard them as opportunities.
The apostle Paul champions diversity in Christ, writing,
For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do not think of yourself more highly
than you ought, but rather think of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the
faith God has distributed to each of you. For just as each of us has one body with many
members, and these members do not all have the same function, so in Christ we, though
many, form one body, and each member belongs to all the others. We have different
gifts, according to the grace given to each of us. If your gift is prophesying, then
prophesy in accordance with your faith; if it is serving, then serve; if it is teaching, then
teach; if it is to encourage, then give encouragement; if it is giving, then give generously;
if it is to lead, do it diligently; if it is to show mercy, do it cheerfully (Rom. 12:3-8).
That diversity with one Spirit is phenomenal (truly E Pluribus Unum!).
Our Founding Fathers recognized this from the beginning, emphasizing liberty – politically,
economically, and spiritually. They knew that a free market would enable people to employ their own
peculiar gifts and talents for the betterment of their own lives and the enrichment of America. They
understood that freedom of thought, speech, and religion would create a synergistic effect, leading to such
things as the Industrial Revolution and a succession of Great Awakenings, each of which, in their own
ways liberated and prospered an expanding population.
Spiritually, diversity in gifts with one accord designated by the Holy Spirit. Nationally, diversity in gifts
and culture in one patriotic spirit of unity.
The Idea of America
Coulter dismisses the notion that America is an idea when, in fact, America was birthed by an idea
enshrined in the Declaration of Independence. As Dana Perino put it, “We have our core identity and that
is our independence.”8
The idea – freedom – is at the heart of the American Dream. That idea encompasses the biblical
understanding that “all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights.”
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Our forefathers – whether genetically or ideologically – took a virgin continent to create a New World.
Not like Hitler’s Fatherland or Stalin’s Mother Russia. Theirs was not a blood and soil philosophy, but
one which built upon the collected wisdom of Western Civilization, the principles and precepts of the
Bible, and the surety of God’s Providence.
The Framers of our Constitution and Founders of our Republic created a nation and a government which
maximized political, economic, and religious liberty to an extent never before seen.
America’s Founders believed in the idea of liberty and equality – not race! Abraham Lincoln eloquently
spoke of the “proposition that all men are created equal.” A proposition is an idea or an ideal, not a race!
Michael Gerson noted, “Lincoln not only rejected slavery, he rejected relativism – the belief that moral
standards change from culture to culture, or shift with public opinion. And he rooted his moral beliefs in
two great traditions: the Enlightenment views of the Founders, and the teachings of religion.”9
Our Founding Fathers created a new American identity with distinctly American ideals, institutions, and
ethos.
Coulter’s Race-Based Immigration Plan
Coulter has a very narrow, unidimensional perspective, shallow and superficial – literally skin deep.
Don’t take my word for it. Consider Coulter’s very own criteria for determining whom to let into
America.
Coulter’s plan is distinctly racial: “I want to be 100% in charge of all of our immigration. I can decide
before breakfast every morning. I just need a picture, age, country of origin – that’s about it.”10
Coulter added, “I’m a looksist and I like ‘em tall. Those are the two primary factors. And, obviously,
English-speaking.” Moreover, her diversity would extend to, well, “I want more British and Dutch, but I
would say a lot more British and less Dutch.”
And, if you don’t think race is Coulter’s primary criterion,11 consider these words: “Send me a million
people who want to come to America, and I will decide them all before breakfast. I can pretty much
decide on looks; it would save a lot of money.”12
Dennis Prager (who is Jewish) offered insight into Ronald Reagan’s vision of America – a vision
diametrically opposed to that of Ann Coulter. Prager wrote:
Matthew’s Gospel speaks of a city on a hill, an image that captured the imagination of
Ronald Reagan: “I’ve spoken of the shining city all my political life, but I don’t know if I
ever quite communicated what I saw when I said it. But in my mind, it was a tall proud
city built on rocks stronger than oceans, wind-swept, God-blessed, and teeming with
people of all kinds living in harmony and peace, a city with free ports that hummed with
commerce and creativity. And if there had to be city walls, the walls had doors and the
doors were open to anyone with the will and the heart to get here.”
Quite a different outlook from that of Coulter.
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The Way of the WASP
Coulter offers Americans a bait-and-switch in which she champions an idyllic WASP culture which must
be restored for America to once again flourish but offers instead a white supremacist paradigm which is
antithetical to the very culture she champions.
America’s settlers and Founding Fathers created a new American culture distinct from, though similar to,
Anglo-Saxon culture. People of all races and cultures have assimilated to – and enhanced – that
foundational culture.
Richard Brookhiser, author of The Way of the WASP (1990), has written extensively about WASP culture,
making many salient points which Coulter’s antics only serve to obscure. Brookhiser said,
“I think WASP values can go in a number of different political directions. Over time, there have been
WASPs who were isolationists and WASPs who were imperialists. There have been WASPs who were
social Darwinists, free marketeers of the most rigorous sort, and there were WASPs who were prairie
socialists. WASP ideals can form different varieties of society. However, they’re all within certain limits.
There are certain types of society you’re not going to get in a WASP country.”
That variety is anathema to Coulter, whose monochromatic outlook corresponds with her, in Michael
Isikoff’s words, “starkly black-and-white worldview.”
Reviewing Brookhiser’s book, Michael Novak commented on WASP characteristics totally neglected by
Coulter. He wrote:
“In the most interesting chapter of his book, Brookhiser lists six ‘traits’ that define the essential WASP
character: conscience, industry, success, civic-mindedness, use [practicality], anti-sensuality. … More
than many other cultures, WASP culture insists on a certain inner self-government; it construes freedom
to mean doing not what one wishes but what one ought; it insists upon unbroken attention to the bite of
guilt.”
None of these traits are racial. None of these characteristics are inherited. America’s Founding
Fathers understood this. They understood that liberty, morality, virtue, godliness and the like all
transcend race and ethnicity. Similarly, they grasped that the gospel – which imbued the life of colonial
and early America – transcends all cultures and can impact the life of any person anywhere. They
understood these things to the marrow of their bones.
Why doesn’t Coulter? (The answer may surprise you!)
(Why would Coulter lie about such basic historical facts, distort the nature of the American identity, and
promote such a racialist perspective and agenda – all the while believing herself to be the opposite of a
racist? You will find the truth to be absolutely astonishing! Stay tuned!)
White Saviors of Civilization
Even back in 1996, Coulter lamented America’s changing racial demographics, complaining:
“It’s extremely difficult to come in if you’re coming from a Western European country. However, if you
are from a Third World country, ‘Welcome.’ If your genetic ancestors did not invent the wheel, ‘Oh, well,
let them come in.’ But they’re the natural Democratic voters.”13
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Why? Western Europeans were historically white. (By the way, whose “genetic ancestors” did invent the
wheel?)
Shortly after 9/11, Coulter stressed the importance of race, “Thank God the white man did win or we
would not have the sort of equality and freedom, or life, that we have now.”14
A few months later, racial superiority again emerged triumphant as Coulter proclaimed, “manifestly,
white men have no political power in modern America. They just rush in to save us when the nation is
attacked (1/16/02).”
Blood Politics
Coulter is correct in identifying major cultural transformations in America due, in large measure, to
unbridled immigration and the Left’s refusal to pursue proper integration into the existing American
culture. The melting pot is no longer melding peoples together.
Coulter correctly condemns the Left’s obsession with race, gender, and class. Decrying the fracturing of
America by identity politics, Coulter nonetheless employs her own version of identity politics.
On America with Jorge Ramos (5/26/15), an American conservative of Cuban descent told Coulter that he
was proud to have two GOP candidates of his blood in the presidential race. Coulter’s response – initially
– appeared exemplary, mildly rebuking this young conservative:
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Liberalism’s penchant for voting (and judging) on the basis of race, gender, or class is a Marxist, not an
American, notion.
Coulter continued: “No, and we have, we have Third Worlders voting in tribal ways.”
So far, so good. Coulter first stated the standard: the American Anglo-Saxon tradition. She then identified
the problem: identity politics.
But then Coulter launched into her own version of identity politics, saying: “If we had gotten 71% of the
Hispanic vote, Mitt Romney still would have lost. If he’d gotten about five percent more of the white
vote, he would have won.”
Having condemned tribal voting as un-American, and then complained about the results of tribal voting in
the last presidential election, Coulter next urged Republicans to vote tribally:
“So, Republicans better wake up and for the first time – in, oh, I don’t know, my lifetime – appeal to
white Americans for votes.”
Later, Coulter asserted, “Any immigrant to this country is going to make America less free, more statist,
and more corrupt, unless they are from one of the half dozen northern, Western European, Protestant
nations.”15
Coulter and many in the Alt-Right proclaim that cultural preservation as their mission. Not exactly. The
Alt-Right seeks to preserve an American culture by preserving (or restoring) a white culture. They couch
it in other terms – Anglo-Saxon, British, Western European, etc. – but, at heart, they mean white.
Coulter wrote, “Historically, when
Republicans ignore white voters, they
lose.”16
Are there not non-white voters who
believe in Rev. King’s colorblind vision
of the world, who believe in a
constitutional and republican form of
government, and who cherish the values
of America’s Founding Fathers? I would
argue “Yes.” (The support Trump
received from blacks and Hispanics
during the 2018 election validates my
conclusion.)
Coulter, apparently, believes otherwise.
Coulter continued, “By unapologetically opposing the transformation of America into a Third World
country, the GOP could sweep the white vote – once white people recovered from the shock of any
candidates asking for their vote.”17
No! Don’t appeal to whites! Appeal to Americans!
Coulter added, “Any party incapable of winning the vote of white men ought to hang its head in shame.”18
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I would argue that blacks should overwhelmingly support conservatives given the abject failures of liberal
policies over the last fifty years. But Coulter’s focus – and that of the Alt-Right – is on race.
Coulter’s Genetic Superiority
Donald Trump’s ascendancy to the presidency initially gave legitimacy to the Alt-Right.
It is not surprising that the high priestess of the Alt-Right lauded Trump’s decision to elevate Alt-Right
guru Stephen Bannon as his chief strategist. Coulter told Howie Carr, “I think it’s quite brilliant.” She
added, “I’m very impressed with Trump and this decision.”
Of course, she is. In the end, Coulter and the Alt-Right seek to remake America into a white, WASP
nation. Hence, their obsession with race.
In a stunning interview with Iain Dale of Britain’s LBC, Coulter claimed that “We're a colony of yours.”
Coulter then asserted, “Most of us have a lot of British ancestry.” Coulter amplified what she regards as a
“special relationship” with Britain that, “of course our two countries are very similar in culture, I mean,
down to the genes.” (For years, Coulter has entertained the notion of WASP superiority – at a genetic
level.)
Not Really Americans
Coulter’s historical revisionism now extends to redefining what it means to be an American. Using a
barrage of statistics (some real, some fabricated),19 coupled with heart-wrenching anecdotal evidence,
fanciful narrative, and a passionate zeal for her nativist perspective, Coulter is rewriting our past with an
intent to change our future.
Coulter has defamed whole groups of people, calling them “phony” – from the Tea Party20 to Christian
missionaries.21 She has a long history of making such false accusations. Now, Coulter is targeting yet
another group – immigrants – and doing so with a redefinition of (and conflation of) terms, all to advance
her own agenda.
WASP = White Anglo-Saxon Protestant
Coulter speaks of WASP culture in
almost exclusively racial terms,
emphasizing the first word and
giving lip service to the last.
Myron
Magnet
noted
“The
Plymouth Pilgrims were only the
first of many who came to the New
World
to
escape
religious
persecution. … because they were
accustomed to reading the Bible and
feeling free to judge its meaning for
themselves – to believing, that is,
that they had a direct relation to God
and his word independent of any
worldly institution or authority –
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they also brought a deeply rooted culture of individualism and personal responsibility. For them, the
individual and his conscience were of preeminent importance.”
Moreover, religious revivals (called “Great Awakenings”) animated the public square and reconstituted
America. Kevin D. Williamson observed, “The American proposition is a theological proposition: ‘that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights.’”
But Coulter gives short shrift to the spiritual (Christian) origins of America.22
Gerson emphasized the importance Christianity had in America’s founding and maturation. Gerson
explains, “The First Great Awakening, led by George Whitfield in the 1730s, promoted the doctrines of
individual conscience and liberty that added momentum to the American Revolution, sending many
traditional conservatives fleeing for Canada.”23
Gerson added, “The Second Great Awakening, which flamed a century later, created the moral
constituency for abolition, and the political constituency for Lincoln’s election.”24
Gerson continued, “The Third Great Awakening, at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of
the twentieth, led to a Social Gospel that confronted the excesses of the industrial revolution with soup
kitchens, homes for unwed mothers, and progressive laws.”25
Coulter Declares Herself Self-Evidently Not a Racist
Self-evidently racist, a befuddled Coulter
defended herself with this laughable claim:
“Just out of historical accuracy, of the many,
many, many hate campaigns waged against me –
ah, accusing me, you know, of being antiwoman, anti-widow, anti-Muslim, anti-Semitic,
anti-gay – one thing I have never been called, ah,
is, is, is, is a racist. Um, anyone, anyone who
reads my book – or, or Mugged – will see, um,
that that would be a very difficult case to
make.”26
Huh? Coulter’s entire immigration agenda is
race-based27 – and people are calling her on it.
On the one hand, she decries, “Identity politics isn’t our game. It never works. … knock off the identity
politics.”28 But then, in the same breath, she asserts, “Your base is white people, Republicans!”29
What is Coulter’s agenda? In her words, “The Ann
Coulter Plan: The way to win is to drive up the
white vote.”30 Asked why candidates are not
advocating the Ann Coulter Plan: “A combination of
stupidity and cowardice.”
Coulter has never before been called a racist?
In 2001, Coulter spoke at her alma mater, Cornell
University, and was confronted with those very
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accusations. According to David Horowitz, “Even before her arrival, campus Democrats had already sent
out a flyer calling on students to protest Coulter’s talk, while another flyer from the more ardent left
aggressively linked her with Adolf Hitler and David Duke.” Those accusations of racism were neither the
first nor the last levied against Coulter.
Coulter is often embroiled in numerous controversies of her own making. One revolved around her
nativist denunciation of foreigners vis-à-vis soccer.31 Another centered on her defamation of Christian
missionaries.32 Both incorporated racist views which Coulter later reaffirmed.
Truth of a WASP America
America’s Founding Fathers forged a new
nation out of the crucible of the American
experience. They took the best of Western
Civilization and British jurisprudence to create a
new nation with a different form of government
uniquely derived from their insights and God’s
Providence. They created something new,
something different from what they had left
behind.
The term WASP was coined in the late 1900s to
denigrate America’s origins. It was not used by
either the Founders of our nation or the Framers
of our Constitution. They didn’t think in those
terms.
Nevertheless, Coulter embraces that term with pride.
Moreover, Coulter has a constricted view of “American” identity.
America has both WASP and non-WASP roots.
Immediately after the birth of the United States of America, the original (largely WASP) 13 colonies
rapidly expanded to include territories which had been settled by non-WASPs, primarily the French and
the Spanish.
WASPs created the uniquely American ideals and framed the uniquely American political structure,
striving to avoid the pitfalls which had befallen previous governments and empires. But, from the very
beginning, America absorbed peoples and cultures which were non-WASP.
For a map of North America in 1810, see this tweet. As noted in its text, “Until 1810, 2/3 of the lands that
would become the United States were claimed by the Spanish Empire, who also owned most of the
Caribbean + Central & South America” and “SPANISH has been spoken here longer than English.”
The accompanying map highlights the oldest cities in selected coastal states. Most notable, St. Augustine,
FL, was founded in 1565. Santa Fe, NM (1610), Natchitoches, LA (1714), Natchez, MS (1716), Laredo,
TX (1755), San Diego, CA (1769), and Tucson, AZ (1775) all predate the American Revolution.
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Coulter is seemingly oblivious to America’s non-WASP roots predating colonial America, specifically
Spanish, French, and Russian settlers predating the Mayflower, whose descendants were grafted into the
fabric of America. (Apparently, history majors like Ann don’t learn actual history just as economic majors
like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez don’t learn economics. See Case Study: #AnnOcasioCoulter.)
America was created by WASPs and other Western European settlers who founded the nation of the
United States of America. The indigenous American Indians were originally not part of the body politic
or culture of America, but were later incorporated into America. Later still, descendants of Hispanic
settlers in the American Southwest – many of whose ancestors predated the WASPS – became
Americans. Hence the large multi-generational Hispanic population in America today.
These peoples were inhabitants of what would become territories and, later, states of the United States of
America. Those people became U.S. citizens, with all the benefits and responsibilities that entails. Fully
citizens.
As American Thinker put it: “Of course, it’s true that the indigenous people of the Southwest inhabited
the region before the president’s ancestors (who arrived in the late 1800s) as well as the early English
settlers. In the mid-1500s, they were colonized by Spanish conquistadores and then, in 1810, forcibly
made to merge into newly independent Mexico.”
After the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo (1848), many became U.S. citizens and their generations of
descendants are U.S. citizens!
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Although the dominant foundational culture was WASP (into which they were to melt), their own cultures
necessarily impacted the growth and dynamism of America.
America’s Christian Roots
Coulter is very proud to be
descended from the Puritans
and to have an ancestor who
established the first church in
New England.
But is she aware that the oldest
church in America was
established decades earlier in
San Miguel by (non-WASP)
Catholics?
But Coulter is in utter
opposition to American
Catholics, regarding them as
inferior and illegitimate
Americans.
I ♥ Beagles
Coulter is renowned for her love of beagles (purebreds, of course).
She was ecstatic when Miss P, a favored beagle, won Westminster’s best in show in 2015.
The competitive process is daunting.
All contestants are, without exception,
judged according to the strict standards
of their breed. Most dogs are not show
quality. They fail to meet at least one
and probably most of the exacting
standards for their breed.
They can be judged and disqualified for
any number of physical deviations from
their breed’s standards, as well as
evaluations on personality, temperament,
professionalism, charisma and other, at
times, indefinable traits.
My wife and I love Shelties. Coulter
loves Beagles. (Yes, they’re adorable,
too.)
Ann’s love for Beagles and familiarity with Kennel Club standards should make it obvious to her why her
views on race and immigration – and even her own genealogical pedigree – are wrong.
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By Coulter’s standards, true Americans are WASPs. But by her own standards – no one in her immediate
family – especially Ann herself – is a true WASP.
Ann can trace her heritage back to the Puritans, so, in her mind, she is a purebred. But her paternal Irish
and German immigrant line was grafted into her ancestry. Ann can trace her lineage back to the Puritans
but she is also descended from Irish Catholic and German immigrants (see Case Study: Settler).
Thus, Ann isn’t the purebred that she pretends to be, but, rather, a mongrel. (Ann, in reality, we are
all mongrels.)
Purebloods
This demonstrates the sheer folly of identity politics, particularly with regards to race.
Obsession with racial purity has been the death of nations and caused countless Holocausts of varying
degrees against a variety of people.
Jonah Goldberg observed (emphasis added): “The idea
that you are what your DNA says you are is illiberal,
because liberalism (in the classical sense) is premised on
the idea that the individual is more than just bloodlines.
Think of it this way: You know what you call an
American citizen with Irish DNA going back 300 or
1,000 years? An American. (Or, if you really care, an
Irish-American.) That so many people aren’t content
with that is a symptom of a much deeper problem with
our society today.”
In the wake of Elizabeth Warren’s DNA results,
Coulter’s friend, Tucker Carlson, put it this way
(emphasis added): “DNA should never matter except to physicians treating inherited diseases. Your
bloodline should not dictate who you vote for, what job you get, where your kids go to school,
whether you get promoted, or anything else.”
Carlson continued: “Our ruling class sends the opposite message. They believe in a racial spoils system.
They tell you that your immutable traits, the ones that you have nothing to do with, are the most important
things about you. That is the very definition of racism.”
Jesus, speaking of ancestry, said (emphasis added): “Prove by the way you live that you have repented of
your sins and turned to God. Don’t just say to each other, ‘We’re safe, for we are descendants of
Abraham.’ That means nothing, for I tell you, God can create children of Abraham from these very
stones. Even now the ax of God’s judgment is poised, ready to sever the roots of the trees. Yes, every tree
that does not produce good fruit will be chopped down and thrown into the fire” (Matt. 3:8-10).
Instead of racial purity, Jesus is raising up a people who will worship Him in spirit and in truth and who
will follow Him.
In reality, Jesus’ blood flows through the veins of every believer by faith.
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Case Study – Alt-Right
[This case study is rather extensive to show that Coulter’s Alt-Right relationships are not casual but
causal. Coulter has close relationships with Alt-Right leaders due to a shared belief system. Many of
these leaders are her mentors.]
The Alt-Right worldview gained a hitherto unknown prominence during the 2016 presidential election
cycle. Previously voiceless citizens suddenly felt they were being heard. Abruptly, being Alt-Right gained
authenticity by appearing to be mainstream.
The Alt-Right both animates and infiltrates (to a limited degree) the more mainstream elements of the
Trump Phenomenon.
Self-described polemicist and controversialist Ann Coulter emerged as the high priestess of the Alt-Right
cult, a position she holds to this very day. More significantly, she was the driving force behind Trump’s
initial policies and agenda (as much as anyone could be) during the campaign. Adele M. Stan observed,
“Ann Coulter was alt-right before the alt-right was a thing.”
What is the Alt-Right?
The Alt-Right is a vocal segment of Trump’s support and arguably the worst component of Trump’s base.
In an exclusive interview, talk
show host Charlie Sykes
argues: “[The Alt-Right]
plays an altogether too large a
role [in the Trump
movement]. It may not be the
dominant strain, but it
animates a lot of passion,
emotion, and toxic rhetoric
that characterizes this
campaign. Worse: Trump
knows this and enables and
empowers some of the ugliest
forces in American politics.”
While the Alt-Right
comprises a large portion of
Trump’s support, it does not
speak for the majority of
those occupying the right side
of the political spectrum. But
who does it speak for?
Again, what is the Alt-Right? And, is the Alt-Right right? More importantly, is the Alt-Right Right?
In reality, the Alt-Right is far more Alt than Right. Indeed, it is an eclectic mix of paleo-conservatives,
nativists, isolationists, neo-Confederates, racists, libertarians, gay-rights activists, and others whose
commonality is decidedly Alt, not Right.
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Identity politics fuels the Alt-Right. Just like the Left’s obsession with racism, sexism, and classism,
identity politics is the lens through which Alt-Rightists view the whole of life. Consequently, it shapes and
molds their foreign and domestic policies and distorts their view of humanity and such basic concepts as
liberty and equality.
The Left’s version of identity politics continually sub-divides people by external criteria and inexorably
supplants individual rights with group rights.
Infused within identity politics is what has been called a “zero-sum mentality” – the idea that there is a
fixed size for the pie (whether it be in the economy, in wealth, in jobs, in rights, in power) and that,
therefore, each group must get its “fair share” of the pie (at the expense of other groups).
Of course, this flies in the face of reality, which conservatives have understood from the time of Adam
Smith. More liberty leads to greater prosperity.
The Alt-Right accepts the false premise of “zero-sum” and its policies flow from that acceptance. Hence
its advocacy for isolationism (“NATO doesn’t pay its fair share”), protectionism (“trade deals are bad”),
and nativism (“foreigners are bad”).
The Alt-Right has transformed patriotism into an isolationistic nationalism which eschews both
foreigners (outside) and immigrants (inside) alike. It redefines the very terms “American” and
“citizenship.”
Thus, native-born Gov. Nikki Haley is called an immigrant and Sen. Ted Cruz, a Natural Born Citizen, is
denied full citizenship. Hence the furor over “anchor babies,” illegal immigration, amnesty, and a border
wall. Us vs. Them.
Similarly, the Alt-Right is obsessed with future immigrants, who threaten their “share” of the pie, but
dismiss terrorists who are already here in America.
Moreover, the Alt-Right invokes the specter of globalism whenever Trump is engaged in geopolitical
matters of economics, politics, and military prowess. Free trade – which has enhanced the lives of
millions of Americans and of people around the world – is demonized because the Alt-Right falsely
believes the economic pie is fixed and they want their share.
The Alt-Right is holistic. It touches every aspect of their lives.
Trump = Reagan
Over the past few years, Coulter has condemned and ridiculed Reagan over immigration (her most recent
single-issue): “As for these idiot Tea Partiers or whichever conservatives are idol-worshipping Ronald
Reagan, he was great for his time, but it was a different world. I don’t think he’s going down as the
greatest president when he signed an amnesty law.”
Many Trump promoters contend that Trump is a new and improved Ronald Reagan. Coulter made that
assertion during the election cycle. For her, Trump is a new and improved model, better than the original,
because of his (meaning Coulter’s) immigration stances.
Trump sought to appeal to the Reagan wing of the Republican party, reusing his slogan, “Make America
Great Again.” Surprisingly, Trump has, indeed, followed in the footsteps of Reagan.
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Reagan offered us a muscular military seeking “peace through strength” and a reinvigorated economy
through tax cuts and limits on government. Trump has followed suit. (Ironically, Coulter hates this!)
American exceptionalism suffused Reagan’s ideology but it was tempered with an appreciation for
peoples and cultures around the world. Indeed, Reagan was not hostile to the world; he was hostile to
tyrants, dictators, and the Evil Empire.
The Alt-Right, led by Coulter, contends that “All countries suck compared to America.”
The Alt-Right is Not Conservative
In his analysis of the Alt-Right, Noah Rothman effectively refutes its allegedly conservative nature,
writing that it “is not conservative. It rejects conservatism explicitly, and not just because most
conservatives have rejected them.”
Moreover, its adherents do not “subscribe to a conservative philosophy, nor do its members brand
themselves conservatives. Indeed, they believe conservatism to be a failed ideology that needs to be
replaced by something far more authoritarian.”
Coulter effectively affirms Rothman’s claims every time she boasts of seeking to destroy the GOP.
Coulter is positively giddy at the thought of its demise. Many Trump supporters seek to put the GOP out
of their misery.
Rothman continued:
This is a movement that rejects conservative policy prescriptions ranging from the need
to reform entitlements to the very idea of limited government. They mock reverence for
the Constitution as mere idol worship. The limitations the Constitution imposes on the
federal government represent an unacceptable impediment to their preferred program.
They reject the notion of an extroverted American foreign policy, preferring instead the
appeal of retrenchment and the fantasy of Fortress America. This is a movement that
mocks social conservatism, defined as reverence for traditional mores and values, as
backward religiosity.
Mocking, derision, demonization – these are hallmarks of the Alt-Right, which employs the politics of
fear and demonization to drive people to their cause. Fear voids reason. Without rational thought, a free
society cannot long endure.
The Alt-Right depends upon group identity to achieve its goals. Its self-identity distorts its view of reality
and drives its ambitions. In contrast, the Right believes in states’ rights and individual rights, federalism,
and limited government. It is rights-based to expand freedom.
However, the Alt-Right is race-oriented to limit freedom and seems to view rights (like the Left) as
collective rights, not individual ones. Hence its endless pursuit of collective rights for the white race
(WASPs) whom they deem as he only real Americans.
Coulter actually proffers herself up as the quintessential model of a true American. As such, she
embodies, exhibits, and expresses the essence of the Alt-Right movement. Coulter is its high priestess and
its heroine.
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Identity Politics Also an Alt-Right Phenomenon
Identity politics is a distinctly, and primarily, left-wing phenomenon which traces its modern roots back
to the French Revolution and Marxist ideology. It thrives on the Left, which has been overpowered by –
and is currently controlled by – the Alt-Left.
Whereas the Alt-Left controls and animates the agenda of the American Left, the Alt-Right is a
reactionary and marginalized segment of the political spectrum which has been strongly repudiated by
the Right.
The Alt-Right is reactive to the Alt-Left’s identity politics.
Most of the Alt-Right is defending against the anti-white identity politics agenda of the Alt-Left. Even
neo-conservatives (some of whom are racist) are largely non-racist in seeking the limitation of the power
and scope of government to its constitutional restraints and in opposing the eradication of America’s
history.
Existing within the Alt-Right – which is not conservative – is a strand which embraces an identity politics
which is the mirror image of that on the Left.
Whereas the Left demonizes the
white
race
and
Western
Civilization and culture, this
strand of the Alt-Right exalts the
white race, particularly WASPs.
They herald the superiority of
not just white Western culture
and civilization but also the
white race itself.
The Alt-Left dominates the Left,
blaming the white race and
Western Civilization for all of
the evils of mankind while some
on the Alt-Right (again,
repudiated by the Right) see
WASP race and culture as
mankind’s savior.
This paradigm was addressed in #NeverTrump: Coulter’s Alt-Right Utopia.
The Alt-Left cherishes Third World and non-Western cultures and peoples over those from the West (and
also actual Americans) while the Alt-Right lauds American culture and, in some segments, a raciallyimbued WASP culture.
In terms of power and numbers, the Alt-Left dwarfs (can I still use that word?) the Alt-Right. However,
patriotic mainstream Americans overwhelmingly prefer the pro-American agenda of the Right.
(Hence the Left’s need for PC speech codes and cultural Marxist canvas cleansing: Silencing opposition,
removing monuments, and other forms of memory-holing America’s history and cultural roots.)
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The Alt-Right’s American ideological roots go back to the nativist Know Nothing Party in the mid-19th
century and has undergone a whole series of reincarnations since then, including the America First
movement prior to and during World War II, paleo-conservatism during the Cold War, up to the Alt-Right
during the Obama Era (see Case Study: From Jingoist to Pacifist).
A Neo-Confederate, Coulter has adopted and promotes a flawed racial ideology which is both informed
by and reinforces her own flawed self-identity. She holds views which are far more consonant with the
progenitors and enforcers of South African apartheid than those held by Thomas Jefferson and other
American Founding Fathers as expressed in the Declaration of Independence. Her views are far more
closely aligned with those of the antebellum Confederacy and their ideological progeny than those of
contemporary American freedom fighters.
The defining characteristic of the Alt-Right is its race-based identity politics which closely mirrors that of
the Left. The Left claims the Right is racist when, in fact, they themselves are the real racists. The AltRight – which is not Right – is also racist.
True conservatives believe in the precepts of the
Declaration of Independence’s proclamation that “all
men are created equal.”
America First
There are a plethora of definitions and interpretations of
“America First.” The Alt-Right adopts Charles
Lindbergh’s nativist definition while the real Right sees
in that two-word phrase a Reaganesque – and, now,
Trumpian – view of America as a world leader who
puts American interests first.
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This is the essence of the great neo-conservative/paleo-conservative divide.
The neo-conservative strand embodies Ronald Reagan’s doctrine of peace through strength, free market,
nationalism, and American exceptionalism.
The paleo-conservative strand is isolationist, protectionist, and nativist. In its current incarnation, it is
known as the Alt-Right with a quasi-Neo-Confederate ethos. Picture Pat Buchanan morphed into Ann
Coulter.
Coulter’s Alt-Right Roots
The Alt-Right is not Right. The Alt-Right actually has more in common ideologically and in ethos with
the Alt-Left than it does with the Right.
During the Cold War, conservatives were divided between paleo-cons and neo-cons. The former were
nativist and isolationist while the latter were interventionists.
Coulter gravitated toward paleo-cons
like Pat Buchanan, Joseph Sobran, and
Samuel Francis. Paleo-cons later
morphed into the new Alt-Right,
whose Grand Dame is Ann Coulter and
whose latest, most outrageous advocate
is Milo Yiannopoulos.
Coulter appears to have always been a
paleoconservative. The 9/11 terrorist
attack practically on her doorstep
jolted her into a neoconservative
fervor for almost a decade, but early in
the Obama administration’s first term,
Coulter reverted back to her nativist
roots.
It is indeed striking that the fiercest neo-conservative for fully a decade following 9/11 went to the
opposite extreme and became the fiercest paleo-conservative. She went from a full-fledged armchair
warrior to pugilistic pacifist in a few short years. Even more astonishing is her total lack of humility and
understanding toward those who now hold the exact same views she once held so dear.
Coulter is an acolyte of Buchanan (who despises the “Israel lobby”), (the anti-Semitic) Sobran, and
(nativists) Jared Taylor and Peter Brimelow (VDARE). She was once smitten with Alt-Right leader
Richard Spencer and is currently closely aligned with Milo Yiannopoulos and Gavin McInnes, who are all
prominent Alt-Right figures.
Patrick J. Buchanan
According to Open Secrets, Coulter contributed $250 to Patrick Buchanan’s 1996 presidential campaign
on 2/27/96. That is her only recorded contribution to any campaign. She has frequently expressed praise
for him as an American patriot, even when she favored the War on Terror and he opposed it.
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Buchanan is a Holocaust-denier. Like Coulter, Buchanan has a long history of animus toward Israel and
Jews. Likewise, their views on immigration are virtually identical.
During the first two years of the
Trump administration, Coulter has
attacked Trump for his pro-Israel
positions. Prior to that, she
condemned what Buchanan has
called the “Israel lobby” for its
political influence (and influence in
the media).
Per Buchanan, “Israeli and U.S.
interests often run parallel, but they
are not the same. Israel is concerned
with a neighborhood. We are
concerned with a world of 300
million Arabs and a billion Muslims.
Our policies cannot be the same. If
they are, we will end up with all of
Israel’s enemies, who are legion, and
only Israel’s friends, who are few.”
Buchanan claimed, “the Congress of the United States is Israeli-occupied territory” and believes in the
historically-inaccurate view that “the Palestinian people are entitled to justice, to self-determination, and
not to be dispossessed from land on which they and their ancestors have lived a thousand years.”
Like Coulter, Buchanan has an apocalyptic message for Western Civilization: “And when we have ceased
to be an English-speaking, Christian country and become instead an Asian-Hispanic-African-Americanwhite nation, with large Jewish, Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, agnostic and atheist minorities, and
no defined borders, or common faith and culture, what holds us together?”
Buchanan continued: “Uncontrolled immigration threatens to deconstruct the nation we grew up in and
convert America into a conglomeration of peoples with almost nothing in common — not history, heroes,
language, culture, faith, or ancestors. Balkanization beckons.”
Buchanan reached fever pitch: “The West is dying. Its nations have ceased to reproduce, and their
populations have stopped growing and begun to shrink. Not since the Black Death carried off a third of
Europe in the fourteenth century has there been a graver threat to the survival of Western civilization.”
And, like Coulter, Buchanan is obsessed with race: “In 1960, the U.S. population was 89% white. By
1990, it was 76%. Today, it is under 70%. By 2050, white Americans, the most loyal voting bloc the
Republican Party has, that provides 90% of all GOP votes, will be just another minority because of an
immigration policy championed by Republicans.”
He added, “White America is an endangered species. By 2020, whites over 65 will out-number those 17
and under. Deaths will exceed births. The white population will begin to shrink and, should present birth
rates persist, slowly disappear.”
Just like Coulter, Buchanan is quick to call his political foes traitors: “The Bush plan is economic treason
against the American worker.”
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Joseph Sobran
Joseph Sobran was an accomplished author and writer for National Review, which ultimately rejected him
for his blatant anti-Semitism.
In a 2010 eulogy for Sobran, Coulter wrote (emphasis added): “My friend Joe Sobran died last Thursday,
and the world lost its greatest writer. … To my delight, some obituaries noted that he had influenced
my writing style. I only wish I had known he was so close to the end so I could have seen him again to
let him influence me some more.”
Coulter included Sobran in her acknowledgements for her 2006 bestseller, Godless. She also wrote the
Afterword for Joseph Sobran: The National Review Years (Pat Buchanan wrote the Foreword).
“Sobran was a paleoconservative disciple of Pat Buchanan“ and “was more comfortable with the left
wing on foreign policy, national security and trade issues.” (Sounds so much like the current incarnation
of Ann Coulter.)
Like Buchanan, Sobran had an
“outspoken antipathy to Israel and
what he saw as the undue influence
of a Jewish lobby on American
foreign policy.” He was “an
unapologetic
paleoconservative,
opposed to military intervention
abroad, big government at home, and
moral permissiveness everywhere.”
(See
also
The
American
Conservative, Free Students, and
Diplomat DC.)
And, like Buchanan, Sobran was a
Holocaust-denier, though he denied
being a denier:
“I am not, heaven forbid, a ‘Holocaust denier.’ I lack the scholarly competence to be one. ... Why on earth
is it ‘anti-Jewish’ to conclude from the evidence that the standard numbers of Jews murdered are
inaccurate, or that the Hitler regime, bad as it was in many ways, was not, in fact, intent on racial
extermination? Surely these are controversial conclusions; but if so, let the controversy rage.”
Like Coulter and Buchanan, Sobran was anti-war: “War is just one more big government program.”
Sobran’s anti-Semitism rivals that of both Coulter and Buchanan. Here are a few choice extracts:
•

A hypocritical etiquette forces us to pretend that the Jews are powerless victims; and if you don’t
respect their victimhood, they’ll destroy you.

•

Christians knew that Communism – often called ‘Jewish Bolshevism‘ – would bring awful
persecution with the ultimate goal of the annihilation of Christianity. While the atheistic Soviet
regime made war on Christians, murdering tens of thousands of Orthodox priests, it also showed
its true colors by making anti-Semitism a capital crime. Countless Jews around the world
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remained pro-Communist even after Stalin had purged most Jews from positions of power in the
Soviet Union.
•

My chief offense, it appears, has been to insist that the state of Israel has been a costly and
treacherous ‘ally’ to the United States. As of last Sept. 11, I should think that is undeniable. But I
have yet to receive a single apology for having been correct.

•

In intellectual life, Jews have been brilliantly subversive of the cultures of the natives they have
lived amongst. Their tendencies, especially in modern times, have been radical and nihilistic. One
thinks of Marx, Freud, and many other shapers of modern thought and authors of reductionist
ideologies. Even Einstein, the greatest of Jewish scientists, was, unlike Sir Isaac Newton, no mere
contemplator of nature’s laws; he helped inspire the development of nuclear weapons and
consistently defended the Soviet Union under Stalin.

•

Jews have generally supported Communism, socialism, liberalism, and secularism; the agenda of
major Jewish groups is the de-Christianization of America, using a debased interpretation of the
“living Constitution” as their instrument. When the Jewish side of an issue is too unpopular to
prevail democratically, the legal arm of Jewry seeks to make the issue a “constitutional” one,
appealing to judicial sovereignty to decide it in defiance of the voters. Overwhelming Jewish
support for legal abortion illustrates that many Jews hate Christian morality more than they revere
Jewish tradition itself. This fanatical antagonism causes anguish to a number of religious,
conscientious, and far-sighted Jews, but they, alas, are outside the Jewish mainstream.

•

History is replete with the lesson that a country in which the Jews get the upper hand is in danger.
Such was the experience of Europe during Jewish-led Communist revolutions in Russia,
Hungary, Romania, and Germany after World War I. Christians knew that Communism — often
called “Jewish Bolshevism” — would bring awful persecution with the ultimate goal of the
annihilation of Christianity. While the atheistic Soviet regime made war on Christians, murdering
tens of thousands of Orthodox priests, it also showed its true colors by making anti-Semitism a
capital crime. Countless Jews around the world remained pro- Communist even after Stalin had
purged most Jews from positions of power in the Soviet Union.

•

Israel insists that its “right to exist” is nothing more than the right of every nation on earth to be
left in peace. This right is allegedly threatened by fanatical Arabs who want to “drive the Jews
into the sea,” as witness the recent wave of Palestinian terror. But in truth, Israel’s claimed “right
to exist” is much more than it seems at first sight. It means a right to rule as Jews, enjoying rights
denied to native Palestinians.

(See Sobran’s “For Fear of the Jews” at https://www.aei.org/publication/for-fear-of-the-jews/.)
Jared Taylor
Jared Taylor is the author of a number of books, including White Identity and If We Do Nothing and the
president of American Renaissance, to which Coulter is closely aligned and allied. Coulter writes for
Jared Taylor’s website, VDARE, has appeared at VDARE functions, and frequently retweets VDARE
tweets.
She has also defended Taylor, tweeting, “Twitter banned Jared Taylor & not David Duke because Duke is
a special guest contributor to MSNBC & the NYT.”
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Here are a few of Taylor’s more conspicuous quotes:
“Most whites do not have a racial
identity, but they would do well to
understand what race means for others.
They should also ponder the
consequences of being the only group
for whom such an identity is forbidden
and who are permitted no aspirations as
a group.”
“We have a bubbling successful
melting pot in this country so long as
the
ingredients
are
essentially
European.”
“Racial identity can be condemned,
fought, ignored, or cultivated, but it is
unrealistic for a society to pretend it
does not exist.”
“Because whites have tried very hard to dismantle their own bonds of racial solidarity and to keep racial
considerations out of their decision-making, they assume blacks are—or should be—doing the same
thing.”
“race is a proxy for politics: Blacks are liberal and whites are conservative. It found that overwhelmingly
white Provo, Utah, is the most conservative city in America. The most liberal city, Detroit, is
overwhelmingly black.”
“For many Americans – probably most Americans – race remains an unspoken consideration in decisions
about where to live, what schools to attend, what clubs to join, whom to marry, and what parts of town to
avoid at night. The closer we look at how Americans live, the more clearly we see how much race
continues to matter.”
“the Pew Hispanic Center found that the closer blacks lived to Hispanics and the more contact they had
with them, the more they favored cutting immigration.”
“If non-white groups continue to advance race-based interests, is it wise for whites to continue to act as if
they have none?”
“This book is about racial identity, something most people who are not white take for granted. They come
to it early, feel it strongly, and make no apologies for it.”
Peter Brimelow
Peter Brimelow is the founder of VDARE, a white nationalist organization which, like Coulter, focuses
on restoring a WASP America. He regards himself as a “godfather” of the Alt-Right.
Naturally, Coulter is closely aligned with Brimelow and VDARE, frequently exchanging tweets and
retweets. Coulter has also attended several VDARE functions.
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Brimelow, like Coulter and Yiannopoulos, was rejected by CPAC (see Case Study: CPAC Escapades).
Here are a few quotes by Brimelow, the substance of which has been expressed by Coulter in one form or
another:
“There’s ethnic specialization in crime.
And Hispanics do specialize in rape,
particularly of children. They’re very
prone to it, compared to other groups.”
“The way to win is to get white votes. If
[Republicans] did that, even without
actually cutting off immigration, they
could continue to win national elections
for quite a long time.”
“I think Bush’s immigration proposal is
treason and he should be impeached.”
“The
real
libertarians.”

boneheads

are

the

“The modern definition of a racist is someone who is winning an argument with a liberal.”
Yes, Coulter has expressed every one of those views: ethnic specialization, courting white voters,
immigration = treason, libertarians are crazy, and those opposed to liberals are called racists.
Alien Nation
I suspect I read Brimelow’s groundbreaking Alien Nation (1995) before Coulter did. I was immediately
struck by the cultural and political implications of the burgeoning immigration crisis and its impact on
American identity.
I was also able to separate out the racial aspects extant as irrelevant. At that time, I had already
developed a deep-rooted understanding of Galatians 3:28, which reads, “There is neither Jew nor Gentile,
neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”
This passage of Scripture undoubtedly shaped America’s Founding Fathers as they crafted the
Declaration of Independence and it clarion call that “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”
The Alt-Right fails to grasp the enormity of what God tells us through the apostle Paul. Buchanan’s
Death of the West (2002) suffers from the very same flaw in that it conflates culture and race even
though, years before, Thomas Sowell’s Race and Culture (1994) put the lie to that conflation.
The Alt-Right worldview is warped (a mirror-image version of Progressive Identity Politics) and views
some people and nations as inherently inferior and worthless. The Alt-Right looks down on non-Western
nations and cultures; Progressives hate Western nations and cultures, especially American culture.
Talk about a rift, indeed, a chasm! Buchanan coined “culture war” with that in mind.
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The vast majority of Americans, on the other hand, are patriotic. They are in the middle, with a deep love
for America without embracing either extreme.
Milo Yiannopoulos
Coulter’s current Alt-Right flavor is Milo Yiannopoulos, someone who is as narcissistic and perhaps even
more flamboyant than Coulter (see Case Study: Ann and Milo Down Under).
Milo, like Coulter, is noted for his elimination rhetoric, fat shaming, pushing the envelope as far as it can
go, hatred of feminists, and refusal to apologize or repent. (It is noteworthy that both Coulter and
Yiannopoulos have been banished from CPAC, as was Brimelow.)
Coulter has gotten quite chummy with her latest Alt-Right BFF, Milo. They were to get together during
CPAC 2017, until he was banished from the conference. Her attempt to enter CPAC on his coattails failed
(see Case Study: CPAC Escapades).
Milo tried to organize a free speech week at Berkeley with Coulter as a headliner, but that attempt also
failed. In 2018, the golden-haired couple planned a two-week speaking tour in the land down under, only
to have it collapse beneath them.
Here are a few quotes from Yiannopoulos:
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As reported in the Guardian, Yiannopoulos “was filmed singing America the Beautiful while the white
nationalist leader Richard Spencer and others gave the Hitler salute in the audience,”
Gavin McInnes
Coulter’s close friend and talk show host,
Gavin McInnes, claimed, “[I’m] alt-right
without the racism.” Really?
Like Buchanan and Sobran, McInnes has
trouble accepting the Holocaust and goes
so far as to blame Jews for genocides!
“But there’s been a lot of genocides…
[like Stalin]. But the Russians don’t talk
about that. They don’t even necessarily
see it as a horrible thing. Holodomor … I
think it was ten million Ukrainians that
were killed. That was by Jews. That was
by Marxist, Stalinist, left-wing, Commie,
socialist, Jeeeews. [laughs] You see what
this f*****g place [Israel] is doing to
me?”
Like Coulter, McInnes fat shames: “Young girls aren’t fat but pretty much every woman over 30 could
stand to lose as many pounds.” (See Case Study: Fat Shaming.)
A recent promotional video of his upcoming tour of five Australian cities sets the tone for his brand of
hate-filled rhetoric: “I’d like to identify the elephant in the room. Which is you, you are a fat woman.”
Like Coulter, McInnes demands cultural
purity: “I don’t want our culture diluted.
We need to close the borders now and let
everyone assimilate to a Western,
English-speaking way of life.”

Coulter likens herself to Abbie Hoffman and “McInnes is
like the Abbie Hoffman of right-wing street fighters.”
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Coulter, of course, has been a verbal bomb-thrower for decades and employed elimination rhetoric for
just as long. McInnes claimed, “Violence doesn’t feel good. Justified violence feels great. And fighting
solves everything.” But he also said, “We will kill you. That’s the Proud Boys in a nutshell.”
McInnes robustly defended Coulter in “The Persecution of Ann Coulter.”
(Coulter and McInnes are closely associated with yet another Holocaust-denier, David Cole Stein. See
endnote.)1
Richard Spencer
Is Richard Spencer a male version of Ann Coulter? One could think so.
Both are race-obsessed, though Spencer is, if anything, more transparent in his views and less diplomatic
in expressing those views. Coulter knows how to use a joke or clever turn of phrase to convey her point
without revealing her true intentions, whereas Spencer is much more blunt and can’t help expressing his
core beliefs and self-identity as a white nationalist.
It is noteworthy that Coulter, Yiannopoulos, and Brimelow have been banished from CPAC, which kicked
Spencer out after he disrupted that year’s conference.
There is a great deal of intellectual inbreeding in the Alt-Right. Taylor was Spencer’s mentor and he was
closely associated with American Renaissance.
Like many of other Alt-Right leaders, Spencer is anti-Semitic. He promotes white pride (Coulter has her
own, somewhat more nuanced, version of it.) Spencer wants to establish America as a white ethnostate
(something Coulter subtly seeks using the more palatable phrase “WASP America”) and openly declares
himself a white nationalist (something Coulter is too smart to do).
Here’s Spencer in his own words:
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Following up on Coulter’s Settler identity, Spencer said, “To be white is to be a creator, an explorer, a
conqueror.” He added, “As Europeans, we are, uniquely, at the center of history.” (By “European” he
means “white.”)
Like Coulter, Spencer also speaks of the White Man’s Burden (I guess he likes Kipling), saying, “For us,
it is conquer or die. This is a unique burden for the white man, that our fate is entirely in our hands.”
Spencer departs radically from American orthodoxy, claiming, “I’ve been critical of the American
founding throughout my career.”
He bluntly opposes individual rights and rejects the precepts of the Declaration of Independence: “No
individual has a right outside of a collective community. You have rights, not eternally or given by God,
or by nature.” He argues, as Progressives worldwide to, that “Ultimately the state gives those right[s] to
you. The state is the source of rights, not the individual.”
Spencer emulates Coulter’s Tinder approach to immigration: “In thinking about immigration and
migration, I could not care less whether someone filled out the paperwork correctly or passed a civics
exam. I oppose the immigration of an African who waits his turn and genuinely ‘wants to be an
American’; conversely, I would gladly accept thousands of ‘Swedish boat people’ who wash up on the
shores.”
Spencer, who coined the term Alt-Right, has renounced conservatism for failing (in his eyes) to embrace
racial identity.
The Reagan Battalion tweeted: “This is what turning a blind eye to ugly antisemitism looks like,
@lsarsour is no different than Richard Spencer, both of them have ‘Jews’ in their crosshairs. Sharing a
stage with Spencer or Duke would be a career killer, and rightfully so. Linda Sarsour is Richard Spencer.”
Red State Analysis
Yet, Spencer was once Coulter’s guy.
Coulter’s Alt-Right madness was too much for Red State, which provided this critique:
Headline: “No Really, Ann Coulter Just Stop.” Red State was outraged over a series of Coulter tweets
promoting Spencer.
•

“YES!!!!!!! RACHEL’S FIRST STORY IS ON RICHARD SPENCER MEETING IN
WASHINGTON THIS WEEKEND. Always Trust Coulter.” November 22, 2016

•

Total # of deaths connected to American Nazi Party in last quarter century: ZERO; Total # of
deaths connected to Al Sharpton: 9 I know of. November 22, 2016

Red State noted: “While everyone with an ounce of human decency is running away from these racist
basement dwellers, Coulter is running to them with open arms.”
Once commending Spencer, now Coulter condemns him for explicitly stating that he is a white
nationalist (he spoke the truth too openly).
Speaking to the Observer, Coulter said “that the movement’s leader Richard Spencer is either ‘a federal
agent’ or ‘an agent force for the Southern Poverty Law Center.’”
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Via email, Coulter added: “He’s too ridiculous and flamboyant to be real. NO ONE actually calls himself
a ‘white nationalist.’ That’s just an insult, like calling someone a ‘poopy-head.’ RS calls himself a white
nationalist…FBI!”
On the Joyce Kaufman Show (8/16/17), Coulter said, “The only thing I’ll say in defense of basically the
entire conservative media is that, except for a few talk radio hosts, my twitter feed, I guess Breitbart, and
Daily Caller is everyone seems to dislike Richard Spencer. He is, you know, our equivalent of Black
Lives Matter. Apparently, you know a gay showboater who just wants lots of media attention.”
Death of a Nation
In his explosive documentary, Death of a Nation, Dinesh D’Souza exposed the racist origins and ideology
of the Left and has an extensive segment on the Alt-Right featuring a lengthy interview with Richard
Spencer, whose views are a mirror image of those of the party of Identity Politics.
D’Souza demonstrated how closely aligned the AltLeft and Alt-Right really are.
Democrats opposed America’s founding ideals of
liberty and equality and fought for slavery, Jim Crow,
the welfare state (new plantation), illegal aliens (new
slavery), and throughout they have employed mob
rule and anti-constitutional means to achieve their
ends.
From Antifa, Black Lives Matter, and other mob-rule
organizations to judicial tyranny from the Supreme
Court on down, all designed to achieve their antiAmerican goals. Planned Parenthood still practices
eugenics to cull the human race of undesirables, such
as the black population.
Given the horrors of slavery and the Holocaust –
which cannot be denied by sentient human beings –
yet wanting to pursue the very same ends, the Left
has flipped the script.
Whereas, in past eras, they spoke of black inferiority,
now they decry so-called white privilege – still with
the very same goal of controlling blacks.
(Why do they have such little concern over inner city
black-on-black violence and crime? Because they can
control this segment of the black population by controlling the narrative, using Black Lives Matter myths
of systemic and endemic white racism, white privilege, cop-on-black crime, etc.
Yet, Coulter commends the Confederacy and holds many views similar to those of her Southern
ancestors, some of whom owned slaves. Even her celebrated hero of the Revolutionary War – Effie Ten
Eyck Van Varick – owned slaves.
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Coulter is proud of being a Daughter of the American Revolution. Being a DAR member is a crucial and
life-defining aspect of her self-identity. Is she also eligible for membership in the Daughters of the
Confederacy?
Coulter has always had paleo-conservative leanings and is currently a leader of the Alt-Right and a NeoConfederate. (This fits in well with her profile as a rebel. See Chapter 6: Rebel.)
Her views on America First are not Donald Trumpian but, rather, much more closely aligned with those
of Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederate States of America.
Neo-Confederate
There is a distinctly neo-Confederate element at the core of the Alt-Right. It is visible in an ideological
line running from Buchanan and Sobran through other contemporary Alt-Right leaders and brilliantly
illuminated by Coulter.
Neo-Confederates = Alt-Whites.
Astonishingly, Coulter confused the Confederate and American flags!
Coulter thinks Southerners who died in
combat in Iraq and Afghanistan were
fighting for the Confederacy!
Coulter wrote (8/3/16): “Southerners
accounted for 38 percent of those killed in
Iraq and 47 percent in Afghanistan.” She
then asked Gov. Haley: “How about Nikki
put their flag back up?”
Lest we be confused – or for those who
don’t remember the Confederate Flag
controversy – Coulter continued,
“The Confederate flag won’t lead to
thousands of dead and maimed Americans,
as Muslim immigration does. The only
danger posed by the Confederate flag is that media elites will hold the South in even greater contempt
than they already do, assuming that’s possible.”
Yes, Coulter equates Southerners with Confederates and believes that our brave military members
from the South are currently fighting for the Confederacy and not for America!2
No, Ann, “Southerners” didn’t sacrifice their lives for the Lost Cause of the Confederacy. Rather, they
died for the noble cause of the American Experiment and the belief that all men are, indeed, created
equal.
Clearly, Coulter has never believed in that aspiration and ideal. For her, that Shining City on a Hill will
never shine with immigrants. Indeed, America’s only hope in her eyes is the restoration of a WASP
America (see Case Study: WASP America).
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According to Brian Kilmeade, “The Lost Cause myth was devised by white supremacist renegades who
regarded themselves as patriots and freedom fighters and did not see themselves as racists.”3 Kilmeade
argues that Abraham Lincoln could rightly be considered the first black president.
Bell Curve
Coulter believes in the Bell Curve more
than the Bible.
Coulter, like many on the Alt-Right,
became enamored with the Bell Curve,
which posits (“scientifically,” of
course) that some races are more
intelligent than others. Coulter believes
this. More importantly, Coulter wants
to believe it.
Coulter
accepts
the
premise,
conclusions, and “evidence” contained
in The Bell Curve that “proves” the
superior intellectual abilities of the
white race.
Coulter rarely speaks of equality but
often speaks of the continued need for
whites to lift blacks up from the legacy
of slavery. (Is Ann a closet Democrat?)
(The Daily Stormer loves Coulter’s columns!)
Ever since the Civil War, blacks have rejected the White Man’s Burden.
Frederick Douglas said, “No!” So did Washington Carver.
So do Thomas Sowell, Walter Williams, Jason Riley, Larry Elders, Allen West, and a host of other
modern-day black conservative leaders.
To say “Yes” is to say that blacks are inferior.
The welfare state is the new plantation and Coulter proposes preserving it. (But aren’t conservatives
opposed to bigger government? Don’t they favor more freedom?)
I thought Ann Coulter was smarter than that.
There are definite reactionary aspects to the Alt-Right, among them fighting against the Left’s almost
century-long quest to fundamentally transform America into something else entirely and responding to
the Left’s paradigm of identity politics, what used to be called the Stanford Trinity: race, gender, and
class.
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But inherent within a large segment of the Alt-Right is a resolute belief in the superiority of some races
over other races. In Ann’s case, she believes in the inherent superiority of the white race and the historic
white man’s burden: caring for inferior blacks whose ancestors were brought to America in chains.
Macron = Alt-Right?
However, Coulter herself is very confused regarding the movement to which she belongs. In one tweet,
she claimed, “MACRON IS ALT-RIGHT! (But Syria’s your problem, bud.)”
This drew derision from many people who know better than Ann:
•

He’s calling for globalism right now. He sucks.

•

I just turned on the TV and I see Macron blathering about CO2 and Dems giving him a standing
ovation. This bromance is over.

•

Macron is NOT ALTRight....he is left!

•

What? https://euobserver.com/foreign/137731.

•

Are you insane? Macron is a multicultural globalist who promises Europe that they must race mix
w 100-200 million Africans. Get a grip! He is a captured EU clown.

•

So you’re a globalist now? You have been acting funny lately Ann.

•

Alt Right? Okay, there comes a time when we all need to step away because we’ve lost
perspective. This voyage into the Twilight Zone has been brought to you by the Betty Ford
Politics Clinic.

•

ANN IS ALT-RIGHT! (But cucked Trump is your problem, lady).

Coulter’s Resistance Book Tour
Numerous surprises arose during Coulter’s Resistance is Futile book tour. Among them, the nature of the
artwork promoting one particular event. Notice its Stalinist style.
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Final Thoughts
To recap, in the late 1990s, Coulter was a paleoconservative and regarded herself as an economic and
cultural conservative, supporting Western Civilization, Reaganomics, the Reagan Doctrine, the free
market, and America’s Judeo-Christian roots.

Post-9/11, Coulter became an arch neo-conservative, fiercely pro-war (against Islamic terrorists and
liberals alike). She called everyone opposed to even one aspect of the war (and her agenda) a traitor. (She
did, however, aver that anti-war Buchanan was the exception to the rule: a patriot.)
Post Obama’s second presidential victory and his disastrous foreign policies, Coulter became a strident
nativist and isolationist, replacing Islamists with immigrants as her number one foe.
Coulter’s race-based commentary and policy prescriptions are legion and legendary. But are they in the
true spirit of the American creed?
With an amazing display of denial, Coulter “contends that there is no alt-right!”
In a striking development, Trump finally unfollowed Coulter after she called him a “Gutless President in a
Wall-less Country” (essay title, 12/19/18) (see Case Study: Walled Off!).
At least one person noted, “If you’ve lost Ann Coulter, you’ve lost the Confederate States of America.”
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Endnotes:
1

2

3

See Edwin Oslan graphic below. Coulter also tweeted about a Cole column: “This is a brilliant article you
must read: The Left’s War on Normal” Coulter continues to favorably retweet David Cole’s tweets and
columns.
In addition to being a Daughter of the American Revolution, I wouldn’t be at all surprised if she were a
Daughter of the Confederacy. Mother was a Southern Belle, after all.
Brian Kilmeade, Legends and Lies: Civil War, S3E12, FNC.
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Case Study – From Jingoist to Pacifist
In the space of a few short years, Coulter turned from being a neoconservative zealot to a Fortress
America fanatical isolationist and pacifist.
Her current isolationist and nativist obsession with “pointless wars” in foreign lands leads her inevitably
to conclude that World War II was also a pointless war.
Coulter’s foreign policy heart lies with that
of one of her mentors, Patrick Buchanan.
During the Clinton presidency, Coulter
continually denounced the administration’s
use of military force overseas, arguing that
it was not in our national interest.
In 1997, Coulter said, “I don’t think we
should be trying to go around and be the
world’s Policeman because you can guess
wrong. I mean, we can’t create a beautiful
constitutional democracy across the
world.”1
Bur for fully a decade following 9/11,
Coulter was the fiercest armchair war hawk in America. Toward the end of the Obama presidency,
Coulter reversed course, returning to her Buchananite foreign policy roots. (She could easily join the
“War Is Not the Answer” crowd if it were more pro-American.)
Once a zealous moral and cultural conservative and fervently pro-life – “There’s almost no conversation I
couldn’t turn into an abortion discussion.”2 – Coulter turned her back on the unborn for most of the past
two decades. Instead, the political realm possessed her, and, following 9/11, Coulter attacked everyone.
My first essay critical of Coulter in BrotherWatch (January 2002) began with these words:
Following the 9/11 terrorist attack, controversial “conservative” columnist Ann Coulter –
best known as that “acid-tongued blonde” wearing her trademark micro mini-skirts –
appeared to descend into madness. Cutting edge went over the edge. Coulter declared a
two-front war against terrorists and liberals. – Right Wing Warrior Princess
North and South Korea
Coulter’s stance on the Korean Peninsula is emblematic of her approach to geopolitics. She also hates our
pro-Israel policies (see Case Study: #BlameJewsFirst) and would just as well jettison the War on Terror
completely. (Coulter always frames terrorist threats as immigration threats,3 having absolutely no
solutions to the domestic threat posed by ISIS and ISIS-inspired terrorists currently in America.)4
Of course, her Fortress America paradigm blindly dismisses the very real and existential threats to
America today and in the near future posed by terrorists and tyrannical, America-hating regimes around
the world.
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Sampling of Coulter’s tweets on Korea:
1. Buchanan: Russia & China share a border with S. Korea, but they're not treaty-bound to defend it.
Why are Americans obligated to die in a second Korean War? http://bit.ly/2muW4sj
2. N. Korea's not our problem. Mexico is our problem. Why don't China & Japan use their budgets
to build a wall for us?
3. This endless blather about North Korea doesn't feel like Making America Great Again.
4. North Korea is China's problem. (They built a fence.) Mexico is our problem. Are the media in
China & S Korea consumed with the Mexico problem?
Some responses to Coulter’s tweets:
Responses ranged from edifying Coulter about geography, questioning her motives and rationale, and
stating the obvious: North Korea poses a clear and distinct threat to the American homeland and to
American interests abroad.5
Clueless in West Palm Beach
Most responses derided Coulter’s myopic perspective and geographic and geopolitical ignorance.
•

2 words: Strategic Alliance. Oh yeah, learn your geography. South Korea only borders with North
Korea. Have to love the money spent on a great college education.

•

Because they want military bases in the region. So, they need allies like South Korea. They can't
afford to be seen to be giving up on a friend. 'Prisoners of Geography' by Tim Marshall an
excellent read on this subject.

•

One of Ronald Reagans first meetings as a newly elected President was with South Koreans to
assure them of United States support. They are important allies for many reasons in that part of
the World

•

Any aggression we would enter into with North Korea would be to DEFEND the USA, not a war
for anything else. Have you forgotten Little Rocket Mans threats toward us?

•

Because Russia and China fought for the other side, and China still props North Korea up, even
though South Korea is a MUCH better neighbor.

•

We have (US) resources in Korea we need for the Pacific rim. Americans have to control those
directly. Korea and Vietnam lasted as long as it did due to that fact

•

Geography one horse Annie. Study it. [Russia and China do NOT share a border with South
Korea.]

•

Because we honor our promises and commitments to our Allies, and we certainly can’t let N
Korea gain power! But, the main reason is that we are actually STILL AT WAR with N Korea,
and we lost a lot of good men there and need to finish the job we started to check Evil
Communists!

•

"N. Korea's not our problem" right up until the millisecond they fix their rocketry problems and
then suddenly they are our problem. Remember, it only takes 1940s technology to build a bomb
and 1950s technology to build an ICBM. How long do you think we have?

•

If Trump unites the Koreas then we can move all the troops from there to our border
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•

N Korea isn’t our problem ? So denuclearization doesn’t help anyone ? Are you insane. NK has
been a hot button for years and years. This is massive massive news.

•

Right. A maniac with nuclear weapons who has the missiles to deliver them to the USA is “not
our problem.” You are not much of a deep thinker, are you @AnnCoulter?

•

Wouldn’t positive developments that lead to a more stable Korean Peninsula be in the best
interests of America. By making America safer (along with our allies in Japan and SK) that feeds
into making America Great.

•

Not getting nuked seems pretty great

•

I would say a no-nuclear North Korea and a reunified peninsula would really help make America
great again because we could concentrate on other things. I'm starting to really wonder what your
motives are and you are not talking intelligently. I'm actually very disappointed

•

I guess you think war would be making America great.

•

You could spare a moment to appreciate the easing of 60+ years of tension..... Or not. And we
aren't at war with Mexico. Or their neighbors. The comparison is childish

•

How about Make America Safe Again

•

Ann, I'm one of your biggest fans, but you are out of your mind with your take on North Korea.
Do you not remember that a few months ago they were threatening the US with nuclear ICBMs?
Trump is in the process of engineering the greatest diplomatic feat in 30 years.

•

Limited thoughts from a limited mind.

•

1. Nuclear missiles can fly over water.
2. Cooperative NK/SK has US econ implications
3. Important that China is not the only major influence in the area.
4. See #1
Not to mention South Korea is making BILLIONS of $$ in trade with U.S. every year. Time for
them to defend their Nation with their people & money. While we transfer 35,000 troops from
38th Par. to Mexican border, they can protect our country & build the wall at the same time.

•

We are currently at war with North Korea and have been for over 70 years. A legitimately
declared war. Yes, they are our fucking problem.

•

Endless blather?! This a wonderful historic event that just happened. What happened to you
@AnnCoulter?

•

We've had 40k soldiers in harms way there for 65 years! Plus a possible other nuke armed state!
Would you have trashed Reagan over this? He gave amnesty to millions of Hispanics! I want the
wall too, but you are OVER THE TOP!

•

When NK keeps threatening to turn America into ash it’s our problem

•

Not our problem. .until you get one of their rockets up your rear end. ..then it's our
problem.....right?

•

Different magnitude of problem, nuclear magnitude.

Coulter = Quisling = Dixie Chicks = Rachel Maddow
Many respondents concluded that Coulter has no fixed principles.
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•

@AnnCoulter could be the next #DixieChicks..

•

I’m getting real tired of Ann Coulter. Another McCain?

•

She is so weird! I blocked her a long time ago. Her opinions are all over the place and she is loyal
only to herself. She would become a liberal if she thought she could milk enough money out of it.
Just like Huffington.

•

She's starting to sound like a conservative Rachel Maddow. Grates on my nerves.

•

Ann Coulter has no problem joining the #NeverTrump crowd and inciting division within
Trump's base to promote her books while other self promoters give her credit for Trump's border
wall plan. Trump's dealing with enemies from all sides, within, and around the world. #MAGA

•

Ann has always been about the money. She has no principles.

Coulter = Opportunist = Exhibitionist = Self-Promoter
Still others regarded Coulter as a self-serving self-promoter who will do and say anything for fame and
fortune.
•

She’s a shameless opportunist.

•

Ann is nothing but a hair tossing, eye rolling exhibitionist

•

Coulter has always been a self-promoter. She also makes her living off of criticizing government.
If she isn't criticizing it, she's not making money from book sales and appearances.

•

This woman has never backed Trump, she's backed her agenda for publicity. I can’t stand her.

•

Ann Coulter has no core beliefs, she's purely $$ motivated.

•

@AnnCoulter is a manic opportunist only thinking about what she wants! And I think mostly she
wants to the sell her books. She could cares less about the Republican Party or conservatives
she’s just a gold digger that’s all

•

She sold her soul for fame & fortune, just like Hollywood

Coulter = Crazy = Bipolar
While others simply regarded her as crazy, delusional, and blinded to reality by her own self-interests.
•

Who is still following this crazy lady? She lost it!!!!

•

She is nothing short of bizarre. Not sure why anyone continues to listen to her.

•

Ann Coulter is bipolar

•

The only thing I give @AnnCoulter credit for is being crazy.

•

Ann Coulter has psychological issues!

•

Annie's off the rails again. She did it once already and now it's back. Hate to say it but it looks
like she's dealing with a few loose screws. Perhaps no one in the Administration wants to talk to
her and she's just flat angry. She's a basket of tricks.

•

For someone who's supposed be intellectually smart, you tend to be a bit dense at times. Smh
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•

I thought you were very intelligent. What happened?

Other Telling Observations About Coulter
Many people responded with disgust, sorrow, confusion, and ridicule.
•

I'm amazed you've made it this far in life without a wall.

•

Unfollowed her, sad to see what's become of her.

•

You used to be the long-legged blonde girlfriend, now you are the shrill nagging old wife

•

I’m beginning to think you actually just want to hate everything. THIS IS GOOD!!!

•

You’re so weird, Ann. Why can’t you just celebrate good news? Always something with you.

•

Sorry Ann – you've rendered yourself irrelevant.

•

The endless blather from Ann Coulter doesn't feel like Making America Smarter Again.

•

Oh Ann. To call this "endless blather" and think it doesn't make America great again-seems to me
like you're keeping up a "routine" rather than analysis.

•

So because we have one problem we can’t deal with another one?

•

I’m convinced @AnnCoulter has stock in a brick company...

Coulter’s single-minded fixation with immigration and a wall has given her a myopic perspective on
reality and the world in which we live. She has tunnel vision – like a horse with blinders on – and is
oblivious to anything which does not fit her own pet paradigm.
As is always the case, anyone who disagrees with her perspective and agenda is a traitor or evil – even
though she herself has reversed many of her positions over the past two decades. (At one point or
another, she could have called herself a traitor.)
Coulter went berserk over Trump’s visit to the Wailing Wall:
•

Wailing Wall the usual photo op, but Trump should visit Israel’s BORDER wall. Force the press
to report that it’s up and it works. – 5/22/17

•

Instead of going to another country’s border, maybe @realDonaldTrump should visit our border.
“NKorea to fire missile when Trump visits DMZ?” – 10/23/17

•

I’d prefer for Trump to visit troops on our border. – 12/26/18

On the eve of Trump’s major prime time national address regarding a national crisis on our southern
border, Coulter reversed her position, issuing a series of nonsensical tweets attacking President Trump.
•

Trump GOING TO THE BORDER is beyond moronic. Does he need to meet with a cancer
patient before deciding to fund cancer research?

•

Trump GOING TO THE BORDER is like politicians who switch positions on gay marriage after
talking to a gay person. Did they hate gays before? These are public policy issues, not coffee
klatches.
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•

Border Patrol Agents are the LAST people who should be commenting on the need for a wall:
“What do you think about us installing an inanimate object that can do your job better than you
can?”

•

What will Trump GOING TO THE BORDER accomplish? I’ve been to a hospital. That doesn’t
make me a doctor.

•

We need 1 thing from President Trump: A serious Oval Office speech explaining why a Wall is
the only compassionate solution.

The following chart encapsulates a few of Coulter’s transitions and key transformative periods during
Coulter’s professional career as a “journalist.”
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1
2
3
4
5

Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 3/23/97.
Ann Coulter, Vantage Points: Issues for Women, Amazon City Radio, 12/5/97.
See “Stop Immigrants, Not Terrorists!” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-b2.
See “Coulter Still Doesn’t Get Terrorist Threat!” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-bg.
As usual, throughout this book, I have left out those tweets which are nasty, foul, scatological, prurient, and
unnecessarily polemical. Perhaps I should have culled more, but it seems appropriate in this chapter to
highlight the depth and degree to which Coulter has generated animosity even from conseratives.
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Case Study – Natural Born Citizens
Intricately connected to Coulter’s Settler identity is her perspective on the definition of a Natural Born
Citizen.
This came to bear significantly during the
2016 presidential election cycle. In 2013,
long before Donald Trump’s entrance into
the GOP primary circus ring, Coulter
defended Cruz as a natural born citizen. But
after Mitt Romney, and, later, Trump became
her man, she reversed course and, in the
midst of the first GOP presidential debate,
made the astonishing claim that Ted Cruz is
ineligible to be President!
Coulter tweeted: “Ted Cruz gave a good
answer on immigration. Too bad he’s not a
natural born citizen!”1 Although she quickly
deleted her tweet, a few weeks later she again
claimed, “Cruz is not a natural born citizen.”2
Now you tell us! But is it true?
No, Coulter got this one wrong,3 too. (And she knew it. She deleted that tweet from her twitter feed.)
Acclaimed constitutional scholar Mark Levin explained (emphasis added):
The Framers’ understanding, combined with statutes enacted by the first Congress, indicate
that the phrase [natural born citizen] means both birth abroad to American parents in a
manner regulated by federal law and birth within the nation’s territory regardless of
parental citizenship. The Supreme Court has confirmed that definition on multiple
occasions and in various contexts.4
Ted Cruz’s eligibility is incontestable, as pointed out by Levin in his video (produced in 2013).
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Why would Coulter lie? Donald Trump5 became her new political savior.6 In her words: “[Donald Trump
is] America’s savior.”7
Free Republic Response
Because Coulter deleted her tweet, few people know of it. But people at Free Republic saw it. Here are a
few of their observations:
•

Looks like Ann pulled that tweet from her feed. Too late, though.

•

She’s trying to pull support from Cruz to Trump by throwing out flat out lies. I can’t stand Ann.

•

Former Chistie/Romney gal now on board with the former Democrat/Independent/whatever will make
me the most money post primary candidate.

•

I think Coulter has lost most of the stature she ever had with her love affair for RINOS over the past
few election cycles.

•

Ann always becomes unhinged when she’s in the grip of one of her political crushes. I remember one
instance in 2012 when she started screaming – literally shrieking – about Romney on Hannity’s radio
show. Sean seemed taken aback and said, “Good grief, calm down.”

•

That’s the final straw. Ann is all about Ann.

•

Last cycle she pushed Christie and then Romney, telling us how he was the only one who could win.

•

Ann has been talking about this for some time. But she’s been erratic. Sometimes she says she says
Cruz is ineligible. Sometimes she says she doesn’t know. Once she tweeted that he was eligible.

•

Ann Coulter, an accomplished and proud polemicist.
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In her Veterans’ Day column that year, Coulter
again claimed, “Too bad Cruz isn’t a naturalborn citizen.”
Later, Coulter thrice tweeted this same nonsense
on January 6, 2016.
Tweet #1: I thought so too until I looked into it.
Lawyers I usually trust were playing fast and
loose with the Constitution.
Tweet #2: NYT: Cruz was born outside the U.S.
to 1 American parent: “Under the Constitution
this makes him a ‘natural born citizen.’”
Absolutely false
Tweet #3: Same lawyers who said anchor babies
are in the Constitution now tell us being born
outside U.S to 1 American parent = natural born
citizen.
The following day, Coulter claimed her superior
knowledge and constitutional skills by tweeting:
“THREE YEARS AGO, I fell for assurances
from the same ‘experts’ you’re listening to now.
Then I looked it up.”
Coulter Lied About Supreme Court Case
Ann Coulter led the charge of those seeking to crush a Cruz candidacy with a lie!
When she thought she could foist Romney on us again in 2016,8 Coulter began to attack Cruz on his
citizenship. With Cruz posing a serious threat to Trump, her new-found soul-mate,9 Coulter shifted into
high gear, stridently claiming Cruz was ineligible to be president.10
This wasn’t Coulter’s first attempt at subverting the Constitution for political purposes.11
Backdrop: Elián González
The Elián González case became international political theater during the 2000 presidential race. It
rekindled the Cold War in miniature. Coulter fed into that political hysteria by telling lies of her own, lies
which fit into her own ideological sensibilities. Those lies included turning a Supreme Court decision on
its head, claiming it said the exact opposite of what the Court decided.12
The heart and core of Coulter’s case for denying Juan Miguel González custody of his own son rested on
Coulter’s decades-long belief that fathers have absolutely no rights or responsibilities to their own children
except through marriage.
On talk TV – contrary to what the law actually says – Coulter continually insisted that putative fathers have
no rights to their children: “The law used to account for these things by saying the father doesn’t have rights
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to a child unless he’s married to the mother. That’s how a man can claim his heritage and his claims on a
child. … That’s how a father gets the right to children, by being married to the mother.”13
Coulter reaffirmed – again and again – that only marriage confers custodial rights: “First of all, the idea
that a father has rights to a child by donating sperm; No! A father gains rights to a child by being married
to the mother. … He has absolutely no rights to the child! Fathers gain rights to children by marrying the
mothers.”14
The only problem with Coulter’s claims is that they are false. The law has always upheld the biological
rights of fathers, irrespective of whether the child is born out-of-wedlock.
Lying About Supreme Court Cases
Coulter’s view of parental rights was her principal argument to separate a son from his father, but that core
point of her position, that central concept, was an outright lie! To buttress that lie – which she has
consistently expressed for over twenty years – Coulter lied about a Supreme Court ruling which any layman
can read and see that it reaches the exact opposite conclusion. Coulter wrote:
“Let’s just consider the initial presumption that a father gets custody of his son. The law is indeed clear, at
least to this extent: That ‘law’ refers only to legitimate children. … The Supreme Court last weighed in on
the legal rights of unwed fathers in 1989 when it cut off all of the father’s rights to his child, including
visitation.”15
In her essay, Coulter literally
reversed the decision of the Court,
falsely claiming it denied those
custodial rights. Contrary to
Coulter’s fiery opinion, the law
says otherwise. The Supreme
Court, in five cases, upheld the
principle of paternity rights for
putative fathers. Those cases were
all cited in the Supreme Court case
cited by Coulter.
In a rather remarkable display of
truth twisting, Coulter took this
Supreme Court case which
affirms the custody rights of
natural fathers and declared it
the definitive denial of those
rights!16
The father in Coulter’s cited case was not denied parental rights due to illegitimacy but because his claim
of fatherhood was filed after the filing deadline. That father had failed to assert his rights within two years
of his daughter’s birth. Illegitimacy was never the issue. The Supreme Court has consistently confirmed
custodial rights of natural fathers, both in principle and in practice. So, the case Coulter cited says the exact
opposite of what Coulter claimed. (This would become a pattern for Coulter.)
“Bald assertions about the very question under dispute,” Coulter once wrote, “is an odd method of
argument,”17 yet that is precisely what Coulter did (and continues to do). According to Coulter, “Everyone
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is entitled to his own opinion; everyone is not entitled to his own facts.”18 Apparently Coulter is not above
making up her own “facts.”
Strangely (or not, for Ann), Coulter later asserted, “Apparently that’s the way constitutional analysis goes
these days. You determine, we’re all Ruth Bader Ginsburg now: Whatever you want the Constitution to
say, that’s what it says, miraculously. Well, that has never been me!”19
Sorry, Ann, but you are the allegedly “conservative”20 Ruth Bader Ginsburg!
Birther Coulter Births More Lies
Erstwhile anti-birther Coulter became the
premiere birther attacking Ted Cruz. Why?
She wanted to scuttle Cruz’s presidential
ambitions and stop his burgeoning support
before her own Savior, Trump, lost the
nomination.
(Coulter, after all, tied her future – and that of
America21 – to a Trump victory,22 however
wise or foolish that may have been.)
Remember, Coulter burst out, “Thank God for
raising up Donald Trump and giving us a
chance to save the country.”23
It’s Really Not About Ted, But All About Ann
Seemingly on emotional steroids, Coulter turned her attack dog persona on Trump’s most formidable
Republican foe, all the while professing an “Ah, shucks, I don’t want to do this, but it’s the right thing to
do” attitude even has she stuck a shiv in Ted’s side.
Coulter dodged claims that she changed position on Cruz’s eligibility solely to support Trump by asserting
she took her current position prior to Trump’s candidacy. That is a red herring.
Coulter wrote: “I said so long before Trump declared for president, back when Cruz was still my guy.”24
Coulter claimed, “It’s not that I want him not to be a Natural Born Citizen.”25 Except, Coulter’s later claim
is patently false and demonstrably untrue.
In reality, Coulter was obsessed with recruiting Romney for president, so much so that her close friend,
Sean Hannity, was aghast at the depth of her obsession. Cruz was becoming an impediment to Coulter’s
plans for Romney.
Coulter first sought to disqualify Cruz as a presidential contender to force her idol, Mitt Romney, to run
again26 in 2016. At that time, she wanted Romney – and only Romney!27
Later, she wanted Trump – and only Trump!28
Later still, Coulter boasted that she still wanted a Trump-Romney ticket: “In fact, my ideal ticket is TrumpRomney. That’s what I’m really hoping for. That’s the dynamite combo.”29
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Bob Woodward said, “History is character; behavior is character.”30 Coulter’s history, and her behavior
these past two decades, proves Coulter’s own lack of character.31 Coulter lied about the Constitution and
Supreme Court cases during the 2000 election32 and she did the same thing during the 2016 election cycle.
Nevertheless, Coulter hypocritically attacked those who correctly interpret the Constitution, lamenting,
“It’s kind of annoying me that we are all Ruth Bader Ginsburg now and people interpret the Constitution
based on what they want the Constitution to say, not what it does say.”33
1608 or 1790; Blood or Soil?
According to Coulter, “In the U.S., also in Great Britain and in France, citizenship is determined by soil.
… Congress can write laws for naturalization. That is also in the Constitution. But if Congress has to write
a law to make you a citizen, you’re not natural born. … It is determined by a law written by Congress; not
by the common law, not by the Constitution. So that is not natural born.”34

Except, the law written by Congress (and empowered by the Constitution)
establishes who is natural born! In 1790, Congress established citizenship by
blood.
Coulter asserted: “The phrase ‘natural born’ is a legal term of art that goes back to Calvin’s Case, in the
British Court of Common Pleas, reported in 1608 by Lord Coke. The question before the court was whether
Calvin – a Scot – could own land in England, a right permitted only to English subjects.”35
The case which Coulter cited – Calvin’s Case (1608) – has to do with English subjects, not citizens.
Americans are not subjects. Our Founders took those portions of English common law with which they
agreed and modified or dispensed with those portions which were incongruent with the new American
constitutional system that they were creating.
Chief Justice Joseph Story wrote, in an 1829 Supreme Court opinion (emphasis added): “The common law
of England is not to be taken, in all respects, to be that of America. Our ancestors brought with them its
general principles, and claimed it as their birthright; but they brought with them and adopted, only that
portion which was applicable to their situation.”
Coulter claimed that a 1608 case in England is the basis for America’s definition of Natural Born Citizen.36
Consequently, Coulter asserted that the 1790 law enacted by Congress is irrelevant. Does Coulter seriously
believe that a 1790 American law enacted by the Founders is nullified by English case law from 1608?
Really?
According to the Yale Journal of Law and the Humanities (emphasis added), “In Britain, even before
Calvin’s Case, various acts and proclamations provided that a child born out of the territory of England
could also be a natural-born subject, as long as the child’s parents owed allegiance to the sovereign of
England. This is an example of the jus sanguinis [blood] operating alongside the jus soli [soil]. In the
history of both Britain and the United States, the jus sanguinis has always been established by statute, never
by judge-made law.

The 1790 statute by Congress, which Coulter dismissed as “irrelevant,” precisely establishes
the principle of right of blood which Coulter denies!
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The Congressional Research Service published its findings on this issue (emphasis added):
“From historical material and case law, it appears that the common understanding of the term ‘natural born’
in England and in the American colonies in the 1700s may have included both the strict common law
meaning as born in the territory (jus soli), as well as the statutory laws adopted in England since at least
1350, which included children born abroad to British fathers (jus sanguinis, the law of descent).”
Cleverly, Coulter very subtly suggested that those defending citizenship by blood are nascent Nazis, saying
(emphasis added), “The two methods are soil or blood. Curiously, in Germany, it’s, it’s blood.”37
Coulter Lied About Yet ANOTHER Supreme Court Case
Coulter wrote: “As the Supreme Court said in Bellei, a case about the citizenship of a man born in Italy to
a native-born American mother and an Italian father: ‘It is evident that Congress felt itself possessed of the
power to grant citizenship to the foreign born and at the same time to impose qualifications and conditions
for that citizenship.’”38
Coulter used this case to prove her contention that Cruz is ineligible, when, in fact, it proves the opposite!
As noted in ROGERS v. BELLEI, (1971) (emphasis added):
“Section 301 (a) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1401 (a), defines those persons who ‘shall be nationals and citizens
of the United States at birth.’ Paragraph (7) of 301 (a) includes in that definition a person born abroad
‘of parents one of whom is an alien, and the other a citizen of the United States’ who has met specified
conditions of residence in this country.”
“The plan thus adopted by Congress with respect to a person of this classification was to bestow
citizenship at birth but to take it away upon the person’s failure to comply with a post-age-14 and preage-28 residential requirement. It is this deprival of citizenship, once bestowed, that is under attack here.”
“The very first Congress, at its Second Session, proceeded to implement its power, under the Constitution’s
Art. I, 8, cl. 4, to ‘establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization’ by producing the Act of March 26, 1790, 1
Stat. 103. That statute, among other things, stated, ‘And the children of citizens of the United States, that
may be born beyond sea, or out of the limits of the United States, shall be considered as natural born
citizens: Provided, That the right of citizenship shall not descend to persons whose fathers have never been
resident in the United States.’” [Subsequent statutes extended it to either a citizen mother or citizen father.]
Cruz Is Eligible!
Gary DeMar is perhaps the foremost expert on America’s Founders. DeMar offered a history of originalist
thought on Natural Born Citizen and reached this stunning conclusion: “Ted Cruz [is] more of an American
than some of the drafters of the Constitution.”
A chagrined Coulter lashed out: “Imagine what nightmare a Cruz presidency would be! This is now the
second time Cruz has forced me to research something his supporters were lying about – the last time was
on Cruz’s alleged eligibility to be president, despite being born in Canada. (He’s not a ‘natural born citizen,’
but I enjoyed reading all those Supreme Court opinions!)”39
Sarah P. Condor-Fisher at Politichicks disagreed: “the People of the United States have the power to
recognize a ‘naturalized’ citizen as ‘natural-born’ at any time – by a Congressional declaration of
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‘eligibility’ as to the particular person (Art.1, Sec.5), by means of legal interpretation from the Supreme
Court – or, by a Constitutional Amendment.”
But for Coulter, this is not just political, it is personal. Seeing herself as the embodiment and perfect
representative of America – the “Settler” – she could not brook an interloper gaining the presidency.
Moreover, she wanted to be in control of the process and the outcome of the election.
Coulter Defames Supreme Court Nominees
With the retirement of Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy, conservatives searched for a
constitutionalist to replace him. Thomas Hardiman and Raymond Kethledge were floated as a possible
replacement. Coulter chose to defame them in order to get her preferred nominee elevated to the highest
court in the land.
Again, immigration was the crucial factor in her decision making. Either she doesn’t understand the law as
well as she thinks or would have us believe) she does, or she deliberately defamed him (which has been a
pattern of behavior she has exhibited for some twenty years).
Raymond Kethledge
Coulter defamed Raymond Kethledge
in a column and a series of tweets.
Coulter concluded that Kethledge is
an open borders zealot and – without
evidence of any kind – that he would
betray his oath of office by
deliberately misjudging cases to that
end.
(Why? Coulter would surely subvert
the law, if given the chance, to pursue
her own agenda. She has numerous
times in the past.)
Coulter presumes Kethledge lacks
integrity and would not keep his oath
of office because she wouldn’t.
Coulter tweeted:
•

Finding that grand-theft auto is not a theft (AS LONG AS THE CRIMINAL IMMIGRANT GETS
TO STAY!) kind of shoots down to the claim that Kethledge is a constitutional textualist.

•

And unlike most ppl taking sides on S. Ct nominees I don’t know any of them personally.* But I
can read! *Except Kethledge, which is how I know he’s opposite of Trump on immigration.

•

FALSE! I was a lonely voice in the woods warning you about Judge Roberts. Also opposed Miers
-- while being attacked for it on Fox News. Now, I’m telling you Kavanaugh is stellar.
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•

No commitment to originalism or religious liberty or even overturning Roe will mean a hill of
beans in a country that becomes Mexico because of open-borders zealots like Kethledge. See
California.

•

That’s a direct quote from the TEXT of the law Kethledge was applying, 8 U.S.C. 1101 “Definitions”

•

Can anybody figure out what this “text” means? “The term ‘aggravated felony’ means— (G) a theft
offense (including receipt of stolen property) or burglary offense for which the term of
imprisonment at 5 least one year”

Matthew Downer responded to Coulter:
•

/1 Judge Kethledge rigorously enforces all laws as they are written, including the immigration laws.
He knows that faithfully applying the Immigration and Nationality Act means respecting
Congress’s decision to give federal courts only a limited role in the immigration process.

•

/2 In Mora v. Holder, the petitioner entered the US legally at age 14 but then overstayed his visa.
Kethledge noted that if the petitioner had been a citizen, “we would call him a model one.” But
Judge Kethledge recognized that the courts lacked authority to grant him relief.

•

/3 In Khalil v. Holder, Kethledge upheld a finding that the petitioner was not entitled to asylum
because he was not a credible witness. Kethledge pointed out multiple inconsistencies in the
petitioner’s story that undermined his asylum claim.

•

/4 In Japarkulova v. Holder, Kethledge recognized—over a dissent from a liberal judge—that courts
must defer to the executive branch’s determination that an immigrant is not eligible for asylum.
Even though the petitioner had a compelling life story, Kethledge upheld the law.

•

/5 In his more than 10 years on the bench, Judge Kethledge has encountered hundreds of
immigration cases. He shows no favoritism to immigrants--or to the government, for that matter-and instead focuses only on applying the laws passed by Congress as they are written.

I also tweeted:
Kethledge applied it CORRECTLY.
The definition: “for which the term of imprisonment is at least one year.”
“He was sentenced to a three-year SUSPENDED sentence.”
He “served LESS THAN ONE YEAR in the county jail.”
Thomas Hardiman
Coulter also defamed Thomas Hardiman, again, with the exact same purpose – to get her preferred judge
nominated.
As reported by Law and Crime, Coulter attacked “Third Circuit Judge Thomas Hardiman, and accused him
of being “subsidized” by liberal philanthropist George Soros.”
Coulter tweeted:
•

Even if you’re not picky about S. Ct nominees, can we please find one who hasn’t been
SUBSIDIZED BY GEORGE SOROS? https://t.co/svuyuF9MQA.
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•

Now, I’m less angry about the nominees than about the people sending names to
@realDonaldTrump. How did Hardiman, SUBSIDIZED BY G. SOROS, get on his list?
https://t.co/svuyuF9MQA.

•

Hardiman help these illegals, among others, get asylum: Ernesto Orellana-Hercules (allegedly from
El Salvador) & Mauricio Edgardo Valdiviezo-Galdamez (allegedly Honduras). How about a
“WHERE ARE THEY NOW?” piece?

•

It just gets better & better. Judge Hardiman worked for Ayuda … FUNDED BY GEORGE SOROS.
https://t.co/svuyuF9MQA.

•

Even the NYT isn’t this ridiculous! Judge Hardiman calls illegals, “persons of Hispanic origin who
entered the country without inspection.”

As noted by Law and Crime: “What the heck is up with that? Well, it’s not entirely accurate.” (See article
linked above for more details.)
Leonard Leo, Coulter’s close friend and President of the Federalist Society, said (emphasis added), “Tom
Hardiman … is very much in the mold of Justice Scalia, well-schooled on the doctrines of originalism and
textualism, and he is very experienced.”
Ann Coulter’s #Resistance Movement
Coulter was part of the #Resistance long before it came into being. Just ask Sen. Spencer Abraham, whose
policies she subverted while she was working for him on the Senate Judiciary staff in 1995-1996. Coulter
boasted of creating plans and giving information to her colleagues to thwart Abraham’s immigration
agenda.
Coulter is ever ready to put her thumb on the scales of justice or use a rhetorical fist to achieve her desires.
Her end justifies her means.
With every election cycle and every Supreme Court nomination, Coulter becomes #FakeNews.
Over twenty years ago, Coulter said, “I’m perfectly willing to engage in wild speculation and
unsubstantiated rumors”40 and her claim is even more true today.
Coulter has become a law unto herself, abandoning principles willy-nilly. She perverts language and
subverts the law to undermine the election process, election results, and the will of the people. (See Never
Trust Ann Coulter – at Any Age.)
Coulter was Strzok before Strzok became Strzok.
Additional Resources:
David Horowitz: https://www.conservativereview.com/commentary/2016/01/liberals-have-americancitizenship-backwards.
Andrew C. McCarthy: http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/429356/ted-cruz-natural-born-citizen.
[Photo/graphic credit: first graphic by Millennials for Ted Cruz 2016; remainder by author.]
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Case Study – Nikki Derangement Syndrome
Coulter’s WASP worldview is expressed in countless ways and predetermines her reactions to events and
people, from the powerful to the powerless. One particularly striking example is the ire she has for former
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, Nikki Haley.
Coulter has waged jihad against Haley ever since Haley entered the national spotlight. Coulter regards her
as less than an American and vastly inferior to herself. (Remember, Coulter is a settler and Haley is an
immigrant in Coulter’s mind.)
Coulter hates Haley for two primary reasons:
1) her non-WASP immigrant background and
2) her assertive pro-America foreign policy.
(But Coulter can’t call Haley a
neoconservative because she’s not Jewish.)
For 15 years, Coulter was a neoconservative.
Now she’s an isolationist and nativist. One
would think she would have a little bit of
understanding and grace toward those who
think as she once thought.
Back then, those who differed with her were
traitors. Now, those who differ with her in the
opposite direction are traitors. The only
person who has changed is Coulter. Except, Coulter hasn’t changed at all. She is still a narcissist who thinks
anyone who disagrees with her is evil. (Remember her trilogy of hate: Slander, Treason, and Demonic?)
Nikki Haley – Second-Generation Immigrant
In the midst of the Confederate battle flag controversy, Coulter falsely accused Gov. Nikki Haley (R-SC)
of being an ignorant immigrant.1 In reality, Haley is a native South Carolinian well-versed in its history.
Remember, Coulter has her own definition of “immigrant.” The word Coulter wields like an epithet –
immigrant – she applies to American-born citizens, calling them second-generation immigrants to fudge
her data.
Then-Governor Haley, a citizen by birth, had proven herself a successful leader who assimilated very well
in America (even converting to Christianity). Haley’s success contradicted Coulter’s stereotype of legal
immigrants and threatens Coulter’s agenda.
In one tweet, Coulter compared Haley to terrorists and tabloid fodder. In her tweet, Coulter claimed that
Haley “constantly brags” about being a second-generation immigrant. (In other words, Haley’s bio says
she’s a native South Carolinian with immigrant parents.) But then, Coulter compared Haley to jihadist Nidal
Hasan (Ft. Hood massacre) and jihadist Anwar al-Awlaki (influential imam) as well as infamous tabloid
queen Octomon, snidely noting, “we R getting the best ppl!”
Why does Coulter denigrate and despise Haley, who was a successful and popular governor of a major state
and became a stellar ambassador? Is it because Haley is not of white Anglo-Saxon heritage? Is it because,
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in her eyes, Haley is a foreigner who somehow became a governor but Coulter couldn’t even find a party
to support her run for Congress in Connecticut?
Why does Coulter attack Haley? Coulter calls first-generation Americans (citizens) second-generation
immigrants to fudge her data, flesh out her case, and blur the concept of American citizenship. Haley’s
success contradicts Coulter’s stereotype of legal immigrants and threatens her agenda.
Coulter’s attacks upon Haley are not an aberration but, rather, manifestations of how Coulter thinks and
feels – about herself and others. Coulter regards herself as extraordinary, as the measure – the gold standard
– of patriotism,2 of conservatism,3 of Christianity.4
In her exasperation with Haley, we see the
coalescence of elitism, classism, racism,
nativism, and narcissism – all intertwined into
the person we now know as Ann Coulter.
Coulter has developed an immeasurable sense
of superiority toward others,5 constantly
contending that she knows best, and, as a
consequence, condemns Christian missionaries
as fake Christians,6 was incensed at not being
invited to speak at CPAC,7 denies that ISIS is
in America,8 and insisted Romney should be
the 2016 GOP nominee.9
It wasn’t that long ago when Coulter compared Hillary Clinton to Josef Mengele!10 Coulter has also referred
to Marco Rubio as “the Jack Kevorkian of the Republican Party.”11
Ace of Spades Speaks Out
Ace of Spades made some salient observations on these points. He wrote:
“But I would still have to reject the Essentialist nature of that argument – the implication that only ‘true
Americans,’ born here, made of this blood and this soil, can understand America.”
“America is not chiefly about a place. Our physical location is happenstance. It is not about blood or soil.
It is not about race. America is an idea – and ideal.”
[But Coulter makes it entirely about race – White Anglo-Saxon Protestants – with the emphasis on white.12]
He continued:
But if she’s now going down the road of asserting that an ‘immigrant’ (who is not an
immigrant) really can’t understand America like the native-born can (even though many
native-born Americans seem to want to kick American tradition to the curb and go full-on
decadent European socialism), then I’ll have to conclude that she has become more than
merely unfashionable, but instead simply ... not worth reading.
That is off-base. That’s just Nativist and Essentialist – only the native-born are truly
American; only those born with the essence of America in their blood can understand
America.
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And frankly, that sounds a lot like the Tribal Identity Politics that I don’t like in the newer
classes of immigrants.
Defending Coulter
Alt-Right leader Peter Brimelow penned a defense of Coulter, writing, “Ann Coulter misspoke trivially.”
Coulter’s tweet regarding her words belies Brimelow’s defense. (Coulter does not misspeak. She says what
she wants to say exactly the way she wants to say it.)
Far too many people try to justify Coulter’s misdeeds. Regarding Nikki Haley, Coulter’s words were
extremely clear and unhesitatingly spoken.
In a Facebook dialogue, Coulter defenders came to her rescue. Here is an abbreviated version:
Steve Mason: I sure can see the connection between persecuting the Rebel flag and Third World, Turd
World immigration. Are we Immigration Patriots the only ones?
John Rutowicz: Nimrata Nikki Randhawa Haley
Daniel Borchers: You can try to justify Coulter’s extremely clear and unhesitatingly spoken words, but
Coulter’s false claim perfectly fits into her narrative of criticizing unworthy immigrants – all to sell a book
and an agenda.
John Rutowicz: And you think this will make us dislike Ann Coulter?
Daniel Borchers: It’s not about like or dislike. It’s about truth and its opposite. Are you arguing that Coulter
is right when she’s wrong? Haley is an American, born in America. Not an immigrant.
John Rutowicz: Americans are racially European, and religiously Christian.
Daniel Borchers: Where do blacks fit?
John Rutowicz: In Israel.
Thomas Meehan: I wouldn’t wish Israel on them. Sub Saharan Africa would be nice though.
[These people represent Coulter’s audience!]
Conservatives should have long ago abandoned Coulter as their spokesman. Coulter has proven herself to
be, time and time again, a self-promoter interested in what is best for her 13 – not for conservatives and not
for the country.
Coulter Proudly Calls Nikki Haley a Bimbo
Ann Coulter loves words like “bimbo” and “retarded” (see Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric and Rape
Fantasies).
Simply put, Coulter loves to offend people14 and, more importantly, she thinks she is smarter than15 and
superior to16 everyone else. Everyone opposed to Coulter is, in her mind, a “useless idiot.”17
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In Slander, Coulter asserted, “If liberal propaganda didn’t work, it would be impossible to comprehend
bimbo starlets and uneducated slobs attacking the intelligence of the man who won the Cold War.”
(Ironically, Coulter now attacks those “idol-worshipping Ronald Reagan”18 and laments, “These johnnycome-latelies to Reagan worship [who] seem to think that he was Jesus Christ and could do no wrong.” 19
Would that make Coulter a bimbo talking head?)
Coulter’s own propagandistic version20 is to simply assert that everyone who disagrees with her is stupid,
retarded, or a bimbo. Of course, Coulter’s ad hominem attacks actually work by shifting debates over
substantive arguments to issues of free speech. (It’s called deflection!)
Following the 2016 State of the Union address, Coulter tweeted that Trump should deport Nikki Haley!
A fascinating dialogue on the John Gibson Show21 is instructive of Coulter’s temperament and sense of
self-importance. Asked if she was joking about deporting Gov. Nikki Haley, Coulter replied:
“Um, no. No, no, no, no. Yeah, [I think she should be deported]. Yeah, she won’t be governor anymore, I
suspect.”
Then Coulter stepped on a linguistic landmine, as is
her wont:
“I think she’s a bimbo and, um, you know, having a
black Indian do such a fantastic job in a response to
the State of the Union, yeah, they picked her to be, to
be …”
At this point, Coulter was interrupted by the host, her
decades-long friend from her MSNBC days in 199697. Gibson asked if her characterization was “kosher.”
Coulter erupted, “What do you mean, ‘kosher?’ Is it true or isn’t it? You’re policing my language? I’m
saying something I think is true. I think she is a bimbo!”
Naturally, Coulter never explained how it is true – and the host never asked. (They rarely do.)
Irate at being, in her mind, censored by political correctness, Coulter petulantly queried, “What is that? Do
we have to add that to the list of words that can’t be used now, because the list is getting bigger than the
dictionary?” (Proper grace and decorum never seem to register with Ann.)
Going with the flow, Coulter then defined what a bimbo is rather than use the term: “Yeah, a not very bright
female. Actually, they’re not always females but they often have those qualities, the feminine qualities.”
Notice, Coulter, as she is prone to do, includes liberal men in her definition and regards those qualities as
distinctly feminine in nature.
Contemptuous of being asked not to engage in name-calling, Coulter again erupted, “You’re joking!”
Continuing, Coulter immediately asked, “Can you email me a list of what words can’t be used?” Then she
defiantly said, “Bimbo!”
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Still not done, Coulter addressed the GOP’s decision to choose Haley to give a rebuttal to Obama’s State
of the Union address. Coulter pondered, “It’s going to be hard to describe how she was chosen. She’s a, a,
a, a woman who was accidentally elected, um, because she’s pretty and isn’t very bright. Can we say
that?”
In other words, a bimbo. However, Coulter never explained why being a bimbo would be a qualification for
that choice – or for anything else, for that matter.
Continuing her rant, and incorporating her unisex definition of the word in dispute, Coulter lambasted South
Carolinian Republicans, saying, “they have the worst representatives. … Lindsey Graham is South
Carolina. … Lindsey Graham and Nikki Haley? Lindsey Graham – also a bimbo!”
(Whenever exchanges like this take place, Coulter is implacably impenitent.22)
Is Ann Coulter a Bimbo?
As noted above, Coulter offered her
preferred definition of “bimbo” –
someone who is “pretty and isn’t very
bright.” We can work with that.23
Remember, it’s been over a decade
since Coulter so eloquently said, “I’m
so pleased with my gender. We’re not
that bright.”24 Proof of Coulter’s
contention
regarding
herself
abounds!25
Just a few weeks earlier, Coulter
claimed that the Great Depression26
was “the most prosperous period in
American history.”27 Need I say more?
Consider, too, Coulter’s own self-revelation. In 2003, she admitted, “Ann Coulter engages in ad hominem
attacks. Ann Coulter is insane.”28 13 years later, her long-time friend, Sean Hannity, finally reached the
same conclusion, saying, “You crack me up, but you’re insane.”29 (It took 13 years?)
Nikki Haley = Tonto
Coulter, the Alt-Right high priestess, has repeatedly called Haley an ignorant “second-generation
immigrant.” Coulter extends that verdict to all non-WASP first-, second-, and third-generation immigrants.
In one tweet, Coulter confused a native-born South Carolinian of Indian Sikh ancestry (Haley) with a Native
American (Tonto).
Apparently one “Indian” looks like another to her. Actually, for the Alt-Right, anyone who is not a
WASP is an alien and they all look alike: non-white.
Mickey White at Redstate condemned Coulter’s Tweets in a column titled, “Ann Coulter Can’t Stop Herself
… Nastily Insults Nikki Haley.”
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White wrote: “[Coulter] says she’s being funny with this lean into the white nationalist stuff, but I fail to
see the humor. Coulter appears to have spent the rest of the day tweeting links to InfoWars. As I’ve said
previously Ann Coulter is one of the most disappointing figures of 2016. There was a time when many
looked to her columns and books for smart analysis. Those days are no longer.”
White continued: “Instead of piercing
through the nonsense, to deliver the truth to
her devoted fans, Coulter has become the
noise. Rubbing elbows with the ‘alt-right’,
She’s the reason people think Republicans
are Racist. Did I mention she has over a
Million followers on Twitter alone?”
Continuing, “Ann Coulter served a purpose
in this movement, a long time ago when She
hadn’t decided that everything she wrote in
‘Godless’ was a lie. Maybe lie isn’t the
correct word since she’s become a member
of the Upside Down, where everything she
used to rail against, is now just part of the
game. I want to punch myself for buying her books back in the day. Had we known what a monster we
were creating, I wonder how many would feel the same?”
Concluding, “Judging by her tweets she is desperately trying to stay relevant, usually first sign that your
time in the spotlight is over. Whatever the Case. Ann Coulter doesn’t speak for me, not sure she ever did.”
Free Republic used to worship Coulter. Now, not so much. One Freeper posted:
“The peroxide seeped into her brain.”
“A symptom of Marfan’s syndrome?” [See Case Study: Fat Shaming.]
“Coulter has become a media whore”
“Yeah, Ann just reinforces why she never married.”
Looks Like an American
We know that Haley is not a
real American as far as Coulter
is concerned. Haley certainly
would not pass Coulter’s
Tinder Test. Real Americans
are white (per Coulter).
Having dismissed Haley as a
phony American (just a nonWASP immigrant), Coulter
tells us what a real American
looks like!
For her, the ideal American
face is that of Preston Sharp.
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Nikki Haley at United Nations
Having Haley as America’s ambassador to the
United Nations – spokesman for America to the
world – was far too much for Coulter.

Coulter’s isolationist and nativist perspectives
necessitated conflict with the assertive pro-America
foreign policy formulated by Trump and promoted by
Haley. Everything Haley says and does (and is) is
anathema to Coulter.
Following are a few of Coulter’s many tweets lambasting Haley:
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Is Coulter jealous of the power wielded by this
foreigner in service to the United States? Some
think so.
After all, Coulter – the Settler – seems to believe
that America belongs uniquely to her and that
she is entitled to determine her fate.
As Darrin Riggins put it: “Mad Ann? Are you a
tinge jealous of the brown lady. She has a high
profile job, a husband, people actually like her,
is that it Ann?”
Remember Coulter’s perspective: “My only
quibble with [Trump] is that, No. 1, it’s legal
immigrants, too. And, No. 2, there are no good
ones.”30
Coulter explained, “We’re taking in the poorest
of the poor from the most corrupt, backward
cultures of the world.” (For Coulter, any nonwhite, non-British nation is backward.)

Ann to Replace Nikki at United Nations?
Coulter was delighted to hear that Haley
was resigning as America’s ambassador
to the United Nations. She was also
pleased with the suggestion of an
Ambassador Coulter to the U.N.
But would Coulter make a good
ambassador? Obviously not. She does
not agree with, and would therefore
never articulate, Trump’s foreign policy
agenda.
How could she possibly do the job?
Haley was ideal; Coulter would not be.
Bobby Jindal – Anchor Baby
Coulter considers Gov. Bobby Jindal (R-LA) – also a very successful governor – an anchor baby. Jindal is
noted for championing American exceptionalism. He identifies with being an American, not a hyphenatedAmerican. His patriotism is undeniable. His love of country is indisputable. And, like Haley, he has
converted to Christianity. As noted in 2007, “Jindal has assimilated into an American lifestyle and Christian
religious practices.”
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But Jindal is not a WASP. Coulter is very conscious of Jindal’s race and his origins (probably even his
“funny foreign name”). Almost ten years ago, Coulter began her attack on this anchor baby (in Coulter’s
mind) who became a prominent conservative leader. Coulter wrote:
“Even Gov. Bobby Jindal, whom I suppose I should note was the first Indian-American to give the
Republican response to a president’s speech, began with an encomium to the first black president. (Wasn’t
Bobby great in ‘Slumdog Millionaire’?)”31
Nevertheless, Coulter seriously asserts, “one thing I have never been called, ah, is, is, is, is a racist.”32
Doesn’t she read what she writes and hear what she says? At times, Coulter’s writings are suffused with
racism.
Coulter Hates Asian-Americans, Too
Don’t worry. Coulter is an equal opportunity hater. She hates Asian-Americans as much as she does
Indian-Americans. If they are non-WASPs and don’t have American ancestors going back a century,
they’re not real Americans.

President Trump secured the release of Americans who had been unlawfully held by North Korea for several
years. Instead of praising Trump for his diplomatic victory, she attacked both him and the Americans who
had been victimized by the North Korean dictatorship. Why? Because they are not WASPs!
When the Trump administration correctly stood up for racial discrimination against Asians in higher
education, Coulter erupted on Twitter: “Why the F-- do ASIANS get special treatment? No slavery, no Jim
Crow. Why special outreach, affirmation action, etc for anyone who is simply NOT WHITE?”
But, of course, Coulter’s WASP worldview necessitated her ahistorical and irrational response to justice
being brought for Asian-Americans who had been discriminated against. (Again, in Coulter’s mind, they
are not real Americans.)
Coulter’s If Democrats Had Any Brains contained a section entitled, “FOREIGNERS, OR THE ‘NONSOAP-ORIENTED.’” Her lead paragraph began, “They’re no good. Don’t trust ‘em – except Denmark,
Australia, the Czech Republic, and the rest of new Europe, which, amazingly enough, has recently come to
include France and Germany. … Canadians, for example, are either great or awful, and at the outset of the
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War on Terror, the balance was swinging perilously close to awful. Better shape up, Canada! At this point,
we’re only keeping you around for the beer.”

Let’s be clear, here. According to Coulter, “All countries suck compared to America.”33 But she takes it
one step further by asserting that the people of those countries also suck. (Even after they have arrived in
America and melted into the American pot. Hence her fascination with talking about “Mexican rapists” and
“savages” from “primitive cultures.”)
Coulter Once Engaged to Dinesh!
Ironically, Coulter once dated and was engaged to first-generation, Indian-American, Dinesh D’Souza, who
has proven his love for America throughout his adult life.
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Indeed, Dinesh has expressed his patriotism by writing 20 books and producing five documentaries to
support and promote the American Dream, conservatism, Christianity, and the free market.
D’Souza is a fierce warrior for truth, the Constitution, and America.
But, for Coulter, he remains less than a true American because of his birthplace and race.
Yes, even someone Coulter knew well and, presumably, loved, still doesn’t measure up in her eyes.
Why did Coulter date D’Souza? Perhaps because he was already an established author and a conservative
leader – some who could prove useful to her.
Strikingly, Coulter never publicly supported D’Souza when he was being persecuted by the Obama
administration or beset by campus radicals seeking to shut him down. I guess, Coulter’s just in it for herself.
Moreover, I would suggest that Dinesh has had a far more significant positive impact on America, her
citizens, and her standing on the world stage than Ann has succeeded in accomplishing.
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[Photo/graphic credit: “In Haley We Trust” unknown; remainder by author.]
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Case Study – #BlameJewsFirst
Throughout her career, Coulter has expressed antipathy toward Jews, from writing about “oily Jews” to
wanting them to be “perfected.” These are not gaffes. They reflect her heart.
Coulter has a decades-long history of anti-Semitism, stretching back to at least the early 1990s. In his first
anticonservative book, David Brock “outed” Coulter as an anti-Semite, stating, “she wanted to leave her
New York law firm ‘to get away from all these Jews’ was one of her gentler remarks.”1
Pandering to Jews
Consider a 2003 column by Coulter (emphasis added):
In addition to having a number of family deaths among them, the Democrats’ other big
idea – too nuanced for a bumper sticker – is that many of them have Jewish ancestry.
There’s Joe Lieberman: Always Jewish. Wesley Clark: Found Out His Father Was Jewish
in College. John Kerry: Jewish Since He Began Presidential Fund-Raising. Howard Dean:
Married to a Jew. Al Sharpton: Circumcised. Even Hillary Clinton claimed to have
unearthed some evidence that she was a Jew – along with the long lost evidence that she
was a Yankees fan. And that, boys and girls, is how the Jews survived thousands of
years of persecution: by being susceptible to pandering.2
Pandering to Jews?3
Oily Jews?
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Only Coulter (or an MSNBC host) could write of “oily Jews”4 and get away with it.
In an equally astonishing entry on her own personal website in 2009, captioned “Who said Jews are
smart?” Coulter wrote: “NYT Letter of the Day!: ‘Astroturf’ refers to protesters who disagree with me and
therefore are not rational.”5
Perfected Jews
Let’s not forget Coulter’s infamous dialogue with Donnie Deutsch about “perfecting” Jews. To save herself
from repercussions for her faux paus, Coulter claimed to be the victim and besmirched Deutsch with a
wholly fabricated claim which fellow conservatives and fellow Christians bought into as if it were holy
writ.6

In an interview regarding her “perfected Jews” kerfuffle, Coulter concluded, “And boy they say Jews are
smart.”
F---ing Jews
In September 2015, Coulter went on a Twitterstorm against both Jews and the Israel Lobby.
Coulter remains single-mindedly obsessed with immigration (and selling herself and her book7), so much
so that every other cause means nothing to Coulter, who has viciously attacked pro-lifers8 and Reaganites.9
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In 2015, Coulter went after Jews and Israel. Anything or anyone posing a threat to Coulter’s agenda or her
preferred nominee is fodder.
As for her tweets (emphasis added) …
Time

Tweet

8:46 pm

Huckabee admirably passionate on Israel. If only he cared as much about the survival of
the U.S.

8:51 pm

GOP definitely wants to protect Israel! How are they going to do it when immigration
turns US into CA and no GOP can be elected president?

9:00 pm

So glad I’m watching debate! Learned GOP is: anti-abortion, pro-Israel, pro-Reagan. I
wonder if there’s any disagreement on immigration...

11:00 pm

Good grief! Huckabee is running for PM of Israel.

11:05 pm

Cruz, Huckabee Rubio all mentioned ISRAEL in their response to: “What will
AMERICA look like after you are president.” [NOTE: The actual question was “world”
not “America.”]

11:05 pm

How many f---ing Jews do these people think there are in the United States? [NOTE:
Coulter courteously bleeped out expletive so as not to offend. Answer: Almost 7
million.]

11:06 pm

Maybe it’s to suck up to the Evangelicals.

11:14 pm

Christie also talks @ Israel in response to the question: What will AMERICA look like
after you are president? [NOTE: The actual question was “world” not “America.”]

11:18 pm

How to get applause from GOP donors: 1) Pledge to start a war 2) Talk about job creators
3) Denounce abortion 4) Cite Reagan 5) Cite Israel.

In Coulter’s lopsided logic, affirmation of America’s commitment to Israel should be presumed but not
expressed.
Coulter must know that there are many reasons for candidates to pledge support to one of America’s
staunchest allies and the only democracy in the Middle East. Geopolitically, candidates employ “Israel” as
a symbol of their worldviews and global vision: Judeo-Christian camaraderie and a united defense against
terrorist, tyrannical, and rogue regimes. One’s stance on Israel presages one’s foreign-policy perspective.
If we’re not standing with Israel, we’re standing with Iran.
Notice that Coulter impugns the motives of all those who are “anti-abortion, pro-Israel, pro-Reagan.” She
contends – as she did throughout her book tour – that they are “pandering” to constituencies (offering no
evidence) and that they are cowards for not being single-mindedly focused on her preeminent issue:
immigration.
The ease with which Coulter enters into scorched-earth polemics is astonishing.
Coulter’s self-defense began on the Kelly File, with her close friend, Megyn Kelly, lending support. Asked
by Kelly, “Do you want to take that back?” Coulter said, “No” and claimed her tweet was part of a larger
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narrative condemning the alleged political “pandering” of GOP candidates who seek to check off “virtue
boxes.”10 Coulter again misquoted the debate question about how America would be different when the
question was about how the world would be different. Kelly then quickly switched topics.
Coulter’s post-Fox interview tweets built upon her creative justification for her earlier tweets (emphasis
added):
Time

Tweet

1:15 am

U weren’t following tweets. About pandering on RR Israel prolife. Last Q was @
AMERICA & 4 Reps talk @ Israel AGAIN! twitter.com/jpodhoretz/sta… [NOTE: The
actual question was “world” not “America.”]

1:16 am

All GOPs = prolife, pro-Reagan, pro-Israel. Pandering on all 3 tonight was EPIC.
twitter.com/jpodhoretz/sta…

1:17 am

There aren’t even that many Evangelicals to pander to (probably the intended Israel
pander-recipients). twitter.com/jpodhoretz/sta…

1:28 am

I like the Jews, I like fetuses, I like Reagan. Didn’t need to hear applause lines about
them all night. twitter.com/Jimbobbarley/s…

1:32 am

It’s not about Jewish people; it’s about Republican panderers.
twitter.com/lilenchiladas/…

2:00 am

It has to be read w/ prior tweet. Only 140 characters so sometimes they continue. Not @
Jews; about GOP pandering. twitter.com/RightForLife/s…

4:24 am

@JoelCRosenberg Joel! I am a huge Israel fan! See my current book. I was attacking
GOP for pandering on Israel (AND Reagan AND abortion).

Anyone who is “a huge Israel fan” could not marry the words “f---ing” and “Jews.” Moreover, if it was
about pandering, why an expletive for Jews instead of the pandering politicians?
Who uses expletives to express love for a loved one? Yet, Coulter tweeted, “I like the Jews.” Do you believe
her?
The fallout from Coulter’s tweets and remarks was breathtaking! She was banished from Fox News for
about one-and-a-half years!11
Coulter was desperate. She defended herself with another anti-Semitic tweet:
On September 17th, Coulter tweeted a ludicrous assertion: “No: It’s pro-Semitic. Where is all the GOP
pandering on Israel getting us? US becoming Mexico very bad for Israel. twitter.com/ANewSarah/stat…”
Coulter just redefined anti-Semitism as pro-Semitic! (Orwell lives!)
She also quickly entered firestorm mode, posting a professionally produced video defense12 of her tweets.
In her condescending self-defense video, Coulter attacked her critics while lying about her tweets and the
context of those tweets.
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Fallout from Coulter’s Anti-Semitic Tweets and Remarks
Binyamin Jolkovsky, the founder of Jewish World Review, wondered: “She could have been drunk, she
could have been high, I don’t know, I have to give her the benefit of the doubt … but I don’t have to delude
myself. Pandering to Jewish money is about as anti-Semitic a stereotype as you could put forth. Her ‘effing Jews’ comment is not identifying Israel – it’s identifying Jews, plural, and all Jews. There is no excuse
for that. You can’t just wiggle out of something that vile and hateful.”
Tom Sykes observed that Coulter’s “whole argument echoes a historic libel against Jews that they hold
secret influence.”
Sarah Rumpf lamented that “Ann Coulter Broke My Heart,” arguing that Coulter’s “raison d’être is no
longer the bold articulation of conservative principles but rather an ugly and small-minded vision for
America.” Rumpf concluded, “Coulter is too smart not to realize the danger she is courting. Her comments,
and continued justification of them, are a betrayal of the principles of not just conservatism, but America.”
David French, at National Review, objected to Coulter’s “Snide comments about GOP obsessions with
abortion, insufficient attention to immigration … and obsession with Israel.” French charged Coulter with
“pandering – pandering to a very small, very angry crowd that’s far more white nationalist than it is
recognizably conservative.”
French continued, “[Her tweets] do not reflect conservative ideals, they do not advance conservative ideals,
nor will they even advance the civilizational goals she seems to care so much about. Like it or not, if one
wants to actually secure the border and impose a sensible immigration policy, extending a middle finger to
conservative America – while attention-getting – is ultimately unpersuasive.”
Joseph Farah, at World Net Daily noted, “The use of the F-bomb really does put her on shaky ground in
denying her comment was not anti-Semitic. This is, after all, a woman who claims to be a Christian – one
who presumably worships a Jewish Messiah called Jesus. As a Christian Arab-American, I can tell you
stringing together that epithet with the word ‘Jews’ puts her on very shaky grounds in denying antiSemitism.”
Farah continued, “At the very least, one has to wonder if she ever had a nasty, twisted, repugnant thought
that went unexpressed.”
Farah continued, “Is Coulter aware that of all the religion-based attacks on people in the U.S., some 60
percent are directed at Jews? Is she unaware of the rising anti-Semitism on American college campuses and
elsewhere in the country? Is she blithely ignorant of the fact that the one and only Jewish state in the world
is surrounded by enemies who seek its destruction?”
Jack Engelhard, a conservative Jewish author, grieved over Coulter’s words to the point of throwing away
all of her books. Her former fan wrote “she happens to be a fine, witty writer, a strong Conservative – a gal
after my own heart. She was near the top of my list of brainy blonde Conservative bombshells, and
politically, we work the same beat.”
But Coulter’s tweet was “like a kick in the gut – from a valued and trusted friend.” Engelhard then asked,
“If that is what she is thinking – what about the rest of them who are my trusted political allies?” After
mourning his loss, he added, “It’s bad enough that I am at odds with my Leftist acquaintances, but now I
feel estranged from the Right. Are we really on the same side?”
“What part of shared Judeo/Christian heritage doesn’t she understand? Apparently, the Judeo part.”
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Binyamin Jolkovsky observed: “This is about a girl who threw a tantrum … on Twitter. Having an apology
that’s acceptable, especially during this time of the year for the Jewish calendar, would be the right thing
to do – it would be the Jewish thing to do. This is crazy.”
An apology would also be the Christian thing to do. That’s why she won’t do it.
Supporting Israel
Israel is America’s only loyal ally in the Middle East. Israel is the only nation in the world that truly
understands the nature of the Islamist threat, having experienced an existential threat since her founding.
Israel and the Israeli people share in the Judeo-Christian roots of the American people.13
In an Open Letter to Ann, Dr. Michael Brown wrote:
“Is it that hard to connect the dots between Israel, Iran, and American security, especially when you consider
the devastating worldwide effects of a completely destabilized Middle East? And when Iranians chant in
the streets, ‘Death to Israel! Death to America!’ it’s not that hard to realize that we’re connected in more
ways than one.”
“And, by the way, in case you forgot, the Savior of the world is a Jewish Rabbi.”
Avi Davis observed: “Every one of these candidates has been on record for years expressing unconditional
support for the State of Israel and its security needs – and it is for one glaringly simple reason: they believe
Israel’s security vouchsafes the United States’ security.”
Davis continued, “Making that connection may not be so patently obvious given the geographical distance
between the two countries. But it is abundantly clear to anyone who has heard jihadist rantings in mosques
from Oslo to Riyadh – the two countries are regarded as the hydra headed monster whose joint destruction
is essential to paving the way for the re-emergence of the Caliphate.”
As reported by Hollywood Reporter, Rick Santorum also took Coulter to task for her remarks, saying, “How
many Bible-believing Christians does she think are in this country, who understand the significance of the
heritage of the Jewish people in the Holy Land?”
Santorum added, “I think everybody, every conservative has a right to look at that and say that this is
someone who clearly doesn’t understand the significance of [the relationship between Israel and the U.S.].”
Seemingly, Coulter makes common cause with the enemies of Israel and America.
Coulter’s Motivations
Tom Sykes echoed what I have been saying for years: “Fearful of being forgotten, Coulter has reacted by
becoming ever more offensive.”
Per Joseph Farah, “It’s sad to see Coulter degenerate into a slur machine, one who seems so desperate for
fame at any cost that she will say anything and possibly do anything to maintain a career as, frankly, a
thuggish commentator.”
Rick Santorum argued that Coulter’s rhetoric is reflective of her desires for self-promotion: “some people
in the Republican Party who are in the pundit class, who are there to be controversial, and to try to make
money, and sell their books. And that’s just fine – they can go sell their books.”
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Dr. Brown wrote to Coulter: “You’re obviously no stranger to controversy. To the contrary, you seem to
thrive on controversy. In fact, you seem to enjoy provoking it.”
My dear Jewish and Christian friends, let me commiserate with you. Betrayal hurts. But Coulter has never
been a trustworthy person.14 For at least twenty years now, Coulter has betrayed individuals, groups, and
causes. Claiming to be a pro-life15 Christian,16 she has notably attacked both groups – all to serve her own
agenda.
Ann Coulter is her own North Star.17 Or, to put it another way, Ann Coulter ‘s North Star is Ann Coulter.
Perhaps, at one time, Coulter was guided to some degree by the values of Mother and Father, but no longer.
Coulter has become a law unto herself. Her indomitable will seeks to bend the will of others to her own.18
But she is not a force of nature because nature bends to the will of God.
Time will tell if this particular controversy (again, of Coulter’s own making) will be her Waterloo or her
Road to Damascus experience.
Prayer for Ann
Karen Wolfers Rapaport had a gracious response to Coulter’s series of anti-Semitic remarks. Karen began:
“Before I continue, I would like to be clear that I believe most Christians and non-Jews do not agree with
Ann’s remark. I do not see her as a spokeswoman or an ambassador for her religion.”
Rapaport later noted the introspective, soul-searching nature of this season of the Jewish calendar, and she
expressed gratitude to Coulter:
“Thank you for being a shofar of sorts, reminding this Jew or any Jew or non-Jew who wishes to participate
in a time worn, magical practice, that this is the time for us to do teshuvah; to repent and take stock in our
personal character inventory. And in the spirit of forgiveness that marks this time, I solemnly, and with all
my heart, forgive you for your insensitivity and ignorance on the subject of perfection.”
Please join me in prayer for Ann:
Lord, cast down Ann Coulter’s haughtiness, her pride and arrogance, her sense of superiority and sense of
entitlement. Cast them down to the earth. Cast them down to the depths of hell itself.
Then, Lord, lift her up to You. Open her eyes to Your Truth and open her heart to Your love. Grant her a
spirit of repentance and forgiveness, a spirit of humility and grace.
Amen.
Anti-Globalism
Coulter habitually associates globalists with Jews. In one Twitterstorm meant to defend Trump against
charges that his use of the term “globalist” was anti-Semitic, Coulter let her humor run wild.
Was Coulter trying to mock the Left’s obsession with identity politics or did those targets reflect – as I
initially thought – Coulter’s own obsession with identity politics?
Her jokes actually attacked both the Left and the Jews. Like Coulter, I oppose globalism (in the sense of a
global government, not a global free market). Unlike Coulter, I support Israel and the Jewish people.
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Coulter’s paleo-con mentor, Pat Buchanan, hates the “Israel Lobby,” as does Coulter, and anti-Semitic and
#Alt-Right groups feed into Coulter’s nonsense and use her prominence as a platform for their own warped
ideology.
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Jews at CNN
In July 2017, Coulter appeared on the Mark Simone Show19 complaining about all of the Jews at CNN. Her
obsession with Jewish control of the media seems to be deepening as she falls for the hoax Protocols of the
Elders of Zion.

Coulter Again Calls Out Jewish Media
As reported by Daily Stormer, (Headline: “Queen Ann Calls Out Nonsensical Jewsmedia Talking Point
That Only Brown People Understand Rape Victims”):
“In Ann Coulter’s latest op-ed, entitled ‘No More Mr. White Guy,’ she gives a list of quotes from media
people bringing up the problem not only of the sex of the Senators who would be doing the questioning,
but of the race. I will go ahead and underline those of these that are Jewish.”
It turns out that 8 of those 17 citations cited Jews.
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Jews Control the Weather
Coulter even claimed Jews control the weather!

White / Jewish Privilege
Coulter creatively conjoined “White Privilege” with “Jewish Privilege” in this tweet:
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Coulter’s Anti-Semitism Spurs on Anti-Semitism
Coulter’s sarcasm suggests she still believes “Jews-control-the-media” and doesn’t regard it as slander.

Many of her followers and fellow travelers are
of like mind, as the graphic to the right attests
(note the two prominent keys: an Israeli
“SHUT IT DOWN” key and an “atl right
control narrative” key).
One enterprising follower located America’s
“Deep State” in the heart of Israel. (These
people love Coulter!) Coulter’s rhetoric
encourages anti-Semites on the far Left and the
Alt-Right.
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Coulter Generates Anti-Semitic Responses
In the example on the right, Coulter’s
assertion of “White privilege” for Roman
Polanski was converted to “(((White)))
privilege” in a reply, thus asserting Jewish
privilege. (Triple parentheses symbolize
support for Jews and/or Israel.)
The following graphic is frequently replied to
Coulter tweets and is certainly in keeping
with the thrust of much of Coulter’s
commentary over the past few years (and that
of one of her ideological mentors, Pat
Buchanan). Moreover, Charles Lindbergh
was Alt-Right before Coulter was Alt-Right.

Jews Hate Trump Because He’s Just Like Them
Coulter frequently – in subtle and overt ways – tosses out Pat Buchanan’s Israel Lobby assertions.
Remember, she donated to his presidential campaign in 1984 and embraces his ideology (see Case Study:
Alt-Right).
Coulter retweeted (eight times) an anti-Semitic article inspired by an interview with herself in which she
posits that Jews hate Trump because Trump reminds them of themselves. The writer is David Cole, a
Holocaust-denier.
•

BRILLIANT article [Taki Magazine asking if Trump is America’s first Jewish President]

•

I couldn’t have done it justice –

•

Ann Coulter and David Cole walk into a Jewish deli. I’ll let you write your own punchline.
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•

Ann Coulter’s theory is that Jews dislike Trump because he reminds us too much of ourselves.

•

Trump is a loud, boorish New Yawker. He’s foulmouthed; he has no ‘indoor voice.’ He’s clumsy
when delicacy is called for; he gesticulates madly ...

•

For Jews, gazing at Trump is like looking at a fun-house mirror reflection of the very worst antiSemitic stereotypes.

•

Ann’s theory hit me like a lightning bolt. Because yeah, the more I thought about it, the more I
realized that Trump is essentially my late cousin Sol.

•

For the price of a lunch, you too, could great great column ideas!

No, Ann, American (specifically Leftist) Jews hate Trump; Israeli Jews love Trump.
Debbie Katz responded: “Ann. Cole is a Jewish Holocaust denier and a Neo-Nazi. You need to seriously
know that the bad people will use this against you by morning. I think you are great but you need to rethink
this.”
Otis Cleveland tweeted: “Are you off your crazy pills??? Why did you repost the same fucking article 8
times??? So stupid.”
Why? Because it attacked Trump using Jews as her foil and it exalted her.
Jews Hate White Men
In December 2018, Coulter explicitly stated that Jews hate white men (see Chapter 1: Ann Coulter in
Action). Then, when her anti-Semitic words trended, she claimed it was all a media hoax.
Coulter Still Blames the Jew
Coulter has hated Jared Kushner for over two years. She routinely singles him out for special vilification
as the evil force within the White House disrupting her plans to Make America Great Again.
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Anti-Zionism
Anti-Zionism plays a large role in Coulter’s worldview and ideology. Coulter is an Alt-Right leader who,
like many of her Alt-Right mentors, rails against the so-called Israel Lobby and Jewish Lobby. In their
minds: Globalism = Jewish = Zionism.
In his nativist book, Death of the West, Patrick Buchanan employs linguistic sleight-of-hand to fool his
readers. He first addresses the primacy of cultural integrity, but then quickly shifts focus to racial
differences, as if the two are synonymous. Ann fell for it hook, line, and sinker.
In his definitive work, Race and Culture, Thomas Sowell forcefully disproves that false equivalency. People
of different races can share the same culture (e.g., “melting pot,” “E Pluribus Unum”) and people of the
same race can have different cultures (e.g., Haitians, Jamaicans).
Coulter has clearly adopted Buchanan’s formulations on Jews and Israel. Buchanan is a notorious antiSemite, as was another of Coulter’s hero, Joseph Sobran (see Case Study: Alt-Right.)
Vanity Fair reported: “Prominent white nationalist Paul Nehlen, who challenged Paul Ryan for his
Wisconsin congressional seat, had a rich history of anti-Semitic trolling, but was banned for doxxing one
of Gab’s highest-profile members.” Coulter supported and campaigned for Nehlen.
Coulter has opposed everything Trump has done in and for Israel, from moving the U.S. embassy to
Jerusalem, to visiting Israel, to have a very pro-Israel agenda. It is understandable that Ann, who is not loyal
to her friends and colleagues, cannot grasp the importance of loyalty to America’s allies.
I’m sure Coulter would be surprised by the following information. Mitch Glaser, President of The Chosen
People, observed that a recent survey shows “that 2 percent of the evangelicals surveyed claim Jewish
ethnicity through a Jewish parent of grandparent. Assuming there are between 50 and 70 million
evangelicals in the United States, this would mean there are between 800,000 and one million evangelicals
with Jewish ethnicity in the U.S.“20
I wonder if Ann has any Jewish blood in her ancestry.
One person tweeted a salient question for Coulter: “Hey @AnnCoulter, quick question. My mom wasn’t
born Jewish but she converted when she married my Jewish dad before I was born and I had a bat mitzvah.
Would you consider me half globalist, whole globalist, or like 75%? Thanks in advance for your response.”
Another mocked Coulter, tweeting: “I thought I was a globalist but my parents were just Irish and Scotch.”
Still another tweeted: “Better get that DNA checked – I thought the same thing, but turns out my DNA is
made up of 7% Ashkenazi globalist genes!”
The Daily Beast provided an in-depth review of Coulter’s anti-Semitism and its connection with the AltRight. Headline: “Ann Coulter’s Anti-Semitism Runs Deeper Than You Know.”
But what does it all matter? Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., said, “When people criticize Zionists, they
mean Jews. You’re talking anti-Semitism.” Talk show host Larry O’Connor was unequivocal: “If you’re
an anti-Semite, you’re evil.”21
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Some freshmen Democrat congresswomen stirred up a hornet’s nest early in 2019 with their anti-Semitic
and anti-Israel viewpoints, positions, and agendas, prompting an outcry from those defending Jews and
Israel.
Coulter’s voice was noticably absent in condemning those politicians and their worldview. It is certainly
noteworthy that she herself shares many of those very same views.
In closing, consider these words: “Antisemitism is the devil’s invention! … Opposing antisemitism may
be a crucial first step in leading Jewish people to open their hearts to Jesus, the Messiah.”22
[Photo/graphic credit: Deep State graphic by @DonaldTrumpWall; remainder by author.]
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Case Study – America in Black and White
Coulter was a headliner at the first #Blexit conference in Los Angeles. Her opening remarks were classic
Coulter, skewering leftist identity politics with exquisite humor.
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Sadly, Coulter is as confused about race as those she lambasts.
In the mid-1990s, Coulter had a fairly conservative and mainstream perspective on race. She called for
equality before the law, dismissed reparations and the legacy of slavery as liberal nonsense, and spoke of
all people being equal in the eyes of God. Now, she embraces affirmative action and reparations!

Coulter is incredibly confused about race. She says that whites owe blacks for slavery but that the GOP
should ignore blacks and court whites. Moreover, according to her, browns are never victims of racism.
Incredibly, Coulter lambasts the racial grievance industry while advocating for the cult of victimhood, the
core component of that industry.
Coulter is as confused in her own views on race as transracial and transsexual people are in their own selfidentities.
Civil Rights for All Citizens
In 2015, Coulter made this astonishing claim:
“The only time you should be able to sue for discrimination is if you are an African-American. That’s it!
That’s it! I don’t want to hear about anybody else. You can hire whomever you want to. You can fire
whomever you want to. … Civil rights are for blacks.”1
(So, the Bill of Rights and Equal Rights Amendment only apply to blacks?)2
Eager to press the point, Coulter also exclaimed, “It’s at least indisputable, that’s why civil rights laws were
written.”3
Coulter first advanced her bogus civil rights theory in Mugged (2012), which posits that civil rights are only
for blacks!4 She was wrong then and she’s wrong now.
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In Mugged, an otherwise exquisite book, Coulter was dreadfully wrong on this aspect of the issue of race.
And she still does not get it!
The Civil Rights Amendments and Acts that Coulter refers to in her commentary were designed to include
blacks – and others – into the pool of individuals whose civil rights are guaranteed.
Civil rights, which Coulter can’t quite grasp, are for all citizens – not just blacks. Blacks were not given
special rights but equal rights. Is that so hard for a constitutional attorney to grasp? The whole point of the
exercise – of the entire Civil Rights Movement – was to enshrine equality under the law.
“Civil rights guarantee equal protection under the law.”
Remember King’s I Have a Dream speech? Character, not skin color. Lady Justice is colorblind for a
reason!
Coulter seemed to understand this in 1997, when she commended California’s Proposition 2095 “to prohibit
racial discrimination, much like the equal protection clause under the Civil Rights Act.”6
Coulter on MSNBC in 1996-1997
Coulter once had a far firmer grasp of civil rights than she does now.
Over twenty years ago, Coulter bemoaned the increasingly complex racial categories being foisted upon
Americans by liberal elites and special interest groups. She warned “how complex, and confusing and
annoying, affirmative action is going to become,” warning that “We’re going to have to turn back to the
racial composition charts of South Africa to figure out, ‘Are you colored or are you black?’”7 She predicted,
“I think people are really going to get fed up with it.”
Coulter also criticized the growing insertion of race into society by the government, arguing,
“But unfortunately, the government − almost the government alone − still does care what your race is. I
mean, it’s interesting, the courts are even ahead of the Clinton administration on this, partially in lawsuits
brought by my law firm. They are striking down racial classifications while the Clinton administration is
promoting them.”8
Coulter also condemned the notion of generational sin and the supposed legacy of slavery:
“I don’t understand the principle under which I’m supposed to be responsible for what some white people
may have done six generations back. I mean, on that theory we oughta be punishing the children of
criminals. We don’t even hold one – the next generation – responsible for what that person’s precise father
did, much less some white guy 200 years ago.”9
Embracing the Racial Grievance Industry
It is puzzling that she has joined the racial grievance industry on racial identity and racial grievances, having
once condemned the racial grievance industry.10
Coulter expresses contradictory viewpoints on race, sometimes at the very same time. On Hannity, Coulter
claimed, “America does owe black America for slavery, for the Democratic policies of Jim Crow.”11 But
then, Coulter added, clearly suggesting the debt has been paid, “I think we’re making it up now. When
you’re getting admitted to Princeton when you can’t read, is that enough yet?”
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Yes, the debt has long been paid.12
Coulter correctly noted, “The Great
Society programs are what destroyed the
black community, and the left doesn’t
want us to notice that.”13
We see the self-evident effects of fifty
years of liberal rule in many major
metropolitan
areas,
including
Baltimore.14 The continuing chaos in
Ferguson15 is emblematic of these
dysfunctional liberal regimes, which –
due to its ideology – are selfdestructive.16
A dysfunctional black subculture arose after the welfare state was established, with present-day Detroit,
Chicago, and Baltimore prime examples of liberal Democrat failure.
Many contemporary black conservatives have noted that black families were intact prior to the welfare
state and the nuclear black family has been decimated by the welfare state. Race-based solutions to
problems never work.
But, now, Coulter embraces the central tenet of the racial grievance industry: victimization. In an utterly
ridiculous manner, Coulter is emulating the Left in advancing a race-based victim culture.
Coulter claims that America owes blacks for slavery but aren’t blacks part of America? She seems to be
treating blacks as second-class citizens who can’t better themselves, yet she urges the GOP to ignore blacks
and court white votes, even as she amazingly defends race-based “civil rights” under a racial mindset which
belongs to a bygone era.
WASPs Unite!
Coulter’s solution to America’s contemporary ills is to advance the whiteness of America. Coulter explicitly
targets whites for advancement. The acronym WASP – White Anglo-Saxon Protestant – accurately
identifies Coulter’s perfect solution for restoring American greatness. She goes to great length underscoring
the White Anglo-Saxon origins of this nation and, at times, promotes its Protestant underpinnings, but, in
the end, when Coulter addresses our cultural or religious roots, they are merely proxies for race.17 (See
Case Study: WASP America.)
According to Coulter:
“Eighty-five percent of the United States Presidents were 100% British or Dutch, descended from people
who were not immigrants but settlers, they created this country. … It’s a monochromatic WASP country
that other ethnicities have come to and for the first 400 years of its existence, (as a colony and then as a
country) the ‘wildly diverse’ immigrants were other white western Europeans.”18
Time and again, Coulter exhorts Republicans to cater to white America. For instance, “So Republicans
better wake up and for the first time – in, oh, I don’t know, my lifetime – appeal to white Americans for
votes.”
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Even though Coulter treats black people as a
protected group, she targets White America for votes.
For Coulter, blacks were beneficiaries – but not
originators – of American culture. We need, today,
according to Coulter, to let white men save the day.19
But Coulter has adopted an elitist sense of superiority
veering toward racism and condescension.20
How else to understand this remark: “And I agree
with that, we are not allowed to insult black people.
Blacks, African-Americans can boss us around.”21
Say what? (I wonder where Alexandria OcasioCortez got the idea that she’s the boss?)
To a Hispanic questioner, Coulter shouted, “The
answer is: you’re not black, so drop the racism
crap.”22 Coulter actually uses race as a criterion for
racism when, in fact, anyone from any race can be
guilty of – or a victim of – racism.
Key Black Leaders
Let’s look at some relevant comments from key black leaders, past and present.
From Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washington, to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Clarence Thomas,
America’s black leaders have observed that black people don’t want to be treated as either inferior or as
victims, but as equals. Equals. Equality under the law.
Frederick Douglass
“The American people have always been anxious to know what they shall do with us... I have had but one
answer from the beginning. Do nothing with us! Your doing with us has already played the mischief with
us. Do nothing with us! If the apples will not remain on the tree of their own strength, if they are wormeaten at the core, if they are early ripe and disposed to fall, let them fall! … And if the negro cannot stand
on his own legs, let him fall also. All I ask is, give him a chance to stand on his own legs! Let him alone! If
you see him on his way to school, let him alone, don’t disturb him! If you see him going to the dinner table
at a hotel, let him go! If you see him going to the ballot box, let him alone, don’t disturb him! If you see
him going into a work-shop, just let him alone – your interference is doing him positive injury.”
Booker T. Washington
“There is another class of coloured people who make a business of keeping the troubles, the wrongs, and
the hardships of the Negro race before the public. Having learned that they are able to make a living out of
their troubles, they have grown into the settled habit of advertising their wrongs – partly because they want
sympathy and partly because it pays. Some of these people do not want the Negro to lose his grievances,
because they do not want to lose their jobs.”
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Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
“Give us the ballot, and we will no longer have to worry the federal government about our basic rights.”
“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by
the color of their skin, but by the content of their character.”
Clarence Thomas
“To define each of us by our race is nothing short of a denial of our humanity.”
“I don’t believe in quotas. America was founded on a philosophy of individual rights, not group rights.”
Why Coulter Reversed Course
Now, for over a decade, Coulter favors affirmative action to ameliorate the alleged legacy of slavery and
regards civil rights as belonging uniquely to blacks (specifically, black Americans).
However, if you are opposed to reparations then you cannot be in favor of affirmative action. Coulter
employs Orwellian doublethink to believe both of those propositions simultaneously without recognizing
the incongruity of her beliefs.
What happened? Illegal immigration.
Coulter is terrified of illegal immigration
leading to a national apocalypse. She is so
terrified that it distorts her thinking on the Civil
Rights Movement, its purpose, and its legacy.
Moreover, her racial views have been
significantly informed by Alt-Right and NeoConfederate thinkers like Pat Buchanan and
Joseph Sobran (see Case Study: Alt-Right).
In essence, Coulter redefines “civil rights” to
pertain only to black Americans and uses the
fraudulent “legacy of slavery” meme in an
effort to restrict the influx of immigrants (legal
and illegal) into America.
Her “starkly black-and-white worldview” has
morphed into a starkly black-and-white racial
view in which only WASP whites and
American blacks are legitimate Americans.
If you’re a productive Asian, or a Third World
immigrant from a “primitive culture,” or a nonAmerican black, or a Jew, well then, you are
inferior to the rest of us (see Case Study:
#BlameJewsFirst).
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Bi-Racial America
In one startling interview, Coulter spoke of America being historically bi-racial. She has made these exact
same claims in other venues. Somehow, Coulter skips over the many other races and ethnicities which
helped forge this great nation (see Case Study: WASP America).

Obsessed with Race
The Progressive Left and Alt-Right are equally obsessed with race, but from opposite perspectives. They
are mirror images of one another. Leftists are immersed in Identity Politics, which exalts non-whites as
noble victims of villainous whites. For the Alt-Right (or Alt-White), whites are innately superior and heroic.
Missed by both sides is this reality: There is no pure race. Ever since the Flood, the various races have
intermingled and intermarried. Under South African Apartheid, people were racially classified according
to a complex set of parameters – precisely because of the mixing of races from time immemorial.
Coulter and the Alt-Right desire to restore a WASP America that never existed (see Case Study: WASP
America).
Indeed, Coulter’s fascination with racial purity is strikingly akin to Hitler’s quest to subdue the earth with
a pure Aryan master race. (Google Ann Coulter and Aryan.)
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Ironically, for the Progressive Left, race is often more ideological than genetic. Thus, one can be a Fake
Black like Rachel Dolezal and reap the rewards of victim status, if one’s politics are correct while one can
be fully black but regarded as inauthentic or illegitimate (e.g., Clarence Thomas, Thomas Sowell, Larry
Elder, etc.) if one’s politics are wrong.
In contrast, for the Alt-Right, genes are everything. Coulter and the Alt-Right fully embrace the thesis and
conclusions of The Bell Curve, which uses “science” to “prove” the innate inferiority of the black race.
(Haven’t we been down that road before?)
They seek to restore a #MAWA (Make America White Again) paradigm that never existed.
Paul Gottfried splendidly debunked Coulter’s racial theories. Gottfried concluded: “Unfortunately she
doesn’t argue her points well when she invents her own history.”
Charles R. Kessler also disagrees with Coulter (emphasis added): “Conservatives, by contrast, regard the
individual as the quintessential endangered minority. They trace individual rights to human nature,
which lacks a race. Human nature also lacks ethnicity, gender, and class. Conservatives trace the idea of
rights to the essence of an individual as a human being. We have rights because we’re human beings
with souls, with reason, distinct from other animals and from God. We’re not beasts, but we’re not God –
we’re the in-between being. Conservatives seek to vindicate human equality and liberty – the basis for
majority rule in politics – against the liberal Constitution’s alternative, in which everything is increasingly
based on group identity.”
The Alt-Right’s racial delusions (like those of the Progressive Left) distort every aspect of their politics
and lives.
Coulter passionately invokes her #Alt-Right paradigm with vigor and vitriol and, with her superb
manipulation of language, has convinced many people of the rightness of her views and of her NeoConfederate Noble Cause.
Author and evangelist Timothy Keller believes the opposite. Keller warns that “passionate belief can be
wrong. People passionately and sincerely have believed that their race was superior to all other races and
that the best thing they could do was to rule the world. That didn’t make them right.”23
Affirmative Action
In 2002, Coulter wrote: “With their infernal
racial set-asides, racial quotas, and race
norming, liberals share many of the Klan's
premises. The Klan sees the world in terms of
race and ethnicity. So do liberals! Indeed,
liberals and white supremacists are the only
people left in America who are neurotically
obsessed with race. Conservatives champion a
color-blind society.”24
But now Coulter thinks blacks need affirmative
action and reparations to combat the legacy of
slavery. Why? Because blacks are, in her mind,
inferior to whites. Affirmative action is
Coulter’s version of Kipling’s White Man’s Burden.
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Hence, Coulter’s confusion in repeatedly (and falsely) claiming, “Civil Rights are for blacks” when, in fact,
they are for all Americans!
Hence, Coulter’s bizarre linguistic formulations like, “Our blacks are so much better than their blacks“ or
“You’re not black, so drop the racism crap“ or “Perhaps someday blacks will win the right to be treated
like volitional human beings. But not yet.”
Steve Sailor observed: “The irony, however, is that today a remarkable fraction of the black beneficiaries
of affirmative action are not descended from American slaves. Although quotas are often conceived of as
reparations for slavery in America, a huge proportion of the beneficiaries of being black track ancestry
either to a white parent or to non-American blacks (often to the triumphant tribes who sold fellow blacks
into slavery).”
Sailor continued: “In a 1999 survey by Douglas Massey of Princeton, 41 percent of black Ivy League
freshmen had at least one foreign-born parent. At all private colleges, 27 percent of black freshmen were
of immigrant background.”
According to the National Review (emphasis added):
The American experiment always had room for all races, creeds, and cultures, and
members of just about every group have had a role in defending it, fighting for it, expanding
it, refining it, and bleeding and dying for it. Americans who are not “white” or who don’t
see themselves as “white” have had an integral role in the country’s victories, expansions,
breakthroughs, turning points, innovations, and triumphs of liberty (and indeed, some of
its mistakes, failures, and uglier moments, too). Most of these groups who see themselves
as “outsiders” had members in bigger positions at key moments than the popular narrative
suggests.
One Nation in Black and White
Ann Coulter remains the Queen of the Alt-Right.
The notion that the economy and joblessness are the root causes of the moral, social, and spiritual decay
within the urban black community is classic Marxist ideology.
Coulter’s conclusion is surprising given that she wrote an entire book (Mugged) on race and another one
(Guilty) which addressed the destructive effects of fatherlessness and broken homes.
Coulter’s racial views seem befuddled, at best. Like many on the Left, Coulter appears to suffer from White
Guilt. This is perhaps better understood when one realizes that she, more than them, has just cause for such
guilt: Her own ancestors owned slaves.
White Guilt
But Coulter very narrow-mindedly focuses in on only one part of American history.
She thinks that only American blacks have suffered racial injustice and has often claimed that AsianAmericans have not had similar experiences. She seems to have forgotten – if she ever knew – that Asians
were a prominent (and looked down upon) part of the building of America on the west coast, forgets that
Japanese-Americans on American soil were wrongfully interred during World War II, and dismisses outof-hand current racial discrimination against Asian-Americans in colleges and elsewhere.
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Why? Because they are not real (meaning WASP) Americans!

Coulter remains baffled regarding race and the nature, source, and disposition of “civil rights.” They apply
to all Americans, not just blacks. The prohibition against racial discrimination protects people of all races,
not just blacks. She should know this. Coulter worked on non-black racial discrimination cases when she
worked for the Center for Individual Rights.
Coulter’s friend and mentor, David Horowitz, has been addressing these issues for decades (see his book,
Blame Whitey). Will she ever learn?
Reparations and Affirmative Action
Still, Coulter claims, “We do owe something
to the descendants of American slaves.”25
Really? Consider this viewpoint:
“I’m against reparations. At this point, blacks
should just be handing money to themselves.
But I am an enthusiastic supporter of
Professor Henry Louis Gates’ project to get black people admitted to the Daughters of the American
Revolution, of which I am a member. He’s done some amazing things with DNA testing and tracing
ancestry.”
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American Thinker points out the obvious. He first asked the foundational question: “Who is ‘black’?” Here
are just a few extracts from his worthwhile column:
On the first issue — who is actually "black"?
Shall we use the Elizabeth Warren standard of 1/1024? Universal DNA testing would have
more corrupt outcomes than a South Florida election.
Shall we use the Rachel Dolezal standard of "identifying" as black? When freebies are at
stake, a lot of identifying would be going on.
Shall we just go with skin color? I don't think so. The capturing and sale of native African
populations was largely a west African phenomenon. Would our large Somali population
share in the largesse? They did not come through the slave ship route and do not share the
slave ancestry story that Ms. Figaro presumably has.
Somali-Americans are nonetheless definitely black. Ironically, they are largely Muslim,
Islam being the only widespread belief system in which slavery is an integral part. I'm not
talking about the de facto enslavement of women who undergo genital mutilation and are
denied education or any other experience that might serve as an entree to a non-Muslim
life. A great many passages in the Koran and the Hadith refer to the etiquette of slavery
— who can and can't do what to whom and the like.
Where do Caribbean blacks fall on the scale of reparations worthiness? Some ItalianAmericans with a good suntan are darker than they are. What about Indians (from India),
some of whom are quite dark?
The committee assigned to determine blackness for this purpose would never finish its
assignment.
Ben Carson is a White Guilt Candidate
In a remarkable appearance on the Mark Simone Show, Coulter reiterated her belief that GOP presidential
candidate Ben Carson is a nominee merely because he is black. Earlier in 2015, Coulter claimed that Carson
and Fiorina were candidates only because one is black, the other female.26
On Simone’s show, Coulter argued:
“I think it’s another White Guilt Candidate with Ben Carson. I mean, he’s a lovely man, but – and a very
impressive man – but there are a lot of lovely, impressive people out there who aren’t presidential. We go
through this every Republican cycle, with Colin Powell, and Herman Cain, and now Ben Carson.”27
Coulter is so beset by her own version of identity politics that she must think Republicans are inherently
racist and sexist.28
Yet, Coulter projects her own dysfunctional attitudes upon conservatives, chiding them: “Republicans have
got to get out of this identity politics game – oh, we’ve gotta have a woman on the ticket, we’ve gotta have
a black on the ticket – No! That’s not our party.”29
If anything, Coulter’s pride and arrogance30 continue to grow as she sees herself as the one person in
America who knows what is best for the nation fighting against all those opposed to her worldview and
agenda.
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Amnesty from White Guilt
Author Walter Williams has graciously offered a White Guilt Proclamation of Amnesty and Pardon for all
who go to his website.

I’ve gratefully accepted his parodic pardon and posted mine on both Facebook and Twitter.
White Saviors of Civilization
Even back in 1996, Coulter lamented America’s changing racial demographics, complaining:
“It’s extremely difficult to come in if you’re coming from a Western European country. However, if you
are from a Third World country, ‘Welcome.’ If your genetic ancestors did not invent the wheel, ‘Oh, well,
let them come in.’ But they’re the natural Democratic voters.”31
Why? Western Europeans were historically white. (By the way, whose “genetic ancestors” did invent the
wheel?)
Shortly after 9/11, Coulter stressed the importance of race, “Thank God the white man did win or we would
not have the sort of equality and freedom, or life, that we have now.”32
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America’s Roots
Coulter’s family roots go back to America’s founding.33 They were among the first settlers.
Yes, this is personal for Coulter. Her maternal roots are primarily Scottish and Irish – Anglo-Saxon (see
Case Study: Settler and Case Study: WASP America).
Often without prompting, Coulter swiftly segues into her history of the origins of America. She noted that,
“We’re a nation of British and Dutch settlers,”34 adding, “For the first few hundred years, it was 100%
British and Dutch, almost 100% Protestant.”
Coulter emphasized what I consider an important and valid point: “They created America. They were not
coming to colonies named America. They were not coming to a country named America. They created that
thing. They are settlers. They are not immigrants.”
Even though Coulter claims to be speaking of culture, she is obviously fixated on race as she talks about
“white Anglo-Saxons.” Coulter explained:
“I’d say if white Anglo-Saxons have a flaw, it is their tendency to sit quietly while others abuse and
denounce them. … Only white Anglo-Saxons always seem to be in the position for apologizing for being
white Anglo-Saxons. Well, no: You can come in and you can be part of what is a white Anglo-SaxonAmerican culture, which is better than the culture that it was created from.”35
Why Coulter’s emphasis on the racial aspect of our Anglo-Saxon roots?
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However, I fully endorse Coulter’s next two sentences: “I mean we are better than England. Sorry to any
British readers, but America did create something even better.”36
America is a unique and special place which, sadly, Coulter actually does not truly grasp. Nor does she
understand its source of greatness. (Hint: It wasn’t pedigree but principles!)
Cultural Invasion
In Coulter’s view, in the 19th century, foreigners started the process early on of attempting to fundamentally
transform America. Coulter claims that true Americans put those foreigners in their place: “And then, for
some crazy diversity, we took different white people from other parts of Western Europe – the Germans
and the Italians. And, oh boy, they had to be whipped into shape.”37
But those foreigners – as bad as they were – were at least white.
Now, per Coulter, America is beset by a foreign invasion which poses an existential threat to America as
we know it. As Coulter puts it, “Immigrants pre-1970 – whole order of difference from immigrants post1970. I’m sure there were some good, worthy immigrants post-1970, but, by and large, they weren’t good
or worthy.”38
Now, “we’re being inundated not only with people from cultures different from ours, but particularly
cultures that are not as advanced as ours. Thus, the drunk driving, the child rape, the Jihad, and I mean –
you haven’t asked, but this isn’t a genetic thing, it’s a cultural thing. We have a superior culture and we’re
throwing it away importing people from cultures that have never experienced it before.”
Having just insisted this is cultural, not racial, Coulter then admitted, “Maybe there is something genetic
involved here, but that isn’t the point, there is definitely a cultural element.”
Notice, Coulter wants only Anglo-Saxon immigrants: “We’re turning away British scientists and Scottish
engineers so that we can make room for entire villages from Pakistan, because you get an advantage if your
retarded push-cart operator uncle got here first.”
Again, “When you bring people here, you bring those cultures here: that includes honor killings, it includes
uncles killing their nieces, not paying your taxes, it involves paying bribes to government officials. That
isn’t our culture.”39
Quick to demonize and dehumanize, Coulter actually refers to Mexicans as roaches40 and she derides
“millions of welfare-receiving, assistance-needing peasants” from “peasant cultures” whose “parents were
utter peasants,” 41 “from the most primitive peasant societies.”42
Race remains a crucial element in Coulter’s formulation:
“The only problem with the fact that [recent immigrants] are brown – well, you’re saying they’re brown,
I’m saying they’re peasants – is that they’re piggy-backing on the black experience, and saying ‘that’s
racist’ if you tell them to do things our way, and ‘you can just assimilate to us,’ not the other way around.”43
She reiterated her complaint in another interview: “This is the problem with taking in poor people who are
brown: We’re allowed to criticize German immigrants. If they did the things our current, our recent
immigrants are doing, we’d notice it, we’d point it out and complain.”44
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Coulter is absolutely correct that America is being invaded by immigrants (legal and illegal) who are
changing America, politically, culturally, and economically. However, in her book, Coulter got some of her
“facts” mixed up and used exaggeration and polemical hyperbole, which are counterproductive and actually
detract from her message.
Coulter’s elitist use of “peasant” and similar terms in every interview, along with her other derogatory
insults, diminish her message and tarnish her credibility. Promoting racial politics conjures up visions of
the Know Nothing Party, America Firsters who represented the xenophobes of their era.
WASP Culture
Coulter insists, “American culture is WASP culture.”45 But for Coulter, the most important component of
that acronym is the beginning: White.
Her emphasis, notwithstanding her protestations to the contrary, are on race:
“It’s a monochromatic WASP country that other ethnicities have come to and for the first 400 years of its
existence, (as a colony and then as a country) the ‘wildly diverse’ immigrants were other white western
Europeans. That was the extent of the diversity.”46
So, when Coulter speaks of culture, she really does mean race.
Truly delusional,47 Coulter bragged, “I am the one who is defending Hispanic immigrants and blacks.”48
Coulter Defends White Russia
One of Coulter’s most ludicrous tweets claimed,
“In 20 years, Russia will be the only country that
is recognizably European.”
(Remember: Ann was a history major just like
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortex was an economics
major!)
Twitter users quickly corrected Coulter. Among
their responses:
•

Russia has never been and will never be
European. Russians don’t consider
themselves European. You know nothing
about Russia.

•

That would take a lot of immigration &
annexations, given that 77% of Russia is
in Asia...but don’t let facts get in the way
of a good meme.

•

You know that Russia has a high percentage of central Asian ethnic minorities and is something
like 10% Muslim, right?

•

Code word = White. Right Ann?

•

I get it--alt white
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•

“European.” Wink wink

•

Yep, Russia is _very_ eastern European, with more than 150 recognized ethnic groups - very few
of whom are “western Christian white.”

•

Interesting, since most of Russia is in Asia.

In other words, Coulter’s tweet wasn’t just subtly racist but certifiably untrue. For better or worse, Europe,
America, and the world are experiencing seismic demographic and cultural changes.
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White Privilege
On Tucker Carlson, author Mark
Steyn said, “Elizabeth Warren is the
whitest white since Frosty the
Snowman fell in a vat of whiteout.”
He added, “This isn’t Identity Politics.
It’s Self-Identity Politics.”
While the Left promotes a false
narrative of White Privilege in keeping
with its Identity Politics worldview,
Coulter actually wants, expects, and
feels entitled to privilege for being
white. After all, she is the
quintessential Settler, model WASP,
and Whiter Than Thou.
(I used to think she would avoid suntans because they might accentuate her freckles. Now, I wonder if it’s
so she can be as white as possible.)
On MSNBC, Coulter accurately argued, “I don’t understand the principle under which I’m supposed to be
responsible for what some white people may have done six generations back. I mean, on that theory we
oughta be punishing the children of criminals. We don’t even hold one – the next generation – responsible
for what that person’s precise father did, much less some white guy 200 years ago.”49
On the flip side, Coulter can’t take credit for what her ancestors did hundreds of years ago! Yet, that
forms the very core of her identity.
What’s with Virginia?
In the wake of “blackface”
and credible sexual abuse
allegations at the highest
levels of Virginia’s
government, Coulter
tweeted this doozy (see
graphic to right).
There is simply so much
wrong with her tweet:
•

The three Virginian
Democrats
undergoing intense
scrutiny are nativeborn Americans.

•

Richmond, Virginia, was the capital of the Confederacy and remains a stronghold for both KKKinclined Democrats and the neo-Confederate Alt-Right.
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•

Therefore, Coulter is ascribing white racism to an influx of foreign-born non-white immigrants.

•

All to further her 10-year immigration moratorium agenda.

•

Question: How many of her allegedly “foreign-born” Virginians have an American parent? Is she
again calling first-generation Americans “foreigners” and “immigrants”?

Coulter Denies Knowing Anyone Who Knows Anything About White Identity Politics
In January 2019, one Coulter column preposterously claimed, “I have nothing to do with ‘white identity
politics.’ I don’t know anyone who knows anyone who even knows what that means” (see Case Study: AltRight).

In that self-same column, Coulter bizarrely wrote, “Hey, white America, you’ve got to stop doing the things
that everyone but you does.” Really? “White America?”
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The very next day, Coulter
defamed
“alabaster-white
Amanda Knox” in a race-based
diatribe.
Still, Coulter proclaims her
own innocence, saying she has
“nothing to do with ‘white
identity politics.’”
Really?
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Ironically, Coulter even jokingly advocated for a new Confederacy!
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As we’ve seen in just this one chapter, Coulter is easily mocked. For instance, Coulter tweeted, “This one’s
so translucent, she’s so white!” One response is priceless!

Photo/graphic credit: Trump’s fault graphic from Internet; remainder by author.]
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Chapter 4 – Idols
Religious and secular people alike are agreed that certain behaviors and habits can be detrimental to our
lives, our health, and our relationships. Among them, being an excessive over-worker, overly materialistic,
and engaging in self-destructive behavior. Those are all idols!
From Genesis to Revelation, the Author and Finisher of our faith condemns idolatry. Why?
Idols separate us from God and others and they divorce us from His will and His purpose for our lives.
Ultimately, they can lead to our temporal and eternal downfall and destruction.
The prophet Isaiah expressed this very well.
•

But those who trust in idols, who say to images, ‘You are our gods,’ will be turned back in utter
shame (Isaiah 42:17).

•

Hear, you deaf; look, you blind, and see! Who is blind but my servant, and deaf like the messenger I
send? Who is blind like the one in covenant with me, blind like the servant of the LORD? You have
seen many things, but you pay no attention; your ears are open, but you do not listen (Isaiah 42:1820).

•

So, he poured out on them his burning anger, the violence of war. It enveloped them in flames, yet
they did not understand; it consumed them, but they did not take it to heart (Isaiah 42:25).

Overview of Idols and Idolatry
Here’s a brief overview of idols and idolatry.1
A devotional on the Christian Broadcasting Network offers an important perspective:
An idol is any person, object or activity you give a higher priority in your life than a
relationship with God. An idol can be your home, your job, a vehicle, a relationship, or
even your family. An idol can be a pet, a computer, or what you look at on that computer.
An idol can be alcohol, drugs, sex, or any sin. An idol can be the work you do for the Lord
that consumes all your energy and time. God says He’s a jealous God. He wants our time
and attention.
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The following graphic provides a representative sampling of Scriptures on idolatry.
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Here are a few observations about and conclusions derived from the above verses:
•

Idolatry is condemned throughout Scripture. We are told to flee idolatry and keep ourselves from
idols.

•

Those who have and worship idols are ignorant.

•

Our idols cannot save us; only God can!

•

We become what we idolize.

•

Idols are worthless and steal from our lives and our relationships.

•

Idols display our ignorance and expose our shame.

Identifying the Idols in Our Lives
Authentic Manhood has produced and published a series of training guides based on the life and example
of Jesus Christ for helping Christians grow in Christ and develop a foundation for godly, biblically-based
living.
Their curriculum has impacted “more than a million men in more than 20,000 localities worldwide.”
Volume 3 of the series examines the idols in a man’s (and woman’s) life.
Using an iceberg illustration, the course distinguishes between surface idols (those easily discernable and
related to external behavior) and deep idols (“core desires that rule our hearts” and trigger or motivate our
surface idols).
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(Many of these surface and deep idols were addressed in Chapter 2: Identity Confusion and Chapter 3: Core
Self-Identities. This brief chapter provides a foundation for subsequent case studies which draw out the
deeper aspects of our lives, and, in particular, that of the subject of this book.)
Every human being is broken and, in our human brokenness, we all act out in different ways for different
reasons, based upon our different genetic makeups, upbringing, circumstances, and events in our lives.
Deep idols are at the core of every person’s brokenness and can cause us to self-medicate with alcohol,
drugs, ungodly relationships or pursuits, and a wide range of sinful and/or addictive behaviors.
The three deep idols identified in this course – those which give life to all of the sinful surface idols in our
lives – are significance, control, and comfort.
The deep idol of significance’s biggest fear is “rejection or humiliation.” Those with the deep idol of
significance crave approval, love, and recognition. They are hypersensitive to criticism and often react with
extreme responses. They deeply desire recognition, have a “hunger of admiration and fame,” and are filled
with or prone to pride.
The deep idol of control’s biggest fear is “instability or weakness.” Those with the deep idol of control have
an almost desperate need for security and power.
Coulter’s Deep Idols
A few years ago, I would have said that Coulter’s primary deep idol is control, but now I believe it to be
secondary to significance. Another way of looking at the deep idol of significance is to see it as
originating with woundedness and a deep sense of insignificance.
How do you counter feeling insignificant (or being made to feel that way)? By being or becoming
significant or, at the very least, projecting significance.
Coulter’s sense of insignificance (and development of the deep idol of significance) probably began in
childhood or during her teenage years. Despite being the favored child, the last born “baby princess,” she
had to live up to the accomplishments of her parents and elder brothers. She had to live up to the standards
of Father’s church. She had to live up to her family heritage, those “stellar” “settlers” who helped forge the
great American experiment.
Emotionally sensitive, Coulter took (and takes) criticism very poorly, even mild or constructive criticism.
She viewed (and views) criticism as a personal attack upon herself and a threat to her sense of significance.
When I first came to know Ann more than two decades ago, she would scour the newspapers for any
negative press in order to combat it. Whenever her significance is threatened, she must exert control, her
second primary deep idol. Control emerges to counter feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, or inadequacy
and weakness. (After all, she “despises weakness of any kind.”)
Coulter wants total control of her life and she uses a variety of means to achieve it, including pushing
people away with hostile attacks, employing lies and deception, and using similar manipulative means. But
her “control” is illusory. She cannot – despite lies and manipulation – control other people. She has little
control over breaking political and cultural events or long-standing ones. And … Coulter has no control
over God and His will and purposes in this life.
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Unexpected wisdom was found in Jurassic World (2015): “The key to a happy life is to accept that you are
never actually in control.” It is good to recall the wisdom of Proverbs 19:21, which reads, “Many are the
plans in a person's heart, but it is the LORD's purpose that prevails.”
Coulter works hard (when she works). Her book tours are grueling. She gives 100% at speaking
engagements and book tours. Yet, she frequently boasts of not having a job. Why? She is projecting to us
that she is in total control of her life.
As the ultimate rebel, Coulter often boasts of waking up at noon or in the early afternoon hours and of
working at home in her underwear (Warning: Don’t sit on her furniture).
In 2002, Coulter boasted (emphasis added):
My hobby has become my life. I've the greatest life imaginable. I think I have a greater
life than anyone in the universe in fact. I sleep until noon. I work in my underwear. I'm
my own boss. No one can fire me. The only people who could ever fire me are the American
people. If they don't want to hear me anymore, if they don't buy my books, they don't read
my columns, but other than that I don't have a boss. I'm happy all the time. I have a
wonderful life. I love to have people come up to me and praise me and tell me I say the
things that they can't say and it does, in fact, happen in places like L.A., Manhattan, not
just America.2
Methinks she doth protest too much. What about now? Well, not so much (see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).
Coulter always feels a need to be in control of the political process, especially during election years, and
she has even engaged in profanity-laced shouting matches with and Twitterstorms against President Trump
(see Case Study: #Coulter2020, Case Study: #CoulterMeltdown, and Case Study: Walled Off!).
From a recent Coulter profile in The Times, “But she is acutely conscious of her power. One of only 46
people the president follows on Twitter.”
Continuing: “Ann Coulter can list the happiest moments of her life without having to think. In first place is
the day Bill Clinton was impeached, for which she claims ‘close to sole credit.’ Next is the night Donald
Trump was elected – ‘I had a hand in it’ – and third, the day Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed.”
In March 2019, Coulter definitively claimed, “I got a president impeached.” (Well, not really.)
Though she is never paid for her frequent appearances on radio and TV (a means of demonstrating and
increasing her significance), she will go on virtually any program that wants her. (Money is not the object;
fame and glory are – though they do lead to fortune, more importantly, they provide her with an affirmation
of her significance.)
Connected with this is the deep idol of comfort. Coulter was the most frequent guest on Politically Incorrect
and she loved being treated like a star: First-class seating, limo service, and five-star hotels. Coulter loves
gala red-carpet events. She loves being seated at the best seats and treated like the crème-de-la-crème. Palm
Beach columnist Jose Lambiet once reported that Coulter demanded a local radio station dispatch a
limousine to pick her up for a live interview. She was loath to call a cab for the short commute to the
station.3
Significance, control, and comfort beset Coulter. So much so, that she crashed several CPAC conferences
through deception and deceit (see Case Study: CPAC Escapades), bullied her way into a Hamptons fund188

raising book fair (see Case Study: Crashing the Hamptons), and even lashed out at Delta and an innocent
passenger and flight attendant when her seating assignment was changed. She took it as a personal insult
(see Case Study: Ambushing Delta).
Pathology of Wants and Needs
Author and evangelist Andy Stanley addressed the pathology of wants and needs.4
He observed that, as human beings, we are prone to experience a progression which mathematically looks
like the following:

Wants → needs → desires → entitlements
We want something in our lives and that unfulfilled want becomes a need which then becomes deeply
desired to the point that we feel entitled to it.
Stanley asked why powerful people are so inclined to go off the rails (morally, ethically, financially).
He concluded that they often make it all about themselves, becoming arrogant elites.
Why does power corrupt? That’s the way of this world, the result of fallen and broken human beings
living in a fallen world.
In contrast, Jesus taught and modeled a different paradigm:
1) Power is not primarily for the benefit of the powerful.
2) Wealth is not primarily for the benefit of the wealthy.
3) Influence is not primarily for the benefit of the influential.
It’s not so much that Coulter is rich, powerful, and famous as that it is important to Coulter that she is rich,
powerful, and famous.
Status is everything to Coulter. Whether as a Settler, a WASP, an Über-American, or a Conservative
Goddess. Being an elite among elites matters significantly to her. Whether politically, socio-economically,
or culturally. Coulter wants that status and she feels entitled to it.
Yet, in the end, those status symbols do not fulfill her. Indeed, they cannot fulfill her. In fact, they lead to a
dead end (see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).
Father Frank Pavone observed that “Power is self-justifying.”5 The end justifies the means and the means
usually lead to destruction.
The Corrupting Nature of Power
In his exposition of Ecclesiastes 4:1-8, evangelist Chuck Swindoll explained that these verses are directed
to “senior executives, business owners, doctors, lawyers, shakers and movers, moguls, top dogs” and
whimsically suggested “warning label for diplomas: ‘The God of heaven has determined that success can
be lethal.’”6
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Swindoll gave the historical background for Ecclesiastes, noting that Solomon observed oppression by
“people who have the money, the influence, the power and the control of others.” Swindoll then asked the
question: “How do you use your power? Do you ‘wield privilege’ over others?”
Everyone worships something: God, political leaders, cultural heroes, stars, wealth, fame, glory – or even
oneself.7
Who or what we worship tells us a lot about ourselves. Digging deeper, it can tell us why we do so and
reveal the inner brokenness that often controls our lives.
Futility of Idol Worship
Novelist David Foster Wallace offered profound insights on the futility of idol worship. He wrote (emphasis
added):
If you worship money and things – if they are where you tap real meaning in life – then
you will never have enough. Never feel you have enough. It’s the truth. Worship your
own body and beauty and sexual allure and you will always feel ugly, and when time and
age start showing, you will die a million deaths before they finally plant you. On one
level, we all know this stuff already – it’s been codified as myths, proverbs, clichés,
bromides, epigrams, parables: the skeleton of every great story. The trick is keeping the
truth up-front in daily consciousness. Worship power – you will feel weak and afraid,
and you will need ever more power over others to keep the fear at bay. Worship your
intellect, being seen as smart – you will end up feeling stupid, a fraud, always on the
verge of being found out. And so on.
What we worship – unless it is God Almighty – will always fail us and betray us. Our idols serve only to
expose our faults and weaknesses and to lead us away from the One who can make us whole!
Wrestling with Our Identity
Renowned Christian author and speaker Beth Moore recently tweeted an insightful four-part series of
tweets:
1. The whole shebang of social media culture is driven by drawing attention. Warning: whatever
builds public identity will invariably be required to sustain it. If we got attention with pain, we’ll
need to stay in pain. If we got it by being offended, we’ll need to stay offended.
2. If we got it by appearing fierce, we’ll need to stay fierce. Beautiful? We’ll need to stay beautiful.
The best in our field? We’ll need to stay the best. Good luck with all that. If your platform is causeoriented, that’s one thing but if it’s your personal identity, it’s a trap.
3. Humans are rarely always anything. For Jesus followers, generally speaking, the only thing we
always are is His. The most compelling thing we have going is the real us in Christ, this holy
(con)fusion of strength & weakness, of joy & pain, of faith & sight. This stirred up brew.
4. If you live follower-driven & numbers-driven in your public identity, you will be - not might be,
you WILL be – a sham. An attention addict. Plastic. Desperate. Let numbers go. Be the real you in
the real struggle following the real Jesus. What He builds, humans can’t tear down.
Let us humbly seek Jesus at the cross – Jesus who beckons us to “Come to Me” – and He will lift us up,
build us up, and make us whole. He has promised us that and He never breaks His promises.
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Idols and Self-Identity
Pastor and author Timothy Keller frequently addresses the subject of idols and of one’s self-identity. He
clearly discerns a deadly intersection between the two.
He wrote (emphasis added):
No one identifies with all strong inward desires. Rather, we use some kind of filter – a set
of beliefs and values – to sift through our hearts and determine which emotions and
sensibilities we will value and incorporate into our core identity and which we will not.8
Keller continued: “It is this value-laden filter that forms our identity, rather than our feelings themselves.”
Keller added: “We must get our beliefs from somewhere, and most are picked up unconsciously from our
culture or our community – whether ethnic or academic or professional or familial.”
Keller observed the secular vantagepoint: “Sin is looking to something else besides God for your salvation.
It is putting yourself in place of God, becoming your own savior and lord, as it were. … One way to do this
is to break all the moral rules in your pursuit of pleasure and happiness. … This makes sex or money or
power into a kind of salvation.”9
Keller then addressed the religious vantagepoint: “But then there is a religious way to be your own lord and
savior. That is to act as if your good life and moral achievement will essentially require God to bless you.
… What is insidious about this is that religious people constantly talk about trusting in God – but if you
think your good works even contribute to your salvation, then you are actually being your own savior. You
are trusting in yourself.”10
Keller concluded: “Your heart will inevitably be filled with such pride, self-righteousness, insecurity, envy,
and smite that you make the world a miserable place to love for those around you.”11
Keller also frequently addresses the meaning and significance of life (underlining and bolding added):
In other words, whatever is the source of your meaning and satisfaction in life is what you
are worshipping, though you may not acknowledge it as such. You are not simply pursuing
these things if they are what you are living for. If you are living for them, you must have
them or you lose your purpose in life. If anything threatens them you get uncontrollably
anxious or angry. If anything takes them away, you can lose the very will to live. If you
fail to achieve them, you may fall into an unending self-hatred. That is why they are ‘eating
you alive.’” Put another way, you are enslaved to them. You must give yourself to
something, or you have no meaning in life. Even if you try not to be in thrall to anything,
you become Eagleton’s dancing dust particle, in bondage to your own autonomy.12
Keller continued: “everyone looks to some thing for their meaning in life and whatever that is becomes
your supreme love. They may be living for their career, or a political cause, or a particular circle of friends
and colleagues, or their family. And whatever is the object of your meaning and satisfaction ultimately
controls you.”13
According to Keller, “[In a secular age] Sacrificing personal peace and affluence for transcendent causes
becomes rare even for people who say they believe in absolute values and eternity.”14 Keller continued
(emphasis added): “Even if you are not a secular person, the secular age can ‘thin out’ (secularize) faith
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until it is seen as simply one more choice in life – along with job, recreation, hobbies, politics – rather than
as the comprehensive framework that determines the life choices.”
The impetus for all of these idols can stem from a variety of fears: fear of rejection, failure, the future,
circumstances, and death.15
Having an Open Heart
My dear readers, our Father in heaven desires that we have open hearts. Hearts open to love God and love
one another. Hearts open to receive His love, healing, and peace. Hearts open to do His will.
In The Heart of Remarriage, the authors write:16
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God promised, “I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart
of stone and give you a heart of flesh” (Ezekiel 36:26).
Will we receive His gracious gift?
All of the idols in our lives are worthless. If we seek self-worth from them, we are deluding ourselves.
We are wasting our time, energy, and lives on a delusion. Our worth is found only in Jesus Christ (see
Epilog: Never Let Anyone Put You or God in a Box).
[Photo/graphic credit: First idol graphic from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRobeydZqSM;
remainder by author.]
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Character Study – Narcissism
This character study begins with narcissism and also delves into the related psychological traits of
sociopathy and psychopathy in general and, specifically, as it relates to Ann Coulter.
The following chart of “Traits of a Narcissist” was compiled from www.NarcissisticBehavior.net.

I have personally witnessed every one of these traits in Ann Coulter. (Where she fails, God can succeed.)
Seven Deadly Sins of Narcissism
There are any number of authorities to whom one could look for a greater understanding of narcissism.
Therapist Dr. Sandy Hotchkiss has identified “the seven deadly sins of narcissism.”1 These include …
1. Shamelessness: Narcissists are frequently incapable of being shamed by their wrong behavior and,
often, take pride in their wrong behavior. Coulter exemplifies this trait. With every controversy she
herself contrives, Coulter never backs down, never apologizes, but rather justifies and amplifies
her remarks.
2. Addictive thinking: Narcissists engage in addictive thinking,2 which includes having a distorted
self-image and projection of their own wrong thoughts, words, and actions onto others. We have
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seen the traits of addictive thinking in Coulter since before the turn of this century, traits which
have become magnified throughout her post-9/11 career.
3. Arrogance: Having an often grossly overinflated self-image (while simultaneously experiencing
nagging self-doubts), narcissists tend to put others down to raise themselves up. Self-exaltation is
at the core of everything Coulter does.
4. Envy: Narcissists tend to diminish the abilities and accomplishments of those they feel threatened
by in order to boost their own self-esteem and affirm their own superiority.
5. Entitlement: Because narcissists feel superior to others, they feel entitled to special treatment and
are angered when they are not accorded the attention or treatment they feel they deserve.
6. Exploitation: Feeling superior to others and entitled to whatever they think they deserve, narcissists
will exploit others for their own purposes, regardless of the impact upon the one exploited. As noted
by more than one source on the Internet, “Narcissists are manipulative and create a web of deceit.”
7. Inappropriate boundaries: Normal personal and societal boundaries are non-existent for narcissists
who see the whole fabric of life revolving around themselves. Being the center of the universe,
everyone else exists to serve their needs.
These scholarly works corroborate my observations in the early chapters of The Beauty of Conservatism
and Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory. The effects of parental expectations and an elite background
are more pronounced in Coulter’s case due to her genealogical ancestry: Her proud heritage as a descendant
of the Puritans and heroes of the Revolutionary War. Hence her depiction of herself as a WASP “Native
American” and “Settler” (see Case Study: WASP America and Case Study: Settler).
Coulter is a wounded little girl trapped in NPD to hide from her pain, fears, and inadequacies and to feel
good about herself (see Narcissism Spectrum chart below).
The Narcissism of Ann Coulter
Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory provides an in-depth look at narcissism and Coulter’s own version
of it. Here are a few extracts:
Coulter epitomizes narcissism. She has been both favorably and unfavorably compared to Britney Spears,
Paris Hilton, Lady Gaga, and Madonna (not the Virgin). Coulter’s ascendancy to celebrity and her longevity
as a sensationalist who nonetheless is somehow taken seriously attest to the demise of Western Civilization
as we once knew it.3
The Rev. Anne Robertson, Executive Director of the Massachusetts Bible Society, believes “Ann Coulter
certainly could be the poster child for narcissism.”4 She added, “And she’d probably be fine with that,”
noting that “As long as Ann Coulter is front and center, it matters not what puts her there or who might
either benefit or suffer as a result of her words.” A close friend of mine, himself a narcissism sufferer,
indisputably affirmed Coulter’s affliction as a narcissist.5 Author and TV host Greg Gutfeld once called
Alec Baldwin an “ego glutton,”6 a term certainly apropos of his close friend, Coulter.
While Coulter condemns college course like “‘Lady Gaga and the Sociology of Fame’ (University of South
Carolina, Columbia), ‘GaGa for Gaga: Sex, Gender and Identity’ (University of Virginia),”7 she studiously
avoiding comparisons of herself to Gaga. One blogger observed:
This is just for a starter. If anything, she functions more like a destroyer rather than a
defender of conservative values. Her extreme approach and machine-gun style attack do
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not encourage people to take her seriously. If people don’t take her seriously, what’s the
point of her making noises, other than Lady Gaga type of attracting attention? Except this
is not performance.8
And attract attention she does. Given a dozen different ways of saying the same thing, Coulter will choose
the most controversial and provocative. She doesn’t call herself a controversialist and provocateur for
nothing. In 2007, a blogger declared Coulter “The Paris Hilton of Conservative Politics.”9 Another blogger
noted:
It occurs to me that Ann Coulter and Paris Hilton have a lot in common. Both are blond,
relatively good-looking and delight in media attention. Only Ann Coulter is a pretty smart
woman and can write (& speak) well. And she seems to be using her talents to accomplish
what Miss Hilton does just by living her life — to promote herself.10
Self-promotion is where it’s at these days. Self-promotion sells. At least the kind in which Coulter engages.
Cliff Kincaid of Accuracy in Media stated the obvious about Coulter’s then most recent controversy: “The
political equivalent of Britney Spears shaving the hair off her head, Ann Coulter made headlines at this
year’s Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) by calling Democrat John Edwards a faggot.”
Kincaid then connected the incongruity of Coulter’s behavior, her attire, and her espoused Christian beliefs:
“Wearing a leather dress and a Christian cross around her neck, Coulter must be a liberal infiltrator whose
purpose is to give conservatism a bad name.”11
Coulter’s renown for seeking (and receiving) renown is reflective of a degenerating and degenerate
American culture.
Narcissism in the Coulter Clan
Picture a narcissistic family within a
narcissistic culture. Take Coulter’s
clan, for example. Born on the advent
of the Sixties, Ann was raised in a
familial petri dish in which narcissism
reigned supreme.12
The first formative stage of Ann’s life
began with her birth. Naturally the
center of attention – the center of her
universe – as a baby in an incubator,
that
attention
would
continue
throughout her years growing up in the
Coulter home. As a child and young
adult, Ann was shaped and molded by a
whole host of factors and forces which
are described in The Beauty of
Conservatism.
Born into a wealthy, well-connected family, in the most prosperous county in America, Ann was raised
with high expectations and had high aspirations. Ann’s distant ancestors were Puritans, dating back almost
to the Mayflower, while her more recent relations were all staunch Republicans. Expectations were high.
Aspirations would follow suit.
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Father was a controlling, authoritarian father, while
Mother was a “trophy mom.” Authoritarian fathers
tend to focus on the rules while failing to exhibit
compassion. Trophy moms typically reward good
behavior with fulsome praise while criticizing unmet
expectations. It appears – or at least it probably
appeared to Ann – that she was the recipient of
performance-based love. Hence her insatiable need to
get attention by performing.
Consequently, Ann’s psychological template was set
by the time she embarked for college.
Deeply conflicted, with a remarkably dynamic
internal ambivalence, Coulter believes herself to be
the crème de-la crème (wanting “the cream to rise to
the top”) while simultaneously questioning her own
self-worth, especially when confronted by people who
are brighter and more accomplished than her, or by
situations which are beyond her ability to resolve.
Several formative stages emerged as Coulter
strove to both prove herself and rise to the
level of accomplishment to which she felt
entitled. The first stage was bracketed by her
graduate and post-graduate education and
her legal experience as first an intern for a
circuit court judge and then working briefly
for two New York law firms. The second
stage succeeded in bringing her dreams to
fruition while the third stage heralds the
dangers of getting what we seek.
It’s All About Me
In The Beauty of Conservatism,13 I addressed
the various traits of addictive thinking,
which include denial, projection, and rationalization. It may seem counterintuitive, but those traits are all
self-focused. In denial, the person obsessively looks away from self to another for the source of her
problems, all the while seeing herself as the victim of those creating the problem. Using projection, the
person projects one’s own patterns of thinking and feeling onto others. Using rationalization, the person
rationalizes her own behavior to justify herself.
Similarly, the New Testament is replete with psychological descriptions and stories of the Pharisees which
show a striking similarity with Coulter’s personality and character. It is noteworthy that they are all selffocused.
Even Jeff Emanuel of Red State observed of Coulter’s obsession with Romney and defense of Romneycare
that she was effectively “yelling ‘Hey! HEY! Look at ME!!!’”
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Where is Coulter on the Narcissism Spectrum? The following chart offers my perspective.14

Coulter could learn much from George H.W. Bush. Sen. Alan Simpson’s tribute to the later George H.W.
Bush included these words: “He was a man of such great humility. Those who traveled the high road of
humility in Washington D.C. are not bothered by heavy traffic.”
But Coulter won’t. For her, other people are merely “’objects’ that [she moves] around to meet [her] needs.”
This objectification of people falls in well with the sociopathic and psychopathic traits discussed below.
Narcissists have shame over public exposure of their faults, but they project their personal (private) guilt
(if they have any) onto others. For narcissists, appearances matter far more than reality. They want to feel
good about themselves.
Coulter gets her validation and approval – and her sense of self-worth – through praise, book sales, talk
show appearances, red carpet events, networking and cavorting with elites of all kinds, her socio-economic
status, being seen as a mover and shaker and as a sex symbol, and wielding the power of a provocateur to
provoke others (controlling their emotions) while remaining unscathed from the consequences.
As a narcissist, Coulter has a desperate need to control everything so that nothing can bring her shame.
Coulter was raised in a shame-based family and religious culture and shame is her greatest fear.
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Coulter – An Elite’s Elite
The Ann Coulter I’ve known for the better part of two decades is an elite’s elite. Coulter is an elite. Coulter
loves elites. In fact, Coulter depends upon elites.
Born and bred an elite,15 Coulter graduated from high school, in the most prosperous county in America,
wanting the “crème to rise to the top.” Coulter, through networking with her elite friends and colleagues,
rose to the top. Those very same friends and colleagues – elites one and all – salvaged her career multiple
times during many of her most outrageous controversies.
A multi-millionaire herself (many times over), Coulter’s best friends are millionaires and billionaires. She
regards herself as being (or belonging) at the “very tippy top” of the elite food chain (see Case Study:
#AnnOcasioCoulter).
Power Broker Extraordinaire
Coulter has always seen herself as the ultimate power-broker, whether in local, state, or national elections.
In 2000, Coulter attempted to run a totally sham campaign for Congress16 simply to oust a sitting Republican
who had voted against Bill Clinton’s impeachment.
Coulter coronated George W. Bush as President in 199917 – long before anyone knew what his platform
would be. She selected Bush based solely on his huge war chest.
Coulter wanted Romney for President as early as 200818 (Coulter: “I supported Romney back in 2008”)19
because she viewed him as a wealthy patrician who looked presidential and, since then, she has rationalized
away his non-conservative credentials.
In 2016, Coulter wanted billionaire Donald Trump, no matter what.
Coulter has no faith in conservatism and consistently chooses pragmatism over principle. Hence her
proclivity to promote non-conservative candidates in the guise of winning elections. Coulter is a RINOlover par excellence.20
After McCain’s debacle in 2008, Coulter told Rush Limbaugh and others privately, and Sean Hannity’s
radio audience publicly, that she (Ann Coulter!) would not let that happen again. As a result, Coulter foisted
Romney on conservatives in the 2012 election and succeeded in championing Trump in 2016.21
Coulter’s 2016 Dream Ticket
One Thanksgiving Eve, Coulter appeared on the Sean Hannity Show. Her friend, Mark Simone (acting as
guest host) was literally speechless.
For the umpteenth time, Coulter proffered her Dream Team presidential ticket: Trump22-Romney!23 Coulter
eagerly exclaimed, “I want Trump/Romney.24 That is an unbeatable ticket.”25
Taken aback, Simone said that would never happen, then broached the enmity between the two candidates.
Coulter replied: “Look, they both hate one another right now. It would be like staging the Peace of
Westphalia to bring them together. But I am up to the job.”
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“I am up to the job.”
Silence from Simone.
Truly delusional,26 Coulter really thinks that she can reshape reality into her utopian ideal. Coulter – and
Coulter alone – can orchestrate events to save America. Has Coulter always been this crazy or is it simply
a part of her emotional, intellectual, and spiritual devolution?
But that was not the first time Coulter made that delusional claim. She told her friend, Eric Metaxas, “Well,
it will take a lot of careful negotiation on my part [to get a Trump-Romney ticket] since they both seem to
hate one another, but it’s a dynamite combo platter.”27
Since her continual defamation of innocent Christians28 can’t stop them from pursuing God’s will,29 it
would behoove Coulter to rethink her alleged power to change the hearts of these two powerful elites.
(Would she also broker peace between Ahmadinejad and Netanyahu?)
“We needed an eccentric billionaire!”30 (Yeah, Ross Perot was so very helpful to the nation with his bid for
the presidency.)
“I am up to the job.”
An impossible job that no one asked Coulter to undertake.
Pride has always been Coulter’s downfall31 and it is the source of most of the dysfunctional aspects of her
life (see Character Study: Pride, Humility, and Wisdom).
Pride is the Devil’s greatest weapon and man’s Achilles’ heel.
I had often wondered whether wicked people know they are wicked. I found the answer in Psalm 36:1-3
(NLT), which reads (emphasis added):
Sin whispers to the wicked, deep within their hearts. They have no fear of God at all. In
their blind conceit, they cannot see how wicked they really are. Everything they say is
crooked and deceitful. They refuse to act wisely or do good.
We know that much of what Coulter says “is crooked and deceitful.”32 Coulter truly cannot be trusted.
Why? Because she believes her own lies. In her “blind conceit,” Coulter is blinded to the evil that she does.
Pray that God humble Ann, cleanse her heart, and renew a right spirit within her. Until then, never trust
Ann Coulter.
Ann Coulter, President-Maker
During the course of the 2016 presidential cycle, Coulter frequently boasted of her attempts to shape the
agendas of the various GOP presidential candidates. The following sampling shows her mindset, the
importance of wealth and power to her, her dismissal of contrary views as stupid, and her insistence that
her views be ascendant.
On the Eric Metaxas Show: “They [Reagan, Romney, Trump] were the only three men to run for President
whose lives would be made worse by becoming President. They were all wealthy, glamorous, fabulous –
or are to this day. They are taking not only a pay cut but a lifestyle cut.”33
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On BBC’s Newsnight: “I’ve tried to push the immigration issue on a lot of Republican candidates. A few
in particular I had long conversations with and sent advance copies of my book, Adios, America! to.”34
On the Howie Carr Show: “The issue is immigration. This is the litmus test. This is how we tell the mice
from the men. And the smart ones are all on the anti-immigration side. The stupid ones being promoted by
the media, because that’s the media’s left-wing anti-American agenda – are the stupid ones they can push
around. … If they’re dumb, they’re pro-amnesty and they get pushed by the media.”35
On the Costa Report: “I had private audiences with three Republicans running for president. I begged them
to take this immigration issue. I wrote it out. I had long conversations. No, they didn’t do it. They still won’t
do it.”36
On the Seth Leibsohn Show: “I begged three Republican presidential candidates to take this issue up –
before I’d even written Adios, America. … I mapped it out for them. I wrote a couple pages, in one case sat
down for [a] three-four hour private dinner, making the case that Donald Trump has made.”37
In a speech for Eagle Forum: “I’ve had private counsels with two Republican presidential candidates …
one I spoke to one-on-one for three hours at dinner, basically laying out the entire Donald Trump
immigration plan. Another one, I put it into an email to. … That one was from May 2014. I want to call one
up, email the other way, and say ‘If you’d listened to me, you’d be Donald Trump now.’ It was point by
point on immigration.”38
Believes Her Own Press – Puppet Master
Coulter has deceived herself and come to believe her own press – that she is a Puppet Master!
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Post-election 2018, Coulter went berserk and became a full-throated Never Trumper.39
This drew understandable ridicule from across the
political spectrum. Following are a few examples:
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Degrees of Sociopathy and Psychopathy
There is often a correlation between narcissism and sociopathy and/or psychopathy.
Coulter registers at the high end of the Sociopath Scale and is probably mid-range on the Psychopath Scale.

I have never seen Ann express or exhibit guilt over hurting people, whether personally or professionally.
Indeed, she takes delight in provoking people, enjoys employing elimination rhetoric, and loves attacking
the recently dead and grieving (see Case Study: Politics of Death).
Ann experiences no guilt over anything and exhibits no shame in attacking and wounding others. But she
does experience shame when it comes to herself. She hates criticism of herself, hates being viewed as a liar,
racist, or fool. She feels shame when she fails to measure up to her various self-identities, such as beauty,
brains, and balls. She feels shame when her jokes fall flat, her witticisms are proven witless, and her
credentials are credibly challenged.
In other words, any shame Ann feels is because of how people view her as opposed to how she treats
others. Her shame in inward-oriented, not outward-directed. The world could end tomorrow and she would
be fine with that as long as the world loved her.
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Twenty years ago, Ann boasted that she was obsessed with biographies of serial killers (“studies of serial
killers”), saying, “I actually am sort of interested in it.”40 Would she, herself, kill anyone? I doubt that. Does
she take pleasure in the death of other people? Quite often (see Case Study: Politics of Death). Did she, as
a child, exhibit cruelty toward animals or insects? I don’t know. But, throughout her career as a journalist,
she has exhibited cruelty toward her fellow human beings.41
Was Ann Coulter raped? Perhaps in college? (That could certainly be a causal factor.)
If so, that would explain her three-decade-long enmity toward feminism and ire over rape hoaxes as well
as her zeal in advocating for and owning guns. As she emotionally vented on MSNBC, “Men’s hands are
lethal weapons. … Every male I walk past, every male I walk past, I look at him knowing with his bare
hands he could kill me, and I can do nothing. … But I have no option. I can’t kill somebody with my bare
hands.”42 (It is noteworthy that she was off-the-clock for that segment; she stayed longer to express her
views, without being paid for her time.)
It might also explain her repeated claims of being raped not just as political allegory but, perhaps, as a
means of subconsciously admitting to actual rape (see Case Study: Sex and Power).
It might also explain her desire for rough sex (in which she wins or takes revenge) (see Case Study: Sex
and Power). The Internet is populated with images of Ann as a dominatrix (created by fans and foes alike).
A psychologist clarified this for me (emphasis
added): “Personally, she's functional and most
likely doesn't kill people and animals by some
driving need to do so, but her ideation probably
veers in those directions. … Think fatal
attraction material without the actions. … One
can only learn to hide it if they aren't committing
violent acts. Many people who are sociopaths or
psychopaths are very successful in life, but they
aren't serial killers or criminals, but they think like
one. They restrain their darker impulses,
however.”43
While Coulter is certainly not on the
violent/homicidal end of the Psychopath Scale, she
is certainly well positioned mid-range on that
scale.
Simply put, she enjoys hurting people. Her words
wound. They are calculated to do so with
maximum effect. She wants her foes to be
sputtering in rage. Coulter is certainly a narcissist with a strong sociopathic streak and psychopathic
tendencies (see Case Study: Politics of Death).
There is an interconnectedness among narcissism, sociopathy, and psychopathy. The following chart
compares and differentiates among them.
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Another important aspect I’ve discovered is this:

Guilt is relational; shame is image-based, identity-based.
We see throughout Coulter’s life that she fails to express or exhibit guilt over her wrong behavior toward
others. Guilt is utterly absent. But she does feel shame – shame over public exposure of her behavior and
shame related to credible challenges to her own, deep-seated, self-identities (see Chapter 3: Core SelfIdentities and Chapter 4: Idols).
The Clinton Affair
The 20th anniversary of Bill Clinton’s
impeachment generated a slew of
documentaries, some of which featured
Coulter. Among them, Scandalous (FNC)
and Truth and Lies: Monica and Bill
(ABC).
Naturally, Coulter considered ABC’s to be the best of many such documentaries, primarily because she
was heavily featured in it with close to a dozen segments featuring her.
Notable in ABC’s documentary were the number of Coulter soundbites in which she laughed as she was
talking about the various ways in which Clinton harmed his female victims. I was reminded of some of
Coulter’s appearances on MSNBC in early 1997 when she would gleefully recite from memory various
portions of Paula Jones’ legal brief against Clinton, laughing at the accusations against Clinton – not caring
that a real human being had experienced such pain and anguish.
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Defames Triple-Amputee and War Hero Max Cleland
I’m also reminded of Coulter’s abysmal attacks on triple-amputee and American hero Max Cleland. She
vilified him in a series of columns and a book, taking exquisite delight in excoriating him and calling him
a traitor! Zero compassion for him as a fellow human being and actual American war hero – all because he
was on the other side of the political aisle. (For a detailed analysis see Chapter 4: War Heroes and Villains,
Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age.)
#NeverForget911
The 9/11 terrorist attack profoundly transformed America as we knew it.44 On the 17th anniversary of 9/11,
Greg Gutfeld took Joe Scarborough to task for politicizing the tragedy. Gutfeld said, “On 9/11, it’s always
about 9/11; it’s always about the victims. [Joe Scarborough] made it about Trump as a way to make it about
himself. … He actually stole something very valuable from the victims. He stole their moment and made it
about him.”45

Gutfeld’s words are no less applicable to his good friend, Ann Coulter, who, for over a decade, has
politicized 9/11, stealing “something very valuable from the victims.”
In 2006, Coulter vilified several 9/11 widows, charmingly calling them McWidows. She wrote in Godless:
These self-obsessed women seemed genuinely unaware that 9/11 was an attack on our
nation and acted as if the terrorist attacks happened only to them. … These broads are
millionaires, lionized on TV and in articles about them, reveling in their status as celebrities
and stalked by grief-arazzis. I’ve never seen people enjoying their husbands’ deaths so
much.46
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A handful of conservatives quickly condemned Coulter’s remarks.47 Gov. George Pataki (R-NY) was
"stunned”48 by her words, which David Hogberg, of the American Spectator, said were “nasty.”49 Rep. Peter
King (R-NY) said Coulter “went beyond all limits of decency” and that she “has become a legend in her
own mind.” 50 Author Cliff Kincaid concluded that Coulter “is devoid of a conscience.”51
Throughout the controversy, Coulter displayed not one iota of guilt, shame, or remorse, suggesting
sociopathic, if not psychopathic, qualities. Moreover, she manipulated many people to rise to her defense,
to counter a career-stopping cascade of criticism.52
Coulter routinely politicizes death and tragedy and what should be a solemn occasion (the anniversary of
9/11), always pushing her own political agendas.
Following are a few representative Coulter tweets.

All too often, Coulter turns grief and tragedy (even on a national scale) into something political.
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Coulter Fans and Critics
One Twitter user has become Coulter’s de facto
fan club and press agent. He is in close
communication with her, tweeting out her
scheduled and impromptu media engagements,
posting Coulter trivia, promoting Coulter and
her work, treating her as a goddess, and
salivating over her hotness. One of his tweets in
February 2019 is breathtaking in its idolization
of Coulter – who, still, has him promote her
work.
Other (former) Coulter fans have seen the light and reject who she has become, as the tweet below attests.
Throughout it all, Coulter delights in the praise of
her disciples and discounts the criticisms of her
detractors.
Anything that does not fit in to her internal narratives
– those self-images she has fantasized and created
for herself – are rejected out-of-hand.
According to talk show host Chris Plante, an
attribute of sociopaths is “a failure to take
responsibility.”53 Coulter has never been able to
accept responsibility for her own behavior.
Similarly, Coulter claimed to have never cried over
the span of four decades, saying (emphasis added),
“Generally, I think it drives them crazy that I so
obviously do not care [that I am a] conservative the
liberals love to hate … There’s this sense that they
haven’t gotten to me, and ‘We just want to make her
cry.’ … Well, good luck with that – not since my
beagle died when I was 14.”54
Really? Not on 9/11? Or during the very prolonged
illnesses and deaths of Father and, later, Mother? No
tears for them?
In 2002, Coulter spoke of her beagle’s death: “’I had a very happy childhood – nothing conflicted, lots of
friends, lots of boyfriends, athletic,’ she said. In the seventh grade her beagle, Tiger, died. ‘That was the
only bad thing that ever happened to me.’”55
All Lights Shining on Coulter
After publication of her first best-selling book, High Crimes and Misdemeanors, the Horseneck
Republicans gave Coulter an award at a gala event. Flu-stricken, Coulter still attended, with her parents, to
receive her award. Nothing would stop her from stepping into her moment of glory.
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Coulter has received many
awards and accolades over the
years, indeed, decades.
Her soul hungers and thirsts
for glory, not righteousness,
and she will take it wherever
and however she can get it. It
is her compulsion!
Coulter’s long-time friend,
pollster Pat Caddell, said,
“Too many good people have
been beaten because they tried
to substitute substance for
style.” Coulter is stuck in style
and surrenders substance.
Author Juan Williams put it
succinctly: “I think she’s
locked up in her own head.”56
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As noted on Quora (emphasis added): “Her pronouncements may seem outlandish and are often
astoundingly untrue, but she has a sociopath's flair for framing her actions in a moral or noble
way. When she is exposed in a lie, she dramatically plays a martyr. … I think she cares about having lots
of attention and making lots of money. When she inevitably loses popularity, she will become ever more
desperate, even clownish in her attempts to get the attention that every narcissist needs so
badly. Intelligence and self-insight don't always go together. I think she is capable of experiencing triumph,
but never peace or true happiness. It is sad.”
So sad. Ann is truly to be pitied.
[Note to Ann: Nothing is impossible with God. No one is beyond His reach. You have hope – a hope found
only in Jesus Christ, who loves you with an unstoppable, immeasurable, everlasting love.]
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study – Sex and Power
When I first met Ann, I viewed her as a wholesome, God-fearing person. I believed her when she
emphasized character, integrity, and family values, and I believed that she was living out those attributes.
I was so naïve.
Coulter regularly condemned premarital and extramarital sex and she implied that she herself was a
virgin. In one segment, Coulter burst out: “I’ve never had an affair! I’ve never had a divorce!”1 Fact
check: second claim true; first claim false.
Totally Telegenic
Coulter has a simple, yet complex, relationship regarding sex and power. Coulter certainly uses sex to
wield power and achieve fame and glory.
Being among – and considered one of – the beautiful people is integral to Coulter’s self-identity.
Moreover, having power over others because of her looks feeds her ego and fulfills the lust of her power
idol.
Coulter admitted to TV Guide, “I am emboldened by my looks to say things Republican men wouldn’t.”2
A few years later, she amplified her self-description: “I’m a female as opposed to a boy commentator, and
that emboldens me. If I were a liberal, I’d be described as looking like a high-fashion model.”3 (No
humility there.)
Coulter added, “I think I’m totally telegenic. But I’ve never figured out what gives me a fair advantage
and what gives me an unfair disadvantage. Surely there is some advantage to being tall and blond to be on
TV, but you can also be dismissed as a blond bimbo.”4
Fast forwarding to Oxford University in 2018, Coulter was asked, “People have said that your looks have
contributed to your success. How do you feel about this? Do you think that women need to use their
appearance to get ahead in a public speaking role?”
After a pregnant pause, Coulter replied:
Um, I just want to mull that question for a while because I love it so much. It’s funny
because, um, I always thought I’d have to instruct the Left – they had to get, they had to
get their attacks on me, get together and coordinate because either I was either the ugliest
thing that ever lived or I was only on TV because I was pretty. Um, I’d definitely prefer
the latter. Um, no, I mean [pause] I don’t know, you take what – I don’t think I’m that
good looking – but you take whatever advantages you have.
Looking back to 1999, “But one D.C. insider thinks Coulter may be without her Mr. Right due to her own
ultra-liberal dress code. ‘I remember seeing her with conservative lobbyist Grover Norquist,’ says the
witness, ‘wearing a black skirt short enough to get her arrested, especially when she sat down.’”5
Coulter still wears those miniskirts!
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Boy Crazy
At Cornell University, Coulter joined the Delta Gamma sorority,6 where, as she puts it (emphasis added),
“youth is wasted on the young, so I wish I could go back and actually go to class this time, because my
first two years I was dancing on the tables at sorority parties.”7 (Like Beto O’Rourke?)
Indeed, the opposite sex proved a
greater incentive to Coulter than
learning: “I have to say I wouldn’t
have even gotten up in the morning if
there hadn’t been boys in class.”8

Coulter on Politically Incorrect
Bill Maher, the host of Politically Incorrect, habitually
greeted her with blatantly sexist remarks, such as:

As a Cornell senior, in 1984, in an
article for the conservative Cornell
Review, Coulter attacked its editor for
writing, “Statistics are like bikinis:
what they show is important, but what
they conceal is vital.” The message is
clear,” Coulter responded in her article.
“The vital parts are the breasts and the
vagina, so go get her.” [Its opening
lines are: “Conservatives have a
difficult time with women. For that
matter, all men do.”]9

•
•

Ironically,
Coulter
frequently
condemned people like Pamela
Harriman and Princess Diana, both of
whom she called “round heels.”

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

“Nice to see you again, baby.”
“Wow! There she is. And a hot babe as well. How
are you, hon?”
“Hello, gorgeous.”
“Wow! Hey, babe.”
“She’s the sweetheart of the Center for Individual
Rights. … Hey, baby, how are you?”
“Hello, kitten.”
“There’s my honey.”
“How are you, hot stuff? … You’re a good-looking
babe.”
“There you are. And yet another short dress.”
“Hello gorgeous.”
– Bill Maher, Politically Incorrect, ABC, 1/23/97, 5/7/97,
7/21/97, 9/24/97, 12/18/97, 2/5/98, 2/12/99, 3/12/99, 5/11/99,
11/19/99.

“I was constantly getting fired at
MSNBC for [what] I thought were
some of my wittiest remarks and one of
them – which was then featured in George magazine – was after Pamela Harriman died, and I really went
out of my way to avoid pointing out [that she was a round heel].”10
Yet, Coulter boasted, “I’ve been engaged many times. Four, I think.”11 and “I’ve dated every rightwinger.”12 Unlike the Samaritan woman at the well (John chapter 4), Coulter has not had serial marriages,
but she has had serial sexual relationships: “Let’s say I go out every night, I meet a guy and have sex with
him. Good for me.”13
In 2002, Coulter admitted (emphasis added): “[Having boyfriends is] my hobby, if not my life … I’d
never say I’m not against (premarital sex) but that is why Christians are the most tolerant people in the
world. We think a lot of things are sins.... I think it’s much worse to say there is no such thing as sin than
to actually commit a sin.”14
But at CPAC 2014, Coulter urged, “Tell poor people, ‘keep your knees together before you’re married’“
From the London Times (2018): “She tells me that a couple of days before we met she stayed up until
7:30 am ‘with a boy,’ but when I ask how she squares her evangelical faith with premarital sex she turns
teasingly coy. ‘Well, that’s a little personal, I’m not going to answer that directly.’”
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One of Coulter’s boyfriends, Robert Guccione, Jr., told this story: “It’s the middle of the night, we’re in
bed, and the phone rings. Ann is jumping up and down, yelling gleefully, ‘We did it, we did it!’ The next
morning she’s got three separate televisions going so she can watch all the coverage at once. It was
appalling. Poor Ann. It is always sad when the persona eats the person.”15
Those were the good old days when Coulter encouraged sexist remarks and sought to become a
conservative sex symbol (see The Beauty of Conservatism). Coulter succeeded and, in the eyes of some,
remains a hot conservative chick.
Coulter Needs to Be the Hot Chick
Two decades later, Coulter still hungers for the attention,
relishes flirting with people and cameras, and needs to
be regarded as a conservative goddess (see Vanity: Ann
Coulter’s Quest for Glory).
Even though she has over two million followers, she
allows Anntensity – with only 17,000 followers – to
break news about her upcoming interviews and events.
She has a robust email and Twitter relationship with
Anntensity, frequently retweeting his tweets.
Why? A large portion of his tweets are worshipful of her
beauty and brains. Anntensity describes itself as “A
fanpage dedicated to defending the beauty of Ann
Coulter on Twitter called itself ‘Anngasm’ and was
about to get started … but at the very last minute the
decision was made to change the name to ‘Anntensity.’”
Anngasm? What could be on his mind?

As for Coulter, she desperately needs this validation –
of her beauty and her brains – to feel herself worthy.
Moreover, the power she has over her worshippers fills her with a sense that she really is a goddess.
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Indeed, Coulter encourages such adulation, adoration, and worship of her as a sex goddess, often
retweeting those expressions of worship.
Regardless of whether or not Coulter is “hot” has
nothing to do with whether she has character or
integrity and can be trusted, or whether she is
either a Christian or a conservative. In so many
ways over so many years, Coulter has proven the
absence of those very characteristics.

Coulter remains adept at using sex for power.
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Has Coulter had any cosmetic
work done? “No. In fact, I’m
behind on Botox,” she says,
wrinkling her forehead.16
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Rape Fantasies
Coulter has an obsession with making bogus
rape accusations to achieve her political
ends. Her shock-jock technique of employing
hyperbole in this way grotesquely trivializes
actual rape.
Strangely, Coulter frequently criticizes the
rash of rape hoaxes perpetrated by the Left.
For over two decades, Coulter has railed
against rape hoaxes, such as Tawana
Brawley, which were perpetrated to make
political points.
But Coulter’s real attitude toward rape is
cavalier. Babies conceived in rape have no
value in her eyes. Coulter speaks favorably
of raping the planet.
Coulter has written extensively condemning
false rape allegations, yet, oddly, she has a
penchant for making her own false rape
allegations.
(Does Ann secretly want to be raped? One could reasonably reach that conclusion. Why is she the object
of her own rape fantasies?)
Coulter makes the political – personal – with false claims of being raped herself.
3/8/14. “No, [immigration] isn’t a natural
process. It’s like you’re being raped and the guy
is telling you, ‘Sorry, my penis is in you.
Nothing you can do about it.’ … No, you’re
raping me! Demographics are changing by
force. There is nothing natural about it.”17
Those bolded words – “you’re raping me” –
were shouted, with gasps from the audience!
4/23/14. Only a month later, Coulter again
diluted the meaning and diminished the
significance of rape by making false
accusations against the mayor of New York
City.
Coulter marred an otherwise exemplary column on the rapists of the Central Park jogger by invoking the
Rape Card again. Coulter concluded that column with these words: “But now de Blasio wants to hold
down our legs while the ‘Central Park Five’ rape us, again.”18
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When did the “Central Park Five” rape Ann, how is de Blasio raping her again, and how are immigrants
now raping Coulter? (Let’s be clear: only one person was raped and it was not Coulter!)
12/10/14. “Sorry this column is late. I got raped again on the way home. Twice. I should clarify – by
‘raped,’ I mean that two seductive Barry White songs came on the radio, which, according to the
University of Virginia, constitutes rape.”19
3/29/16. Ann Coulter revealed, “If that is a
battery that we just saw on that screen, I’ve
been thrown down and gang raped at bars
and on the New York City subway.”
8/10/16. “Craven Republicans who blame
Trump for the media’s lies may as well blame a
rape victim for wearing a short skirt. Except
with Trump, it’s the Muslim standard: They’re
blaming a woman’s rape on being a woman.”
10/11/16. “So, Trump is flirtatious. Liberals
would rather the man wear a dress and get a
signed letter of consent. Conservative women
like to be grabbed. Grabbing is hot.”
5/10/17. “Liberals are all for rape, provided that the penis forcibly inserted in you is attached to an illegal
immigrant.”
10/21/18. “This is like prosecuting women who use Mace against their rapists.”
Coulter has fantasized about rape – being raped – for years.
Nonetheless, Coulter is absolutely right to oppose the “epidemic” of false rape accusations on college
campuses. One wonders why, then, she would perpetrate her own rape hoaxes.
Coulter lives by her own set of conflicting rules
which necessarily create contradictions and
cognitive dissonance.
No wonder Coulter continues to lose credibility
and relevance.
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Coulter Rant Against Kirstjen Nielsen
Coulter has never approved of Kirstjen Nielsen, denounces
her as an open-borders zealot, and, strangely suggested that
Nielsen used sex for her promotion to head the Department
of Homeland Security (without offering a shred of proof!).

In rebuttal, Kristen Soltis Anderson wrote:
“Pushing the idea that a woman with
whom she disagrees must be trading sex
for power? Despicable, though hardly a
shock from someone like Coulter.”

The Narcissism of Bipartisanship: Accessing Ann Coulter
In 2009, Lindsey Ives published an analysis of the Coulter Phenomenon (an analysis which has only
become more relevant with the passage of time!).20 Here are a few pertinent extracts (emphasis added):
•

Coulter is arguably the most famous conservative woman today…

•

Ann Coulter stands apart from the grandfathers of conservative talk because she seduces in ways
they never could.

•

Ann Coulter, however, is not often accused of being a feminist and adamantly denies it when she
is. One could say that her gender performance is as conservative as her politics, as she is happy
to occupy the position of object of the male gaze and to manipulate her image in order to
seduce. One look at Coulter makes clear that her physical appearance ‘prostitutes the signs’ of the
conventional American sex object. Like the supermodels in whom American culture glorifies
unrealistic and unhealthy body images, Coulter is strikingly thin … this thinness is not for lack of
trying. Like Barbie, Paris Hilton, and Marilyn Monroe, Coulter sorts long blonde hair…
presumably by giving [the misogynist social structure] what it wants in order to gain power.

•

Coulter prefers the typical sex-object costume of mini-skirts and spiked heels.

•

Coulter, existing on the Internet … is both object and mirrored reflection of the subject.
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•

With Coulter, however, … she becomes both the sex object and the idealized self, allowing
viewers to satisfy both lustful and hostile impulses through her.

•

On the one hand, Coulter is bold, witty, and powerful, striking interviewers dumb by saying, as
Jonathan Freedland argues, what many on the American right want to say but can’t. On the other
hand, as Cloud writes, she “might be shrink-wrapped in a black-leather mini as she says it.”

•

[Coulter emailed Bruce Barcott:] “I AM THE GOLD STANDARD FOR LIBERAL
BILE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

•

While her appearance is an object of lust, a desire dictated by the pleasure principle, with
Coulter lust is bound up with aggression.

Sex and Power
In a startling interview
discussing the #MeToo
movement with her good
friend, talk show host Mark
Simone, Coulter admitted,
“It’s always been a really big
thing with the feminists, that
this isn’t about sex, it’s about
power. Um, you know, which
I’m fine with, and I’ve never
really understood what
difference it makes. It’s still
disgusting and gross.”21
Really? Alpha-female control
freak Ann Coulter doesn’t
understand “what difference
it makes?”
If you don’t understand the problem – the pathology – you can’t find a solution. This is a big blind spot
for Coulter, who, for a quarter-of-a-century, failed to grasp the corrupting nature of power in the most
powerful power center in the world: Washington, DC. “Power corrupts; absolute power corrupts
absolutely.”
Of course, some women, like Coulter, do use sex (and sex appeal) for power.
#MeToo Movement
As Hollywood and America’s political and cultural elites became embroiled in angst over revelations
revolving around Harvey Weinstein and other notable (liberal) villains of the #MeToo Movement, Coulter
merrily tweeted away, attacking, joking, and mocking – disregarding the pain of the actual victims of
sexual abuse.
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Here's a sampling of her tweets:
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter4:40 PM - 5 Nov 2017 via Twitter for iPhone
First customer: Harvey Weinstein. twitter.com/mailonline/sta…
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Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter2:00 PM - 19 Oct 2017 via Twitter Web Client 112 274
RT @DailyCaller: .@AnnCoulter: Weinstein’s Pimps — Revenge Of The Ugly Girls
trib.al/bnbaBcE https://t.co/MC1nD2v5JM
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter1:56 PM - 19 Oct 2017 via Twitter Web Client 145 963
RT @Gavin_McInnes: Intrepid reporter combs through Hollywood and discovers actress who as
NOT molested by Harvey Weinstein.
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter6:17 PM - 18 Oct 2017 via Twitter Web Client 481 1,344
NEW COLUMN IS UP! WEINSTEIN’S PIMPS: REVENGE OF THE UGLY GIRLS
bit.ly/2ikYEmj
Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter4:33 PM - 8 Oct 2017 via Twitter Web Client 1087 6,196
So I was scheduled to watch Harvey Weinstein take a shower, but I’m gonna try to get out of it.
Coulter Likes Being Sexually Assaulted and Date Raped!
In a shocking interview, Coulter told Sunday Times
Magazine (emphasis added): “I like boys. I like
being sexually assaulted.”22
Discussing the #MeToo movement, she added
(emphasis added): “I’ve had very, very aggressive
men push me beyond where I’ve wanted to go. I
thought it was a great date. I don’t think of it as
an assault. I have fond memories.”
Coulter said a “certain type of girl” gets sexually
harassed. “Young, vulnerable, desperate,” she says.
“So, some women are never going to be sexually
harassed and I’m definitely one of them. That’s
not going to happen to me.”
For over fifty years – beginning as a
kindergartener – Coulter has engaged in a battle
of wills to achieve political supremacy and
victory.
Apparently, her political confrontational style
has crossed over into her romantic and sexual
relationships, wherein she seeks a worthy
opponent to subdue (or be subdued by).
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Now, she confesses that she is “dying to be date raped.” Wow! (What would Mother think? Father?)23
Coulter loves pushing the envelope – in politics and in her personal life. She loves being wanted –
passionately and aggressively wanted – and she loves being in control of those relationships. She will
only let them go as far as she wants them to go.
Sex therapists would probably relish counselling Coulter. From what I’ve gleaned over the years,
sometimes powerful people can seek to be dominated as an emotional balance or release mechanism for
guilt. Some control freaks love the battle for control and the thrill of danger in that battle to see just how
far they can push it (and be pushed) while remaining in control. (Coulter is renowned for rhetorically
pushing the envelope and, at CPAC 2002, actually exhorted conservatives everywhere to do so.)
According to one psychologist (emphasis added): “She most likely cannot achieve sexual satisfaction
without extreme fetishes if at all, her interpersonal relationships are probably rocky with few real friends,
and she is most likely an insecure, lonely, aging wreck at the end of the day. Think fatal attraction
material without the actions.”24
Coulter Allows TV Host to Sniff Her Body – and She Enjoys It
Perhaps it was her mindset of “dying to be date raped” that compelled her to allow a TV host to
aggressively sniff her body! (What would Mother or Father have said about that?)
But Coulter loves the attention!
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Men Are Forced to Rape

Coulter’s anti-immigration tweet (above) using rape
as a political cudgel grossly misfired. She argued
“Our REAL problem is that many men have no
choice but to tape because they have no
opportunities to date attractive women.”
There are no attractive women south of the U.S.
border?
Is that why she has rape fantasies? To believe that
she is attractive enough to be raped? What a
twisted, distorted way of thinking.

Is it true that “the beast is in her heart?” To many, Ann is a heartbreaker! To others, she is merely broken!
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study – CPAC Escapades
Coulter was a featured speaker at the annual Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) 1 for 17
consecutive years from 1998 to 2014. Her time at CPAC represents both a microcosm of and an allegory
for her career.
Coulter began as a relative non-entity, given a speaking slot solely because she wrote a half-page weekly
column for Human Events (one of the conference sponsors)2; later she became a conservative icon; later
still, she became intoxicated with her glory and trampled on CPAC and the conservative movement. In
the end, she was banished from CPAC and virtually relegated to the dustbin of history among her
conservative peers.
Coulter first appearance at CPAC was on a panel in 1998. Hers was an unimpressive, lackluster, and noncontroversial performance. As the years progressed – with her rising notoriety and stardom – she became
ever more polemical, provocative, and puritanical (ideologically).
For a period of several years, the American Conservative Union itself, and many other CPAC sponsors,
did not want her there. She prevailed through treachery and deceit (her friend and publicist, Lisa de
Pasquale, was also a rogue CPAC Director from 2006-2011 and CPAC Chief of Security, Floyd Resnick,
would become her personal bodyguard and lover).
In the end, 2014 would be her last appearance at CPAC. Future efforts to speak – or even have a book
signing there – failed.
In 2017, she even attempted to gain admittance to CPAC as a guest of Milo Yiannopoulos, who was
slated to speak, but his invitation was canceled at the last minute due to numerous controversies swirling
around him, so her last opportunity was lost (see Case Study: Ann and Milo Down Under).

CPAC 1998
Coulter was noticeably nervous at her first CPAC conference. Her speech and Q&A responses were filled
with fillers (e.g., um, ah) – a noticeable nervous verbal tick in an otherwise well-prepared speech.
Here are a few highlights from Coulter’s first appearance. Notice her focus on integrity, Ronald Reagan,
and winning the next generation.
It is no surprise, ah, that we, we are losing this youngest generation of Gen Xers. Ah, the
debate should be over freedom or tyranny, and when that is what the debate was, when
we were running candidates like Ronald Reagan, we won the Generation Xers. Speaking
as, um, one of the oldest possible Generation Xers, back in the 80s, ah, exit polls showed
that it was the twenty-somethings who were more likely to vote Republican than any
other generation. This, this, this caboose of the Generation Xers, ah, are largely
politically unaffiliated. They seem to be sort of soft Clinton voters, on the basis of the fact
that he plays the sax and goes on TV, says he wished he’d inhaled, and seems to be an
adolescent himself.
Um, I don’t, I don’t think this generation should be considered to be any more, ah, ah
stupid or cynical or moronic than any other generation. If there are no clear ideological
distinctions between the parties, you may as well choose your candidate on the basis of
which one has better hair.
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Ah, remember that when Ronald Reagan was running, he was campaigning on
eliminating the Department of Education. Today’s Republicans don’t want to eliminate
the Department of Education; they want to reorganize it, give it all new missions. Um, I
think it really is, is not a surprise that, ah, we are losing the youngest voters.
I think they should go back and start reading the way Ronald Reagan was described back
in 1980 by the New York Times and Washington Post, um, and until they start being
called Nazis the way Ronald Reagan was – he actually was, in the Washington Post in
1980, ah, Republican Convention up in Detroit, compared to a Nazi rally, the
Washington Post – they oughta just promote policies that get them called Nazis.
Um, the moment they get congratulated for not pandering to the Right they are no Ronald
Reagans, they’re doing something wrong. Um, there is one other thing I wanted to get to
but particularly because I gather we’re not supposed to be talking about it, because the
other big debate besides freedom, um, or tyranny, um, that has recently been thrust upon
us by Tailgate is whether a self-governing nation requires integrity from its leaders.
Ah, our leaders – our Founding Fathers pledged their lives, their fortunes and their sacred
honor for a measly little tea tax. Now we consider it de rigueur to have 40% of our
income stolen by the federal government and, you know, count on the Republicans to
give a little tax credit so we can take some of our money back. [In making the point, Ann
seemed to miss the point: Our Founders didn’t revolt over the percentage of taxes but the
principle of representation.]
I really think the question isn’t just whether, ah, the President survives but whether a
self-governing nation is going to survive. And, if we don’t mind – in a country by the
People, for the People and of the People – having our leaders look us in the eye and lie to
us, turning the White House into their personal brothels, um, and engaging in this cheesy
witness tampering, I think we may as well disband the Union.
What won’t this man do? He may as well, you know, start appearing in porn movies and
“Oh, well, who cares? That’s his personal life.”
Um, I don’t understand this, apparently integrity isn’t debated. It may be helpful to
Republicans in the short-term but, I think, um, the experiment will have failed, if, if he
survives in the long term.

CPAC 1999
Although Coulter claims she hasn’t cried since she was a child, Radley Balko
disagrees: “I’ve seen her cry.”3
Coulter, at the age of 37, cried at CPAC in 1999.
I attended that conference as a member of the press and witnessed what Balko
would later describe. Coulter was part of a panel, but when the moderator
asked her his first discussion question, she got up, went to the podium, and
started giving a speech. After a few minutes, she was asked to sit down.
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As the panel discussion ensued, it was not long before Coulter griped that she had been hooked off the stage
and she was later cross with several audience questioners. Coulter – while still on the panel – sniveled: “Well,
I’m already worried about the extent of the White House spin when I get hooked off the stage.”4
In what I’m sure the audience originally perceived as a non-event, Coulter turned into a big deal, even
accusing the coordinators of skullduggery and the moderator of conspiracy. Since Coulter turned this into an
event and leveled accusations against others to cover her own faux pas, let’s look at what really happened.
Gary Nolan, President of Capitol Watch, introduced the event as a panel discussion and introduced Ralph
Hallow as the moderator, who, in turn, introduced the panel, and then asked Coulter a discussion question to
start things off.
Coulter got up, walked around the moderator to the podium, and began a speech, saying: “I’m going to keep
talking until a light goes on.”
In the midst of her soliloquy, Hallow handed her a note telling her to sit down. She ignored his note. Later,
Hallow interrupted her again, this time whispering in her ear. Surprised at the interruption, she asked, “Sorry,
what do you want me to do?” Puzzled, she asked, “You didn’t want a speech?”
Balko observed, “the panel concluded with Ann struggling to choke back tears. I snuck back behind the
panel after the session, of course, hoping to witness more drama. And that’s when I saw Cold-Blooded
Coulter in sobbing hysterics. She’d been bullied. And now she was crying.”
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Don’t take Balko’s word for it. The Washington Post made a similar observation. Coulter lamented, “‘The
moderator cut me off! I was humiliated in front of 600 people!’ Between sobs, she sucked on a
cigarette.”5
A minor faux pas became a newspaper headline which opened a window into Coulter’s heart.
Coulter retaliated in a letter-to-the-editor.6
I must write to correct a few of the many egregious misstatements in your Jan. 27 Reliable Source
column.
I am not, and have never been, arm candy for Bob Guccione, Jr. The Gooch was my arm candy – my
boy toy – whom I eventually, and regretfully, had to replace with a much younger man.
As for your report that I might run for the House in order to be taken more seriously, I am puzzled.
Would becoming a member of the House really be a step up from being a New York Times
bestselling author?7 If so, I might start really dreaming. Perhaps someday I could trade in a seat on the
House subcommittee on sheep-products for the dizzying heights of becoming a no-name gossip
columnist for your paper.
Ann H. Coulter

CPAC 2000
A non-entity in 1998, Coulter was a star in 2000.
CPAC awarded Coulter with its “Conservative Journalist of the
Year” award. In her acceptance speech, Coulter boldly
proclaimed herself a polemicist – not a journalist or a lawyer, but
a polemicist.
Coulter also gave a speech at a Young America’s Foundation
luncheon, notable for several intriguing developments. Here’s
one: Due to her tardiness, a guest filled in. That guest gave a
lurid joke about Coulter.8
Also, several months earlier, the Boston Globe had raised
concerns over plagiarism in Coulter’s first book. During her
book signing, one fan asked Coulter about the real authorship of
High Crimes and Misdemeanors, wondering why Michael
Chapman had not been given credit for his contribution.
Coulter – who had previously denied even knowing Chapman –
claimed it was an “editorial oversight.” Nevertheless, the
paperback release of High Crimes failed to even mention his
name.
Neither Coulter nor Regnery have ever given official credit to
Chapman for his literary and research contributions to “her”
book.
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CPAC 2001
Coulter wore a full-length mink coat and a very short miniskirt.
Coulter may have been flaunting her stuff to parade her
impenitence. She is a proud provocateur who enjoys her
adventurous attire, which was especially conspicuous at a
conservative conference.
Coulter was introduced by the emcee and walked to her chair, the
hem of her dress obviously visible above the table top as she walked
to her seat.
I overheard someone who works for Alan Keyes talking on his cell
phone afterwards. He said, “Ann is here [and she wore] black boots
and a short miniskirt would not be an exaggeration.”
Free Republic, a popular conservative forum once worshipfully devoted to Coulter, gave her a jacket as
an expression of its admiration.

CPAC 2002
CPAC 2002 – Going to Extremes
In 2002, I distributed a press kit which took
Coulter to task for her polemical hyperbole and
puritanical hypocrisy.
My press kit asked pertinent questions:
My fellow conservatives, it all comes
down to a question of faith. Do we
believe in Conservatism? Do we
believe that character truly matters,
that truth is absolute and a prerequisite
for any dialogue, that compassion isn’t
just an emotion but an action, that
being a moral people is more important
than pursuing an agenda?
Do we believe? Or is our faith an
empty tomb? Is the heart of
Conservatism hollow? Or are we
resolved to elevate, and not
assassinate? To inspire, and not
denigrate? To love, and not hate? (A
Call for Character)
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Later, preparing to give her speech, Coulter was on the dais hastily rewriting it. Her speech was striking
in promoting elimination rhetoric and declaring that conservatives must be as extreme as they can be to
draw people further right (not exactly an effective strategy for dialogue or making political converts).9
Excerpts from Coulter’s speech (emphasis added):
•

On the spectrum of debatable issues, a more interesting question is why we’re not torturing the
detainee’s at Guantanamo. I’m not necessarily saying we should be, there have been arguments
on both sides, but that at least is an interesting debate. Also, whether American traitor Johnny
Walker should be executed just for the phony accent.

•

When contemplating college liberals, you really regret, once again, that John Walker is not
getting the death penalty. We need to execute people like John Walker in order to physically
intimidate liberals by making them realize that they could be killed too, otherwise they will
turn into outright traitors.

CPAC 2003
Coulter was given yet another award
at CPAC. This time, the Claire Luce
Boothe Policy Institute recognized
Coulter as the “Woman of the Year!”
Sucking up to the organization,
Coulter said: “There is no question to
Schlafly’s brilliance, but hearing again
the story of how this woman from a
small southern Illinois town took
down the foremost movement
spanning three administrations – I get
goose bumps.”
Coulter was also the recipient of idol
worship by her growing fan base.

CPAC 2004
On Friday, I had a delightful debate in the lobby with a number of College Republicans with whom I
share fundamental principles of limited government, low taxation, strong national defense, etc. They were
aware of my criticism of Coulter’s paradigm, so we discussed my concerns at length. Chief among them
…
Hatred as motivation and goal. One student asked, “Do you hate Osama bin Laden.” My response
stunned them: “At this point in my life, I don’t hate anyone. We can hate ideas and behaviors, but we
must never hate people. Hate the sin, love the sinner.”
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Groupthink vs. individual identity. These students surprised me in their belief that “liberals are
mentally defective.” This notion of groupthink is insidious and hideous. Moreover, it is wholly contrary
to the conservative concept of individual identity and the Declaration’s self-evident truth of being equally
created in God’s image.
Style vs. substance. I was further struck by the extent to which these young, impassioned, and idealistic
conservatives would defend what I consider the indefensible modus operandi of some “conservatives.”
They refused to condemn conservative hate speech and factual inexactitude of “conservative” spokesmen.
Hypocrisy and double standards. Without realizing it, some of these students had adopted their own
form of political correctness, ironically becoming like those they hate. Many conservatives condemn the
lack of freedom of speech on college campuses, yet they have their own syllabus of approved thought. On
issue after issue – invasion of Iraq, tax cuts, drilling in ANWR – there is only one “no-brainer” position.
All other views were, according to some of these students, either “stupid or insane” and arguably
treasonous – emulating Coulter in every respect.
However, this group of young conservatives was both gracious in hearing my views and determined to
prove me wrong. Though I felt personally welcome, my perspective was largely treated as verboten.
That year, Washington’s City Paper published a profile of me.

CPAC 2005
Coulter’s appearance at CPAC 2005 was notable
for a number of reasons, one of them being the
presence of her good friend, Matt Drudge, on
stage with her. One person told me, “She’s a rock
star!”
Coulter stunningly argued, “Since they’re always
acting like they’re oppressed, I say let’s do it,
let’s oppress them.”
Coulter invoked the beginning of a New
McCarthyism: “Liberals like to scream and howl
about McCarthyism, I say let’s give them some.
They’ve had intellectual terror on campus for
years. It’s time for a new McCarthyism.”
Coulter boasted, “They don’t have any ideas, we have all the ideas. We are sweeping the youth of
America and they are going the way of the Whigs.”

CPAC 2006
At CPAC 2006, anticipation for Coulter’s performance was extremely high. Throughout the afternoon,
the emcee repeatedly announced that the first four rows of seats were specifically reserved for gold club
members (who were privileged to see Coulter up close). The panel preceding Coulter’s speech was cut
short to prepare for hers. Coulter’s personal bodyguard ensured the stage was secure.
Coulter entered as if she owned that stage.
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The audience gave Coulter a standing ovation as she graced the mesmerized crowd with her welcoming
smile. The enthralled throng was jubilant. Audience members standing along the walls on the sides and
back of the packed auditorium jockeyed for better viewing positions. Cameras flashed and the audience
cheered as she began to speak.
Coulter held the audience in the grip of her words, her voice, her message.
Still a fierce neo-conservative, Coulter said, “These riots of
Muslims reminded, by the way, why we have to take
seriously the threat that Iran has nukes. Maybe they do,
maybe they don’t – but they’re certainly acting like they
do. What if they start having one of these bipolar episodes
with nuclear weapons?” (Since 2016, Coulter has taken the
absolute opposite position, seeking isolationism over
containment and deterrence.)
Her derogatory humor escalated, with this doozy: “If you
don’t want to get shot by the police, don’t point a gun at
them – or as I think our motto should be, post-9/11,
raghead talks tough, raghead faces consequences.”
She continued with elimination rhetoric: “The great Danish
cartoon caper, also reminds me of an interesting court
building there’s a freeze of all of the world’s lawmakers—
including Mohammed—an exhibition of Mohammed. So
maybe we have some people who will finally take care of
the courts? Can we tell the Muslims about the freeze and can somebody tell Scalia, Thomas, Roberts and
Alito to stay away from work next week?”
A burst of applause and sheers greeted her “Raghead” joke. But just moments later, a deathly silence
filled the room as people grasped the full import of Coulter’s express wish that liberal Supreme Court
Justices be targeted for assassination.
But Coulter quickly lured back her audience.
She later repeated a favorite motif of hers (emphasis added): “it’s not just that we are winning, and we are
winning – just like I’m glad that we have all the pretty girls on our side – but that we ought to win. We’re
the party that doesn’t need to be coached to persuade people we believe in God.”
Coulter’s pro-life views were (briefly) prominent (for a change): “Our party was founded for the express
reason to end slavery when the Democrats were for slavery and the Whigs were pro-choice on slavery.
We’re the party that defends human life in all its forms.”
She concluded her speech invoking Ronald Reagan as a model right-wing lunatic who won in a landslide,
ridiculed the idea of running moderate “electable” candidates and said, “it’s the right-wing lunatics
who’re going to lead to another Goldwater debacle who always win in historic landslides. So, when you
go and vote in the primaries, just remember: ‘OK, I gotta vote for the guy who’s gonna lose because he’s
unelectable because he’s a right-wing lunatic. That’s the one we want.’”
During Q&A, a student from Catholic University of America asked Coulter what her greatest ethical
dilemma was. Coulter toyed with the audience as the hushed auditorium awaited her answer to this very
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personal question. After an uncharacteristically very long pause, Coulter replied, “One time I had a shot
at Clinton. I thought, ‘Ann, that’s not going to help your career.’”
The audience went wild in appreciation, suggesting hatred of the former president remains high among
conservatives.
Another student (a Muslim) suggested Coulter stop denigrating all Muslims for the actions of a few, while
a third student criticized her for her racist rhetoric. Coulter’s responses were bland and non-responsive.
Afterwards, one student noted, “She can dish it out, but she can’t take it.”10
To a conservative Muslim who opposed her derogatory language: “You know, OK. I make a few jokes at
Muslims, and they killed 3000 Americans – I think we’re even.”
Coulter left the stage to another standing ovation and the emcee begged the audience to remain for the
next panel. Many left, flocking behind Coulter to a book signing at the Claire Boothe Luce Policy
Institute booth.
Prior to Coulter’s speech, I spoke with a spokesman for Muslims for Bush. Ali Hasan unapologetically
denounced Coulter as a poor representative for conservatism. After the speech, I spoke with one student
who had deliberately gone down to the exhibit hall to apologize to the Muslim student for Coulter’s
objectionable speech. Many other students were unnerved by portions of Coulter’s speech.11
Perhaps the weirdest recurrence at CPAC is Coulter-mania – by this point, Coulter had spoken at nine
consecutive CPAC conferences – and each year was more manic than the last. The longest lines were
always for her book signings. Coulter-abilia was everywhere.
One remarkable aspect of Coulter’s annual CPAC speeches is this startling fact: Rarely was the subject
known in advance. She was given free rein to speak on whatever she wanted.
It was shocking how complacent conservatives had become despite Coulter’s most extreme rhetoric.
Indeed, many came to CPAC to see her because of her extreme rhetoric.
My personal plight drew the attention of Mother Jones, which published a profile of me.

CPAC 2007
Coulter exceeded expectations at CPAC 2007. Her potty mouth once again scandalized the conference,
upstaging presidential candidates and political leaders alike. Coulter’s rabid rhetoric took many by
surprise as she said:
I was going to have a few comments on the other Democratic presidential candidate, John
Edwards, but it turns out that you have to go into rehab if you use the word ‘faggot,’
so, so I’m kind of at an impasse, can’t really talk about Edwards.
I think Democrats have hit on the perfect candidate with Barack Obama or as I call him
B. Hussein Obama. B. Hussein Obama is half white, half black. He has a background
that’s part atheist, part Christian, part Muslim. So, there’s somebody for every
Democrat to vote for. The liberal Democrats can vote for the atheist. The Bob Byrd
Democrats can vote for the white guy. The black Muslims can vote for the black Muslim.
And the African-Americans can vote for Hillary.
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He [Clinton] was called the first black president. Obama might be half-black and halfwhite. Bill was half-white and half-trash.
For many years, Coulter’s vicious words overshadowed the theme and tone of CPAC, but this time
Coulter personally felt the heat for her venomous folly. At least eight newspapers dropped her syndicated
column,12 her website lost advertising revenue,13 and “At last count 43 conservative bloggers have written
an open letter protesting the keynote speech.”14
Not content to sully a crème-de-la-crème conference comprised of genuine conservative leaders and
grassroots activists, the very next day Coulter besmirched Christians and even Jesus Christ Himself by
repeating her juvenile “joke” at a Reclaiming America for Christ Conference in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
I spoke at CPAC yesterday … and I said I was going to also have a few remarks about
the other Democratic presidential candidate, John Edwards, but apparently you have to
go to rehab if you use the word “faggot.”
Coulter values clearly differed from those sponsoring this event. According to her own peculiar moral
compass, using the F-word must be the best approach to “reclaim” America for Christ. Somehow, I can’t
envision Jesus saying that word.
But Coulter even surpassed herself, practically advocating the assassination of abortionists:
Those few abortionists were shot, or, depending on your point of view, had a procedure
with a rifle performed on them. I’m not justifying it, but I do understand how it
happened.15
The sponsors for the Reclaiming America for Christ (RAC) conference were not amused. Their
conference summary omitted any mention of Coulter16 and their series of conference tapes excluded her
entire session,17 which was to be the capstone and climax of the conference.18 (See also a letter from
Americans United for the Separation of Church and State.19)
CPAC, feeling the heat, offered a six-DVD set called “Best of CPAC 2007,” which also excluded
Coulter’s speech.
Several weeks later, the Media Research Center hosted its 10th Annual DisHonors Awards ceremony, a
gala extravaganza which routinely headlined Coulter. They seemingly disinvited her.20
An unrepentant Coulter defied her detractors to destroy her career!
I mean, this is the same thing we go through every six months. I say something, the same
people become hysterical, and that’s the end of it. … This is about my 17th allegedly
career-ending moment. … That’s what has happened every other time for about a decade
now.21
Ironically, at the behest of rogue CPAC Director Lisa De Pasquale (one of Coulter’s friends, acolytes,
and publicists) CPAC Chief of Security Floyd Resnick (also Coulter’s personal bodyguard and future
lover) spearheaded a group of people who forcibly expelled me from CPAC22 just hours before Coulter’s
offensive remarks. Why? Because of my previous criticism of their beloved polemicist.
CPAC expelled the wrong conservative.
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CPAC even issued an unprecedented press release as a damage control measure:
ACU, the event’s primary sponsor and CPAC strive to
provide a platform and forum for a variety of differing
views and personalities. ACU and CPAC do not
condone or endorse every speaker or their comments at
the conference. As such, ACU and CPAC leave it to
our audience to determine whether comments are
appropriate or not.
“Ann Coulter is known for comments that can be both
provocative and outrageous. That was certainly the
case in her 2007 CPAC appearance and previous ones
as well. But as a point of clarification, let me make it
clear that ACU and CPAC do not condone or endorse
the use of hate speech,” said David A. Keene, ACU
Chairman.
Nevertheless, pressure mounted from all sides. Conservatives
with a conscience called for banishing Coulter from future
conferences, newspapers dropped Coulter’s column, and
advertisers withdrew revenue from Coulter’s website.

CPAC 2008
Rogue CPAC Director Lisa de Pasquale – a Coulter loyalist
since the late 1990s23 – coddled Coulter, snookered CPAC
sponsors, and bamboozled CPAC bloggers.
After consecutive Coulter controversies at CPAC in 2006 and
2007, many sponsors and bloggers beseeched CPAC not to
invite her back in 2008.
Would Coulter be invited to speak at CPAC 2008? The
Washington Times split the difference with a wink and a nod
“Yes … and no.” In “Inside Politics,” the Times noted that
Coulter will be back – sort of – at CPAC in 2008, reporting that
Coulter would speak for a group of CPAC sponsors, but not be
officially invited by CPAC.
De Pasquale led reluctant sponsors and bloggers to believe that Coulter would not be invited. Then,
at the last minute, Coulter was invited and allowed to upstage everyone else at CPAC.
The Washington Times reported:
After two consecutive headline-making speeches at the annual Conservative Political
Action Conference (CPAC), many wondered whether best-selling author Ann Coulter
would be invited to address CPAC ‘08, scheduled for Feb. 7-9 at Washington’s Omni
Shoreham Hotel.
The answer: Yes ... and no.
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While Miss Coulter has not been invited to speak at CPAC, she will appear during the
conference at a separate event sponsored by the Young America’s Foundation (YAF),
Human Events, Townhall.com, Citizens United and the Clare Boothe Luce Policy
Institute.
But those who want to hear Miss Coulter at CPAC will have to act fast. Her speech, YAF
officials say, will be given at 3:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 8, in the Omni Shoreham’s Palladian
Ballroom, which has a standing-room-only capacity of 1,200. But YAF officials say the
event will be “theater style,” which reduces the maximum seating to 500.
Given that CPAC usually attracts 5,000 people, the Coulter speech is likely to become a
hot ticket and YAF is making free tickets available in advance: “You are responsible for
registration with CPAC through www.cpac.org. This event is a supplement to the general
CPAC program and you are not eligible to sign up if you are not registered for the whole
conference.”
Therefore, anyone not already registered for CPAC must register now and then contact
YAF — at www.yaf.org, or by phone at 800/USA-1776 — if they want to hear Miss
Coulter’s speech.
Although the ACU technically did not invite Coulter to speak at CPAC 2008, Coulter was nonetheless
given a de facto invitation. Requiring CPAC registration to attend Coulter’s event strongly suggests that
Coulter was invited to speak – again – for CPAC.
According to a reliable source, the Palladian Ballroom, where Coulter was slated to speak on Wednesday,
February 8, 2008, was reserved for CPAC from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. that day. Coulter would have been
speaking at the exact same location as CPAC, using the same facilities, with the same security personnel,
sponsored by the key organizers of CPAC.
Let’s look at those key CPAC sponsors noted in “Inside Politics.”
•
•
•

Human Events – Coulter’s journalistic home since 1996
Young America’s Foundation – loyal sponsor of Coulter’s speeches for many years
The Claire Boothe Luce Policy Institute – loyal sponsor of Coulter’s speeches for many years

Those three primary sponsors of CPAC (after ACU) united with Citizens United to showcase Coulter
during CPAC, requiring CPAC registration for admittance to her speech in a room reserved for CPAC.
Coulter’s actual speech and Q&A was in keeping with those of previous years. Here are a few highlights:
•

I should give you an Edwards joke for that. […] Hillary wanted [to change her campaign song to]
“I am woman,” but it was already taken by Edwards.

•

And the only Democrat who can stop [Hillary Clinton] now is B. Hussein Obama. His strongest
selling point is that he is one of the least dangerous people I know named Hussein. Other than
that, Barack’s really been kind of coasting on his record, since his first big accomplishment
of being born half-black. I keep hearing people say, “Oh, Obama could never be elected because
he’s half-black. You know, ‘cause we’re just such a racist country.” What are they talking about?
He wouldn’t be running for president if he weren’t half-black. He’d be Dick Durbin with less
experience.

•

When asked how he would respond, in one of the debates, how he would respond to simultaneous
attacks on two U.S. cities, Obama said he would call ambulances. “And I’d be right there chasing
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them,” piped in John Edwards. Yeah, of course you’d want to send bandages to the wounded; I
think we knew that. You know, my answer would have been: “which two cities?”
•

I’m not equating Hillary Clinton to Stalin, and, if I did, I apologize to Stalin’s decedents. ... I’m
not comparing McCain to Hitler. Hitler had a coherent tax policy.

•

The only way I can promise that I won’t vote for Hillary Clinton is if John McCain appoints
her as his vice president.

•

McCain and [Mitt] Romney are mirror opposites of one another. Romney is a conservative who
had to win votes from liberals in Massachusetts. McCain is a liberal who had to win votes
from conservatives in Arizona.

•

[Rudy Giuliani] enthusiastically supported torturing terrorists. McCain hysterically
opposes dripping water down the terrorist’s noses.

CPAC 2014
Coulter had been a perennial speaker at CPAC since 1998. For a number of years, she was a favorite of
the crowds.24 More often than not, Coulter became involved in some sort of Coulter-generated
controversy which threw the spotlight on her rather than the conference itself. Indeed, many conservative
organizations boycotted the conference because of Coulter’s participation in it. Since then, each year, her
credibility and stature has declined, a reflection of her bizarre behavior and conflicted ideology.25
Coulter’s CPAC 2014 Highlights
Skipping to Coulter’s last appearance at CPAC, several noteworthy observations must be made.
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Coulter’s Death Threats at CPAC
Coulter accelerated her use of elimination rhetoric in 2014.26
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Coulter Trivialized Rape – Again
Coulter, who would deny life to babies conceived by rape, now equated immigration with rape using
graphic terms. Clearly, Coulter does not truly believe in the sanctity of human life.
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For nearly two decades, Coulter has railed against rape hoaxes, such as Tawana Brawley’s, which were
perpetrated to make political points. But Coulter’s real attitude toward rape is cavalier. Babies conceived
in rape have no value in her eyes. Coulter speaks favorably of raping the planet. And, here, she claimed
immigrants were raping her! (See Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric and Rape Fantasies.)
Coulter’s Courage at CPAC
Coulter applauded her own courage in debating “the smartest living liberal” – except, it was all a scam.
Coulter and Kaus, best of friends, colluded to an ostensible “debate” which would really be a forum for
Coulter to advance her immigration agenda.

In a series of tweets (and, presumably, emails) Coulter repeatedly requested that Mickey Kaus debate her
at CPAC. It must have taken enormous courage to “debate” a close personal friend in agreement with her
views.27
Others quickly noticed what I had discerned: It was a sham “debate.” The American Spectator’s bold
headline asked: “Where Was the Debate?”
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But this was really a scam from the beginning. Three years later, Coulter reminiscently gloried in her
victory over CPAC.
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Coulter Scammed CPAC – Again!
Yes, Coulter’s “debate” was just the latest (and last) scam Coulter would perpetrate against CPAC, it’s
sponsors, and its audiences.

Speaking on-air with her friend, Joyce Kaufman, Coulter gloried in her hijinks, saying:
Oh, by the way, this scam I pulled with CPAC was really so brilliant, I just need to take thirty
seconds to tell you about that. They weren’t letting me speak, even though – I think I told Joyce
this – I’m sorry I have to say this but it’s relevant to the story; every year they poll ten thousand
CPAC attendees and every year I’ve been voted, for a decade now, the most popular speaker,
even when Rush is speaking, even when Sean Hannity is speaking. They’re wonderful people, but
I’m an excellent CPAC speaker. And so, ‘Well, that’s weird, they’re not inviting me to speak
this year.’ And they keep saying, ‘The invitation’s in the mail, the invitation’s in the mail,’ and
then, finally, ‘Oh, we have an idea. Why don’t you have a debate?’ Why? … So, Mickey Kaus
and I were ‘debating’ [air quotes here] and no matter what question we were asked – it’s a
wonderful video, you should look it up – no matter what the question was, we turned it back
to immigration. … They had immigration panels last year. No one was allowed to be antiamnesty. But I just give a speech. They don’t ask what I’m going to say, so my speech last year
was anti-amnesty. Thus, the trouble this year. … We weren’t on the schedule, weren’t on the
agenda. Nobody knew I was even going to be at CPAC, but we still packed the ballroom.”28
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Coulter’s Shamelessness at CPAC
Coulter’s shamelessness extends beyond her betrayal of friends, colleagues, and the organizers and
sponsors of CPAC. Coulter’s shamelessness is obvious in her words, behavior, and hypocrisy. At CPAC,
she asserted, “shaming is good” and demanded that we tell poor people to “keep your knees together
before you get married.” Does she follow her own advice? (See Case Study: Sex and Power.)

CPAC 2015
CPAC Shuns Coulter, Ann Incensed
For the first time in 18 years, Coulter was not invited to
speak at CPAC.
CPAC finally rejected Coulter, despite many factors in
her favor:
Longevity. Coulter had spoken at every CPAC
conference from 1998-2014.
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Coulter was the author of ten books (nine were best-sellers) with an eleventh book to be released that
June.
At the time, Coulter remained the legal correspondent for Human Events, was an author with Regnery,
and a speaker for the Young America’s Foundation, the Claire Boothe Luce Policy Institute, and the
College Republicans, all represented at CPAC.
Many of Coulter’s powerful friends were speakers at CPAC and associated with the leadership at CPAC.
Still, CPAC snubbed Coulter. Why?
Why CPAC Rejected Coulter
After 9/11, Coulter’s CPAC appearances were continually mired in controversies of Coulter’s own
making. Her provocative rhetoric became ever more extreme. She regularly employed elimination
rhetoric. Coulter seemingly sought to upstage CPAC at every turn.
One year, a host of conservative organizations and bloggers threatened to boycott CPAC if Coulter was
invited to speak. Coulter was rejected as a speaker but, through slight-of-hand, spoke anyway. In both
2013 and 2014, Coulter was invited at the last minute, due to aggressive campaigns by Coulter to
appear.29 (Friends in high places have always come to her aid.)
Coulter’s antics continued in 2014, with Coulter coordinating a phony “debate,” disparaging poor people,
issuing death threats, and falsely claiming to have been raped.30
But in 2014, Coulter crossed a non-negotiable red-line: Coulter boasted of publicly betraying CPAC.
Coulter has a long history of betraying friends,31 colleagues,32 and clients.33 Then, Coulter publicly
betrayed CPAC.
Within weeks of her appearance at CPAC 2014, Coulter boasted of scamming CPAC. She bragged
about this “really so brilliant” scam to thwart CPAC’s agenda “despite CPAC’s best efforts.”
Nicely done, Ann.
Such is Coulter’s ego that she believes – after scamming CPAC and bragging about it – that CPAC would
be obligated to invite her to speak in subsequent years.
Coulter’s Ego Wounded
As a self-absorbed narcissist, Coulter felt entitled to speak at CPAC (or anywhere else), no matter what
she has said or done in the past. That sense of entitlement has been apparent for two decades.
In 2014, Coulter was irate that she was invited to only a debate (even though she was able to pick her
“debate” partner, her friend, Mickey Kaus). Coulter did not want to settle for a debate. She wanted to give
a speech.
Coulter then took the grace extended by CPAC and “scammed” them.
In 2015, justifiably uninvited, Coulter extended her wrath toward CPAC.
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Coulter on the Offensive
Coulter told the Washington Examiner: “I wasn’t invited. I might just show up anyway just to piss them
off. I could be the Bibi Netanyahu of CPAC.”
Why would Coulter want to piss off CPAC? Ego? The woman scorned? A vengeful nature?
Did you notice, Coulter places herself and her situation on par with that of Bibi Netanyahu?! Coulter
likens herself to the Israeli Prime Minister, renowned for his courage, his eloquence, and his principled
character.
Instead of accusing CPAC of conspiring to silence her, Coulter should have acted like a lady and either
demurred to answer or acknowledged the wealth of talented professionals available to speak at CPAC.
But beyond that, Coulter’s tweets also reveal her own denial of reality and her self-absorption.

In the top tweet, Coulter mocked CPAC, a sure strategy to elicit their future support. In the next tweet,
Coulter boasted of her popularity, not a particularly endearing trait. In the third tweet, Coulter again
claimed that the reason for her exclusion from CPAC is amnesty. This is a red herring. That year, CPAC
repeatedly addressed amnesty. Many of the speakers, including presidential candidates, spoke of amnesty.
Chris Christie, Jeb Bush, and Marco Rubio were specifically queried about their views on immigration.
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Coulter also tweeted what she had emailed the Washington Examiner: “I’ll be the Bibi Netanyahu of
CPAC!”
Chutzpah!
Finally, CPAC discovered that we should Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age!34
Even though she considers herself indispensable to CPAC (and CPAC indispensable to her standing as a
great conservative leader), Coulter was missed only by herself.
I covered CPAC as an accredited journalist in 2015-2017 and saw no outcry over Coulter’s absence.
However, one person apparently did protest her absence, Jon Feere, whose campaign to
#BringBackAnnCoulter failed. Feere once worked for the Center for Immigration Studies and is currently
a Senior Advisor for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Feere remains an avid Coulter fan.
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CPAC 2018
In 2018, we learned that a friend of Ann’s “packed the
room” for her 2014 event with Phyllis Schlafly.
Coulter lashed out at CPAC, lamenting, “I remember
when CPAC wasn’t funded by the Koch Brothers.”35

Coulter’s publicist, Lisa de Pasquale, claimed
that Coulter was CPAC’s most popular speaker
during her tenure as CPAC Director.
Other Coulter fans got downright nasty:

Coulter-worshipper Anntensity one-upped Coulter
by suggesting she blew up CPAC!
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CPAC 2019

In 2019, Coulter again went on a rampage
against CPAC, but, this time, few people
came to her defense. Instead, we have only
Coulter taking potshots at the organization
that was once her biggest and most prominent
supporter.
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[Photo/graphic credit: CPAC 1999 – 1st photo courtesy of the American Conservative Union; CPAC 2000
– courtesy of the American Conservative Union; CPAC 2001 – courtesy of Free Republic; CPAC 2002 –
courtesy of Political Strikes; CPAC 2003 – courtesy of Rabid Chicks; CPAC 2005 – unknown; CPAC
2006 – author; CPAC 2007 – author; CPAC 2008 – public; CPAC 2010 – public – The Patriot Room;
remainder by author.]
Endnotes:
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CPAC = Conservative Political Action Conference. It is the largest annual gathering of conservatives in
America. It features prominent conservative leaders and organizations from all areas of life and, typically,
is an avenue for presidential contenders to test the campaign waters.
Coulter also knew prominent people connected with the various CPAC sponsors through decades of
networking.
Radley Balko, “My Lunch with Ann Coulter,” 8/6/03, http://www.theagitator.com/2003/08/06/my-lunchwith-ann-coulter/.
Ann Coulter, CPAC, 1/21/99.
Washington Post, 1/23/99, pg. C1.
Ann Coulter, “Seriously, Folks,” Washington Post, 2/6/99, pg. A19. Notice how Coulter attacked her exboyfriend, Congress, and the media – all because she had embarrassed herself on stage!
In reality, Coulter was preparing to run for Congress in opposition to Rep. Chris Shays (R-CT) in what she
would later describe as a “total sham campaign.”
The surrogate speaker filling in for Ann until she arrived told the assembled young audience about student
interns who would visit Ann’s office at Human Events, sit in her chair, and rub every part of their body
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over it. The audience enjoyed his anecdote which is revelatory of the extent to which (real or perceived)
pulchritude played a part in Coulter’s rise to glory.
Strikingly, Coulter was at the nadir of her career at this point. She had received considerable backlash over
her extreme post-9/11 commentary, been rejected by National Review, lost a book deal due to the death of
her editor, and, it appeared, no one wanted to be associated with her. Anomalies draw attention and can be
very suggestive. In the bio section of the CPAC program, uncharacteristically, Coulter was not listed with
affiliations with any organization. Rather, her bio listed her as a bestselling author and syndicated
columnist.
Author interview.
Author interviews.
http://mediamatters.org/items/2007031200.09
http://www.gopusa.com/news/2007/march/0307_coulter_ads.shtml.
http://www.theamericanmind.com/2007/03/05/an-open-letter-to-cpac-sponsors-and-organizers-regardingann-coulter/.
See
video/transcript
at
http://www.rawstory.com/news/2007/Coulter_Faggot_not_offensive_to_gay_0306.html.
http://www.reclaimamerica.org/Pages/News/news.aspx?story=3185.
http://www.actsonline.biz/cr0107_59_ctg.htm.
http://www.reclaimamerica.org/download/RACSchedule2007.pdf.
http://www.au.org/site/DocServer/Cass__3.7.07_pdf.pdf?docID=1442.
In the wake of anti-Catholic tweets in 2015, MRC severed all ties with Coulter.
Ann Coulter, Hannity & Colmes, 3/5/07, http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,256949,00.html.
http://www.lydiacornell.com/2007/03/ann-coulters-criminal-intent.html.
In the late 1990s, de Pasquale organized multiple speaking events for Coulter on behalf of the Claire
Boothe Luce Policy Institute.
Not surprisingly, Coulter does not regard these crowds numbering in the hundreds and thousands to be
“mobs.” Her flawed definition and analysis of mobs can be found in The Beauty of Conservatism.
We should Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age.
Her obsessive employment of elimination rhetoric is highlighted in The Gospel According to Ann
Coulter.
However, I actually thought one of her jokes was funny, placing her phone conservation in the
context of one in a popular movie, Taken. But Coulter has a long and deep history of employing
elimination rhetoric and passionately expressing her hatred for a vast number of individuals and groups,
thus counteracting any humorous content contained in the “joke.” Moreover, one could argue that, in this
joke, Coulter was equating Obamacare employees with Serbian killers and human traffickers.
In the most recent case, quoting a line from the movie Taken could be taken as humorous coming
from someone who does not have Coulter’s track record. If Coulter were less cavalier about life – and less
liberal in using elimination rhetoric – her death “jokes” might have some value. But she has dipped into
that well far too many times.
The myth of Coulter’s courage is debunked in several chapters of The Beauty of Conservatism.
Ann Coulter, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, 3/22/14.
In the early 2000s, CPAC routinely promoted its next conference far in advance, often nine months or more
before the conference date, and Coulter would regularly be highlighted as one of the first speakers invited.
See “Case Study # 8: Life Issues,” Propaganda: Orwell in the Age of Ann Coulter.
See “Preface: Alamo Remembered,” The Beauty of Conservatism.
See “Case Study # 2: (Linda) TRIPPed Up!” Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory.
See “Case Study # 1: Oh, Paula (Jones)! Ann Coulter’s Betrayal,” Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory.
See Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age.
Coulter has made this charge on multiple occasions but has never provided any proof for her claim!
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Case Study – Agitprop at Berkeley
In 2017, Coulter was undeservedly hailed a valiant
heroine for the Battle at Berkeley, yet her perceived
defiance of leftist mobs and censoring administrators
was really not at all courageous.
In fact, Coulter never expected or intended to give a
speech at Berkeley! It was all a clever ruse and publicity
stunt. Bravado, not bravery, marked Coulter’s Berkeley
bluff.
The sole purpose of this event was not to speak but to
prove censorship of conservative speakers. (Coulter
offers polemics, not persuasion. The organizers picked the person most likely to provoke left-wing
activists on campus.)
After successfully portraying herself as a courageous free speech warrior – having gotten exactly what
she wanted: publicity and a new image – Coulter did not give what would have been a truly “free” (no
honorarium) speech in what she herself insisted was the “safest place on earth” for her.
Before getting into details, let’s recall that Berkeley has justifiably been almost universally condemned
(except by some on the far left) for not allowing Coulter to speak. Nevertheless, Coulter is not the
courageous heroine she would have you believe her to be.
Coulter’s Last Stand
I gave Ann an Alamo Award in 1997
for her unquestioned courage – at that
time – in speaking truth to power, at
the risk of losing her livelihood. At
Berkeley, Coulter risked nothing
whatsoever. Indeed, regardless of the
outcome, Coulter expected to gain that
which she sought: publicity and an
image of being a heroic-martyr.
This epic battle of wills pitting liberty
lovers against left-wing mobs and
academic censors saturated national
news coverage. Coulter’s gambit was
actually just a PR stunt from the very
beginning. And it worked.
Her #BerkeleyBound mission perfectly
suited her purposes. Whether or not
she spoke, she won. If she spoke, she
was heroic; if not, she was a
courageous martyr. Win-win.
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The Washington Post reported: “In a classic case of ‘heads I win, tails you lose,’ conservative provocateur
Ann Coulter emerged from last week’s events at the University of California at Berkeley as a free-speech
martyr.”
Coulter couldn’t lose. That was the plan from the start. It was all braggadocio and bravado, a marketing
ploy explicitly designed to reinvigorate her reputation and career.
Lauded as the courageous conservative facing down
Berkley rioters and university censors, the truth is
otherwise: Coulter never intended to speak at Berkeley.
“Pranav Jandhyala, who founded [YAF’s] UC Berkeley
chapter,” “acknowledged that it was now clear that
Coulter’s intention wasn’t to engage in any real
dialogue, but to prove her own point.”
Of course, YAF also wanted to use the entire scenario to
promote itself and highlight the rampant trampling of the
First Amendment on college campuses (and elsewhere).

Coulter’s Glory
Everything Coulter says or does accrues to Coulter’s benefit.
That which she seeks most of all is glory. She became
addicted to fame and power in late 1997 and she has never
recovered from that pathology.
Coulter generated a tremendous amount of positive media
coverage with her Berkeley kerfuffle, far more than during
her last book tour. She gloried in her glory on The View.
Milking the situation for all it was worth, Coulter told KTVU that she was better than Milo Yiannopoulos:
“I’m not even Milo. I mean, for Pete’s sake, I’m a twelve-time New York Times’ bestselling author.”
(Actually, she was only a ten-time bestselling author at that time, as even McInnes admitted at Berkeley.)
Coulter also likened herself to heroic figures in the past: Martin Luther King, Jr. and Winston Churchill!
She boasted to Tucker Carlson: “By the way, I am giving the speech. What are they going to do, arrest
me? They can put me in the Birmingham jail.” (King would have rejected both Coulter’s racial paradigm
and anti-Christian behavior.)
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The host on KTVU asked Coulter
the most pertinent question
imaginable: “Some people would
say, ‘Ann Coulter is all about Ann
Coulter. Ann Coulter wants to
promote Ann Coulter. Ann Coulter
wants to come here – and she’s
gonna come here on Thursday –
and she’s gonna be a rabble-rouser
and she’s gonna try to incite people.’”
Usually in situations like this, Coulter reverts to using Jesus as her model of civil disobedience (upturning
tables in temple, “brood of vipers speech,” etc.) to justify her own vitriol. On this occasion, she argued,
“Winston Churchill was promoting himself with that ‘We shall fight on the beaches’ speech.”
Then she stridently claimed, “The idea that I’m trying to get publicity off of this event could not be
further from the truth on the facts.”
Timeline
Here’s the actual timeline of events according to Coulter and her
speech sponsors:
BridgeUSA and YAF sponsored Coulter’s speech. She knew –
given riots at Milo Yiannopoulos’ event in February – that she
wouldn’t be giving her speech. The university and/or rioters would
surely shut it down.
Berkeley placed ever-demanding restrictions on Coulter’s speech. She insisted that YAF concede to
every single demand. Coulter could not quit. She had to wait – and wait patiently she did (because she
knew it was inevitable) – for Berkeley to cancel, making her a martyr. She told Tucker Carlson, “Well,
they changed the rules every ten minutes. I kept agreeing to all of their conditions – they were hoping I
would cancel.”
In this high-stakes game of chicken, Berkeley
flinched. Berkeley caved and cancelled her
speech, enabling Coulter to play the heroic
victim of institutional censorship and mob rule.
Under intense media and political pressure,
Berkeley offered an alternative date, which
Coulter refused, keeping the pressure on
Berkeley. Meanwhile, her sponsors filed
lawsuits.
Coulter demanded her original speaking slot,
insisted she would speak, and suggested she
would speak in Sproul Plaza, if need be.
Berkeley announced that it could not ensure the
safety of the speaker and attendees. Then YAF
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folded. Coulter wrote, “We were on [the] cusp of victory and YAF backed down, refused to seek a court
order or allow the College Republicans to request a court order. It’s a sad day for free speech.”
Coulter’s sponsors caved. Coulter was incensed.
Why? She wanted Berkeley to cave and herself
be vindicated as a heroine. Instead, she would
have to speak outdoors, something she did not
want to do. Her rant (see graphic to right) was a
visual and verbal expression of the hatred within
her heart – the source of her vitriol.
In the end, Gavin McInnes, her good friend and
latest knight in shining armor, gave Coulter’s
(hastily-written and extremely-short) speech on
her behalf in Sproul Plaza. Coulter was there,
in Berkeley, but not at that peaceful event.
Afterward, she joined McInnes and supporters
for drinks at George and Walt’s.
Broken Vow
To KTVU, Coulter vowed: “I was invited to give a speech. I have a contract to give a speech. I’m giving
a speech.” To the Hollywood Reporter, Coulter swore, “Yes, it was officially banned, but they can’t stop
me. I’m an American. I have constitutional rights.”
Just the night before, Coulter told Sean Hannity: “I do think it is possible that the Berkeley campus will be
the safest place on the face of the earth because so many people are flying in to defend me.”
At the airport, Coulter said, “Safest place on earth for me, but these cowards! Who has a better idea of
what the campus is gonna be like than the person who’s going there as opposed to the moron sitting in
Washington?”
So – both the day before and the afternoon of “the speech” – Coulter declared Berkeley “the safest place
on earth for me,” yet she assigned her speech to McInnes! She actually gave him that assignment the day
before the speech, which she emailed to him.
Coulter is there, but does not speak herself?
Gavin McInnes tweeted the day before the
speech: “The @AnnCoulter event in Berkeley
is NOT canceled. I will be speaking tomorrow
with
@Lauren_Southern
@FaithGoldy
@BrittPettibone #POYB.”
Two days earlier, Coulter tweeted: “Nice day
for an outdoor speech at Berkeley,” implying
she would give her speech in the plaza, if
necessary. Coulter told AP, “I have my flights,
so I thought I might stroll around the graveyard
of the First Amendment.”
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Five days later, Coulter lied, telling Lou Dobbs, “I would have preferred to have spoken.”
Coulter regularly advertises upcoming speeches on her website as soon as she has them booked. Coulter
never advertised her Berkeley speech on her own website – even though YAF did on theirs – complete
with date, time, and location. Why?
She never intended to speak. It was all a charade. She wanted credit for courage without being
courageous. She knew Berkeley would give in.
Nothing changed between Milo and Ann and the results were wholly predictable – and expected.
Coulter’s Speech
If Coulter really planned on speaking, then she must have prepared an astonishing speech. Indeed, Coulter
boasted to Carlson that it would be “a searingly brilliant speech on immigration.”
McInnes said, “Ann sent me her speech,” and
then he read it, breaking in with his own
running commentary. Coulter’s actual speech
was less than four minutes and contained
nothing new, except for her comparison of
immigrants to rat feces (contained in the lead
paragraph). It contained zero references to
Berkeley.
Hardly “searingly brilliant.”
Coulter told Carlson that her speech was about
enforcement of existing immigration laws. Her
speech – given by McInnes – never addressed
that issue.
Earlier that week, Coulter said she would be
updating her speech. Pretty good gig, $20,000
for a four-minute speech.
McInnes introduced her speech, saying, “Ann
was betrayed. She was censored. They put all
the legal onus upon her so that if someone gets
hurt tonight, it would have been on her head.
Now it’s on my head.”
If it was so dangerous that Coulter couldn’t
give her speech, why did she have McInnes
risk his life – and the lives of those in the
audience – to do so on her behalf?
But what did she say shortly before McInnes
gave her speech? “Safest place on earth for me,
but these cowards!”
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Yet, Coulter wasn’t about to nail her 95
Theses on Berkeley’s wall. She let her friend
do it for her, while she took all the credit.
Speech Sponsors
The non-partisan BridgeUSA and conservative
Young America’s Foundation co-sponsored
Coulter’s speech. [Both YAF and BridgeUSA
were non-responsive to my interview
requests.]
The founder of BridgeUSA explained why his organization co-sponsored Coulter’s speech – “to facilitate
dialogue between political opposites.” Ironically, he wrote: “Free speech isn’t about provocation,
violence, publicity stunts, selling books or testing limits” – precisely what Coulter does on a regular
basis.
Further, BridgeUSA “refuse[s] to invoke the right to free speech to inflame, attack and generate
publicity” – exactly the modus operandi Coulter has embraced for the past two decades.
He added, “instigating controversy for publicity does not fix a broken system,” yet BridgeUSA sponsored
a self-proclaimed provocateur and polemicist to do just that. How well would David Duke be received by
the Black Panthers?
At CPAC 2002, Coulter posited the notion that she should keep going further and further right to draw
the culture and the left toward her. Shortly thereafter, Coulter coined a series of “rules” for talking to a
liberal: being as outrageous as you can be to inflame them. No reconciliation there.
Alheli Picazo writes, “People like Coulter and Yiannopoulos aren’t brought to campus to contribute
substance – hearing either speak for a few minutes quickly puts lie to claims of their brilliance. They are
skilled antagonists who can reliably incite backlash from a perceived enemy.”
It is unclear why Coulter was the best spokesman for YAF on anything, even immigration (the purported
topic of the series of speeches spearheaded by BridgeUSA).
YAF has 100 speakers on its roster. Only five speakers are listed for immigration; Coulter is not among
them. Were none of the actual “experts” on immigration available?
Moreover, only eight YAF speakers require an honorarium of $20K or more. Surely YAF could have
selected a better representative of conservatism for less money.
YAF previously sponsored Milo Yiannopoulos, who isn’t even listed on its roster. Coulter claimed she is
not like Yiannopoulos, yet they are both leaders of the Alt-Right and share an Alt-Right worldview. Is
YAF in agreement with those views?
Unanswered Questions
One YAF tweet was particularly confusing: “At no time was there ever a space or lecture time confirmed
for Ann Coulter to speak.” Yet YAF’s event page listed the location, date, and time as 110 Sprout Hall
from 7:00 to 8:30 pm on 4/27/17. What really happened?
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Would it be fair to say that YAF chose both Yiannopoulos and Coulter to generate controversy,
anticipating a backlash which would then highlight the thuggish behavior on the Left and their threats to
the First Amendment?
Coulter’s Courage
Conservative heroine Coulter has proven herself a cowardly fraud. The free speech battle at Berkeley was
merely a publicity stunt for this polemicist and provocateur.
Columnist Mike Adams rebuked Coulter for
her behavior, writing that “she inflicted
much greater damage on the conservative
movement by falsely claiming that Young
America’s Foundation ‘ordered’ her not to
go.” He said her “claim is preposterous. In
fact, it is simply bizarre.”
Adams added, “In fact, she even went to the
absurd extreme of telling people that YAF
had ‘sided’ with Berkeley.”
Adams concluded: “Of course, no apology will be forthcoming from Ann. It is simply up to conservatives
to see through her selfish motives and continue to support the Young America’s Foundation. If we do not,
the result will be less rather than more conservative speech on our nation’s campuses.”
As noted above, Coulter exhibited genuine courage in 1996-97. Hence her Alamo Award.
Since then, Coulter has gotten edgier and edgier
while simultaneously abandoning her principles
and ideals. In doing so, Coulter has actually
embraced her fears. Now she is desperately
grasping for the glory she once had and which
increasingly eludes her.
What she fears most is facing the truth about the
person she has become. Moreover, Coulter fears
that she is beyond redemption, so why not
continue on her downward path. (Ann, My
Redeemer Lives, and so does yours!)
Ann Coulter isn’t a voice for freedom or free
speech. Ann Coulter is a voice for Ann Coulter.
[Photo/graphic credit: Shut Up Nazis by Ben Garrison; Dark Day by Christopher Keelty; remainder by
author.]
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Case Study – Crashing the Hamptons
Coulter couldn’t contain herself. She couldn’t stop herself. She needed her Red-Carpet Fix. So, she
crashed an exclusive charity event and later bashed the event organizers and reporters (while stealing
some of the money).
This turned out to be one of the most bizarre episodes in Coulter’s public life. Here’s what happened.
1. The East Hampton Library scheduled its annual Authors Night charity fundraiser (without
inviting Coulter).
2. Coulter bullied her way into being included on their roster (they already had their requisite 100
authors).
3. Coulter bashed the organizers for not promoting her book (even though the venue and all the
promotional material had already been printed).
4. Coulter claimed she sold all of her (80) books (claiming hers were sold before anyone else’s), but
she may have lied about that.
5. Coulter then sold her own DVDs for cash – and kept the money. (All proceeds were to go to the
charity.)
6. When confronted, Coulter lied about it.
7. When photographic proof was given, Coulter spoke about herself in the third person.
8. Coulter defamed the media for accurately reporting on her behavior.
9. Coulter bashed the organizers of the charity fundraising event that she had bullied her way into.
Coulter Bullied Her Way In
Coulter admitted that she bullied her way into an event to which she was uninvited and unwanted. In her
own words: “I won’t complain [while complaining], but the library did put up a huge fight about having
me and refused to let me advertise.”
She said that she intended to make a brief (red carpet) appearance: “I’m only going to be here 10
minutes,” but … “ended up staying for the entire event.”
The upper crust event featured 100 authors and 2,000 guests.
(Coulter similarly inveigled to speak at several CPAC conferences to which the organizers and sponsors
did not want her to speak.) (See Case Study: CPAC Escapades.)
Why? Coulter thrives on celebrity and notoriety.
Being a VIP has always been very important to Coulter. She loves (no, desperately needs) all of the fame,
glory, honor, attention, accolades, and red-carpet experiences. Without them, she feels … empty.
I remember that she was incensed, in 1999, when she was prevented from entering an exclusive party
celebrating the impeachment of Bill Clinton. She, of course, had written the book about impeachment.
She hated being excluded (rejected) and vainly sought to be included (accepted, acknowledged, affirmed).
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She vowed to herself to never let that happen again.
Coulter Sold Her DVDs For a Little Cash on the Side
According to Page Six, Coulter was accused of selling her own DVD’s for cash. Coulter “made a
handwritten sign and sold her DVD for cash.” Their source said the DVDs “were going for $25.”

“When an organizer approached and removed the sign, [Coulter] threw a fit and said, ‘It doesn’t matter
anyway, I just sold out of all of them.’”
But, later, Coulter told Vanity Fair: “[They] refused to let me advertise so I think there would be a few
more books to sell if people were allowed to know I was here.”
Which was it: “sold out” or “a few more books to sell”?
The event’s co-chair Sheila Rogers said that the library received none of the money from the sale of
Coulter’s DVDs.
Coulter Lied About It
John Nolte recently reaffirmed for me something I learned many decades ago, “If a person will lie about a
little thing, they’ll lie about something bigger.”1
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When confronted with her pilfering from a charity, Coulter initially denied the charge. But photographic
evidence changed her tune.
According to BizPacReview (emphasis added), “When we mentioned we’d seen a picture of her
handwritten sign reading ‘cash only’ – although all other authors’ books were paid for by attendees at
one library register – Coulter said (referring to herself in the third person) (see graphic below):”
Coulter Speaks of Herself in the Third Person

Coulter Bashed Organizers and Accurate Reporters
Page Six asked Coulter about her selling DVDs for cash and she protested, saying, “This is not true …
You need better sources in the outpost of the resistance. Liberals are calling in nonsense.” (Would this be
#FakeNewsAnnCoulter?)
Coulter sarcastically blasted the “poor liberal foundlings of East Hampton” to Page Six after being
accused by attendees at the East Hampton Library’s Authors Night of pocketing money meant to go to the
library by selling her own DVDs for cash.
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Coulter Claimed to be Heroic Martyr
Per Page Six (emphasis added):
“’It was a glorious day in the center of the
plebeian resistance, and I emerged unscathed!’
Coulter, who was signing In Trump We Trust
under the watch of her bodyguard, told me.”
Coulter elaborated to her friend, radio talk show
host Mark Simone:
“I was in the center of the Proletariat resistance,
Mark. … Boy, there are a lot more right-wingers
in East Hampton then they know. Liberals should
be afraid. …Yeah, I sold out before anyone else
and my dinner was sold out before anyone else. I
was done in about 45 minutes.”2
Of whom was Coulter afraid? Holly Peterson?
Peterson approached Coulter: “I shook her hand
and asked her who she was just to annoy her. She
handled it mildly well.”
According to Peterson, her question is “a good
elegance monitor – especially good when you are
seated next to a megalomaniac at a dinner party.”
Some would have you believe Coulter was in danger in the Hamptons! Mobs? In the Hamptons?
Is Coulter a valiant princess warrior or a damsel in distress? Which is it? Victim or hero?
Observations
Coulter …
•

boasted of the quantity of books she sold (for the charity event).

•

boasted that her books sold out before anyone else’s.

•

sarcastically ridiculed the notion that she “pilfered from the poor liberal foundlings of East
Hampton.”

•

claimed that she sold her DVDs to benefit her fans who were unable to attend the private dinner.
(According to BizPacReview, “A source said authors do give out items at the dinner – but
proceeds still go to the library.”)

•

claimed she sold her DVDs for cost ($25), but they are available on Amazon for less than $10.

•

disparaged the “snotty liberal correspondent.”

•

claimed there are “many secret right-wingers … in East Hampton.”
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Coulter told Vanity Fair (emphasis added):
“I won’t complain, but the library did put up a
huge fight about having me and refused to let
me advertise so I think there would be a few
more books to sell if people were allowed to
know I was here, but the ones who did find me –
over here in the back corner – were such lovely
people,” Coulter said, probably with her usual
sarcasm. “But I am not at all upset about it.”
None of the photos suggest she was actually
in a “back corner.”
Coulter bullied her way into this red-carpet
event, claimed an intent to stay for only about
10 minutes, but stayed for the entire two hours.
She also claimed the DVDs would be given at
the private dinner later – the one she intended
not to attend. (Was that just a smokescreen to
justify selling her DVDs?)
Coulter disparaged the event organizers and the people the event was designed to help (“poor little
foundlings”) but praised her fans: “[they] were such lovely people.”
If Coulter didn’t like the organizers, the object of the event, and the Cause to which she was contributing,
then why did she go? Pride. Red-carpet experience. Book sales. Profit.
Coulter – Unprofessional and Ungodly
This truly appalling behavior by Coulter was both unprofessional and ungodly. She exhibited the worst
traits within her:
•

Pride and a sense of entitlement.

•

Arrogance and a sense of superiority.

•

Bullying of the organizers and reporters.

•

Panic attacks as expressed in lying and talking about herself in the third person.

•

Desperation to be recognized and remain relevant.

•

Fearful – brought her own bodyguard to an event she bullied her way into.

•

Vindictive – excoriating the organizers and reporters who accurately reported on the event.

•

Greedy – wanted book sales and to get rid of her surplus DVDs (from 2004) for profit at a charity
event!

•

Claimed to be a heroic martyr.

It is precisely behavior like this which inspired the book, Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age.
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1
2

John Nolte, Larry O’Connor Show, WMAL, 11/20/17.
Ann Coulter, Mark Simone Show, 8/16/17.
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Case Study – Ambushing Delta
One of Coulter’s more bizarre controversies began on July 16, 2017. Her response to what would have
been accepted as a mere inconvenience to most people drew national attention.
Coulter’s reaction to an everyday occurrence
revealed her elitism, sense of entitlement,
and the depth and intensity of her ideological
beliefs.
Coulter boarded a Delta flight from New
York’s La Guardia airport to West Palm
Beach, Florida, only to discover that her seat
had been reassigned.1
A normal person would have taken it in
stride and moved on with her life. But not
Ann.
Throughout the flight, Coulter’s ire grew
and she plotted revenge against her
persecutors. Immediately upon arrival in
Palm Beach, Coulter launched her
Twitterstorm against the airlines, the
innocent stewardess, the innocent passenger
(and those with her) who had been assigned
“her” seat. (See Twitter Moment.)
During extensive interviews with travel agents and airline personnel, I discovered that there are any
number of reasonable explanations for Coulter’s seat reassignment. But instead of first ferreting out the
truth herself, Coulter immediately launched into attack mode.
A paranoid conspiracist would, of course, take this personally. Add to that the whole Settler-Foreigner
delusion (see below) and Coulter’s behavior is not only understandable but predictable.
Delta Kerfuffle
The Daily Beast reported: “Delta said in a statement that Coulter had originally booked a window seat in
an exit row, but changed it to one in the aisle less than 24 hours before. The airline said it ‘inadvertently’
moved Coulter during boarding, to another window seat in the same row ‘when working to accommodate
several passengers with seating requests.’”
Coulter waged multiple Twitterstorms
against Delta Airlines and an innocent young
lady – all because of a seat reassignment in
the exact same row of the plane. (32 tweets
and counting.)
Coulter was understandably miffed at not receiving an “explanation, compensation or apology.” (We all
like apologies and explanations.) Since then, Coulter was given a $30 refund covering the additional
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charge for the preferred seat, even though she was reassigned to a seat in the same row of the plane. (The
reason for the seat reassignment was apparently to keep a family together.)
While the airlines may have mishandled her seat reallocation, Coulter went berserk, tweeting her angst to
her then 1.6 million followers and posting “photos of the flight attendant, the young woman, and her
seatmates” in “a stunningly callous and irresponsible move.”
Coulter lashed out at the innocent “dachshund-legged woman” passenger and hyperbolically compared
Delta employees to Nurse Ratched. Coulter argued: “Airline crew training at @Delta: Replicate Stanley
Milgram’s prison experiment at Yale, inducing normal ppl to brutally torture fellow man” and “@Delta
employee questionnaire: What is your ideal job: Prison guard? Animal handler? Stasi policeman? All of
the above: HIRED!”
Allegory for Alien Invasion of America

Coulter’s personal drama is actually an allegory for her grand vision of the alien
invasion of America as outlined in Adios, America!
In other words, non-whites conspired to steal her seat.
Coulter tweeted: “So why is our middle & working class
suffering? NOT ROBOTS! Globalism & mass immigration.
Immigrants take American jobs (& seats on @Delta).”
Notice, Coulter assumes that both the passenger and the flight
attendant are immigrants. (They could be multi-generation
Americans.)
The Twittersphere took note. Coulter “managed to bring
immigration into her Delta meltdown #AnnCoulter.” I suspect
immigration – more than the indignity of a seat reassignment –
fuels Coulter’s rage at Delta.
Another person suggested that Coulter’s rage stems from being
treated like an ordinary person: “I think the only reason
@AnnCoulter is mad is because she got treated like an average
nobody by an airline. #AnnCoulter #Delta.”
However, Coulter did the seemingly impossible, creating a backlash in support of the airlines! “Today
is probably the first time in a while people are sympathizing with an airlines. Ann Coulter did the almost
impossible. #AnnCoulter“ and “Ann Coulter has, in 24 hours, done more for @Delta than any PR
company they’ve ever paid.”
For Coulter, the American concept of “innocent until proven guilty” doesn’t seem to apply to Delta.
The Daily Beast reported: “The airline said that while there was some confusion over seating assignments
initially, all passengers complied with a flight attendant’s request to move to the seats listed on their
ticket. It was only when Coulter began tweeting on Saturday that Delta became aware of the issue, the
airline said.”
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What Actually Happened?
National Post reported (emphasis added):.
“Coulter had originally booked a window seat in an exit row, an airline spokesman wrote: 15F – a
comfy seat with extra leg room.”
“Less than 24 hours before takeoff, according to the airline, Coulter switched her selection to 15D – an
aisle seat in the same row.”
“’At the time of boarding,’’ the statement continues, ‘Delta inadvertently moved Coulter to 15A, a
window seat, when working to accommodate several passengers with seating requests.’”
“So, Coulter went back to a window seat – still in the same row; just the opposite side of the plane. Her
new seat had exactly the same amount of legroom, an airline spokesman told The Post.”
National Post added: “The more information there is, the crazier this gets. Coulter’s odyssey began with
seat 15F to seat 15D to seat 15A. All in the very same row with the exact same amount of leg room. So,
Coulter nukes Delta!”
As reported by Wild About Travel:
“No, she was simply moved from 15D to 15A, a window seat. Same row with the same leg room.”
“On top of that, the airline said that Ms. Coulter had originally booked exit row seat 15F, which is by the
window so a seat identical to the one she ended up in.”
“First up, she published a picture of the woman who was given seat 15D. I am not publishing the picture
because that sort of behaviour is reprehensible.”
“This was followed by tweet after tweet attacking Delta, accusing them of lying and undermining all
aspects of their brand.”
What caused Coulter’s ire?
Aside from not getting her way and not being treated as a VIP, Coulter was incensed that Delta Airlines
switched her seat (from aisle 15D to window 15A) because a non-WASP flight attendant gave her seat to
a non-WASP passenger.
Coulter’s Delta angst personifies her views that illegal aliens are taking over America.
Coulter was 1) incensed over losing control over her carefully-booked seat assignment, 2) irate over being
treated like a regular passenger, and 3) consumed with wrath over being displaced by a non-WASP
immigrant – a metaphor for her nativist and xenophobic fears. (Coulter is, after all, the prototypical
original WASP, Settler, true “Native American,” and figurehead for real America. See Case Study:
Settler.)
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What the Experts Say
I asked travel agents and airline spokesmen about the reasons for and protocols of seat reassignments.
•

In this instance, “it was most likely the gate crew. The flight crew would be concerned with
weight imbalances and neither passenger was yet on the plane.”

•

Typically, an airline “only would have alerted her about a wait list change from coach to first
class, a flight time delay or a gate change, not this type of a seat assignment change.”

•

Possible reasons for a seat reassignment: “The other passenger could have been a medallion
frequent flyer, bumper from another flight and given preference, full-fare vs. discount fare. Yield
Management gives preference to refundable, high-fare passengers.”

A spokesman for Delta Airlines explained that “the change occurred during the boarding process (one
hour before the flight). There was no direct communication at the time the change was made.”
After checking the electronic fingerprints of Coulter’s reservation/ticket for me, Delta determined that the
seat reallocation occurred during the boarding process by the gate crew. The flight crew was 100%
innocent, as were Coulter’s fellow passengers.
The Hill took note of Coulter’s bullying tactics (emphasis added):
“Coulter did not just complain, which even a
celebrity has the right to do. Instead, she chained
a leash on the company and tried to choke it.”
“After insulting the airline and its employees, she
then used a form of intimidation; Coulter
tweeted pictures of passengers who had nothing
to do with the incident and tried to embarrass
them.”
“That is a threat from a company’s perspective.
Coulter gave a clear message – if you anger me, I
will even shame your customers.”
As noted by American News (emphasis added):
“First of all, taking photos of the flight attendant,
the young woman, and her seatmates, then
posting them to your 1.6 million Twitter
followers was a stunningly callous and
irresponsible move. People get sued for stuff
like that.”
The Daily Beast concluded: “Over the weekend,
however, the right-wing firebrand revealed
herself as a secret snowflake, unleashing an
online tirade of abuse and derision on Delta
Airlines after they gave away her extra legroom
seat to someone else.”
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Trevor Noah joked (emphasis added):
“People, this is the civil rights struggle of our
generation. How long will white women be asked to
move to the back – well, not the back, but just slightly
over two seats. Ann Coulter is basically airplane
Rosa Parks. … It’s weird to hear Ann Coulter
complaining so much when this is how she feels
about people who complain.”
$10,000 of Coulter’s Time
One of Coulter most ludicrous tweets claimed,
“$30! It cost me $10,000 of my time to pre-select the
seat I wanted, investigate type of plane & go back
periodically to review seat options.”

One person hilariously started a #GoFundMe page for Coulter’s $30.
Another bought Coulter a new ticket!
Another posted Airline Safety Instructions for Sitting Next to Ann Coulter.
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Coulter’s Response to Backlash
Joyce Kaufman Show (7/17/17)
•

Coulter defended her tweets, strangely
arguing, “My tweets – if true – were
defamatory.” Huh?

•

She defended her “dachshund-like” tweet
by with these words: “or even more
freakishly tall than I am.” Five feet ten
inches is “freakishly tall”?

•

“I’d like to be asked.” Ann, it doesn’t
always happen like that, even for
celebrities.

Coulter described her “ordeal” (emphasis added):
•

“So, I’m boarding after spending all this time, off-line, um, and, and as I’m going through
boarding the, the gate agent just snatches my ticket out of my hand and hands me a little slip
saying, ‘Your seat’s been changed.” And I said, ‘Why?’ And she said, ‘Emergency.’ Um, so,
you know, I have 200 hundred people behind me waiting to board so I went ahead and boarded
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and, oh look, my seat is empty. So, I sat in my seat. Um, the other seats filled up and then a
woman came and did not take the seat they were trying to move me to. Normally, that’s what
people do if they don’t care. But obviously this was a desirable seat, more leg room and an aisle
seat which, for my own reasons, I like. Um, and the stewardess came up and demanded to see the
tickets. I said, ‘Well, this isn’t my ticket. The gate agent took my ticket. This was the seat I
booked and reserved.’ And she said, ‘You have to move.’ I said, ‘Why?’ And she said, ‘I don’t
know.’ So, I sat and fumed and I would have gotten my tweets off way sooner except their
Wi-Fi was down.”
•

“I want to know what the charges are for having a ticket snatched out of my hand, being
brusquely told, ‘I don’t know,’ being removed from my seat. What are the charges for those?”
Seriously, Ann, you want to press charges for an employee doing their job?

•

“Their main answer is to abuse me, to continue to abuse me.” How did they “abuse” you, Ann?

•

“The seat I booked had a lot more leg room.” Nope. Same legroom. Check configuration of seats
on that airplane.

Whitney Burbank Show (emphasis added):
•

“It’s not that hard to treat people like humans, and not animals.” Then why, Ann, do you
often treat people like animals?

•

[Defending tweet]: “Dachshund-legged dogs are adorable. Everybody loves Dachshunds. I
think you’re really trying to twist this by saying, ‘Oh, it’s a dog,’ everybody loves Dachshunds,
it’s a short legged cute dog.”

•

Coulter intensely defended the tweet. She insisted, “It’s not talking about her physically except
to the extent it mattered that they gave me her seat.”

CBS News (emphasis added):
“I was sitting in the boarding area for 90 minutes. They could have called me up and asked me. I’d be
happy to move for a soldier, an old person, a sick person, an air marshal, perhaps. I might even say,
‘Sure, I’ll move just cause this woman wants to sit next to her husband.’ But I’d like to be asked, and that
didn’t happen.”
Perhaps? Like the airline is going to reveal the identity of the air marshal to any passenger!
New York Times.
“I was in the boarding area 90 minutes before the flight took off, but I was never called to the counter and
asked to switch seats.”
[Prepare for another temper tantrum!] “Perhaps they should spend less time sneering at their customers’
post-flight commentary and more time investigating why they invite customers to pre-book their seats
online, only for their gate agents to go into the computer, cancel a reserved seat, print new tickets, and
give a pre-booked seat to another customer, who apparently wanted the same seat – but not quite enough
to bother booking it in advance.”
“I spent time ‘reserving’ – that term has a flexible meaning at Delta – a specific seat, and that’s my
hourly rate. I looked up the aircraft, considered my options and booked the seat I wanted. I checked back
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to see how the flight was filling up to review my options again. I had reasons for choosing 15D, not 15A,
or any other seat.” Except, the first seat she chose was 15F, which is identical to 15A!
Fox & Friends (7/18/17)
On Fox & Friends – a friendly audience – Coulter
seemed very nervous and stammered. Her story this time
(emphasis added):
Well, it was before boarding. I had picked out
the seat I wanted. I was in the waiting area,
boarding area for 90 minutes and then, as I was
boarding, the ticket agent snatched the ticket out
of my hand and said, ‘No, we’ve given you a
different seat,’ and I said, ‘Why?’ And she said,
“Emergency.’ And I went on the plane and I
took the seat that was originally mine because it
was empty, and then, no, the seats filled up and
a woman came back and, um, stewardess asked
for our tickets and I said, ‘Well, this was the seat that I booked but they moved me to
another seat that I don’t want.’ And she said, ‘You have to move,’ and I said, ‘But why?’
and she said, ‘I don’t know.’ And there was not an elderly person, a sickly person, a
very tall person. I wasn’t asked and it’s been three days now and Delta still hasn’t gotten
an explanation or given an explanation much less an apology. Moreover, they, they,
they are, are, are snarking and being very snippy on, on Twitter. I was tweeting
about it, um, on the way home. I couldn’t do it on the plane because there was no Wi-Fi
on Delta. But there, they, they just won’t say why. They say it was inadvertently given
away. Inadvertent. No, you have to go into a computer and change the, and change the
ticket and print out two new ones. That’s not inadvertent.
Why won’t you explain what happened? Why didn’t anyone explain to me at the time?
Why didn’t you ask me to move? As I say, I’d be perfectly happy to move for, for an
old person, for an Air Marshall. Very clearly that wasn’t, that wasn’t this. That’s why I
took a pic, picture of the passenger, because I knew Delta would lie about it and of the
stewardess, because they’d say, ‘We have no idea what you’re talking about.’ They’re
just unbelievably arrogant.
Again, with the Air Marshall?
(Sorry, Ann, but you’re wrong on this!)
Mark Simone Show (7/18/17)
Again, Coulter sounded very nervous and stammered.
“That’s why you always have to take pictures, um, and also refuse to talk to Delta, um, on, um, on the
phone. It’s like talking to liberal reporters. Once they get you on the phone, they can claim you said
anything, which is why I’ve been insisting on texting.”
If it’s true that you need to take pictures, why not wait to post them until after Delta lied? Why post them
immediately, going on the attack, before Delta even had time to give her an explanation or an apology?
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Why immediately refer to Delta employees as Nurse Ratched and the Stasi? Why the instantaneous
venom?
The flight crew wasn’t aware of the reasons for the seat change by the boarding crew and corporate
headquarters only became aware of Coulter’s situation after her raging Twitterstorm immediately upon
landing.
Reactions from Twitter
•

I knew this was coming. She managed to bring immigration into her Delta meltdown
#AnnCoulter

•

Ann Coulter vows to get revenge on
young woman who took her airline
seat, “And your little dog, too!”
#AnnCoulter #Delta

•

I think the only reason @AnnCoulter
is mad is because she got treated like
an average nobody by an airline.
#AnnCoulter #Delta

•

Today is probably the first time in a
while people are sympathizing with an
airlines. Ann Coulter did the almost
impossible. #AnnCoulter

•

Unsurprising
how
hate-monger
#AnnCoulter didn’t take her concerns
to Delta but rather attempted to
attack/shame/humiliate an innocent
woman.

•

I’m deep conditioning my hair in Ann
Coulter’s tears. #AnnCoulter

•

Thank you @delta for refunding Ann Coulter’s $30. If you find her soul, please ship that back to
her also.

•

The most underrated part of this Delta thing is you’re now guaranteed to never have to sit by Ann
Coulter on a Delta flight.

•

Ann Coulter has, in 24 hours, done more for @Delta than any PR company they’ve ever paid.

•

Hello @Delta I’d like to reserve any seats Ann Coulter might reserve in the future, please dm

•

.@AnnCoulter-Was your broomstick in the shop?

•

Ann Coulter snapped a pic hoping 2 turn woman who got her Delta seat into a pariah. Instead
she’s a national hero & Ann’s well she’s still Ann
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Naturally, social media was awash
with all kinds of Coulter-witchbroomstick memes.

Post-Script
It now looks like Delta initially attempted to resolve this issue privately (see graphic below), but Coulter
insisted on making it a public issue. Yes, again, Coulter is the one who actually created the controversy!
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Endnotes:
1

LGA to PBI, Flight DL 2852, Airbus A319 Version 2, 2:15 pm – 5:40 pm; Coulter was moved from 15F to
15D to 15A.
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Case Study – #CowardlyCoulter
Coulter loves to be seen as courageous, to be perceived as
brave. Courage was noticeably absent at Berkeley (see Case
Study: Agitprop at Berkeley) and it was similarly absent at
Politicon 2018, where she first agreed to and then refused to
debate a liberal.
The following social media screengrabs tell the story.
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As she has done in the past, Coulter fled from an uncomfortable debate, perhaps panicking over losing a
debate to a relative (in her view) nobody.

And, as usual, Coulter claimed to seize the high ground be asserting the Left was afraid of her!
In 2016, Coulter at the last minute ditched an appearance on the Chelsea Handler’s show, Chelsea. Chelsea
improvised by interviewing a fake Ann Coulter.
I’m coming to the conclusion that Coulter’s addiction to nicotine is not so much to the drug itself as it is to
her dependence upon it as a coping mechanism for dealing with stress and panic attacks.
Coulter can devour Nicorette during commercial breaks in an interview but not in a live debate. Nicorette
is her courage.
(In contrast, my courage is found in Jesus Christ.)
Over the years, I’ve discovered there are a number of guests that Coulter refuses to appear with on talk
shows. She can’t face them. (Even with Nicorette.)
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One striking thing about the above Twitter exchange is that Coulter has – for a long, long time – retweeted
many of Titania McGrath’s tweets and even does so today, even after the true identity of the troll was
revealed.
Yet, Coulter can’t face real people with substantive arguments that refute hers.
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study – Princess Diana
Princess Diana was beloved
worldwide and both her globallytelevised wedding and funeral
garnered record-breaking
viewership.
Diana is still regarded as the
“Queen of Hearts” and the
“People’s Princess.”
In contrast, Coulter has been
dubbed “the most hated woman in
America,” the most hated woman in
Britain, and “the most hated woman
in the world.”
According to the Globe and Mail:
“Coulter, with her willowy-vergingon-anorexic shape, her long blonde hair, slightly horsy prettiness and frontal assault on all things unAmerican and un-Christian, has been called ‘the most hated woman in America’ by no less an authority
than the National Enquirer.”
Dissing the Recently Deceased!
Coulter was one of a score of contributors on MSNBC in 1997. She had the privilege of participating in
numerous segments on the death of Princess Diana. She was unabashedly critical of the recently-deceased
princess. Indeed, Coulter was savage in her criticism of an icon mourned around the world – and did so in
the very midst of their grief.
(Diana died on August 31st and was buried on September 6th).
On September 12th, Coulter ranted about both Princess Diana and Dodi Fayed:
“She was running around with a bunch of useless playboys. I mean, Dodi – what an appalling loser he was.
Left debts in his wake every place he went.”
“This guy did nothing! He ran up huge debts every place he went, on the basis of his father’s money, and
this is the guy she’s hanging around with – and apparently sleeping with – the ‘good mother?’”
“I totally disagree with that. It’s one thing to say, ‘Look, she had a difficult situation, it wasn’t her fault that
Prince Charles walked out on her, and it wasn’t her fault that the paparazzi were following her around and
catching her sleeping with all these useless playboys.’ But you can’t say ‘We forgive her that’ and ‘She’s
a good mother.’ You can’t have it both ways! What? You can’t! You’re saying you can be a round heel and
a good mother? Her children knew she’s sleeping with all these men. That just seems to me, it’s the
definition of ‘not a good mother.’”
The host, John Gibson, corrected Coulter about her claim that Diana was “sleeping with all these men.”
After a break, Gibson, said, “First the contributors saying something and then saying, ‘No, I didn’t say
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that,’” to which Coulter irately replied, “I never said that. I haven’t backed off at all. I’ve never backed off
anything. How dare you accuse me of backing off. What have I backed off on? I still think she’s a round
heel.”
“And it was well known the paparazzi were taking photos of her. She couldn’t hold back so the children
wouldn’t know that she’s having premarital sex with some guy who doesn’t pay his debts to the 21 Club in
New York?”
“I think most children say their mother is a good mother. … Wait! But we know she was sleeping with Dodi.
Is everyone just saying here that it’s okay to ostentatiously have premarital sex in front of your children?”
When a caller questioned Coulter’s own achievements in life, Coulter went ballistic:
“Well, then, what are we celebrating her for? She’s an ordinary and pathetic and confessional – I’ve never
had bulimia! I’ve never had an affair! I’ve never had a divorce! So, I don’t think she’s better than I am.”
Coulter sputtered: “If you’re trying to say that I’m better off than she was when she was married into this
pathetic royal family, and had all this money and everyone loved her and we’re celebrating her death.”
Coulter’s outrage was so great that she failed to finish her sentence or complete her thought. Her bluster
petered out. Clearly, she hated Diana and the attention and adulation she was receiving while viewing
herself as a far more worthy object of adoration.
On October 3rd:
”Everyone’s incredibly mean
to her. She’s the only good
true person in her own version
of her life and, maybe there
were a lot of bad things that
happened to her, but, boy is
she paying them back now.”
“Everyone in her life. Her own
sister is described in a
horrible way. Everyone!”
“It’s so unbelievable and so
self-serving. She’s the only
one who’s good and pure here.
I mean, maybe she did have a
tough life, but, boy, she’s
getting her revenge: the
Queen, her mother, her stepmother. She’s the only one
who’s hurt and wounded.”
She Hates the Dead Woman for How She Makes Her Feel … About Herself!
Coulter has had little to say about Diana since then, but whenever she does say something it is always highly
critical.
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On the O’Reilly Factor (4/27/11), Coulter disparaged “that nitwit hussy Lady Di.”
On Inside Edition (7/1/11), Coulter attacked Diana as “just this anorexic, bulimic narcissist.”
Jeanne Sager observed:
“And boy does Ann Coulter hate the dead woman for how she makes her feel ... about herself.”
“Diana was known for making conservatives all kinds of uncomfortable what with her wanting a cure for
AIDS that would keep those gays around and feeding the homeless instead of shoving them under bridges.”
“It’s no wonder Coulter would have no use for her.”
“She’s not very nice, and she hates people who are.”
“Basically, we’re back in high school, and the yearbook’s just come out. Lady Di seems to have gotten
‘Nicest Person in the Class’ because she actually got off her butt and helped someone other than herself,
and little Ann just can’t understand why she’s been voted ‘Most Likely to Cover the Prom Queen in Pig’s
Blood.’”
“It’s no wonder Ann Coulter hates the late princess. She’s famous for being a down-trodden wife who tried
to help the down-trodden around her, only to have her life snuffed short, her children left to grow up without
a mother. Ann just likes to make fun of people with eating disorders. Who would YOU want to hang out
with?”
Is Ann a “Round Heel” Too?
Coulter spent the summer of 1979 after high school graduation with her eldest brother, John, studying
conservative literature during the day and nightclubbing at night.1
Coulter quickly joined the Delta Gamma sorority,2 where, as she puts it, “youth is wasted on the young, so I
wish I could go back and actually go to class this time, because my first two years I was dancing on the
tables at sorority parties.”3 Indeed, the opposite sex proved a greater incentive to Coulter than learning: “I
have to say I wouldn’t have even gotten up in the morning if there hadn’t been boys in class.”4
Coulter boasted, “I’ve been engaged many times. Four, I think”5 and “I’ve dated every right-winger.”6
Further, Coulter proclaimed, “Let’s say I go out every night, I meet a guy and have sex with him. Good for
me.”7
In the late 1990s, Coulter seemingly had a romantic and sexual relationship with a married man.8
As reported in The Times in 2018: “She tells me that a couple of days before we met she stayed up until
7:30 am ‘with a boy,’ but when I ask how she squares her evangelical faith with premarital sex she turns
teasingly coy. ‘Well, that’s a little personal, I’m not going to answer that directly.’”
But in that same interview, Coulter said: “I’ve had very, very aggressive men push me beyond where I’ve
wanted to go. I thought it was a great date. I don’t think of it as an assault. I have fond memories.”
Coulter later added, “Well, you’ve done a good job. I mean, you’ve gotten me to admit I’m dying to be date
raped, that I consider that to be a good date.” (See Case Study: Sex and Power.)
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A Study in Contrasts
Why does Coulter loathe Diana? Even now? Perhaps because they share much in common yet have
responded to the life crises in totally opposite ways. (And, of course, Coulter wants the adoration Diana
still gets to this day.)
Strikingly, Coulter referred to Diana as “just this anorexic, bulimic narcissist.” Couldn’t that very phrase
be applied to Coulter herself? (See Case Study: Fat Shaming.)
Coulter hates in Diana what she herself cannot do: Be transparent about her faults and failings and
extend selfless love toward others.
Diana was a flawed human being with many faults, which she confessed and used to help other people. Ann
is a flawed human being with many faults for which she refuses to repent or seek help for, and she uses
other people.
Diana reached out to the needy and extended to them help and compassion. Ann manipulates people for
her own purposes.
Diana exhibited a genuine love for other people who were, thereby, drawn to that love. Ann exhibits apathy
and antipathy for most people, and, therefore, is hated in return.
You reap what you sow applies in so many areas of life.
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

“Ann Coulter: Always Right,” www.nl.com, 2002. Coulter: “The summer before I went to Cornell, I was
living with my brother John on the Upper East Side. He and his friends, who were also conservative, would
make me read Bill Simon’s book and William Friedman’s book, and they’d come home and quiz me before
we could go off to the nightclubs and bars.”
George Gurley, New York Observer, 8/26/02.
Ann Coulter, speech at Cornell, 5/7/06.
Ann Coulter, Politically Incorrect, ABC, 3/12/99.
Daily Telegraph, 7/19/02.
Ann Coulter, New York Observer, 8/26/02.
Ann Coulter, Rivera Live, CNBC, 6/7/00.
Author interviews.
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Chapter 5 – Humor as Weapon, Defense Mechanism, and Outright Fun
Humor has always been a crucial part of Coulter’s life, from childhood to the present. She loves to laugh
and elicit laughter. During most of her appearances on Red Eye, Coulter laughed far more often than she
talked.
Coulter’s essays are frequently peppered with wry observations (often in parenthetical asides). Indeed, Ann
has said that her parentheticals are the favorite parts of her columns. She also enjoys regaling studio and
live audiences with her snappy soundbites and witty one-liners. She has oft said that, given a choice between
including a fact or a joke in her commentary, she will almost always choose the joke.
Coulter was seemingly born to laugh, as the last-born baby princess of a well-to-do family in the richest
county in America would be, by nature.
Humor is especially important to Ann, perhaps even more so than her genealogical, religious, and political
heritage. Her renowned wit is a personal attribute which distinguishes her from others.
Coulter is known for her razor-sharp wit, cutting-edge commentary, and shoot-from-the-lip quips. Today,
she still lives by her wits and witticisms. People humor her outrageousness, in part, because of her humor.
Coulter naturally has strong friendships with comedians and she revels in viewing sets at comedy clubs.
In this chapter, we examine Coulter’s humor (both good and bad), how she uses humor as both a weapon
and a defense mechanism, and how some of her jokes have grotesquely backfired on her, causing her to
become the butt of her own jokes.1
Ann’s … Then and Now
Friendly banter and insightful wit were hallmarks of Ann’s tenure as one of a score or more of contributors
on MSNBC in 1996-97. Her casual, easy-going humor contributed to her standing as one of the mostpopular contributors on MSNBC. Her wit was deft and easy to appreciate. Inoffensive. Spot on.
Yes, Ann was funny … and I liked it.
Now, for the better part of two decades, Coulter’s speeches have been recognized as often little more than
a series of one-liners (often very good and well received jokes) with transitional bridge material used to
link her jokes. Those jokes are prepared beforehand yet, even then, there are a few which do merit eyerolls. Her off-the-cuff humor is even more problematic: She has both homeruns and strikeouts.
Many of Coulter’s best (and most likeable) live interviews are those in which she engages in amicable
banter with close friends she has known for decades.
Lacking a visible, interactive foil on Twitter, Coulter’s humorous-in-her-eyes tweets often miss the mark
and she has been known to tweetstorm a series of almost identical jokes mirroring one another (prolix
humor) when one would have more effectively hit its mark. (Is she venting or merely that in love with her
own shtick?)
Coulter’s shtick isn’t so much about what she says or how she says it as it is about the image she is
trying to project. (Sometimes too clever by far – if you have to explain a joke or apologize for or defend
it – it’s not that funny.)
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A prime example of her trenchant wit was on display at the premiere BLEXIT rally in Los Angeles, where
she said:
I was just watching Caitlyn Jenner on TV, so I wanted to say as a proud black woman, I
am so happy to be here. I know I may look white on the outside, but I have always identified
as black. Considering the other transitions going on these days, I think that’s a lot closer to
reality. It’s not even the most outrageous thing I heard today. At breakfast, I heard someone
refer to CNN as a news organization.
Is Ann Coulter Funny?
Akim Reinhardt says, “No!” Reinhardt staked a well thought out position, arguing:
Perhaps the biggest problem is that Coulter’s sense of humor, like much of her politics, is
anachronistic. A lot of what she thinks is funny, and why, is just out of date.
Continuing (emphasis added):
So, the first problem with Coulter’s Funny Defense is that she’s not funny in very
fundamental and even technical ways. Her idea of comedy is dated and predictable. Her
punch lines often hit their target from the wrong angle and in ways that no longer make
comedic sense in modern America, while her typical setup is usually nothing more than
an unironic political diatribe.
Continuing (emphasis added):
Her comedic efforts are usually not grounded in comedy. They’re grounded in
ideology. And as with any artistic endeavor, that’s potentially very problematic.
However, with Coulter it seems that every joke has to be in tune with her political
dogma. And this is particularly ironic in light of her vociferous anti-communism. Because
it turns out that Coulter’s approach to comedy is reminiscent of the heavy-handed
Soviet artistic movement of Socialist Realism.
Instead of doing provocative comedy about politics, she’s a political provocateur who’s
trying to be funny along the way, and frequently missing the mark with her dated and
dogmatic approach.
Continuing (emphasis added):
Instead of exposing hypocrisy, she just didactic and ideological. And instead of putting
us off-balance with a good setup, she typically just plows ahead with dogma.
But Ann Coulter’s not that funny, and her comedic efforts usually involve shoe-horning
the jokes into her rigid political dogma.
Reinhardt concluded that Coulter’s jokes are really “political statements” disguised as “humor.”
I agree that much of Coulter’s humor can be anachronistic. Some of her closest comedic friends and mentors
are senior citizens. Yet, there is much to commend old-fashioned humor. And, yes, Coulter does politicize
humor, which often leads to her most insensitive “jokes.”
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From my perspective, Coulter prefers jokes to facts, though she strives to marry the two. Occasionally her
jokes are orphaned from either reality or decency.
Is Coulter funny? I’ve always thought so, though she can go to extremes, particularly employing either
polemics or extreme hyperbole. When her jokes fail, they fail miserably and justifiably reap ridicule.
However, the Left often fails to “get” Coulter’s humor due to its failure to grasp either the intellectual
connection she is making or the underlying factual or intellectual framework within which the joke is given.
Humor, like beauty, is in the eye (or ear) of the beholder. The attitude of the hearer will often impact or
determine its effect.
Coulter deliberately chooses specific hot-button terms to purposefully provoke and enrage the emotions
instead of engaging the minds of her readers, listeners, and viewers.
When will Ann learn that provocation has its limits and its drawbacks.
Some of Coulter’s Best Jokes
Let’s begin with some of Coulter’s best jokes (a very small sampling provided here).2
Here’s one incorporating two things she cherishes: Beagles and her books.

And another beagle one:
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Here are two ridiculing Kathy Griffin:

Here are a few political tweets (context obvious for those who are politically aware).
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Finally, a personal one:
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Using Humor as a Weapon
Coulter’s fans often describe her with terms which emphasize her courage, aggression, hostility, and hatred.
As the “legal affairs correspondent” for Human Events, her weekly column is literally promoted as “First,
fearless, free.” Her “rapier wit” and “no-holds-barred commentary” enlivens her fan base just as it has, at
crucial moments, vivified her career.
In 1999, Coulter declared, “There’s nothing more attractive than a rabid conservative.”3
In 2006, on the quest for unlimited freedom of expression, Coulter admitted, “I’ve always told my friends
if only I could be a black Jewish homosexual – then we could really have some fun! Then I could say
anything!”4
In 2007, Coulter asserted her own leadership in outré oratory, exclaiming, “I am the illegal alien of
commentary. I will do the jokes that no one else will do.”5 And she has been well rewarded for her
outrageousness. Coulter bragged, “My career has been ‘finished’ so many times, I’ve practically made a
career out of ending my career.”6
To paraphrase Don McLean, Coulter’s tweets are often “clenched in fists of rage.”
Ironically, many conservatives – especially emerging youth leaders – trumpet Coulter’s lack of restraint as
a new conservative paradigm to be boldly promoted as if it did not defy the traditional conservatism Coulter
claims to champion.
Sarcasm for Offense and Defense
As a youth, I learned much playing chess. Among the lessons I learned was 1) strategic planning (thinking
multiple moves ahead) and 2) playing offense for defense. In chess, every move counts. When you can keep
your opponent on the move through offense, you can also defend yourself and put yourself in a more
favorable position.
Sarcasm similarly employs the timeless adage, “The best
defense is a good offense.”
For perhaps two generations now, Coulter has been
known for her frequent use of sarcasm. Ironically, this is
a fulfillment of her last name (see graphic to right).7
Sarcasm – cutting people down – putting them beneath
you. (This is a primitive form of the politics of personal
destruction and the elimination rhetoric to which Coulter
is so prone.)
However, King Solomon warned, “Telling lies about
others is as harmful as hitting them with an ax, wounding
them with a sword, or shooting them with a sharp arrow”
(Proverbs 25:18, NLT).
Coulter is a gifted humorist who often likens herself to renowned satirists. When I saw her on MSNBC in
1996-97, her humor was delightful. She could be funny, charming, and engaging (see Chapter 8:
Personality, Persona, and Character).
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Just a few years later, her jokes became darker, more bitter, biting. Coulter became famous for her piercing
sarcasm and quick quips. Her humor has been described as caustic and corrosive and it has certainly aided
in the corrosion of political discourse in what was once known as civil society.
Moreover, Coulter’s humor can often be cruel (see Case Study: Politics of Death).
Ann Coulter – Satirist
If Coulter is not really funny, why does she and her fans call her a “satirist” and why do others disagree?
Coulter claims to be a satirist, and a brilliant one at that. Chris Sosa agrees. “Serious and higher-minded”
is how Sosa described Coulter’s first book (1998). Regarding her second book (2002), Sosa observed
(emphasis added), “The drastic tonal change occurred without explanation.”
(Could that transition be related to Coulter’s near nervous breakdown or to her full-bore adoption of
narcissism and a variety of sociopathic and psychopathic traits? See Character Study: Narcissism.)
According to Sosa (emphasis added), “Dripping with cynicism, she started lobbing fireball quotes at the
left, each designed as little more than open provocation. Whether this was always the plan is hard to
decipher. But Coulter had indisputably morphed into a phenomenon.” Thus, she turned “into fact-flexible
parody.”
Sosa continued: “Coulter had found the perfect recipe: treating news spaces as comedy platforms where
she could deliberately make ridiculous statements to infuriate liberals who would be too dense to notice
what was going on. But her performance requires equal condescension to conservatives, without whom the
Coulter brand would disappear. Coulter knows her performance hurts the right, and she clearly doesn’t
care.”
Sosa added (emphasis added), “Also of note are the endless anecdotes from behind-the-scenes players who
express head-scratching confusion at how a seemingly poised and kind backstage individual morphs into a
maniac when approached with a live camera.”
Amanda Marcotte disagrees. Marcotte contends, “She makes sinking to the bottom look like floating above
it all, which maddens her critics and delights her fans.”
In Marcotte’s view: “She’s a reactionary whose utter indifference to what others think of her has created a
niche for saying the horrible things that others are thinking but are afraid to say. Accepting that may not
make one superior by dint of your extreme cynicism, but it has the benefit of being the most likely
explanation.”
Marcotte argues that Coulter is not a satirist, but “a plain old charlatan, willing to say or do anything in
order to get you to buy her book. The shoddy research in her books is not proof of some kind of Andy
Kaufman-style performance art. It is simply evidence that she’s willing to lie to her audience in order to
sell more books.”
In contrast, Meghan Daum argues, “The woman isn’t a pariah, she’s a comic genius, an anthropologist with
an edge, the adopted lovechild of Oscar Wilde and Gore Vidal (see what happens when gays get to be
parents?).” Daum added (emphasis added), “she’s a brilliant satirist in spite of herself. She can add tragedy
to time, subtract actual humor, divide by the lowest common denominator and come up with ‘A Modest
Proposal, 2006.’”
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Speaking of Mencken, on Lou Dobbs’ “Today” show, Coulter anointed herself as the Right’s H. L.
Mencken. (However, Ilana Mercer disagrees: “Coulter is sui generis, but Mencken she is not.”) Coulter also
claims she is an heir to Jonathan Swift.
Consider this dialogue from 2009:8
O’REILLY:

She puts forth that she’s a satirist like Jonathan Swift

HENICAN:

That’s an excuse when you say something you can’t defend.

O’REILLY:

How do you know she’s not a satirist? What are you dismissing?

HENICAN:

She makes personal and direct charges against often weak people, beating up on single
moms. Most people – not Ann – think that’s a little cruel. The more she says that the more
people are gonna not like what she’s saying and the more they’ll be drawn to the opposite
side of the political spectrum.

But Coulter insists, “I can say it a lot quicker with a joke, and by the way, they wouldn’t be bringing me in
here for a speech if I never told a joke, if I never used satire. It’s not so much a joke, it’s satire because
there’s a political point behind my saying that they can take flying carpets.”9
Ann Coulter – Performance Artist
Others contend that Coulter is merely a performance artist, a joker, or minstrel, if you will. The Vagabond
Scholar posted an excellent (lengthy and detailed) analysis of Ann Coulter as humorist.
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After delineating various comedic forms and claiming “the most sublime is the Shakespearean fool, who
can tell truth to power in the form of a joke, imparting wisdom while still avoiding a beating,” the writer
subtly states that Coulter is no fool. Point taken. Rather, the writer argues that she’s “a knave, sucking up
to a dishonest ruling class.”
Coulter carefully-crafted persona blurs the lines between “deliberate provocateur,” “entertainer,” and
“public intellectual.”
Continuing (emphasis added), “Hers is a performance act of hatred, a vaudeville act built of vile. She is the
modern, Aryan version of a minstrel performer.” (See Case Study: Alt-Right.)
Talk show host Alan Colmes offered Coulter an opportunity to backtrack from her current controversial
remarks, saying, “I realize this is all comedic satire and that you’re actually a liberal who’s doing this to
mock and parody the way conservatives think.” Coulter merely affirmed the high caliber of her humor.
Colmes then claimed that Coulter plays an “ugly caricature of a rabid conservative. … [She employs] the
same minstrel show techniques, throwing out a relentless array of insulting stereotypes to muse her target
audience and infuriate her critics.”
Colmes added (emphasis added), “Her goal is not to be thought-provoking, but only to provoke (and slip in
a new sound bite to keep the spotlight on herself).”
Moreover, Coulter excels at Orwell’s “two-minute hate.” Coulter demonizes instead of debating. She
coarsens “the public discourse, and she has to control the terms of debate and prevent anyone else form
elevating the public discourse.”
Professor Geoffrey Nunberg suggested “Coulter’s shtick” is similar to “the casting dynamics of sitcoms.”
Nunberg argued (emphasis added), “Coulter’s celebrity is a good measure of what has become of political
discussion. You’d scarcely describe her as a political thinker, no more than you’d describe Simon Cowell
as a critic of the arts. But like Cowell, she has an unerring gift for media theatrics.” He added, “But the
remark about the 9/11 widows was irresistible for its brazen and gratuitous tastelessness and the obvious
pleasure Coulter took in consternation she created.”
According to Nunberg, “Coulter seems to be able to get away with unbridled aggression by presenting it as
mere mischief, leaving her critics looking prim and humorless.”
Nunberg concluded (emphasis added), “It’s that underlying
comic framework that creates the opportunity for political
smut. However rude or offensive a remark might sound in the
abstract, it’s all in the spirit of entertainment. And as Coulter
and other adepts of the genre understand, the ultimate effect is
to aggravate the affront, not alleviate it. You not only get to
offer an insult, but to discredit the anger or outrage it evokes as
prim political correctness: ‘My, we’re touchy, aren’t we?’”
Yes, Coulter often claims, “It was just a joke.”
King Solomon warned, “Just as damaging as a madman
shooting a deadly weapon is someone who lies to a friend and
then says, ‘I was only joking’” (Proverbs 26:18-19, NLT).
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Media critic Howard Kurtz asked a salient question: “But are news outlets being shameless in giving Coulter
a platform for her inflammatory rhetoric, knowing it will boost ratings and circulation?”
Kurtz quoted Coulter: “I’d say my ‘name calling’ has been a smashing success.” The media know it and
love the ratings.

Coulter, Simply Offensive
Ever the polemicist, Coulter delights in being offensive, while claiming her words and jokes are inoffensive.
Coulter boasts of “being a polemicist, a controversialist myself.”10
Yes, Coulter is confused.11 Just as when she reiterated her nonsensical claim,12 “I’m not a Libertarian,
though I’m more libertarian than most libertarians.”13 Or when she insists,14 “[Romney] was better than
Ronald Reagan.” Coulter persists15 in these16 fantasies.17
Coulter claimed, “I don’t think I’ve said anything offensive.”18
But Coulter boasted, “I don’t look back and wince at anything, except there were a few times I could have
been tougher on the Democrats.”19
But on to her offensive remarks!
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Coulter has gone on the offensive, accusing liberals and conservatives alike of being stupid (or some
variation thereof). Her “jokes” have become worldly and her elimination rhetoric are expressions of her
enmity for the Left (and all those who oppose her or differ from her).
Coulter once said, “Republicans have been very disappointing. As Jack Nicholson said in The Shining,
‘They have to be corrected.’”20 (How would Coulter “correct” the GOP? Elimination rhetoric is high on her
list.)
When questioned by a supportive audience member about how to solve the problem of foreigners
overstaying their tourist visas, Coulter had an even better method than immigrant Tinder: “Death penalty,”
she proclaimed to a room full of clapping and laughter.21
In one tweet, Coulter defended using “retarded:” “Only offensive word is ‘offensive.’
RT@carlabercrombie @AnnCoulter: ‘...looks hilariously retarded...’ Stop that word!!!!!! It’s offensive.”

Coulter also regrets not “using ‘raghead’ enough.” Ann, “raghead” thwarts productive dialogue and does
not actually identify the enemy – Islamic jihadists – who actually wear a variety of clothing.
(Coulter has long been an advocate of racial profiling to combat religious extremists.)22
Stunningly, in 2002, Coulter even boasted of her invective: “I have no problem with invective, obviously.
But the name of my [second] book isn’t Invective, it’s Slander, and I think there ought to be a point to the
invective.”23
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Coulter repeatedly contends that her invective is OK because it is true: “I don’t have any problem with
invective. The title of my book is Slander, not Invective. When I call somebody a name, I assure you, it’s
true.”24 Indeed, Coulter reasserts “I don’t have any problem with invective. In fact, I virtually made a career
out of it.”25
Indeed, “It doesn’t take much to provoke liberals. But, yes, I do find it fun. Usually I know when I’m baiting
them, how I’m baiting them, what they will react to.”26
Consider this dialogue from Red Eye in 2013:27
•

Carlson: “It is another attempt to penalize thoughtcrime by the Left” (re: chef Paula Deen).

•

Gutfeld: “Your career would be nowhere if it wasn’t for highly offensive insults. Your books would be
pamphlets without hate talk.”

•

Coulter (emphasis added): “Well no, that’s true with me, though I do not think it’s true with Chris
Christie. … I do think there’s been a real coarsening of society. … I think there has been a coarsening
of society. … Just genuine etiquette would be the real solution.”28 (But Coulter never adopts her own
solution!)

Hyperbole leaves little room for nuance while polemics resist reason.
Cenk Uygur credibly claimed, “If Ann Coulter has credibility, then credibility has no meaning.”
Here are some examples of the invective which Coulter cherishes.
Idiot Conservatives
After Mitt Romney announced he would not run for
President, Coulter said that “sane Americans” favor Romney
and that those opposed to him have a “suicidal tendency”
and do not “actually care about the country.”29
She called Gov. Rick Perry a “moron,” and lambasted “Rush
Limbaugh, Sarah Palin, all the alleged conservatives“ as
“idiot conservatives.”
In a diatribe against the Right,30 Coulter alluded to the Bush
dynasty as “imbeciles,” claimed “Jeb Bush, is catnip to the
stupidest influence-seekers,” and asserted “most half-wits
masquerading as conservative spokesmen on TV simply
repeated whatever Sarah Palin said.”
Idiot Liberals
Speaking at the Stevens Institute of Technology, Coulter
castigated the Left.31 Repeating a talking point from
previous speeches, Coulter said, “Mollusks can learn from
what is in front of them. Clearly, Democrats cannot.”
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On Fox News, Coulter elatedly bashed Hillary:
“I think Hillary’s just really dumb. … I think we know which one the dumb one was now. This is so
massively stupid what she did. … It’s so stupid … something that is so stupid … I think she’s dumb … But
the real problem is, she is dumb. … it’s just one stupid political move, sticking her foot in her mouth,
creating these huge problems.”32
Coulter never noticed the irony in her last statement, that she herself so often sticks both feet in her own
mouth, “creating these huge problems” for herself.33
In a series of tweets which she undoubtedly considered witty, Coulter exposed the foolishness of her heart.
In just five back-to-back tweets, Coulter called Hillary “corrupt,” “venal,” “stupid,” “DUMB,” “corrupt,”
and “D-U-M-M” (misspelling in the original). Sniping at Bill, Coulter tweeted, “Hillary told Bill they
needed a private server & all the thought was ‘blonde or brunette?’”
Displaying tastelessness, Coulter tweeted, “Hillary puts emails on private server AS SECY OF STATE.
Bill turns ‘em over & they’re all @ penis extensions and Viagra. See the difference?”
Kill All of Them
Not content to assassinate the character of political leaders from the Clintons to Sarah Palin, Coulter has
expressed actual death wishes toward whole groups of people.
•

All we’ll have to do is organize the death panels for the people who destroyed America, and map
out whose graves will be desecrated.34

•

I would totally take the Chinese approach and kill them [liberals] all, so I don’t discard all of the
Communists’ ideas.35

•

So next time I say, liberal use of nukes, daisy cutters, drones.36

•

I am now a pacifist in favor of the liberal use of nukes.37

Yet, Coulter wants to be taken
seriously. Indeed, she wants to pick
the next president and determine
the future of America.38 “My
thought is that everyone should just
listen to me.”39
Ann Hominem Coulter
Ad hominem rhetoric is a staple of
Coulter’s commentary, often
couched in the form of “jokes.”
Dehumanization, the politics of
personal
destruction,
and
scorched-earth commentary often
form the foundation for Coulter’s
rhetoric.
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Following are but a few examples.
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Coulter employs elimination rhetoric as a comedic means to express her hatred, an outlet for her rage, a
mask for her inhumanity (see Case Study: Politics of Death).
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I’m a Very Stupid Girl
Coulter also uses humor to mask her own flaws, failures, and flubs.
On her first appearance on Real Time in three years, Bill Maher asked: “You voted for him, Donald Trump,
and now you’re finding out he’s a lying conman. What was your first clue?”
Coulter answered (with a perhaps previously prepared throwaway line to deflect from her failures): “OK,
I’m a very stupid girl – fine.”

Coulter clearly does not think she’s a “very stupid girl” –
otherwise she would not call herself a “Donald Trump
Advisor” and presume that she knows what is best for
America and how best to achieve it.
(Humility hides its face from Ann. See Character Study:
Pride, Humility, and Wisdom.)
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Hyperbole – Mount Rushmore
Three years ago, Coulter hyperbolically asserted that she would scale Mount Rushmore to add Trump’s
figure “with my bare and bleeding hands.” Now, Coulter is Never Trump! Wow!
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Prolix Humor
Coulter often tweets prolix humor, stuttering on Twitter with a series of very similar tweets incorporating
one theme, one idea, or one element of an argument. These may be positive or negative in nature, but they
indicate Coulter’s caffeinated, high-octane style in action. Here are a few examples:

Coulter’s six “I’m sorry” stutter tweets indicate anything but contrition on Coulter’s part.
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The following example includes five back-to-back tweets attacking the FBI (a favorite target of hers since
2000).
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In the next five-tweet set of prolix tweets, Coulter attacked Trump, contrasting him to FDR, JFK, Ronald
Reagan, Paul Revere, and Winston Churchill.
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In another prolix twitterstorm, Coulter attacking Trump for going to the southern border (something she
had once urged him to do). In anything, Coulter is renowned for her inconsistency.
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Coulter’s twitterstorm attacking Sen. McSally is astonishing in her callousness toward the victim of rape
and the legal ramifications of what Coulter wants McSally to do. If McSally has no evidence, then her
“naming” her rapist would be slander. Coulter – “I’m not an attorney, but I play one on TV” – should know
this.
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Hurricane Humor
Coulter’s callousness was on full display during Hurricane Harvey and Hurricane Irma.

Coulter astonishingly gets so many things wrong in these (and other) tweets. But, of course, this is all
revelatory of a hardened heart and closed mind. Compassion has never been Coulter’s strength. Indeed, her
callousness and cruelty disminish her stature, her credibility, and her message.
Then, rebuffed and rebuked for her tweets and statements, she absurbly denied making them.
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Rape Humor
Coulter is well-known for her elimination rhetoric, rhetoric employing the word “retard” in one form or
another, and for making rape jokes (see Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric and Rape Fantasies.) Yet, Coulter
claims, “Yes, of course no one ‘deserves’ to die for a mistake. Or to be raped or falsely accused of rape for
a mistake. I have always been unabashedly anti-murder, anti-rape and anti-false accusation, and I don’t care
who knows about it!”40
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Coulter Blasted on Social Media
For over two decades, cartoonists have lampooned Coulter. Social media is awash with Coulter memes
reviled only by those of newcomer Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (see Case Study: #AnnOcasioCortez). Both
are equally deserving of ridicule. A sampling follows:
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Coulter on Her Polemical Writing Style

Ann Coulter – Dopamine Addict!
Charles Lyell identified Coulter as a dopamine addict in 2012. His provocative title: “Is Ann Coulter
Insane?”
According to Lyell, dopamine is “the brain chemical behind the brain disease that’s responsible for her
seemingly inane, illogical, and reprehensible behavior.” Lyell continued:
It’s only a question of time until there’s a free phone app capable of demonstrating that
Ann is an out-of-control attention addict. The $1.98 upgrade of the app will explain how
Ann uses absurd tweets, silly sound bites, and outrageous statements to attract the attention
that triggers the same dopamine that junkies trigger with heroin.
Dopamine is the reason Ann cares less about science, honesty, or looking like a clown than
heroin addicts care about being called junkies. Like all addicts, Ann is driven by a single
need – to put out the pain of dopamine-induced withdrawal. Nothing else matters.
Because heroin and attention addicts are slaves to the same neurotransmitter, they exhibit
the same psychopathology, including self-deception, lying, a marked decrease in reason,
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an infinite capacity to deny their addictions, and an inability to admit to their highly
irrational, illogical, and/or immoral acts.
Unfortunately for Ms. Coulter, childhood traumas shackled little Annie with acute
dopamine deprivation and insatiable dopamine cravings. Unfortunately for the United
States, instead of using junk to trigger dopamine, Ann discovered how to use junk thinking
to score her dopamine fixes.
On a sane planet, Ann would be too embarrassed to do what she does because everyone
would understand that her dishonest tweets, rants, and diatribes are only a step away from
yelling, “Notice me!” “Help me feel special!” “Please take me seriously!”
I recently asked Lyell for an update on his conclusions regarding Coulter. He replied (emphasis added):
She’s the girl who cried wolf so many times even the dummies who lavished attention on
her are getting bored.
The more irrelevant she gets, the more desperate she gets, the more outrageous her antics
grow, the less attention they generate. Though she did garner a nice dopamine and attention
hit by getting credited with shaming Trump into the shutdown.
Junkies keep increasing dosages (often until they kill themselves) and gamblers increase
bets (to the point of losing life savings, homes, college funds) to deal with the growing
withdrawal pains until too much (drugs, bets, attention) can never be enough.
Dopamine is not the answer. Jesus is. (See Epilog: Never Let Anyone Put You or God in a Box.)
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study – Coulter Roast
Self-proclaimed polemicist Ann Coulter was roasted at Comedy
Central’s Roast of Rob Lowe.
We can derive many intriguing aspects from this event. Let me
begin with a short list:
•

Coulter had never seen a roast, had been warned of how
vicious they can be, and went unprepared anyway.

•

Coulter was viciously roasted (a preview of what Donald
Trump, Brett Kavanaugh and others would soon endure).

•

Coulter stood her ground and endured better than most
other people would.

Most of the jokes aimed at Coulter were vicious and vile, expressing the enmity she has evoked across the
nation. (She has, after all, been called the most hated woman in America.)
Coulter humorously responded: “As a right-wing hate-monger, it is fantastic to be at a big Hollywood
shindig with all these glittering celebrities that isn’t a fundraiser for Obama. There is nothing you can tell
me to discourage me. My whole career has been an Ann Coulter roast.”
While Coulter has not lost her edge, she has lost her relevancy. More and more frequently, conservatives
have come out against Coulter.
Since 9/11, many conservatives have frequently found fault with the substance and style of Coulter’s
work, as well as with her integrity and veracity. In fact, conservative criticism of Coulter has increased
dramatically in recent years.
Her promoted book, In Trump We Trust, was largely undermined by her subject and savior, Donald
Trump himself, prompting a slew of parody book covers. Coulter actually exhibited the five stages of
grief in less than 36 hours (see Case Study: In Trump We (She) Trusted).
Coulter has become an expert at one thing: turning herself into a parody.

Tears of a Clown
Coulter claimed she “killed.” Others say she
“bombed.” What’s the truth?
Coulter upstaged Rob Lowe at his own roast,
without even trying. But is there something
more substantive to learn amidst all the folderol
surrounding the Roast of Coulter with Lowe?
Roasts depend upon humor and, in this case, the
jokes targeting Coulter and those given by
Coulter conceal and reveal Coulter’s heart.
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Prior to the roast, Coulter told Extra: “I’ve never seen a roast but I hear it gets kind of mean.” She placed
special emphasis on that last word, suggesting it was something to relish. Coulter then joked, “My whole
life is an Ann Coulter roast.”
Moreover, Coulter arrogantly entered a forum foreign to her, believing that she would inevitably prevail.
She was clearly unprepared for what she was about to experience.
Jokes about Coulter

The opening to the roast introduced “The way less intelligent Ann Coulter.” (Coulter disagrees.)
The Coulter with Lowe Roast was an equal opportunity roasting, with everyone getting singed, but
Coulter was uniquely burned.
These raunchy roasts generally employ good-natured ribbing. At this roast, Coulter was abjectly hated
and, thus, became the recipient of a disproportionate number of “jokes” and vulgar venom. Many of the
jokes were spiteful, not jocular. Some weren’t jokes at all but merely expressions of enmity. (This video
contains every Coulter insult.)
The very best jokes contain at least a kernel of truth. Many of the “jokes” were actually accurate, on
target. Coulter is known to be an offensive person because she purposely provokes offense.
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Recently, Nikki Glaser addressed her Coulter joke: “The only person you will ever make happy is the
Mexican that digs your grave.”
Joke writer Mike Lawrence pitched that joke to her while she was in the makeup chair. Glaser went with
it, but with deep reservations, saying:
“I didn’t like the joke because I didn’t like throwing
Mexicans under the bus in a joke that is supposed to
be like them saying ‘fuck you’ to her. It didn’t need
to be a Mexican. It could’ve just been the person
who digs your grave and it would’ve still been a
good joke. I get it, it’s like she hates Mexicans, so a
Mexican might maybe [would] relish the fact that
they get to dig her grave more, but it also is saying
that Mexicans dig graves more than white people. I
didn’t like that sentiment of it. … it’s not my
favorite joke. It’s just the meanest thing to say, and
sometimes you need to say that to Ann Coulter. I
just wish it didn’t throw Mexicans under the bus.”
Irrationally, Coulter seems surprised that deliberately offending people invites retaliation. (Live by
the F.U., cry by the F.U.) This is particularly striking given her instructions in her 2004 bestseller, How to
Talk to a Liberal (if you must). In it, she offers 10 rules for conservatives. Number three: “you must
outrage the enemy.” She also advises, “Nothing too extreme can be said about liberals, because it's all
true.”
According to the Atlantic:
“Coulter, after all, has arguably based her entire profession on trolling TV viewers and political
commentators with intentionally shocking, awful statements. To enumerate them all would be impossible
– she’s less a pundit and more a vessel for free-associative hate speech … Her newsmaking brand isn’t
dissimilar from the approach to writing a roast-appropriate joke: Craft an insult that’s as vicious as
possible but still ends on a laugh line, a wink to the audience that suggests the whole thing is all in good
fun. Coulter, however, mostly lacks that final element – her defenders might claim that she’s just trying to
push buttons, but her arena isn’t the world of stand-up.”
Coulter’s Response
Coulter was shocked to be targeted with such
vitriol. (Her supporters claim she was “ambushed,”
a conspiracy theory to Coulter’s liking.)
Coulter even contends that Comedy Central
carefully edited the program to excise laughter at
her jokes. She said, “I don’t know how they edited
it but I know I got laughs when I was there.” She
added, “It’s very easy to cut jokes, or laughs, out.
You can make anybody look like they’re playing
to a dead audience.”
One website took screengrabs of Coulter following
various “jokes” and concluded that she handled it with grace. The Atlantic offered a different, more
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accurate, take: “Coulter, instead, responded to the lines with a sort of frozen, tortured grin, rendering the
whole thing deeply uncomfortable.” Regardless, I thought she kept a grip on her composure, which, given
her extreme sensitivity to criticism of any kind, was very remarkable.
Coulter was clearly distressed and, in the beginning, visibly enraged. Toward the latter half of the show
she was able to smile – a plastic, frozen smile to hide the incensed inferno within.
She never laughed at herself. Comedian Jeff Ross said, “She hated every second of it. She wouldn’t
laugh.” Coulter doesn’t know how to laugh at herself. (Perhaps she should pretend her mirror is a
camera.)
Coulter told Sam Roberts: “Ned [Rice]
came running up to me at the first break …
and [Ned] said, ‘You have to laugh; you
have to laugh’ and I said, ‘I can’t, I can’t
act. I’m sorry. It’s not that it’s about me. A
lot of it wasn’t funny.’”
Claiming to have been “bored” by the
whole roast, Coulter asserted, “I don’t
notice ‘mean,’ but I do notice ‘jokes’ and I
didn’t hear many of those – until I took the
mic!” Boastful bravado masks her sorrow.
Coulter hid her rage by laughing about the
low caliber of the “jokes” made at her
expense, claiming, “I don’t care – I am just
telling you what happened – it was a bore
until I spoke and I was fantastic.”
But Coulter does care. Ann hates criticism more than most people and she recoils against ridicule
(though she is quite quick to dispense it). Coulter is a shameless person who hates to be shamed. The
smallest criticism generates internal angst.
Coulter’s rage was obvious in her own description of the event: “Hunt, hunt, hunt, Hitler, KKK, hunt,
hussy, hussy, Hitler, KKK, burning crosses, hunt, she hates Muslims, hunt, hunt, hussy, hussy, hussy –
now I have summarized the entire two hours I had to listen to.” She made similar characterizations on
other programs.
Jokes by Coulter
In our examination of this controversy (one which Coulter has, once again, ably exploited), a crucial
element in this saga must be cleared up. The consensus on the Internet and social media is that Coulter
bombed. This is nonsense. The audience disliked Coulter’s politics (and tasteful) humor.
Coulter was poised and sharp, though she stumbled over a few words. Some of her jokes were quite good
and well presented. Others were not. Their fatal flaw: they were inappropriate to the venue. Moreover,
they were often far too political and self-serving. But then, Ann is a very political and self-serving person.
Coulter told TMZ, “I wrote [my jokes, with] a few friends.” She explained, “I did not take the roasters’
jokes – they were too blue and too mean.” (Coulter reportedly rejected a series of jokes proffered by
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Comedy Central, only one of which could be regarded as incongruently apropos: “I have to say, Rob, it’s
nice to finally not be the most hated person in the room.”)
As for Coulter’s actual shtick, it would have served her well
to revise her prepared remarks after experiencing what a roast
is really like. Instead, politics suffused her routine. One-liners
are standard fare for a Coulter speech, but this wasn’t
supposed to be a speech – it was a roast.
That reminded me of an MRC Dishonors Awards ceremony
where Coulter had been slated to introduce Rush Limbaugh,
who abruptly canceled his appearance. Rather than introduce
the actual speaker, Coulter introduced him as if he were
Limbaugh so that her prepared material would not go to
waste.
(Noticeably, Coulter was desperate for her Nicorette to calm her nerves.)
On Sam Roberts’ Show, Coulter boasted of her roast segment: “I killed.” She added, “All I had was jokes,
I didn’t go blue and I wasn’t mean, and they laughed and I got to really promote my book.”
You can judge for yourself.
Annotated Transcript of Coulter’s set at the Roast
of Rob Lowe
[This transcript of Coulter’s roast speech includes
bracketed annotations.]
“Welcome to the Ann Coulter Roast with Rob Lowe.”
“I’m so overwhelmed with the love in this room tonight. I
can’t thank you enough. It’s really something.”

[Following her clever opening sentence,
Coulter’s petulant sarcasm expressed a you’re
so mean to me attitude. Coulter is prone to
crying “victim” when she is often the
victimizer.]
“I’m not a comedienne, which is why, you can
imagine, I often get mistaken for Nikki Glaser.”
[Actually, Coulter considers herself the ultimate
comedienne. She likens herself to H.L. Mencken
and Mark Twain. Her speeches are often a
series of punchlines and she discards
substantive material in favor of jokes in her columns. Some of her closest friend are comics, with
comedy being a milieu she cherishes.]
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“I’m only here tonight because of all the love and respect I have for Rob Lowe and all these fabulous and
talented performers tonight. It has nothing to do with this being the next stop on my press junket for the
book I’ve just published four days ago, In Trump We Trust: E Pluribus Awesome – Pause for boos. Oh,
wait, I wasn’t supposed to read that – available at fine bookstores everywhere. I know it’s pretty
shameless, but I’m on stage with a guy who made two ‘Joe Dirt’ films, so how shameless can I be.”
[The first of two “shameless” book promotions, Coulter
failed to grasp the nature of the roast format and to
distinguish it from a celebrity talk show.]
“As a right-wing hatemonger, it’s fantastic to be at a big
Hollywood shindig with all these glittering celebrities that
isn’t a fundraiser for Obama. I’m hoping to persuade you all
to vote for Trump but most of all I want you, David
[Spade], because it would prove the media is lying when
they say there, say that Trump won’t get the vote of a single
Spade.”
[Someone as race-obsessed as Ann should avoid using the term “spade” in such a context.]
“David is the perfect toastmaster for the show. He’s successful enough that everyone knows who he is but
not so successful that he makes us feel threatened. He’s like the Mike Pence of comedy.”
[That Coulter thinks people are naturally threatened by successful people suggests she has a
warped perspective on what success entails. Milquetoast Mike Pence? But she doesn’t like him.]
“A lot of people don’t realize that David’s sister is famous designer Kate Spade. Judging by your outfit,
David, I gather you’re not speaking.”
“Why is Jeff Ross at every roast? He thinks he deserves it and everyone else just goes along with it? He’s
like Hillary Clinton.”
“Actually, to be fair, if I could get just one person here to vote for Trump, it would be you, Ralph. People
would be so surprised. I’d go up and say, ‘I got Ralph Macchio. He’s voting for Donald Trump.’ And
they’d say, ‘Oh, oh, what a shock. Ralph is still alive?’ Just kidding. You look totally fantastic. It’s
unbelievable, Ralph. Can you believe this guy’s like 54? He looks incredible. Whatever you’ve been
drinking, you gotta send a few cases to Hillary.”
[Why emphasis Ralph’s age and “incredible” looks? Is Ann trying to convince others – and herself
– that she looks incredible at 54?]
“We have British comedian Jimmy Carr
with us because of Obama’s lax
immigration policies.”
[But Coulter favors white immigrants
from Britain. She wants to restore a
WASP – White Anglo-Saxon – America.
Oh, that’s right, Carr is a liberal.]
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“I must admit I’m a little uncomfortable with not only the mean jokes but the raw sexual commentary
that’s so popular at these roasts. I mean, apparently female comics have to be dirty to expand their fan
base. Thank God you didn’t have to go there, Nikki.”
[Uncomfortable? Coulter is the queen of mean jokes and deliberately offensive. Moreover, the “raw
sexual commentary” directed at her and others is no worse than the humor employed by some of
her comedic friends.]
“If you’ve ever asked yourself, ‘Who do I have to screw to get a TV show in Hollywood?’ Nikki has the
actual list.”
“I’m honored to share this stage with a patriot, Rob Riggle. Thank you for your service. You were a
marine for over 20 years. You’ve seen things no man should have seen, including The Daily Show with
Trever Noah.”
“Peyton Manning, I applaud your conservative convictions. I know you’re a big supporter of Jeb Bush.
That’s a political contribution that will pay handsomely. Jeb got four delegates, which makes me laugh
harder than any of the jokes tonight.”
“I once thought Pete Davidson was just like Obama, a biracial goofball who ruined a once-beloved
institution. But it turns out I was wrong. Pete’s not biracial.”
[Race-obsessed, Ann has been fixated on biracial Obama since his first inauguration. As an
emerging leader of the alt-Right, Coulter has some distinctly flawed views on all things racial.]
“And now for the man of the hour [interrupted by applause], the man of the hour – the one hour left in his
career – Rob Lowe. I’m a big fan of Rob Lowe’s work, especially, of course, the tapes, threesome. To this
day, that remains the most authentic performance I have ever seen at a Democratic National Convention.”
“Rob was on the West Wing where he managed the
impossible task of being the most insufferable part of an
Aaron Sorkin show. A few years ago, there was talk of
Rob Lowe replacing Charlie Sheen and the government
was deciding who to give AIDS to next. Rob’s last show
was called The Grinder. Hard to believe that a TV show
named after a gay dating app wouldn’t be a huge hit.”
“I know some of you are saying I did this only to promote
my book, In Trump We Trust: E Pluribus Awesome,
available at bookstores everywhere, including the Barnes
& Noble where Ralph Macchio works.”
[Second self-serving book promotion. How gauche!]
“We all do what we do. Writers write. Actors act. And Rob Lowe. What does he do? The truth is, Rob
Lowe does a job that most Americans just won’t do – he plays Rob Lowe. It’s a thankless job but we’re
all so grateful that you do it, Rob. Thank you.”
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Comedy Central Cuts Coulter’s Conscience
You could say Coulter was the butt of all their jokes, if she had one. (Groan.)
The Let’s Roast Ann Coulter Instead of Rob Lowe
Roast was truly eye-opening, revealing the heart of
Hollywood and of Ann Coulter.
Neglected are crucial portions of the taped program
cut from the broadcast version.
Coulter contended that Comedy Central edited the
final version to make her look bad. Comedy Central
also appears to have edited out at least one portion
which shows Coulter’s humanity, her conscience.
Steve Bramucci reported his eyewitness account of the
taping, observing (emphasis added):
There was one final moment of unexpected Coulter pathos, though. When she was
supposed to insult Jewel – something about the singer’s teeth – she broke into her
own joke to apologize, saying, “they’re making me say this.”
This is remarkable for three reasons. First, no one ever makes Coulter say or do anything. Everything she
does is what she wants to do. Therefore, she is responsible for every single word she says and action she
takes.
Second, Coulter never apologizes!
Even more remarkable, Ann felt a twinge of guilt – even having just been savaged by hostile peers. At that
very moment, her conscience was pricked.
Why? Did Ann, perhaps for the first time in a very long time, personally feel what it’s like to receive the
kind of vitriol her victims regularly feel? Did she finally grasp that the reason she is so hated is because
she is so hateful?
About that God moment, Bramucci remarked (emphasis added), “It was also the most humanity I can
remember her showing in a public setting.”
Humanity – a thing of beauty.
He continued: “The moment was so jarring that the guy working the teleprompter must’ve fallen out of
his chair, because the scroll stopped halfway through Coulter’s set and she had to literally beg for it to go
back on.”
Perhaps the most important thing we’ve learned about Ann is that she is a human being, too. (I can
envision a roaster saying, “Even monsters have feelings.”)
[Photo/graphic credit: one and four from Internet; remainder by author.]
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Case Study – Fat Shaming
Coulter is unquestionably thin-skinned about being thin-shamed. Why, then, is she so quick to fat-shame?
Flabbergasted, an astonished Ann angrily replied to her Red Eye host and very good friend, Greg Gutfeld,
“Turn to me as the expert on cellulite?”1 Yes, Ann is extremely sensitive regarding her figure and she often
sees offense when none is intended. (Snowflake?)
A few months later, Coulter said: “I know a lot of boys who get the Victoria’s Secrets catalog. This isn’t
girls masturbating to it. … they will finally have a cure to the four-hour erection. … I want [the models
who are skinnier] the least.”2
Fat Shaming
In a series of tweets and radio appearances, Coulter condemned fat girls:

One tweet succinctly expressed her view of Leftist women: “Antifa: Revenge of the Ugly Girls.”
Coulter even promoted a video: “Why Are Women So Fat?”
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Thin-Skinned Coulter
Again, if Coulter hates thin-shaming so much, then
why does she fat shame? Is it because she cannot
identify with those she is fat shaming? Does she
believe that they are inferior to her? (Or, as many
have opined, is she projecting her own fears onto
others?)
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, many of Coulter’s
most enamored and faithful fans were concerned
about her health. Amidst profuse praise, they would
advise her to “eat a sandwich.” (They do so to this
day!)
They feared that Ann was suffering from an eating
disorder and were fearful for its consequences in her
life. So, was I. (Their warnings were intended to
warn, not wound.)
Now, I’ve reached a different conclusion, one which
has also populated the Internet for well over a
decade: Coulter may suffer from Marfan’s
Syndrome (see below).
Regardless, Coulter is extremely sensitive regarding thin jokes, so she should have empathy for those who
are victims of fat jokes. But no. She makes fat jokes.
It is often said that hurting people hurt
people. Coulter hurts people. Sometimes
viciously.
It often appears that she is on fat-shaming
autopilot, introducing such observations not
just as jokes but facts.
(What must
@LisaDeP?)

her

fat

friends

think?

Coulter definitely has a thing about fat girls.
Coulter will obviously loathe me for this
case study alone, but it represents a crucial
aspect of her self-identity, demonstrates
how important physical appearance is to
her, reveals how she evaluates the worth of
other people, and shows the depth of her
hypocrisy.
I suspect there are some (many?) deep personal wounds from her childhood or teen years that make her
especially sensitive to comments about her looks and figure.
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Obviously – as we see throughout this book – Coulter hates that which is different from herself: in this case,
fat people.
Coulter’s hypocrisy is so blatant: condemning
body shaming against herself and her
colleagues while body shaming those of
whom she disapproves.
Is it just woundedness from the past which
create these contorted critiques of others, or,
perhaps, something more medical or
psychological?
Credible rumors have persisted for over 20
years that Coulter has suffered from some
form of eating disorder. Anorexia? Bulimia?
Were these short-term bouts or longer-term
conditions?
It only took 11 minutes for someone to put some meat on them there bones.

(Personally, I prefer not to make fun of a person’s looks, regardless of race, gender, or political affiliation.
Given the relish with which Coulter attacks the looks of anyone she disapproves of, it is appropriate, in this
instance, to include such attacks against her from other people.)
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Anorexia Anxiety
In 1997, Coulter condemned the recently-deceased Princess Diana as an anorexic “unfit mother” (see Case
Study – Princess Diana). 14 years later, Coulter again attacked the princess, saying (emphasis added):
“I find it a little baffling when Americans get so gaga-eyed over a princess, particularly
Lady Di, who was just this anorexic, bulimic narcissist.” (Some could justifiably call
Coulter an “anorexic, bulimic narcissist.”)
Also, in 1997, Coulter weighed in on the causes of eating disorders:

In 2015, Coulter again spoke about anorexia and pleaded with people to stop thin-shaming naturally-thin
people.
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Coulter-Bashed
Coulter is understandably irked by thin-shaming directed at her. Here is a sampling of comments about her
in the media from just 1997-98 (emphasis added):
•

Detroit Free Press. “… including zero-body-fat MSNBC pundit Ann Coulter.”3

•

New Republic. “Ann Coulter, the leggy blond MSNBC commentator, was almost appropriately attired
in skin-tight jodhpurs, but then the ammunition belt kept slipping off her invisible hips, becoming
entangled in the strap of her Chanel purse.”4

•

New York Times “This week’s Newsweek eroticizes even Oralgate’s secondary female players: the
right-wing pundit Ann Coulter is a ‘willowy’ blonde.”5

•

Newsweek. a willowy and acid-tongued blonde6

•

Independent Observer. “very thin.”7

That pattern persisted over subsequent years, escalating with the advent of the blogosphere and the entire
panorama of social media prevalent today.
In 2008, Coulter attended one of many red carpet events: The Gridiron reported, in a parenthetical, no less,
“(How does she stay so thin? Never ate, chewed gum all night.)” I bet it was Nicorette!
Jumping to 2017, the Coulter-friendly Daily Caller opined: “So even though Coulter is taller, and thinner,
and richer, and a natural blond, Milo is catching up.” Apparently in response to that, Coulter told Joyce
Kaufman, “or even more freakishly tall than I am.”8
This drew a comment on Facebook: “ME: I’ve had friendly
face-to-face conversations with Ann and she is certainly not
‘freakishly tall.’ According to police records, Coulter is
‘5'10’ and 115 lbs. That gives her a Body-Mass Index of
16.5, and according to HHS anything below 18.5 is
‘underweight.’”9
Coulter tweeted: “I'm ACTUALLY – repeatedly measured
in doctor's offices – a hair over 5’9””
Coulter, in an interview in the New York Observer: “She
laughed her throaty laugh, said she was starved and ordered
tuna.” …
“Ms. Coulter ordered chocolate mousse and more wine.” …
“’That’s why they’re going crazy!’ she said. ‘That’s why
they’re saying I’m a skinny, mean bitch.’”
(I’ve noticed that some people on social media and other platforms – when they bring up the subject of
Coulter being anorexic – do so out of concern for her well-being. They aren’t trying to be mean or nasty
but rather they are expressing concern for her health and well-being. Of course, those who hate Coulter are
being nasty.)
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In a lengthy profile of Coulter, the Times recently wrote: “Coulter is striking – pin thin with Disney princess
hair and unblinking green eyes.” Per Red State, Coulter is “the lanky blonde.”
Here’s another sampling of media and Internet quotes about Coulter:10

From a recent interview in The Times: “and her extraordinary figure (she says she has gained 7lb ‘and I
don’t like it,’ though her thighs are smaller than my upper arms).” (Why is Coulter so obsessed with her
weight?)
Marfan’s Syndrome
Now, I suspect that it’s more likely that Ann suffers from Marfan’s Syndrome and not an eating disorder.
Its symptoms include: long arms, legs, and fingers;11 a tall, thin body type; and stretch marks on the skin
that are not related to weight gain or loss (see graphic below).
Since Coulter despises weakness of any kind, the very thought of being plagued by any eating disorder or
something totally out of her control like Marfan’s Syndrome must, in her mind, be extremely humiliating.
Of course, it is possible that Ann has suffered from eating disorders to combat the effects of Marfan’s
Syndrome or for other psychological reasons (like being in control of everything, including her diet).12
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For fully two decades certain
memes have populated the
Internet and social media –
“Coulter is a man,” “Coulter’s
Adam’s
apple,”
and
“Coulter’s man’s hands” – to
which Coulter has been
largely silent, though she will,
when confronted by the
media, deflect with humor.
One election eve 2018,
Coulter was asked about a
derogatory 2012 tweet (see
graphic to the right). Her
response was Classic Coulter
(see graphic below).
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Oddly, a makeup artist may offer some clues. Asked whether Ann’s eyelashes are real or false, Megan Cox
replied at length. She suggested that Ann uses a combination of Latisse prescription enhancer, lash
extensions and falsies. Three salient paragraphs follow:
It could just be the shape of her eyes, her very noticeable periorbital hollowing, or an entire
lack of skill on her makeup artists’ part (and it looks like her “makeup artist” might be
herself) that make the falsies stick out so much.. but wow, they stick out.
However, a side effect of Latisse—the prescription eyelash growth enhancer—is
periorbital hollowing. Periorbital hollowing is also a sign of aging, and goes hand in hand
with being so thin at her age (she is rather thin), but it’s rather dramatic in her case, which
makes me think it’s either genetic or a side effect of Latisse. Also, in the image of her
above with what appeared to be no lash enhancement, her lashes were still rather long and
had a lot of volume, which for someone who is near menopause, when lashes naturally thin
because of a decrease in hormones, is really, really rare.
From these photos and browsing many others, my best guess is that Ann is a Latisse user
who still wears falsies during public events.
(Ann, the purpose of this case study is not to wound you but to expose your hypocrisy and demonstrate that
words and actions have consequences. Ann, it’s better to be healthy than to feed an eating disorder. Don’t
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prioritize your looks over your health. By the way, regardless of the truth, I have always found you to be
an attractive person – even when you’re not.)
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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erratic and mercurial behavior: Among them, bipolarity, schizophrenia, and drug use.
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Case Study – What Would Ann Coulter Eat?

Fans and foes alike have disparaged Coulter’s physique. I am not among them. I have refrained from
publicizing the voluminous material out there in that regard. What I am now publishing is meant to
highlight the disparity between what Coulter demands from others and does herself. It further illustrates
how Coulter has become the ideal – in this case, of beauty – in her own mind.
Coulter hates being challenged on that particular aspect of her self-identity.
Does that reflect a measure of self-doubt or does it stem from deep-rooted childhood angst?
One could say that Coulter is a bit thin-skinned in that area of her life. She should regard this case study
as a growth opportunity.
If Ann Coulter can ask Who Would Jesus Kill (WWJK)? then we can surely ask What Would Ann
Coulter Eat (WWACE)?
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The following section is reprinted with permission of the writer.
What Would Ann Coulter Eat?1
by Jennifer Nicholson Graham
So, I’m barreling down I-95, on a 200-mile excursion, when yellow arches loom on the horizon, and I
instinctively tap the brakes.
I have four kids, see, from 10 months to 10 years, and long car trips with them require multiple
McFlurries. But this time, I’m traveling alone and have no good reason to stop. But I really, really want
an ice-cream cone.
Then, from out of the blue, it hits me: WWACD?
What would Ann Coulter do?
Now, my husband and I, we’re Catholic, and therefore not “What Would
Jesus Do?” kind of people. That phenomenon seems to belong primarily
to evangelical Protestants, therefore, I usually only encounter the phrase
while idling behind aging minivans at busy traffic lights. (It’s a cultural
thing.)
But it’s apparently seeped into my consciousness, as has the radiant visage of Ann Coulter, who is now –
hair shining and teeth gleaming – flitting around my peripheral vision, like the proverbial tiny angel and
devil dueling from opposite shoulders.
The arches beckon. The exit is here. What would Ann Coulter do? I look away resolutely and drive on.
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Later, stomach growling, it occurs to me that I have hit upon a new and exciting reducing plan, one that
will rapidly dispatch my marshmallow tummy and propel me to diet-book fame. The South Beach Diet
will be toast soon. It’s time for the Ann Coulter/Strom Thurmond Diet, based on two principles:
WWACE, and an egg.
The Ann Coulter part is self-evident. Dieters on my plan will receive a WWACE lapel pin or beaded
bracelet, and when it’s time to eat, they’ll simply ask the question, “What Would Ann Coulter Eat?”
The answer, of course, most of the time will be “Nothing!”
No, Ann Coulter won’t eat that McDonald’s cone! No, she won’t eat fried shrimp! No, she won’t eat a
slice of the birthday cake (butter-recipe yellow, with white frosting) that my grandmother just lovingly
prepared!
Ann Coulter weighs maybe 90 pounds soaking wet. As far as I
can tell, she eats only celery and flaxseeds. But it is a finely
constructed 90 pounds, and I aspire to look like her. In this
society of guiltless consumption created, I think, by the recent
decline in stern nuns – the specter of Ann Coulter inspecting our
dietary choices can only do us, as a nation, some good.
We also can use Ann for positive dieting imagery. For example, I
can easily imagine Ann, on her next visit to “Good Morning
America,” sitting around with Diane Sawyer, analyzing my latest
article.
“Well, Diane,” she’d drawl, crossing those pencil-thin legs, “her
writing’s OK, but I think she has a 10-to-1 pound advantage over
me.”
The thought will keep me in line.
Part Two of the Ann Coulter-Strom Thurmond Diet is the egg. The late senator of South Carolina, from
where my ample self hails, makes the pages of Hillary Clinton’s “Living History” when she describes an
encounter between Thurmond and first-daughter Chelsea. Among the tidbits of advice that Thurmond
imparts: Never eat anything bigger than an egg.
Presumably, that in addition to a rigorous exercise program and careful selection of young wives is what
kept the good senator alive for so long. It sounds bizarre, but the concept has some standing, since sadistic
nutritionists now tell us that the ideal serving is about the size of a computer mouse, which is, of course,
not much bigger than an egg.
Now, I wouldn’t take hair advice from Senator Thurmond, but this egg business makes sense. Combining
both ideas should whittle me down to Ms. Coulter’s size in time for my next family reunion.
But meanwhile, as the miles pass, I am growing woozy from hunger. When I stop for gas, I wander
through the Tiger Shoppe, but there’s nothing there that Ann Coulter would eat. There appear to be no
flaxseed products anywhere in the dark on 95 South.
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The arches, again, loom large. And the more I think about it, the top of a McDonald’s ice-cream cone, the
little mound of vanilla ice cream, is about the size of an egg, if I discard the cone. I pull in. Ann Coulter,
she’d be so proud.
[Published in 2003, this column vividly demonstrates the depth of animosity that Coulter has generated
toward herself. Food and figures figure large in Coulter’s commentary. An avid fat-shamer, Coulter
becomes livid at being called thin. Ironically, Coulter has published a number of recipes and has often
“joked” about writing a recipe book.]
In response to Graham’s question – What Would Ann Coulter Eat? – one person responded: “Apparently,
the answer is ‘nothing.’“
Ann Coulter Cook Books
During times of political insecurity, Coulter has frequently joked about giving up political commentary to
write a cook book. (I suspect that she has cooked up a number of good recipes over the years. I have no
doubt that she can be an incredible hostess. In the 1990s, she was well-known for hosting small dinner
parties with select people as an exercise in networking and brainstorming.)
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On Red Eye (FNC), Coulter’s close friend, Greg Gutfeld, frequently made cooking jokes regarding Ann:

Cookbooks and Recipes
To repeat, I can well imagine that Coulter is an excellent cook (whatever she puts her mind to) and I am
equally confident that she is a gifted hostess. (If only she was equally gracious to everyone.)
In her 2000 column, “You have to break a few eggs to make a joke,” Coulter attacked Hillary Clinton’s
culinary and comedic skills, writing:
During the 1992 presidential election campaign, Hillary gave her favorite chocolate chip
cookie recipe to Family Circle at the end of an interview, which the magazine then
printed in the July issue. (Even Barbara Bush didn’t stoop to giving Family Circle a
recipe: The magazine had to make do with one from the White House chef, which ran
alongside Hillary’s recipe.)
It turns out that Coulter has been writing her own cook books for the past two decades (publishing a
couple of her favorite recipes and sharing others with friends or for fundraising events).
Surprisingly, in March 2019, Coulter claimed, “No, I’m going to write a cookbook.”
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Diet Coke
When not drinking chardonnay, Coulter’s non-alcoholic beverage of choice is a Diet Coke.2

In a 2000 column, Coulter wrote, “If anyone ever opened my closets, they
would have thought I belonged to some crazy survivalist cult that believes in
storing a year’s worth of toilet paper and Diet Coke.”3
One of her fans even bought the remains of a Diet Coke that Ann had been
drinking (see photo).
Ann’s current Twitter fan club, Anntensity, observed: “Coulter reacted with
tacit satisfaction, calmly took a sip from her Diet Coke.”
The Philadelphia Inquirer reported:
“But here is Ann Coulter, fresh from a lecture and book-signing, sipping a glass
of Diet Coke in a quiet conference room and exuding not venom and hatred but
sunshine and light.”
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“So fine-boned and slender she almost disappears when viewed sideways, she’s all glowing tan and shiny
blond mane. A diamond tennis bracelet twinkles on her right arm. Her pale blue-gray eyes sparkle. With a
smile she says no, she doesn’t write to shock.”
“She’s wearing a cropped jacket and a form-fitting spaghetti-strapped dress cut to her signature micromini length. (‘Skirts so short you can see her brains,’ a Salon wag wrote of her wardrobe.)”
“It’s an outfit that would look absurd on most women of 39 (by her account) or 41 (according to her voter
registration record). But it flatters Coulter, who lacks thighs and wrinkles and could pass for a mid-20s
grad student.”
Coulter’s War on See’s Candies
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Nicorette Gum
Not technically a food, Coulter often treats Nicorette gum as if it is a nutritional necessity.

Multiple interviewers have observed Coulter’s addiction to
Nicorette. One noted, “I believe she was chewing her fourth
piece of Nicorette…”4 Another asked, “How does she stay so
thin? Never ate, chewed gum all night.”5 Another wrote,
“[Coulter] devoured tablets of Nicorette gum as though they
were Tic Tacs.”6
Coulter “chewed her third piece of Nicorette at a French café on
the Upper East Side.”
To one interviewer, Coulter exclaimed, “I have two patches on
right now – and Nicorette gum in my purse! I quit last October
and I don’t feel any better – no better whatsoever. Plus, it’s like a miracle drug. When you’re upset, it
calms you down.”7
Is Coulter so addicted to nicotine that she can’t quit?
Is Coulter so nervous before an appearance that she needs nicotine to appear in control?
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Check out this fascinating off-air but on-camera exchange: 8
FEMALE SPEAKER: “Did you want to keep the gum?”
ANN COULTER: “No, I have my little thing [container].”
FEMALE SPEAKER: “You do?”
ANN COULTER: “I’m waiting for them to come to me. It’s my Nicorette. So, it’s like smoking before
I go on.”
FEMALE SPEAKER: “Right.”
ANN COULTER: “Right? And they’re still chattering with Peter King. And then there will have to be a
commercial.”
FEMALE SPEAKER: “OK.”
MALE SPEAKER: “I have two here.”
ANN COULTER: “I don’t think I’ll need another one before I go on, but thank you. If you can chop it
up so I can snort it. That would help. …”
ANN COULTER: “Oh, OK. So, we do have a commercial before you come to me? OK, I’m putting my
Nicorette back in.”
Coulter was relentlessly mocked for her rather endearing self-deprecating humor regarding nicotine. Yes,
it is evidence of an addiction she cannot seem to kick. Her words were intentionally comical, yet her
chewing was unintentionally exaggerated – chewing to get as much out of it as quickly as she could. This
suggests Coulter experiences some measure of insecurity on set and requires her nicotine fix to be
calm. (Remember, Ann suffers from panic attacks.)
From the moment I saw that clip, I felt it was endearing (but I repeat myself). Coulter exhibited
genuineness and likeability. Her real personality appeared to shine through.
However, I would think that if one has been struggling with addictions for decades, one would have some
measure of compassion for others with theirs.
Anecdotal Observations
[Often interviewers will dine with Ann. Friends and colleagues have similarly observed her dietary
habits. Coulter herself has expressed her dietary preferences. Following is just a sampling of those
interviews and observations.]
Asked what she had for breakfast, Coulter joked: “My usual: 6-egg omelet, pound of bacon, six pancakes,
toast, gallon of orange juice – wait, that was Jerry Nadler’s breakfast. I had a grapefruit.” … Asked, “Red
or white wine?” Coulter replied: “Yes.” … Asked, “Leg or breast (chicken, of course),” Coulter
answered:” “As long as the chicken was raised in a tiny, uncomfortable box, I don’t care.”9
“…she ordered a glass of white wine. … and ordered tuna.”10
“I’ve been looking forward to a hot dog all day … Definitely some freedom fries. I smelled them. It was a
delightful smell. … Ann and I have put away a footlong each, an order of fries, an order of sushi, and two
big Diet Pepsis. … Ann’s a mustard and ketchup girl, by the way.”11
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“… over a glass of pinot grigio at a hotel bar after a speech in Raleigh, N.C.”12
“We had a fun-filled dinner. You could smoke in restaurants back then, and Ann was a tall, slight
chimney of puffs. I thought she was engaging, funny and brilliant. We drank perhaps a little too much. …
We had a small cocktail party with wine and cheese.”13
“I met Ann Coulter at an Italian
restaurant on the Upper East Side.
She was glowing, stunning, radiant.
Better than ever. She was wearing a
powder blue shirt, black pants, black
boots and a cross around her neck
made of diamonds. … taking a sip of
white wine.”14
“Believe it or not – probably not –
Coulter made a comment about being
on the Atkins diet and although I
could be 100% wrong, I think she
was serious.”15
“we found ourselves at Jacques Bistro enjoying Maryland crab cakes” and a “bowl of French onion soup“
“The startlingly thin, pretty woman at the end of the table listened, but contented herself with a plate of
lobster ravioli for most of the dinner … [then] dug into her chocolate soufflé.”
Puppies for Desert!
The following cartoon is priceless!

[Photo/graphic credit: 1, 4, 8, 12, and 13 – unknown source; remainder by author.]
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Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric and Rape Fantasies
With the realization that Coulter is a high-end sociopath and that sociopaths don’t care about hurting other
people, Coulter’s use of the word “retard” in its various forms and her projection of rape hoaxes and rape
fantasies makes much more sense.
Coulter doesn’t care about the impact her words have on those who are – or have loved ones who are –
actually retarded, or those who have actually been rape victims.
Retarded Rhetoric
I have already addressed Coulter’s
enjoyment of using the R-Word in two
of my previous books,1 so this section
will be relatively short.
Coulter has repeatedly justified her use
of the R-Word. On The Alan Colmes
Show, Coulter said, “’Retard’ had
been used colloquially to just mean
‘loser’ for 30 years. But no, these
aggressive victims have to come out
and tell you what words to use.”
“Ann Coulter sticks by ‘retard’ tweet,
says ‘screw them’ to the word police
[AUDIO]”.2
In reality, there is no justification for
using that term.
Mocking Spastic Retards is OK
In defending candidate Donald Trump’s alleged mocking of a disabled journalist in 2016, Coulter used two
rather obtuse and irrational arguments: 1) that Trump was doing “full-on spastic retard” (which is
perfectly acceptable in her eyes) and not mocking a “journalist with disabilities” and 2) that the disabled
journalist deserved to be mocked. Coulter made those arguments on the Opie & Jimmy Show (8/22/16).
First, Coulter said, “[Trump] was doing full on retard. That’s not what this guy is. … He’s doing spastic
retard.”
Yes, Coulter’s defense of Trump for allegedly mocking a disabled reporter is that he was really just
mocking a generic retarded person. Moreover, Coulter insisted3 that calling people retarded and mocking
them thusly is perfectly acceptable behavior.4 Coulter is wont to use the R-word without hesitation.
Second, Coulter conceded that if Trump were mocking a reporter for his disability, then the reporter
deserved it. (Yes, blame the victim, not the victimizer.)
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Coulter argued, “He’s not making fun of a guy’s disability but if he were, he deserves it.” Why did the
disabled journalist “deserve” to be mocked with a “full-on spastic retard” routine? Because he lied about
Trump.
Other R-Word Expressions
In May 2017, Coulter called General
McMaster “retarded.”
“I highly approve of Romney's decision to
be kind and gentle to the retard.” –
10/22/12
“Obama: ‘Stage 3 Romneysia’ – because
cancer references are HILARIOUS. If
he's ‘the smartest guy in the room’ it must
be one retarded room.” – 10/23/12
“.@GovRauner either is retarded or is
playing retard on @BretBaier. His answer
to every Q is, ‘Our system is broken.’
Fascinating!” – 8/11/17
“Is the MSM retarded? They read 'false
accusations' just like they read ‘fake
news’ – by excluding the words ‘false’ &
‘fake.’” – 2/11/18
“The Dems were just on VACATION in
Puerto Rico, retard.” – 1/18/19
Readers may recall that Coulter also sided
with the victimizer and attacked the
victim5 in a well-reported case of physical
assault by Trump’s campaign manager,
Corey Lewandowski, on reporter Michelle Fields. Coulter went so far as to ridicule Fields by jokingly
claiming that she (Coulter) had been gang-raped.6
Rape Hoaxes and Rape Fantasies
Coulter has written extensively about rape hoaxes on college campuses.
With a stunning display of logic, Coulter observed, “If we’re in the middle of a college-rape epidemic, why
do all the cases liberals promote keep turning out to be hoaxes? Maybe I’m overthinking this, but wouldn’t
a real rape be more persuasive?”7
She made that very same point on Hannity: “If we’re drowning in this epidemic of rape on college
campuses, why are all the cases they keep giving us hoaxes? Could they give us a real one? And in fact,
what it illustrates is an epidemic of false claims of rape.”8
A Townhall promotion praised Coulter, exulting, “Ann Coulter slams the left for minimizing actual rape.”9
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Yet, Coulter has herself actually minimized actual rape by making bogus rape claims.
As reported by Breitbart News in 2017, “Coulter posted a link to a recent article on her website titled ‘To
Say, ‘Stop Raping Me!’ In English, Press ‘1’ Now” on Twitter earlier this week.” Coulter also tweeted:
“Liberals are all for rape, provided that the penis forcibly inserted in you is attached to an illegal immigrant.
https://t.co/q9xZpDsPtL“.”
The following graphics encapsulate many of Coulter’s rape hoaxes and rape fantasies (see also Case Study:
Sex and Power).10
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Coulter equates illegal immigration with rape and favors aborting the children of rape.
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Coulter seems obsessed with rape, often making false claims of being rape, using herself as the object of
rape! (This is particularly striking given a recent interview in which she said she loves rough sex and would
like to be date raped! See Case Study: Sex and Power.)

For Coulter, rape is a joking matter. In the
graphic on the left, Coulter is obviously
making a point about the rampant false rape
allegations on college campuses, yet, her
humor seems to trivialize real rape.
In 2017, Coulter again politicized rape,
suggesting that illegal aliens “have no
choice but to rape because they have no
opportunities to date attractive women.”
Coulter’s humorous broadside backfired.
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Coulter also defended her Proud Boys
hero, Gavin McInnes (see Case Study:
Alt-Right), again using a rape analogy.
Actual rape victims were not amused.
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Photo/graphic credit: flowchart by Military Special Needs Network; Retard is Hate Speech from Internet;
remainder by author.]
Endnotes:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

See the Beauty of Conservatism, pp. 55-56 and Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory, pp. 43-46.
Daily Caller, 10/25/12.
See “Coulter, Simply Offensive” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-5i.
See Chapter 4, “… Brains,” The Beauty of Conservatism.
See “Will Ann Coulter Apologize to Michelle Fields?” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-di.
See “Ann Coulter Was Gang Raped!” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-dp.
Ann Coulter, “The College Rape Club, 12/10/14.
Ann Coulter, Hannity, FNC, 12/9/14.
See “Coulter Right on Rape, Wrong on Treason” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-3U.
Some of the material contained in this case study duplicates that of Case Study: Sex and Power, yet it sheds
insight into Coulter’s mindset and method of reasoning as well as her emotional and psychological wellbeing.
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Case Study: #AnnOcasioCoulter
An astonishing thing happened following the 2018 election: Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, a freshmen
congressman from New York, and Ann Hart Coulter, a veteran opinion writer also from New York,
mirrored one another in outrageousness, idiocy, policies, and sheer silliness.
I was not alone in seeing the obvious equation: Ann Hart Coulter = Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.
Dana Perino observed that “AOC is the intellectual leader of the Left.”1 Coulter has long been regarded as
(or, more importantly, regards herself as) an intellectual leader on the Right.
David Wayne tweeted: “AOC is just viewed as the Left's Ann Coulter.” John Griner tweeted to Coulter:
“U are getting as annoying as AOC.”
Coming from opposite ends of the political spectrum,
they both think that taxing wealth (as opposed to
income) is a good idea. Their flawed understanding
of economics, politics, and the real world is not
constricted to taxes.

Both AOC and AHC are prone to make stupendous gaffes.
AOC ineptly declared illegal aliens to be more American than American citizens. Meanwhile, AHC
continually regards WASPs as being the best Americans.
AHC repeatedly – for several years – claimed that the Great Depression was the most prosperous period
in American history. She continued to make that same talking point even after the obvious fallacy of her
assertion was made clear to her. (Surprisingly, no talk show hosts contradicted her claim. They fell for her
bogus anti-immigration argument.)2
AOC ludicrously compared the plight of illegal aliens seeking to illegally invade America with Jewish
families seeking to flee from the Holocaust in Nazi-occupied Europe.
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Speaking of AOC, talk show host Derek
Hunter, a friend of AHC, said that
AOC’s greatest fault is that “she thinks
she knows everything.” The exact same
thing could be said of Coulter!
Utterly hilarious Cortez memes populate
social media very single day. They are
priceless. Her gaffes are legendary …
and proving a major liability for the
Democrat
Party.
Similar
memes
increasingly target Coulter, directly
correlating the two.
With her late-onset Trump Derangement
Syndrome and full throttle embrace of
the #NeverTrump movement, Coulter
has become a laughingstock on both the
Left and the Right.
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s greatest fault is not that she constantly blunders and says things that are
demonstrably false, but that “she thinks she knows everything.”3 Greg Gutfeld says AOC is “wrong” but
“magnetic”4 – both observations appropriate to Coulter. Tucker Carlson calls AOC “a moron.”
AOC and AHC jokes are quickly replacing blonde jokes!
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Yet Coulter sees stark differences between them.
Coulter tweeted: “Everyone to the right Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez is a ‘white supremacist!’” (Yet,
Coulter, being the Queen of the Alt-Right, disagrees
with herself. See Case Study: Alt-Right.) This case
study concludes with a comparison chart.
As reported in New York Magazine, Coulter fears AOC’s astonishing social media presence. A Coulter
confidante revealed, “Terrified is a good word. She’s terrified of her. … She was ranting about, ‘AOC’s
going to be the next president even if she’s not old enough to run.’” (Does that mean #CoulterCortez2020
is off?)
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The parallels between, and parodies of,
these two provocateurs proliferate on
both social media and in news
broadcasts and entertainment.
One adventurous soul even suggested
that AHC and AOC run on one ticket for
president in 2020.
In almost simultaneously-occurring
controversies, AHC and AOC both
claimed to be in charge!
AOC simply said, “I’m the boss” while
AHC declared, “I’m president of the
Trump re-election campaign.”
Both AHC and AOC think they know everything even as they make flabbergasting blunders, and yet they
think (or want to think) that they are in charge.
AOC contends: “I think that there's a lot of people more concerned about being precisely, factually, and
semantically correct than about being morally right.” Tucker Carlson calls AOC a “screechy moron,” yet
has only high praise for AHC, despite her many, notorious gaffes.

Both AHC and AOC have been featured in comic books. Coulter was 47 years old when her first comic
book debuted; AOC was 29 years old. Another Coulter comic book was published in 2017.
Both AHC and AOC are prone to using apocalyptic language to incite their base. (Coulter has been doing
this for almost 20 years. Coulter said the world would end if Gore was elected in 2000! And she
frequently speaks of impending doom for America and the world if her policies are not put into place.)
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Both AHC and AOC have totalitarian tendencies. AOC declares “I’m the boss” and intends to place every
aspect of American life under the control of a centralized Progressive (statist) government. Meanwhile,
AHC, for over two decades has sought to shape and control the outcome of local, state, and national
elections by whatever means necessary.
Coulter has frequently spoken of the “benefits of local fascism,” called for suppression of liberal speech,
sought to rescind the 19th Amendment (giving women the right to vote), and called for poll taxes and
literacy tests for voting.
Ever the control freak, Coulter wants to control the mechanisms and policies of government. She has
often joked (but, seriously, folks!) about using Tinder to determine who can immigrate to America.
AHC, like AOC, thinks that she is – or should be – the boss! (See Case Study: #WackyNutJob.)
Both are incredibly obsessed with identity politics!

Ann Ocasio-Coulter

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

Single. No children.
Never ran a business.
Never managed people.
Partisan, provocative, and polemical.
Employ politics of personal destruction.
Deeply obsessed with, and immersed in, identity politics.
New York City was her home for decades.
New York City was her home for most of her life.
FEB 2019: 2.1 million Twitter followers
FEB 2019: 3.1 million Twitter followers
“I’m president of the Trump re-election
“I’m the boss.”
campaign.”
“You can come in and you can be part of what is “We are black; we are indigenous; we are Spanish;
a white Anglo-Saxon-American culture, which is
we are European.”
better than the culture that it was created from.”
Coulter wants to disband the FBI.
AOC wants to abolish ICE.
Wants a wealth tax.
Wants a wealth tax.
“I’m a WASP.” “I’m a Settler.”
“I wake up every day, and I'm a Puerto Rican girl
from the Bronx. Every single day.”
“We need a travel ban from every country.”
AOC equates Border Wall with Berlin Wall.
Coulter would turn America into Alcatraz!
Coulter thinks she knows better than everyone
Derek Hunter: “AOC thinks she knows
else.
everything.”
“Trump is the American Merkel. But who cares
“the world will end in 12 years if we don’t address
about Germany? Trump just destroyed the
climate change”
U.S.A.”
“OK, I’m a very stupid girl.”
“I am not the expert on geopolitics on this issue”
Compares immigration to rape.
Compares climate change to Nazi Holocaust.
“True, writing like this will expose your own
“I was born in a place where your ZIP code
gigantic paranoia at being excluded from historic
determines your destiny.”
WASP America.”
AHC differs from AOC in that she is more professional, polished, and nuanced that AOC (except when
she is not).
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1

Dana Perino, The Five, FNC, 1/22/19

2

On 4/16/19, Coulter reiterated her nonsense, tweeting: “Here is a simple immigration plan:
TOTAL MORATORIUM. We did it from the 1920s to 1965 and America was a paradise.”
Except: 1930s – Great Depression! Early 1940s – World War II.

3

Derek Hunter, Larry O’Connor Show, WMAL, 12/7/18.
Greg Gutfeld, The Five, FNC, 2/6/19.

4
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Chapter 6 – Rebel
This book was almost titled Rebel. (As it turns out, Joker and Rebel are two sides of the same coin.)
Coulter loves being a contrarian and boasts of
being an iconoclast. She regards herself as a fierce,
fearless, and fiery freedom-fighter. Perhaps that’s
why she was so eager to receive her Alamo Award
for being, as I thought at the time, a courageous
American freedom fighter.
Being an iconoclast or rebel, Coulter always
needs something to break or someone to rebel
against. She always needs an Orwellian “enemy
of the moment,” a grand and Noble Cause.
Her various missions align well with her rebellious
nature and her cutting-edge style of commentary
and humor – sarcasm intended to cut, to break – as
in iconoclast.
Hence, too, her flouting of social norms, her
constant pushing of the rhetorical, ideological, and
societal envelopes, and her admiration for various
rebels and even the Confederacy.
Being a rebel also fits well with Coulter’s
narcissistic nature, sociopathic disposition, and
psychopathic tendencies (see Character Study:
Narcissism).
The Rebel rebels and the Joker jokes to both further rebellion and deflect from criticism. Humor softens
the hard edges of a coup (see Chapter 5: Humor as Weapon, Defense Mechanism, and Outright Fun).
Often, rebelliousness is the result of internal brokenness, mental or emotional wounds, or a sense of
vulnerability and weakness.1
Rebellion in Scripture
A rebellious spirit – in contrast to actual freedom fighters opposing real tyranny and injustice – is a
dangerous, debilitating, and, ultimately, deadly spiritual condition.
Scripture has much to say about rebellion. Indeed, rebellion is utter anathema to God because it separates
those who rebel from our Father who loves them and it separates the rebel from other human beings.
Humanity has rebelled against God since Adam and Eve did so in the Garden of Eden. Paradise wasn’t
enough for them. They wanted more and, so, they listened to the Serpent (Satan) and were banished from
Paradise to live broken lives in a broken world.
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Lucifer was the very first rebel and the prototype for all who would follow. Renowned pastor and author
Philip De Courcy identified nine distinct attributes of Lucifer (whom God renamed Satan) in his book,
Take Cover:2
•

Satan or adversary (Job 1:6-7)

•

Devil or slanderer (Eph. 6:11)

•

Wicked one (Eph. 6:16)

•

Tempter (1 Thess. 3:5)

•

Accuser (Rev. 12:10)

•

Father of lies (John 8:44)

•

Ruler of demons (Mt. 12:24)

•

God of this world (2 Cor. 4:4)

•

Prince of the power of the air (Eph. 2:2)

Satan knows how best to bring out the worst in people. People struggle every day against his influences,
against the ungodly forces in this world, and against their own fallen human nature.
The apostle John offered this warning and encouragement:
Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, love for the
Father is not in them. For everything in the world – the lust of the flesh, the lust of the
eyes, and the pride of life – comes not from the Father but from the world. The world and
its desires pass away, but whoever does the will of God lives forever (1 John 2:15-17).
Saul Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals
It is not surprising that those who reject God and pursue the things of this world would adopt ungodly
principles and goals.
The Progressive Left’s Bible, Saul Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals, was actually dedicated to Lucifer!
(Emphasis added.)
Lest we forget at least an over-the-shoulder acknowledgement to the very first radical:
from all our legends, myths, and history (and who is to know where mythology leaves off
and history begins – or which is which), the first radical known to man who rebelled
against the establishment and did it so effectively that he at least won his own
kingdom – Lucifer.
Alinsky offered 13 rules for radicals:
1. Power is not only what you have but what the enemy thinks you have.
2. Never go outside the expertise of your people.
3. Whenever possible go outside the expertise of the enemy.
4. Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules.
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5. Ridicule is man’s most potent weapon.
6. A good tactic is one your people enjoy.
7. A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag.
8. Keep the pressure on.
9. The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself.
10. The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that will maintain a constant
pressure upon the opposition.
11. If you push a negative hard and deep enough it will break through into its counterside.
12. The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative.
13. Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it.
Ann Coulter’s Rules for How to Talk to a Liberal
In 2004, Coulter offered her own set of ten rules (commandments?) for how to talk to a liberal.

It’s remarkable how closely aligned Alinsky and Coulter are even though they are ostensibly at opposite
ends of the political spectrum. (Or are they?)
Let us look to Scripture (the Book that Alinsky rejected and that Coulter acknowledges but does not
follow) to see the attributes of a rebel and the consequences of being a rebel.
Attributes of a Rebel
The long list of attributes of a rebel can be summarized in just a few primary character traits:
•

Hubris
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•

Pride

•

A hardened heart

•

Impenitence

•

Unforgiveness

•

Self-absorption

•

Self-deception

Classic Rebels: Pharaoh and King Herod the Great
Rebels have hardened their hearts. It is all about their will. (Kindergarten report: Doesn’t play well with
others.)
Surprisingly, rebels are much like tyrants who, too, have hardened their hearts to oppose the will of God
and to the destructive effects of their own self-will. So, both rebels and tyrants are in rebellion to God and,
in their rebellion, have hardened their own hearts.
The Pharaoh of Egypt was a pagan king who enslaved the Jewish people and rebelled against God’s
command to set them free.
King Herod was a wicked ruler who sought to destroy the infant Jesus, who was prophesied to be the
King of kings.
Pharaoh, Supreme Ruler of Egypt
Pharaoh is the biblical model of a hardened heart.3 Neither truth nor grace were able to soften his heart
and bring him to his senses.
We read in the Exodus account that on multiple occasions Pharaoh hardened his own heart while, at other
times, God hardened Pharaoh’s heart (after Pharaoh had reached a “point of no return”).
The apostle Paul wrote, “Therefore God has mercy on whom he wants to have mercy, and he hardens
whom he wants to harden” (Rom. 9:18).
Consider the consequences of Pharaoh’s rebellious, hardened heart: The death of all the firstborn
Egyptians and their livestock; annihilation of their army; devastation of their crops and economy – for
generations to come. All from one person’s rebellious spirit.
Despite Egypt’s horrific example, the Israelites often emulated Pharaoh.
The prophet Isaiah, for example, wrote, “For these are rebellious people, deceitful children, children
unwilling to listen to the LORD’s instruction” (Is. 30:9) and “And they will go out and look on the dead
bodies of those who rebelled against me; the worms that eat them will not die, the fire that burns them
will not be quenched, and they will be loathsome to all mankind” (Is. 66:24).
King Herod the Great
As noted by Jack Zavada, “[Herod] was a brutal man who killed his father-in-law, several of his ten
wives, and two of his sons. He ignored the laws of God to suit himself and chose the favor of Rome over
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his own people. Herod's heavy taxes to pay for lavish projects forced an unfair burden on the Jewish
citizens.”
In addition to his tyrannical rule, Herod sought to destroy the infant Jesus, whom he perceived as a threat
to his power. In doing so, he perpetrated an atrocity known as the “massacre of the innocents.”
Pastor Timothy Keller observed, “This dark episode of King Herod’s violent lust for power points to our
natural resistance to, even hatred of, the claims of God on our lives!”4
Keller noted that tendency is integral to the heart of fallen human beings, writing, “We create Gods of our
own liking to mask our own hostility to the real God, who reveals himself as our absolute King.” 5 Keller
continued, “The natural human heart wants to be king, and so it is hostile to God’s claims of lordship over
us.”6
But, of course, our rebellion is antithetical to God’s purpose in our lives.
Repression Breeds Rebellion
A recurring theme in the TV series, 100 Code, offered a quasi-Freudian truth: “When the soul is repressed
it rebels.”
Scripture admonishes parents in the godly upbringing of their children, including punishment, but also
cautions against “provoking your children to anger.”
Ann was reared in a putatively Catholic home, attended a strict Catholic school (K-8), and was a rebel
from her youth. Her authoritarian father compelled her to become a lawyer instead of her passionately
preferred vocation of writer.
Ann is a last-born “baby princess.” They typically tend to be rebellious by nature.
Ann loved the rebellious nature of the Deadhead culture from her teen years onward.
Ann has identified with numerous cultural rebels, such as Abbie Hoffman and H.L. Mencken.
Unlike James Dean in Rebel Without a Cause, Coulter has always had a cause. First and foremost –
herself. Beyond that, her causes (often singular, single-issue causes), have fluctuated. In the early 1990s,
it was anti-feminism, then anti-Clinton (late 1990s), then anti-terrorist neoconservative zealot (post-9/11),
then anti-Obamacare (circa 2014), now xenophobic anti-immigration paleoconservative pacifist (postObama era).
(James Dean’s character feared feeling ashamed. He wanted to feel a sense of belonging. He hated being
called a coward. Unlike Coulter, he also had a sense of honor.)
Coulter’s intellectual heroes – Joseph Sobran, Pat Buchanan, and, presumably, Samuel Francis – were all
neo-Confederates. They championed small government and states’ rights (as do most conservatives) but
with a strong racial tinge. Indeed, their racial lenses are as strong as those of their ideological
counterparts, Al Sharpton, Louis Farrakhan, and Jeremiah Wright (see Case Study: Alt-Right).
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Self-Isolating Loners
Rebels tend to be self-isolating loners. They want to seize power, which means waging war with those
who have it or whose ideas conflict with theirs. Being proud individuals who think that they always know
best, they will do whatever it takes to attain power, ultimately causing misery for the rebels, those around
them, society at large, and even the nations they purport to champion.
What has Coulter said about rebellion?
In 1997, she said, “We’re also, you know, conflating two forms of authority. One is government − and
there’s a long tradition of thumbing your nose at government and being a rebel in that sense − but I’m
talking about the authority from God that led to the creation of this government.”7
Coulter later added, “Everybody gets nervous when you mention God.”
Is Coulter nervous about God?
Just a month later, Coulter admitted, “I do believe in heaven. I’m what C.S. Lewis called ‘the worst sort
of Christian.’ I believe enough to feel really miserable about not being a saint, and not enough to actually
be a saint. So, I’m just sort of miserable all the time.”8
The apostle Paul declared, “The mind governed by the flesh is hostile to God; it does not submit to God’s
law, nor can it do so. Those who are in the realm of the flesh cannot please God” (Rom. 8:7-8).
In Hidden Christmas, Keller wrote, “If you want Jesus with you, you have to give up the right to selfdetermination. Self-denial is an act of rebellion against our late-modern culture of self-assertion. But that
is what we are called to. Nothing less.”9
Keller added (emphasis added), “That means that we cannot know who we are until he comes into our
lives and then, through obedience, learn our true identity.”10 Continuing “So have the courage to take
your hands off your life, to give yourself to him and begin a lifetime of adventure.”
Step 1: Admit you are a sinner. “It takes enormous courage to admit these things, because it means
throwing your old self-image out and getting a new one through Jesus Christ.”11
Continuing: “And yet that is the foundation for all the other things that Jesus can bring into your life – all
the comfort, all the hope, all the joyful humility, and everything else.”12
Continuing: “At the core of the human heart is an impulse that says, ‘No one tells me what to do.”13
People can have a “natural resistance to, even hatred of, the claims of God in our lives.”14
Christianity Today offered this spiritual nugget: “The reality of the situation is that Christ came to right
the rebellion of man. All else but the gospel is rebellion. The cause of Christ is the one obedient cause.”
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Coulter – Wacky Loose Canon
Coulter fan Ed Morrow recently cautioned Coulter against continually attacking Trump. Morrow agreed
with Trump that Coulter is “wacky” and wrote some words of tough love to Ann (emphasis added):15
You have always been a loose cannon, routinely firing off remarks that your fans have
had to explain as innocuous to the perpetually offended. You were just tweaking them,
we insist, and they were trying to turn a tweak into a deadly insult for which they could
demand an effusive apology followed by your exile from polite society. …
Often, it was an enjoyable kerfuffle, for you are a funny member of the punditry. But
sometimes defending your more provocative remarks was tiresome. Why make us fight
peculiar, unnecessary battles of no strategic value? We dutifully did, wondering, a little
bit, if maybe you might be just stirring up a fight to get the world to watch you wave your
banner high above a tumultuous scuffle that you pointlessly provoked. …
When you describe him as such, you aren’t adding an inch to that wall. You are making
it easier for his opponents to stop him from building it. They’re delightfully using your
words to mock Trump and you. …
You’ve made a career out of getting people angry with you. …
So, Ann, please lay off Trump. There are other targets better deserving your fire. We
don’t need you going all wacky and doing a Rosie O’Donnell impression. One of her is
one more than enough.
One commentator observed (emphasis added): “Coulter commits the worst political sin you can commit
in a democracy – she doesn’t allow that there might be such a thing as a loyal opposition. In Coulter’s
world there is only support for the government or opposition by any means possible. This way lies
perpetual revolution, and I can’t imagine why anyone, let alone a conservative, would want to be along
for the ride.” (See Case Study: #WackyNutJob.)
From Rebellion to Tyranny
A spirit of rebellion often leads to a
tyrannical spirit. Decades of rebellion can
harden hearts and sear consciences. History
proves this to be true, from rebellions in Latin
America to post-colonial Africa, from the
French Revolution to the Russian Revolution.
Rebellions can quickly become tyrannies, and
rebels, tyrants.
Even noble causes, without God or
foundational principles, can cause even
greater chaos and calamity then existed before
those uprisings.
However, America’s Founding Fathers were
true and godly revolutionaries who, having
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employed every legal remedy available to them to redress grievances, sought to create a new, ordered
society based upon a clear vision (Declaration of Independence) and a clear understanding of the nature
of the enacted government (of, for, and by the People) – a constitutional Republic with check-andbalances to prevent injustice and thwart tyranny.
In contrast, rebels – like Ann Coulter – want things done their way, now!
A tyrannical spirit has certainly possessed Coulter, who will do and say anything – and betray anyone,
even her own principles – to achieve her desired outcome.
Christian Revolution
In contrast to Coulter’s rebellious spirit, Christians have a revolutionary spirit, seeking to expand the
kingdom of God on earth by preaching and living the Gospel of Christ. They do so by word and example,
not by the coercive power of government.
Christians are revolutionaries who have turned the world upside down with the truth of the Gospel of
Christ, which shatters the icons, principles, values, and ideals of this world and replaces them with
opportunities for a profound personal relationship with God and a pathway to Paradise, temporally and
eternally. (Christians are the real iconoclasts!)
Calling herself an “extraordinarily good Christian,” Coulter has – for over two decades – opposed
Christians, and also the pro-life movement, in order to pursue her various personal, political, and
presidential agendas.
In essence, Coulter’s rebellious spirit has thwarted the revolutionary spirit of the Gospel and both the
will and the work of God on earth and in her life.
At the Heart of Life
In the summer of 2011, I went to my doctor for a routine medical issue only to find out that I was in
Atrial Fibrillation (A-FIB) and they rushed me to the emergency room. Shortly thereafter, I had the first
of what would be several heart operations over the course of seven years. In between operations, with
medication, I was doing well.
For about five months in the summer of 2018, my A-FIB reemerged and medications no longer helped.
My resting heart rate (even when sleeping) was 120 bpm. I was understandably wiped out. My friends and
colleagues could clearly see the effects of my debilitating heart condition.
Now, I have a pacemaker and that has made the world of difference. I feel like a 40-year-old again.16
When our hearts are not right spiritually, we can also feel wiped out. We can be fearful, anxious, stressed,
overwhelmed, and panicked. The remedy: A pacemaker.
Our spiritual Pacemaker is Jesus Christ. Jesus is our Rock and Fortress. Jesus is our Peace – no matter
what circumstances we find ourselves in. We can rest in Him! That is His promise to us and He always
delivers on His promises.
Road to Spiritual Heart Disease
Pastor Gene Giguere gave a sermon series on “The Road to Spiritual Heart Disease.”
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Giguere pointed out that “heart” appears more than 800 times in Scripture. He drew parallels between
physical and spiritual heart disease, noting similar causes: 1) bad diet, 2) unhealthy habits., 3) inactivity,
and 4) stress and anxiety. Here are a few of his wise observations:
•

He gave a foundational, biblically-sound, premise: “Biblically, the heart is the seat of everything
that we are spiritually.”

•

He exhorted us to have a healthy diet: “A steady diet of God’s pure Word will deliver us from the
most severe trials that life throws at us.”

•

He offered this warning: “Sin is spiritual heart plaque.”

•

He offered another related warning: “Unconfessed sin in our lives will damage our spiritual
hearts.”

•

He noted that our brokenness damages our relationships with God and other people: “It’s our
heart that makes us unclean in our walk with God.”

•

He said that purity of heart is essential in a Christian’s life: “We can’t walk with God without
purity and we can’t begin fixing our spiritual heart disease without honesty.”

Supporting Scriptures include:
1. Our condition without God: “The heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure. Who can
understand it?” (Jeremiah 17:9)
2. Our prayer to God: “Create in me a pure heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me”
(Psalm 51:10).
3. God’s promise to us: “I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from
you your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh” (Ezekiel 36:26).
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A commentary on Hosea 7:13 reads (emphasis added): “God longs to redeem us and transform our lives.
But what hinders him from doing that? Hearts hardened by rebellion and a refusal to see the truth. If we
want God’s powerful help, we must surrender ourselves to him. It is necessary that we learn to accept
reality, admitting our faults and sins. Then we open our lives up to God so that he can help us.”

God cares more about our hearts than our circumstances and He will use our
circumstances to transform our hearts. St. Augustine wrote, “our heart is unquiet until it rests in
You.”
According to Keller (emphasis added): “We want that something nothing in this life can give us. If we
keep pursuing it in this world, it can make us driven, resentful, or self-hating. If we try to harden our
hearts so that it doesn’t bother us, we harm our humanity and those around us.”17
Keller continued: “[Detachment] not only brings about a selfishness and hardness but also weakens our
love relationships.”18
Keller highlighted the incredible great exchange: “When Jesus Christ says, ‘I am the bread of life …
broken for you’ (John 6:35; Luke 22:19) he is saying, ‘I am God become breakable, killable, vulnerable. I
die that you might live. I am broken so you can be whole.’”19
Keller cautioned: “The battle was over where to direct the supreme love of your heart. Will it be toward
your neighbor, no matter who that neighbor is? Or will it be toward power and wealth for yourself and
your tribe?”20
Hebrews chapter 4 tells us that rebels with hardened hearts will never enter God’s rest.
The apostle Paul predicted: “They are darkened in their understanding and separated from the life of
God because of the ignorance that is in them due to the hardening of their hearts. Having lost all
sensitivity, they have given themselves over to sensuality so as to indulge in every kind of impurity, and
they are full of greed” (Eph. 4:18-19). (See, surprisingly, Case Study: Sex and Power.)
Open the Eyes of My Heart
The rebel has, at best, her eyes turned away from God. Often, she has a fist of defiance raised up against
God. The only source of healing is to turn to God.
Popular worship leader Michael W. Smith has a wonderful worship song, Open the Eyes of My Heart, in
which we seek to see God’s glory, to view Him as He really is, and see ourselves as we really are.
We all need to turn to God and ask Him to open our eyes, especially if we have a rebellious spirit.
I am reminded of the haunting Simon and Garfunkel song, I Am a Rock, proudly proclaiming to be a rock
and an island, unmoved by love and compassion for fear of being wounded. (There is only one Rock!)
Likewise, Quarterflash’s Harden My Heart seeks self-protection from future pain.
The Rolling Stones’ Paint It Black colorfully grieves over the loss of a loved one and expresses how
deeply one can become lost in the darkness of grief. The singer’s grief is so dark he wants his red heart –
and the whole world – painted black.
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In contrast, Toni Braxton pleads Unbreak My Heart, a request that can be answered by Jesus. Or consider
Roxette’s Listen to Your Heart.

God has an infinite love for us, a love He keenly desires to share with us – if we will only open our hearts
to Him.
His love is unfathomable, unconditional, and eternal – and it is more real than the air that we breathe.
Breathe in God’s love and let Him fill the void in your heart. Let His love heal your wounds and repair
your brokenness. Let Him be your salvation.
Nothing is impossible for God. He knows us intimately and completely – far better than we know
ourselves – and He loves us with an everlasting love.
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Rebellion or Repentance?
In the end, we all have but one choice: rebellion or repentance. Will we be self-driven or Spirit-led?
The antidote to rebellion is repentance. Without it, we cannot have a relationship with God and we will
continue to have broken and deteriorating relationships with other people.
Rebels never find rest or peace; the repentant always do.
Keller observed, “Peace comes after the inner conflict of repentance.”21 He added, “God’s peace comes
after the inner conflicts by submission.”22
Keller continued: “You can believe in the truth of Christmas, that you are saved by grace alone through
faith in Christ alone. Then you can get an identity that is humbled out of your pride but affirmed and
loved out of your insecurity, and one that offers you forgiveness and restoration when you fail.”23

De Courcy wrote: “Within the anxious heart and mind a game of mental Ping-Pong is played between
fear and faith.”24 This leads to “mental exhaustion and spiritual paralysis.” It also leads “to fear and a
paralysis of the will.”25
If we don’t integrate God’s truth into our lives then we will continue to live broken lives. Pride and
rebellion are barriers to doing God’s will.
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Jesus promised, “Whoever does God’s will is my brother and sister and mother” (Mark 3:35).
Let God’s love get past your head and into the wounds of your heart so that your heart may be healed and
then you will experience His loving arms wrapped around you.
Sheep and Goats
One person encapsulated the differences between sheep and goats (Matthew 25) this way:
So, the thing that God sees in His sheep is a gentle and yielded spirit. They trust their
Shepherd. They follow His voice. On the other hand (pun intended), the goats have a
spirit of defiance, self-will, or independence from God’s involvement in their lives.
The later description seems perfectly applicable to Coulter, who epitomizes the biblical and real-world
qualities of a “goat” – proud, rebellious, aggressive, self-sufficient, quarrelsome, short-tempered, and
headstrong.
The apostle John recorded Jesus’ words describing His people (John 10:4): “… the sheep follow him, for
they know his voice.”
Does Ann follow Jesus? Seemingly not. Does Ann even hear His voice? One could arguably conclude
that she has ears but cannot hear, eyes but cannot see. Otherwise, she would follow Him.
Instead, she is like the blind leading the blind.26
Our identity is found in neither imagined self-images nor our real imperfections but in our true identity in
Jesus Christ.
One of many great scenes in War Room (2005) demonstrates that it is never too late to turn to God: “And
there’s no grief as great as denying the truth until it’s too late. Oh, my selfish pride! And I confessed it
and repented and I begged God to forgive it. But I still have a scar. And then I started to spend more time
with the Lord and in His Word and I learned how to fight in prayer first.”
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study – Politics of Death
For someone who claims to be “totally pro-life,” Coulter is remarkably cavalier about death.
In fact, Coulter embraces the Politics of Death and eschews the Gospel of Life.1
She regularly politicizes the whole of
life, so why wouldn’t she politicize
death? Indeed, she has done so for well
over two decades.
Some compliment Coulter for having
no filter (as if that is a good thing).
Others argue that she has no heart …
or no conscience. Even after over two decades of controversies and backlash over her behavior, Coulter
has yet to learn what she is doing wrong and that she needs to change direction.
Coulter’s rebellious nature refuses to repent or to do what is right (see Chapter 6: Rebel).
Coulter’s callousness toward life explains her callousness toward people!
In an Easter tweet, Coulter rejoiced over the death of an unsaved Muslim martyr who was seeking to
facilitate dialogue between Muslims and Christians. He was not saved, yet she was joyful, not
appreciating the spiritual and eternal ramifications involved (see Case Study: Jesus, Santa, and Kwanzaa).
Fun with Funerals
For more than a score of years, Coulter has trashed the
recently deceased and those grieving their loss.
You may recall that Coulter was briefly fired from
MSNBC in early 1997 for calling the then recentlydeceased Pamela Harriman, U.S. Ambassador to France,
a whore (or, in Coulter’s more delicate nomenclature, a
“round heel”).
A few years later, Coulter was far more explicit: “Women like Pamela Harriman and Patricia Duff are
basically Anna Nicole Smith from the waist down. Let’s just call it for what it is. They’re whores.”2
While the world mourned the recently-deceased Princess Diana, Coulter repeatedly attacked her,
assassinating her character (see Case Study: Princess Diana).
In 2006, Coulter defamed several prominent (liberal) widows from the 9/11 terrorist attack, charging them
with enjoying their husbands’ deaths.3
Coulter wrote (emphasis added): “These broads are millionaires, lionized on TV and in articles about
them, reveling in their status as celebrities and stalked by grief-arazzis. These self-obsessed women
seemed genuinely unaware that 9/11 was an attack on our nation and acted as if the terrorist attacks
happened only to them. ... I’ve never seen people enjoying their husbands’ deaths so much.”4
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Coulter has written a number of eulogies, many of them trashing the deceased or their families.5 Among
them:
•

John F. Kennedy, Jr. – praised herself and attacked his family

•

Barbara Olson – politicized her death

•

Ronald Reagan – criticized his family

•

Jerry Falwell – politicized his death and contradicted him on his repentance

•

William F. Buckley, Jr. – politicized his death

•

Ron Silver – politicized his death

Even Coulter’s eulogies for her own parents were politicized!
Coulter also rejoiced in the death of Sen. Arlen Specter, who died of cancer in 2012, with some very
vicious tweets.
Another Ghastly Eulogy by Coulter
True to form, Coulter politicized her eulogy for M. Stanton Evans.6 Coulter turned the loss of a colleague
she had known for two decades, someone she had suggested was a mentor, and used it to further her own
personal and political agenda.
Coulter has a very long history of doing
just that.7
Her lead paragraph quoted Evans on
immigration, Coulter’s current cause
célèbre.
Coulter then spent more time talking
about Reagan, Romney,8 immigration,
and McCarthy than she did about the
subject of her eulogy.
And, she threw in an attack on CPAC:
“(This was back when CPAC
mattered.)”9
Remember, CPAC was integral to Evans’
life, yet Coulter churlishly and
vindictively attacked his institutional love.
Coulter remained insistent that Romney could win the presidency, again comparing him to Reagan:
“Reagan ran for president a third time, won the presidency and saved the country.” (Coulter noted that
Evans was wrong to reject Reagan!)
Lest we fail to grasp her advocacy for Romney, she added: “(One thing you must always remember, rightwingers: Never run the same guy for president three times. Look how that turned out!)”
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Of course, Evans’ defense of Joseph McCarthy lavished attention on Coulter, who mentioned:
“Stan gave me a few teaser documents for my book Treason: Liberal Treachery from the Cold War to the
War on Terrorism,10 which liberals denounced on the grounds that I wore short skirts and also that it was
insufficiently ‘scholarly.’”
Lengthy sections on Reagan, Romney, and Coulter’s pet issues, but scant mention of Evans’ life, work,
and legacy.
Coulter concluded: “Two weeks ago, he told me not to give up. And neither should you, America.”11
Perhaps it’s time we gave up on Ann.
Barbara Bush Funeral
2018 would prove no exception to the Coulter Ghastly
Eulogy Rule. Coulter’s tongue-in-cheek tweet (right)
must have sliced into the hearts of the bereaved who
knew of her hatred for them.
John McCain Funeral
Coulter seized every opportunity to attack Sen. John
McCain and his family upon news of his death with a
series of more than distasteful, but actually disgusting,
tweets.
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George Herbert Walker Bush Funeral
With the passing of President George H.W. Bush, Coulter kicked her Defaming the Dead and Bereaved
Shtick into high gear without a moment’s hesitation.
Coulter deliberately and maliciously published her
weekly column early to taint George H.W. Bush’s
public funeral at the National Cathedral. She
sought to coincide her smear job as closely as
possible with the funeral services.
In her column, Coulter totally disparaged the
accomplishments and character of a true American
war hero, public servant, and an honorable, Godfearing family man.
Instead, she claimed that the Willie Horton ad was
“the one thing Bush got right in his entire public
career.”
In addition to a very flawed reading of the man and his presidency, Coulter got one crucial detail totally
wrong: Bush did not produce the Horton ad; rather, it was the product of the National Security PAC,
which, by law, was not allowed to coordinate its activities with a particular candidate.
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Again, the central core point of
Coulter’s column – Bush’s greatest
30 seconds of his public life – was
totally wrong.
Coulter’s close friend, Greg Gutfeld,
had this to say: “When you thought
of Mr. [George H.W.] Bush, what
did you most think about?
Patriotism, duty, family, faith. Isn’t
that the stuff that is openly mocked
today by pop culture, the media,
academia? … Yet, this week, those
were the things that mattered!”12
Well, apparently not to Coulter.
Coulter’s column (in lieu of an actual
eulogy) totally misrepresented the
man, his character, and his
presidency. Coulter claimed that
Bush’s finest moment was the 30second Willie Horton ad that, in fact,
Bush had nothing to do with.
Rather than enumerate his many
accomplishments over a lifetime of
public service (beginning as an
American war hero), Coulter
denigrated him at every opportunity.
Bush was her political foe (on her issues) and, therefore, an evil person.
Coulter even managed to get a dig in for both the McCain and Bush families. (Classy!)
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This is how most Americans remember
George H.W. Bush and Barbara Bush.
American Thinker offered thoughtful reflections: “In Bush’s
funeral this week we remembered how long we have endured this
wasteland of character.”
Continuing (emphasis added): “Perhaps the strongest note of wistful
longing in Bush’s funeral was the lifelong example of a leader who
lived by a set of transcendent values. Honor, friendship, loyalty,
honesty – Americans have always believed that these immaterial
attributes were the basis of a good life.”
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Coulter Defames and Besmirches American War Heroes
John Podhoretz’s tweet says it all. Podhoretz was close friends with Coulter for, I believe, a couple of
decades, until he saw the light.13

Rape Jokes
Coulter jokes not just about death but about rape (see Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric and Rape
Fantasies).
In 2004, after she was the victim of a pie attack (which she likened to terrorism!), Coulter kept falsely
claiming that her attackers were in prison, “enjoying the benefits of gay marriage.”
In one of numerous interviews, Coulter said (emphasis added), “I hear MoveOn.org has a bounty for
anyone who throws a pie in my face. Neither of those guys hit me. I think one is still in prison. It is a
funny thing, that they ended up in prison – enjoying the benefits of gay marriage. One guy with a broken
shoulder and one with a broken nose. And that was when I was traveling totally unprotected. Let ’em try
it again, they’ll end up dead.”14
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In May 2005, Coulter again threatened liberals with
vigilantism, saying (emphasis added), “When I give a
speech, I don’t think I would want to be the liberal
running at me. Let them try it again. All of
MoveOn.org is going to end up in the emergency
ward.”
Fast forward to 2017, and Coulter relished the thought
of Anthony Weiner being anally raped in prison.
Why?

Denies Reality of Wrongful Executions
Coulter has argued for over twenty years that
there have been no innocent people executed in
America.
In 1996, she argued that the process is too long,
saying, “Prisoners on death row stay on death
row an average of 10 years in nineteen, at the end
of the ‘80s. More prisoners in 1988, on death
row, died of causes other than executions than
executions, and that is because of these endless
habeas [corpus] reforms. That’s the federal
government stepping in to a state trial – the case
has been appealed through the state courts, up to
the state supreme court, and suddenly the federal
government says ‘Oh, no, no, no, hold off that
execution.’”15
Two months later, Coulter argued, “The question
isn’t ‘How many innocent people are sentenced
to death?’ It’s ‘How many innocent people are
executed?’ Because there are a lot of fail safes to
keep someone sentenced to death from actually
being executed. There are direct appeals,
collateral appeals, there’s a commutation from
the governor, and, I believe, even the President could commute a death sentence.”16
Coulter then disputed a Stanford Law Review article citing hundreds of cases innocent people being
executed, saying, “Well, until we turn up, you know, cases of an innocent person being put to death. I
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don’t think there are any. ... That’s an example of the system working. … I don’t think we have examples
of innocent people ever being put to death.”
The following year, Coulter made this
astonishing
boast,
“I
enthusiastically
embrace the death penalty,” while defending
the execution of a 14-year-old.17
A few months later, Coulter reiterated her
views: “By the time anyone is executed in this
country almost 100 people on average have
concluded that he is not only guilty but that he
deserves the death penalty. … There is no
evidence that a single innocent person has been
executed this century.”18 (Notice the qualifier:
“this century.”)19

Coulter’s elimination rhetoric took a gruesome edge when she called for the dismemberment of Hillary
Clinton: “BREAKING: Democrat party officials invite Hillary Clinton to cocktails and dinner at the
Saudi consulate in Istanbul.”
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Coulter (Finally) Admits that Hate Speech Exists!
For well over a decade, conservatives have defended Coulter from charges of “hate speech” – claiming
there is only “free speech.” This, despite Coulter self-description as a polemicist for over two decades.
But, in October 2018, Coulter admitted that hate speech does exist and that she watches it.

I (among many others) have long documented Coulter’s propensity for hate speech.20
Some Genocides Are OK
Coulter had zero interest in the United States intervening to stop the 1994 genocide in Rwanda (where
one black tribe massacred another black tribe – one million people killed!).
Likewise, Coulter opposed Clinton’s intervention to stop the 1995 genocide and ethnic cleansing in
Bosnia (where white Serbs slaughtered Muslims Croats).
In the decades-long genocide and ethnic cleansing in the Sudan (where Arab Muslims slaughtered and
dispossessed black Christians), Coulter adamantly opposed intervention. In a 2007 column, Coulter wrote
(emphasis added): “These people can't even wrap up genocide. We've been hearing about this slaughter in
Darfur forever – and they still haven't finished. The aggressors are moving like termites across that
country. It's like genocide by committee. Who's running this holocaust in Darfur, FEMA? This is
truly a war in which we have absolutely no interest. But liberals want our boys to go fight scimitarwielding dervishes.”
Concerning the current Christian genocide taking place across much of the Middle East and in China,
Coulter opposes giving victims refugee status.21 She doesn’t even care about the fate of her brothers and
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sisters in Christ. She does not identify with them. Coulter even bemoans granting of refugee status for
Jews persecuted in Russia and Eastern Europe.22

But Coulter does speak out against white genocide in South Africa. (Race trumps faith for Coulter!)
According to Coulter (emphasis added): “We’re about to see a genocide and if Trump doesn’t keep his
promises on immigration, in about two generations that’s going to be the United States of America, so get
used to it. But we are seeing a genocide there, and if we’re going to take any refugees it seems to me
it ought to be particularly these white farmers who are being chosen and killed in really horrible
ways. They’re not just going in and shooting them point blank, they’re really disgusting. They’re boiling
people to death, just really sick tortures. They’re outnumbered, there aren’t that many of them, they’re
going to be wiped out.”
Strikingly, the only people Coulter cares about saving from extermination are the descendants of white
Afrikaner Settlers in South Africa with whom she feels close kinship (see Case Study: Settler).
(Coulter’s
narcissism,
sociopathy,
and
psychopathy are very evident in this case study
and, indeed, throughout this book.)
Ironically, in her intransigent opposition to all
immigration, Coulter denies the existence of any
genocide taking place anywhere in the world.
Coulter doesn’t do well with death in the
abstract or on an individual basis or in the
aggregate with “huge swaths” of people being
massacred.
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Coulter, in effect, lacks the humanity to, like Scrooge, care about “surplus humanity” – people who have
no worth in her eyes but who have tremendous worth in the eyes of the God who created them in His
image and endowed them with certain inalienable rights that include life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.
If Coulter can’t identify with you as a person, if you have no worth or value to her as a human being, then
you might as well not exist and, therefore, it is perfectly alright for her to say whatever she wants to about
you and to treat you as if you were subhuman.
Hence her polemics, death threats, elimination rhetoric, attacks on the recently-deceased, tone-deaf
eulogies, and inability to extend compassion to, and have empathy for, victims of violence, natural
disasters, mass murder, genocide, and rape.
“In the wake of a mass shooting at two New Zealand mosques that left 49 people dead on Friday,
conservative firebrand Ann Coulter took the opportunity to mock California Governor Gavin Newsom’s
death penalty ban by saying he would be ‘relieved’ that New Zealand does not administer such a
punishment.”
One psychologist offered this description of Coulter to me (emphasis added):
Personally, she's functional and most likely doesn't kill people and animals for by some
driving need to do so, but her ideation probably veers in those directions. … One can
only learn to hide it if they aren't committing violent acts. Many people who are
sociopaths or psychopaths are very successful in life, but they aren't serial killers or
criminals, but they think like one. They restrain their darker impulses, however.23
In retrospect, this makes perfect sense! It certainly explains her eagerness to employ elimination rhetoric,
her penchant for the politics of personal destruction, and her uncontrollable emotional outbursts of hatred
and rage toward others, whether verbally, in commentary, or on social media. Moreover, it lends greater
insight into Coulter’s delight over the deaths of those she hates and her utter callousness toward the griefstricken and the needs of others, as well as her many betrayals of people who trusted her and whom she
once called friends.
Ann Coulter = 1,024th Human
In 1998, I wrote, but did not
publish, that “Ann Coulter is, I
think, brilliant. She has an
awesome mind. But she is totally
heartless.”24
Describing people who reject God,
the apostle Paul wrote, “They
refuse to understand, break their
promises, are heartless, and have
no mercy” (Rom. 1:31, NLT).
Paul’s words seem to perfectly
describe the Coulter that I and
many others have come to know
over the past two decades.
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Someone else agrees:

[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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See “Coulter Stumps for Romney – Again!” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-4V.
See “CPAC Shuns Coulter, Ann Incensed” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-4M.
See “Coulter Right on Rape, Wrong on Treason” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-3U.
See Never Trust Ann Coulter – at ANY Age at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-3p.
Greg Gutfeld, Greg Gutfeld Show, FNC, 12/8/18.
See Chapter 4: War Heroes and Villains, Never Trust Ann Coulter – at Any Age.
George Gurley, New York Observer, 1/3/05.
Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 9/21/96.
Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 11/9/96.
Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 4/10/97.
Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 7/27/97.
The death penalty is constitutional, moral, and biblical, yet Coulter – instead of making valid arguments in
support of it – chooses the simpler route of lying and denial of those cases which do not fit her narrative.
Her claim that no innocent person has been executed in America is simply wrong. No human system is
perfect. On this issue, there is amply, substantive evidence proving that Coulter is wrong. Only one
example is needed: See https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Stinney. Check out this Scientific
American
report
at
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/many-prisoners-on-death-row-are-
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wrongfully-convicted/.
See
also
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1748114795224488&id=1011429478893027.
See Appendix 1: Sampling of Coulter’s Elimination Rhetoric, The Gospel According to Ann Coulter.
See “Let Them Be Martyred!” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-aR.
Coulter wrote: “Most important, though, Soviet Jews were not required to satisfy the United Nations
definition of a ‘refugee,’ to wit: someone fleeing persecution based on race, religion or national origin.
They just had to prove they were Jewish. This may have been good policy, but let’s not pretend the Jewish
exception was not based on religion.” (What? It “may have been good policy”? They were persecuted
because they were Jewish – which embodies religion, race, and culture.
Author interview.
In retrospect, I would remove the word “totally” as unnecessary and inaccurate hyperbole. I’m sure she
does care about her family and certain friends. However, “heartless” remains accurate as noted throughout
this book and evident throughout her adult life. Narcissism, hubris, and hard-hearted impenitence have
plagued her for almost as long as I have known her. But there remains hope for Ann (see Epilog: Never Let
Anyone Put You or God in a Box).
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Case Study – #Coulter2020
Beginning as early as 2000, some Coulter zealots have pushed for Ann Coulter for President – in every
presidential election cycle – accelerating with the 2020 election cycle.
During the middle of President Trump’s first term in office, Coulter acted as if she were president, acting
like a nagging wife and demanding he do her bidding – or else! Many of her fans and many on the Left and
in the mainstream media (but, I repeat myself) came to view Coulter as running the White House.
Coulter has always been giddy with excitement over the prospect of controlling who would become
president and determining the agenda of the GOP administration. A lifetime as an elite has gone to her
head.
Coulter’s hubris knows no bounds.
A Washington Times headline: “Ann Coulter, who
says we voted for Trump but got Jeb, needs to ease
off the 90-proof hyperbole juice.”
In his article, Ralph Hallow wrote, “Ann Coulter,
one of America’s smartest woman arsonists and
brashest wingers, tweeted her angst about
President Trump’s proffered deal on border
security and ending the shutdown: ‘Trump
proposes amnesty. We voted for Trump and got
Jeb!’” Hallow disputed her claim, writing, “No,
Ann, he’s no Bush” and explained his rationale.
From almost the beginning of the Trump candidacy in 2015, Coulter has sought to control (even micromanage) his agenda. Coulter has been hyperbolic in both her praise and her criticism.
I Am Trump’s Brain
Even before his electoral victory,
Coulter felt that Trump owed her.
She actually told Trump, “I’m the
only one losing money trying to get
you in the White House, you’re
going to listen to me.”
(She once told Mitt Romney the
very same thing during that
presidential election cycle.)
Since Trump’s 2016 victory,
Coulter has become even more
toxic in her demands, more strident
in her nagging, as if she, and not Trump, had been elevated to the highest office in the land.
Her fanatical fixation with one issue – immigration – blinds her to Trump’s many accomplishments.
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Coulter’s incessant whining and berating of President Trump led to his unfollowing her (see Case Study:
Walled Off!), yet, she still acts as if she is President of the United States of America.
In this bizarre microcosm of the world, her fans – and even some Trump critics – think so, too.
Coulter, at times, becomes unhinged for multiple reasons. First and foremost, her WASP Settler selfidentity (see Case Study: Settler and Cast Study: WASP America). Second, her instinctive nativism and
xenophobia (see Case Study: Alt-Right). Third, her investment in a successful Trump presidency, being so
tied to its origins that his failures are her failures.
Ironically, the woman who says that women should not have the right to vote believes that she – and she
alone – can dictate Trump’s agenda and believes that she is the “voice of the American People.”
Yet, some people even fantasized about a Trump-Coulter ticket in 2016!

Coulter for President 2020
In January 2019, the Washington Times highlighted: “Group launches ‘Draft Ann Coulter’ for president.”
Stephen Dinan observed, “A political action committee that pushes for stricter immigration controls said
Thursday it is launching a campaign to draft conservative writer Ann Coulter to challenge President
Trump.”
The Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) believes Coulter would be more effective in
pursuing its anti-immigration agenda.
ALIPAC president William Gheen urged, “I hope Ann Coulter will give serious consideration to running
against Trump in the primary and run on a MAGA platform offering conservative voters a pledge to keep
her promises … unlike Trump.”
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On the conspiracist site InfoWars, Gheen
expanded on his campaign to draft Coulter
for
President.
Encapsulating
his
perspective, Gheen said, “Simply put, she
should take everything important Trump
promised American voters, tell everyone
that’s her campaign platform with one
major difference – she really means it and
will really do it!”
Gheen then referred to white genocide in
South Africa and warned that it might be
implemented here in America:
Ann Coulter is saying many
important things already, but I
want people to pay close attention
to what she is saying about
America becoming like South
Africa soon. Coulter’s prediction
is not just conjecture. Power
groups and grassroots activists on
the left have been saying in print
for years now that America is their next South Africa. They are using immigration and
illegal immigration to make Americans of European ancestry into a minority, and then they
will tear down and transform the entire economic, political, and cultural system into a
socialist/communist state just like what we currently see in South Africa under the control
of the ANC (African National Congress). This means their objective is to eventually
abolish the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, so keep that in mind as the leftists groups
march for their goal of full gun confiscation in America similar to what has happened in
Australia and England.
Several additional paragraphs continued in this
vein. Gheen views perfectly fit in to Coulter’s
worldview and narratives (see Case Study: AltRight).
Gheen continued (emphasis added): “And that
makes Ann Coulter the exact kind of American
citizen and voter I want to support. That makes
Coulter the true voice of American
sovereignty and patriotism.” He added,
bearing in mind the current cultural mindset
embracing identity politics, that, “I believe Kris
Kobach would make an excellent running mate
and Vice President for Ann Coulter.”
The #NeverTrump Bulwark (which, ironically,
means “wall”) also offered five reasons for
Coulter to run.
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The piece began: “Okay, it’s not literally happening. But it’s seriously happening. Every great journey
begins with a small step and on Thursday, the group Americans for Legal Immigration announced a push
to draft Ann Coulter for a presidential run.”
Coulter Reluctant to Run for POTUS
But Coulter won’t run for President for reasons both personal and realistic.
Personally, she would have to give up her job and income as a “journalist” while campaigning. She would
also have to work long, exhausting days – every day – fundraising and campaigning. No more waking up
in the afternoon. Ann is not that into self-sacrifice.
More realistically, Coulter doesn’t want the job, can’t do the
job, and couldn’t get the job. But she is great at talking. She
does want to dictate to those who do have the job how they
should to their jobs – her way!
Yes, Coulter loves being wanted for President of the United
States. For her, it would be the ultimate power trip. She
thinks she would be awesome as president. But she doesn’t
really want the job. The hours would be grueling and the
responsibility and accountability would be unbearable for
her.
Coulter has claimed for years that she doesn’t have a job
even though she clearly does. That claim was decisively
debunked in Chapter 1. What she doesn’t want is 1) the
responsibility and risks of failure associated with the
position and 2) the very long hours of daily work required.
Coulter prefers being a kibitzer to being an actual player. She
prefers giving her opinion – in tweets and columns,
interviews and speeches, and in backroom lobbying – to
harangue those who actually do the work.
Coulter has never been elected to any public office and is out of her
depth when it comes to actually running anything – let alone the
whole country.
In 1999-2000, Coulter sought to run for Congress.1 In June 1999, I
asked her a simple question: “Why would anyone vote for you as
opposed to against your opponent?” She had no answer.
Coulter was unqualified then to run for Congress and she remains
unqualified today to run for President.
So, Coulter does what she does best: She declined the invitation with
braggadocio and humor.
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Coulter told the Daily Caller (emphasis added), “I’m very flattered – and they’re totally right, I’d be a
FANTASTIC president – but I’m against women working.”
She offered a similar excuse to the Washington Times (emphasis added): “It’s an honor to be asked by such
a patriotic and important organization. They are obviously correct that I would make a tremendous
president. But unfortunately, I’m against women working.” She repeated the claim in Real Time (emphasis
added): “Um, I’m against women working, so I can’t run [for President].”
Her prevarication is patently obvious: Coulter has been “working” since 1990 in one job or another. If she
truly considers proper immigration policy the only bulwark against a thousand years of darkness, then why
would she not take the job? Because she knows in her heart of hearts that she could neither get nor do the
job.
Coulter was crystal clear in 2017 when she said, “I don’t want a job here. … I’m not a job kind of person.
… Can you imagine moving to Washington and having to get up, oh, you do get up every day and go to a
job. And that means to get up every day and got to a job. No.”2
Nope. No self-sacrifice from Coulter, the great American patriot.
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Coulter’s Presidential Track Record
Newt Gingrich warned Trump:
“[POTUS] should not pay any
attention to Ann Coulter. Ann Coulter
has never run for office, she doesn’t
know anything about how you put a
majority together. She’s off here in
some fantasyland where she gets to be
noisy which helps her sell books.”
So, then, why should Americans care
about Ann Coulter’s opinions on
anything, especially the presidency?
Let’s look at Coulter’s presidential
track record (see graphic below).
Given Coulter’s abysmal track record,
when will Americans stop listening to
her?
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Trump’s Subtly Awesome Putdown of Coulter
Coulter’s relentless attacks upon Trump culminated
in her calling him “the biggest wimp ever to serve as
President of the United States.” (In doing so, she
called World War II hero President George H.W.
Bush a wimp! See Case Study: Politics of Death.)3
Given all of the attention Coulter received at the end
of 2018 and beginning of 2019, Trump responded
with a very subtle putdown: “I hear she’s become
very hostile. Maybe I didn’t return her phone call or
something.” (Ann is right! Trump is funny!)
Trump’s remarkably exquisite riposte was so on the
mark! Coulter needs the attention, strives for the
limelight, and has always wanted to – in her own way
– rule the world.
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Who’s Really Running the White House?
In the meantime, Coulter, her fans, and Trump foes alike
seem to think that Coulter is really running the White
House. The remainder of this case study graphically
portrays what those people apparently believe,
sometimes in very humorous ways.
WARNING: Some graphics may be deemed offensive.
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Remember: Ann Coulter has never run for or
served in public office. She has never run a
business and she has absolutely no managerial
experience.
Coulter writes about stuff but doesn’t do
anything. Yet, she wants to run the country by
badgering those who are in authority.

Still, Coulter wants to run the White House without being elected to the position of leadership (see Character
Study: Pride, Humility, and Wisdom).
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[Photo/graphic credit: Skullduggery by Yahoo News; remainder by author.]
Endnotes:
1

2

3

See Case Study #3: Coulter for
Congress, Vanity: Ann Coulter’s
Quest
for
Glory,
at
http://bit.ly/1M2z2O5.
Ann Coulter, The Specialists,
FNC, 7/31/17.
In the beginning of February,
Coulter called Trump a “lunatic”
who needs to be primaried, and
suggested Rep. Mo Brooks (RLA) would be perfect for the job.
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Case Study: #CoulterMeltdown
In the midst of her failed In Trump We Trust book tour, Coulter continually harangued GOP presidential
nominee Donald Trump to pursue her immigration agenda her way. Her first post-election column provided
her blueprint for a successful Trump presidency which consisted of three words: Build the Wall (see Case
Study: Walled Off!).
Throughout the first two years of Trump’s first term, Coulter continued to badger, cajole, harangue, and
threaten Trump with impeachment if he did not heed her singular immigration agenda.
It mattered not to Coulter how many real accomplishments Trump achieved, how many other promises he
kept, or the degree to which Trump actually succeeded in Making American Great Again.
It also did not matter to Coulter that Trump was battling against the Left and establishment Right in its
various forms: Fake News Media, Deep State, Resistance, Shadow Government, Judicial Tyranny, and
other manifestations of the establishment, open-borders elites.
No. Coulter almost exclusively blamed Trump, so much so that some of her fans and some on the Left
thought she might primary him in the 2020 election (see Case Study: #Coulter2020).
After the 2018 mid-term election, Coulter’s ire exploded, with ever more frequent Twitterstorms attacking
the person she once worshiped as the Emperor-God Trump. Coulter hated Trump’s popular and wellreceived State of the Union address because it was too statesman-like.
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Coulter even (jokingly) joined the #RussiaHoax crowd, tweeting:

As Trump was preparing to sign a budget deal in
February 2019 – and declare a national
emergency – Coulter descended into a totally
hysterical meltdown.
The remainder of this case study highlights
aspects of her meltdown and various ways in
which she lied – (surprise, surprise!) – about what
was transpiring.
In fact, Coulter declared herself 100%
#NeverTrump forever and vowed to use her
weekly column – every week for the rest of her
life – to denounce Trump. (Talk about
#TrumpDerangementSyndrome!)
Coulter went bonkers!
Ironically, the author of In Trump We Trust
and Resistance Is Futile (both book failures)
no longer trusts Trump and apparently now
believes resistance is not really futile after all.
Coulter – who has always advocated for an
extremist approach to conservatism – has
now adopted a canvas-cleansing, scorchedearth approach to politics, this time
employing the slash-and-burn politics of
personal destruction to bring down a
Republican presidency.
Trump dismissed Coulter’s temper tantrums
on a couple of occasions.
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On one occasion, Trump tweeted that perhaps she was so angry because he didn’t return her calls.
During his speech invoking a national emergency, Trump pooh-poohed Coulter’s influence in the White
House’s decision-making process, incurring an even deeper degree of wrath from Coulter.
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Coulter was not amused. She condemned Trump’s national emergency – which was intended to
#BuildTheWall that she had been demanding for nearly three years – by calling Trump an idiot!

Some commentators and cartoonists mocked both Coulter and Trump. Others chose one side over the other.
Angel Moms
In her 2/20/19 column, Coulter gratuitously
blasted White House advisers for keeping the
Angel Moms away from Donald Trump. This
is peculiar since Trump did meet with the
Angel Moms privately prior to his Rose
Garden address. If her assertions are accurate,
the advisers alleged behavior had no effect on
the outcome of the day’s events.
Moreover, Coulter unnecessarily named
names, calling out her once close friend,
Kellyanne Conway. (Coulter had once
introduced Kellyanne to her future husband,
George Conway, and was a bridesmaid at
their wedding. Coulter and George Conway were also part of the “elves,” once described by Coulter as a
“tightly-knit conspiracy” designed to bring down the Clinton presidency.)1
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Coulter also singled out Mercedes Schlapp and tied this in with Mercedes’ husband, Matt Schlapp,
Chairman of the American Conservative Union, who runs CPAC, one of the voluminous conservative
organizations which have rejected Coulter (see Case Study: CPAC Escapades).
Why did Coulter focus so much
on Angel Moms in her first
post-Rose Garden column?
Because
she
had
been
resoundingly rebuked on social
media for falsely claiming that
Trump did not see the Angel
Moms (who were seated right
there in front rows in the Rose
Garden!).
Reading her column – absent
any other information – one
would conclude that the Angel
Moms were not there!2
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Sebastian Gorka on #NeverTrump Coulter
President Trump’s Deputy Assistant Sebastian Gorka wrote a column stating the obvious: Ann Coulter is
now #NeverTrump!
Gorka wrote (emphasis added):
Several months ago, Coulter made the outré claim that she believed Donald Trump
would be the last Republican president in her lifetime. She excoriated him for not be
tougher against his political foes–although she never fully elaborated how Trump could be
tougher, when even his own party and elements within his own administration were
secretly operating against him. As the recent row between President Trump and the
Democrats has escalated over the funding for the border wall and the government
shutdown, Ann Coulter strangely started to sound as virulently anti-Trump as
stalwart “Never Trumpers,” like Bill Kristol.
Gorka continued (emphasis added):
Coulter, however, continues on her Bill Kristol-esque campaign of monomaniacal
destruction against the man she had previously claimed she trusted implicitly. One
must question her motives for the sudden change of heart. Was she ever truly onboard
the MAGA train? After all, this is an individual who was an unquestioning supporter of
George W. Bush’s wasteful Iraq War, and she supported RINOs, like Chris Christie and
Mitt Romney for years. Her judgement is blinkered. What’s more, since she has a new
book out and likely needs to sell many more copies, she is likely trying to play nice with
the Fake News Industrial Complex leaders in order to ingratiate herself with them and be
given the requisite airtime to speak about her new book.
Gorka concluded: “Ann Coulter is a disloyal, charlatan who is unhappy even when she is in the process of
getting what she claims to want. Perhaps Coulter was never serious about the wall at all? Perhaps it was all
about the money.”
Coulter’s Twitterfeed is replete with over-the-top anti-Trump rhetoric which belies reality.
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Many former Coulter fan’s and acolytes were thunderstruck by Coulter’s abrupt turnaround (even
though signs of this political divorce had been growing for more than two years).
Some called Coulter a sell-out and a coward.
The truth is that Trump failed to meet her
expectations. She expected …
1) to be listened to,
2) to be heeded, and
3) that her singular immigration issue would be
Trump’s top, if not sole, concern of his
presidency.
Ann has always had high expectations of others
while, simultaneously, granting herself grace for her
own failures. (For further details, see Character
Study: Narcissism.)
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1

2

See Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory at http://bit.ly/1M2z2O5. Ironically, it appears that Coulter and
George Conway are again aligned (this time openly) to bring down a presidency, this time a Republican one.
People familiar with the Rose Garden event and pre-signing Oval Office meeting say that Coulter (and the
article she used as a source) are “way, way off base.”
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Case Study – #WackyNutJob
Breaking developments necessitated adding
this case study. Incredibly, President Trump’s
nickname for Coulter – #WackyNutJob – is
more than accurate.
Megachurch pastor and author Chris Hodges
observed (emphasis added), “If we allow our
self-pride to grow, it will lead to insanity.”1
Coulter’s self-pride has filled her heart,
hardening it to God, truth, and reality.
Coulter – “Wacky Nut Job”
Is Coulter a wacky nut job?
Coulter’s wackiness was evident in November, 2018, when she tweeted:
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Seriously? Coulter has falsely argued that Trump’s agenda is that of Jeb!
Here, she claimed that Hillary would have been a better president than Trump.
In reality, there was no Republican candidate who could have done a better job than Trump is doing right
now. Trump has been phenomenal in many areas, good on most, but falls short on others. Trump has
proven himself a fighter in spirit, reminiscent of William Wallace.
Coulter’s suggestion that Hillary would have been better than Trump belies the fact that nothing Trump
accomplished would have been executed by Hillary.2 Indeed, Clinton would have covered-up all of her
shenanigans prior to and during the 2016 election cycle, would have solidified the Deep State, and would
have run pell-mell toward the far-left fringe of the Democrat base, cementing and expanding upon
Obama’s legacy. All without a wall!
Instead, Trump has been steadily dismantling the Obama legacy and making America First his top
priority.
Coulter’s hubris compels her to believe that her single issue – the wall – is paramount to everything
else. Her myopic vision blinds her to the bigger picture. She needs to replace her electron microscope
with a telescope to see more clearly.
But Coulter’s pride prevents her from even considering that she might be wrong (see Character Study:
Pride, Humility, and Wisdom).
Wacky is the perfect word to describe many of Coulter’s positions and tweets. Here we will address just a
few of the most recent inanities offered up by the erstwhile goddess of the conservative movement.
For example, Coulter lashed out at Trump, using the marriage of her best friends, George and Kellyanne
Conway, as a foil. Her betrayal of her friends, whom she has known for over two decades, posed a threat
to the health of their marriage (see Preface: Coulter Puts God and People in Boxes).

Five days later, Coulter insanely tweeted that Trump “hasn’t kept any of his promises.” (She would still
make that claim even if he had kept every promise but one – the wall.)
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Two particular points stand out regarding the above tweet. First, she is giving aid and succor to the enemy
(as she has often done over the past year or so), ostensibly to “pressure” Trump to do her bidding.
Her strategy of bullying and threats against Trump – going back well before his 2016 election victory – is
obviously not working, yet she continues to behave in the exact same manner as before, somehow,
expecting different results.
One definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, expecting different results (e.g.,
like Progressives’ vain pursuit of a Socialist Paradise).
Second, Coulter hyperbolically contends that Trump “hasn’t kept any of his promises.” We know this to
be an utter, bald-faced lie.3
Trump’s supporters know it is a lie and love the abundance of promises that he has kept.
Trump’s detractors also know it is a lie and they hate the abundance of promises that he has kept.
It appears that Coulter is alone in believing that Trump “hasn’t kept any of his promises.”
Is Coulter channeling her inner Ross Perot? She certainly appears to be channeling her inner Rachel
Maddow and Adam Schiff by promoting a demonstrable lie to attack President Trump.
For over a year, Coulter has been oblivious to Trump’s many accomplishments: restoration of the
judiciary, deregulation, a robust economy by all measures for all Americans, victories against America’s
foreign enemies (ISIS, Russia, Iran, China, North Korea) and domestic enemies (Fake News Media,
Resistance, and Deep State), and unprecedented support for the pro-life movement and Israel, to name but
a few.
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Coulter has surprisingly joined the ranks of the delusional #Resistance (which she once claimed is futile!),
suffering from late-onset #TrumpDerangementSyndrome.
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The next day, upon hearing of the Mueller Report’s vindication of Trump, Coulter tweeted:

Again, Coulter’s tweet betrays the depths to which she has sunk in her own delusions. Her advocacy for
collusion (with a wall) is utterly nonsensical. If the Trump presidency were to be brought down over
collusion (real or fabricated), Coulter’s wall would be null and void.
Really? Law and order are now inconsequential? Justice no longer matters? Restoring the integrity of our
institutions of government is unimportant? Bringing down a presidency and subverting our republican
government by a coup employing false narratives to overturn the results of the 2016 election – that is of
no consequence?
Moreover, why would a law-and-order conservative want
any president to be falsely convicted of being a Russian
agent (the Left’s delusion)? Coulter’s inner Jerry Nadler
grows stronger by the day.
Coulter would destroy the entire #MAGA #AmericaFirst
agenda – and the integrity of our governmental and cultural
institutions – all for the sake of a wall!
Free Republic, a forum once 100% devoted to Coulter, has,
in recent years, turned almost unanimously against her.
The posting to the right indicates how most of its members
now regard Coulter (see Case Study: #AnnOcasioCoulter).
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If both liberals who have hated Coulter for decades and conservatives who have loved Coulter for
decades now agree that Coulter is a #WackyNutJob … then she IS a #WackyNutJob!
Pastor Hodges used King Nebuchadnezzar as a model for his self-pride leads to insanity paradigm (Daniel
chapter 4) and he cited Nebuchadnezzar’s words upon regaining his sanity: “At the end of that time, I,
Nebuchadnezzar, raised my eyes toward heaven, and my sanity was restored…”
As broken people living in a broken world, we all need to lift our eyes to the Lord in heaven to regain our
sanity! (Ann, will you do so?)
By the way, Coulter’s close friend of several decades recognized Coulter’s insanity two years ago!

(I suspect that, more than being called insane, Coulter hates being called boring!)
As we go to press, Coulter just announced that she favors Bernie Sanders for President in 2020! Coulter
wants a wall and doesn’t mind all that “socialist stuff!” She said she would vote for – and work for –
Sanders!
Ever since Trump won his election, Coulter has claimed that she wished she had voted for Gore (2000),
Kerry (2004), and Clinton (2016). Now, she’s favoring Sanders (2020).
Why? Because, at one point or another, each of those people has made a statement regarding immigration
with which Coulter agrees.
Coulter has obviously not thought this through. She wants a wall and immigration moratorium to prevent
the Left from seizing power forever. But she will endorse, vote for, and work for a Leftist … who
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promises a wall. But, in her books and columns and in interviews, Coulter has repeatedly observed that
the Left never keeps its immigration promises. So, why believe them now?
If Sanders became president, with a far-left Democrat Congress in power, Coulter’s worst nightmare
would unfold: an unbridled descent to a Socialist Paradise using the Green New Deal or using whatever
name they want to call it. Welcome Venezuela 2.0.
For a wall? Consider this, every Socialist dictatorship has used walls to wall people in, not wall people
out.
Strong Delusions
As we conclude this case study, we should look at another important dimension which is often
overlooked.
When people reject the truth, they live a lie. After years, decades, or a lifetime of rejecting truth and
living lies, a person will inevitably, by nature, become delusional. This inexorable spiritual principle is
well expressed by the apostle Paul, who wrote: “For this reason God sends them a powerful delusion so
that they will believe the lie and so that all will be condemned who have not believed the truth but have
delighted in wickedness” (2 Thess. 2:11-12).
In other words, when we have a pattern of persistent rejection of the truth, God gives us what we want: To
believe the delusions over reality. We become trapped in our delusions and, perversely, think that they
are truth.
Paul expressed had a similar thought in Romans, writing (emphasis added), “Therefore God gave them
over in the sinful desires of their hearts to sexual impurity for the degrading of their bodies with one
another. They exchanged the truth about God for a lie, and worshiped and served created things rather
than the Creator – who is forever praised” (Rom. 1:24-25).
Paul added, “Furthermore, just as they did not think it worthwhile to retain the knowledge of God, so God
gave them over to a depraved mind, so that they do what ought not to be done” (verse 28).
Will Coulter see the Light, come to her senses, and turn back to God before it is too late?
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1
2
3

Chris Hodges, The Daniel Dilemma, Nelson Books, 2017, pg. 118.
See “Coulter Hawks Hillary – Again!” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-8P.
Charlie Kirk: “He moved the embassy to Jerusalem, he canceled the Iran deal, he deregulated the American
economy, he cut taxes, he went by his list to put strong justices on the Supreme Court, such as Kavanaugh
and Gorsuch, he has protected the religious liberty of all Americans, he has put over 100 Circuit Court
Judges in every single district across the country. At every single turn he’s done everything in his power to
do what he’s said he’s going to do.”
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Character Study – Pride, Humility, and Wisdom
Euripides astutely observed, “Cleverness is not wisdom.”1 Indeed, clever people can become wise in their
own eyes. The prophet Isaiah wrote, “Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes and clever in their
own sight” (Is. 5:21).
Wise King Solomon cautioned, “Do not be wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD and shun evil” (Prov.
3:7). Solomon strikingly claimed, “Do you see a person wise in their own eyes? There is more hope for a
fool than for them” (Prov. 26:12).
Lucifer is the quintessential and cosmic example of pride leading to cosmic rebellion (Satan was the very
first Rebel!). (See Chapter 6: Rebel.)
Lucifer was resplendent in the beauty God had bestowed upon him and Lucifer became enraptured with
himself. (Lucifer’s rebellion is poetically described in Is. 14:12-15 and Ezek. 28:12-15).
Lucifer actually witnessed God create the entire universe (Job 38:4,7) and also knew that he himself could
create nothing – yet, puffed up with pride, Lucifer, a created, finite spirit being, sought to usurp the throne
of the infinite, omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent Creator of not just the universe but of Lucifer
himself.
Talk about delusional!
As a result, Lucifer (morning star) was renamed Satan (adversary). He has ever since been an adversary
of God, God’s will, God’s plan, and God’s people.
Speaking of that great cosmic rebellion, Jesus said, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven” (Luke
10:18).
Influenced by Satan, ever since the Garden of Eden, mankind has sought to displace God and exercise
complete self-rule, self-will, and self-worship.
King Nebuchadnezzar offers us a splendid example of untamed hubris (see Daniel chapter 4).
Nebuchadnezzar boasted, “Is not this the great Babylon I have built as the royal residence, by my mighty
power and for the glory of my majesty?” But even as the words were leaving his lips, God rebuked and
punished him.
Coulter’s Pride and Rebellion
At the turn-of-the-millennium, Coulter laid down the gauntlet before her audience – and her Creator –
writing, “If God himself came down from heaven and told me these cops intentionally murdered Amadou
Diallo knowing he was unarmed, I would not believe it.”2
Really? “If God himself came down from heaven and told me … I would not believe it.” Really?
When choosing between hubris and humility, Coulter almost invariably chooses the former and eschews
the latter. (Does Coulter view humility as a sign of weakness or an admission of insignificance? Yes!)
In turning her back on God, Coulter has turned her back on the people of God: Jews, Christians, and all
those created in His image.
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Pride is always rebellion against God (see Chapter 6: Rebel).
Coulter recently boasted of her three greatest accomplishments:
Ann Coulter can list the happiest moments of her life without even having to think. In
first place is the day Bill Clinton was impeached, for which she claims “close to sole
credit”. Next is the night Donald Trump was elected – “I had a hand in it” – and third, the
day Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed. If Coulter played any part in that last one, it was by
resisting the temptation to tweet, moments before Kavanaugh appeared before the Senate
committee: “He should come on and say, ‘Yes, OK, I wanted to f*** her in the 1980s.
But in my defense, she was a lot hotter then.’”3
Coulter’s hubris extends to calling all of her
books “smash bestsellers,” even when they are
not.
Coulter frequently boasts about herself – and
exhibits a supreme sense of self-importance and
superiority over others – when it would behoove
her to emulate the apostle Paul’s example. Paul
said, “Therefore, as it is written: ‘Let the one
who boasts boast in the Lord’” (1 Cor. 1:31).
Pride → Fall
Proverbs 16:18 warns, “Pride goes before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall.”
From ancient times to modernity, mankind has been plagued with pride. Fabled Icarus, in his folly, flew
too close to the sun and perished.
The unsinkable Titanic sank.
The undefeatable Spanish Armada was defeated.
Both Napoleon and Hitler invaded Russia at the worst time of the year, precipitating disaster.
Coulter is no exception. She was once the toast of the talk show circuit and queen of the conservative
movement. Now, most of her professional and many of her personal relationships have been torn asunder
(see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).
The schism between Coulter circa 2006 and Coulter circa 2019 could hardly be greater.
Pride inevitably leads to a fall. Hubris kills.
Lucifer, filled with hubris, became the very first Rebel and his Rebel Yell has been heard throughout the
ages (see Chapter 6: Rebel). As noted above, his name was changed to Satan (meaning adversary). Might
I suggest that anyone who is an adversary of God is on the losing side?
Like Lucifer and Nebuchadnezzar, Coulter glories in the gifts, traits, and accomplishments that God has
given her and blessed her with. That is why all glory belongs to God! In Him – and Him alone – we
boast!
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Remember: “’Not by might, not by power, but by My Spirit,’ says the Lord” (Zech. 4:6).
Attributes of Pride
John R.W. Stott said, “Pride is your greatest enemy, humility is your greatest friend.” Charles Spurgeon
said, “Every Christian has a choice between being humble and being humbled.” St. Augustine said, “It
was pride that changed angels into devils.”
Let’s look at a few attributes of pride.
1. Pride is often a mask behind which we hide our insecurities.
In a commentary on Isaiah 14:12-20, we read, “Sometimes our pride is an unhealthy attempt to cover up
deep insecurities that can be dealt with only by the love and grace of God.”
Proud people are often the most insecure people in the world. They often need constant affirmation of
their innate superiority. They also often have to constantly prove themselves worthy of adoration.
Coulter has hardened her heart so that she cannot fell the pain she inflicts on others in order to avoid or
prevent feeling the guilt and shame she would otherwise feel upon seeing the consequences of her words
and actions.
2. Pride is self-deceptive.
The third verse of the very short book of Obadiah tells us so much. Here are two translations:
“The pride of your heart has deceived you” (NIV).
“You have been deceived by your own pride” (NLT).
This self-deception is manifested in a variety of ways, including the addictive thinking traits of denial,
projection and rationalization.
Blinded minds and hardened hearts are impervious to the truth (see Chapter 6: Rebel).
3. Pride is destructive!
Proverbs 30:12-14 expands upon the above truth and expresses the outcome: “those who are pure in their
own eyes and yet are not cleansed of their filth; those whose eyes are ever so haughty, whose glances are
so disdainful; those whose teeth are swords and whose jaws are set with knives to devour the poor from
the earth and the needy from among mankind.”
The proud don’t realize that they are filthy and in need of cleansing. In their haughtiness, they look down
on other people, and devour other people with their words and actions.
Christian theologian C.S. Lewis said, “A proud man is always looking down on things and people; and, of
course, as long as you are looking down, you cannot see something that is above you.”
Psalm 73:7-8 reads: “From their callous hearts comes iniquity; their evil imaginations have no limits.
They scoff, and speak with malice; with arrogance they threaten oppression.” Psalm 17:10 says, “They
close up their callous hearts, and their mouths speak with arrogance.”
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Author Timothy Keller warns, “Watch out for your pride and your prejudice. Be aware of contempt and
dismissiveness. It is toxic in all aspects of life …”4
4. Sinful minds become caught up in vain self-glory.
In Colossians 2:18, we read: “Their sinful minds have made them proud” (NLT).
They often flaunt their pride, as the psalmist noted, “Therefore pride is their necklace …” (Ps. 73:6).
The antidote: repentance and forgiveness (see Character Study: Repentance and Forgiveness).
Author Andrew Murray wrote, “Pride must die in you, or nothing of heaven can live in you.”
William Shakespeare classically wrote, “He that is proud eats up himself: pride is his own glass, his own
trumpet, his own chronicle.”
5. Proud people love to mock and hate to be mocked.
Esteemed author Thomas Moore observed that “The devil...the prowde spirite...cannot endure to be
mocked.”
In the book of Proverbs we read:
15:12

Mockers hate to be corrected, so they stay away from the wise (NLT).

21:24

Mockers are proud and haughty; they act with boundless arrogance (NLT).

9:7-8

Anyone who rebukes a mocker will get an insult in return. Anyone who corrects the
wicked will get hurt. So, don’t bother correcting mockers; they will only hate you. But
correct the wise, and they will love you (NLT).

21:24

Mockers are proud and haughty; they act with boundless arrogance (NLT).

In the end, “[God] mocks proud mockers but shows favor to the humble and oppressed. The wise inherit
honor, but fools get only shame” (Prov. 3:34-35).
6. Proud people can reject God.
In Psalm 10:4, we read, “In his pride the wicked man does not seek him; in all his thoughts there is no
room for God.”
There is no room for God!
A person who is full of themselves can’t be full of God. Indeed, pride prevents the grace of God from
penetrating into the person who is full of it.
Psalm 36:1-3 reads: “I have a message from God in my heart concerning the sinfulness of the wicked:
There is no fear of God before their eyes. In their own eyes they flatter themselves too much to detect or
hate their sin. The words of their mouths are wicked and deceitful; they fail to act wisely or do good.”
Pride won’t listen to reason. Pride won’t listen to a voice other than its own. Why would it? It thinks it
knows best and is far superior to others. Pride will not condescend to listen to others and change its
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viewpoint or perspective. Pride is too proud to do so. To admit imperfection is to admit to being less than
… perfect.
Proud people can go from thinking they can do all things with God to thinking they can do all things
apart from God. They turn their backs on God and can even think God and His will get in the way of their
will.
Proud people become overtaken by an ungodly spirit of rebellion. God says that He resists the proud. You
can become an enemy of the Almighty – a very bad position to be in.
Pride erects a wall (which is big and beautiful in its own eyes but ugly to others) between others and itself
and it creates a ceiling separating itself from God. The proud are boxed in by pride.
Coulter – the Intellectual
Coulter loves being regarded as a
public intellectual. It’s been in her
bio for almost twenty years!
However, Coulter is not a strategic
thinker and cannot see the big
picture. Instead, she is myopically
obsessed with one small portion of
the Make America Great Again
agenda.
Instead of comprehending 3D Chess
(which she vilifies), Coulter is
playing checkers with only one piece
that can only go in one direction.
Coulter can’t see the inter-connectedness of Trump’s agenda nor can she appreciate the various stages
and phases required to accomplish that agenda.
Coulter is not, for the most part, a deep thinker. In some areas, she plumbs the depths but her furrows are
very narrow, constricted, and short-sighted. She digs so deep within such a narrow trench that she cannot
see what’s beyond her trench. Reality and perspective are out of sight.
She’s like the stereotypical woman with a hammer who sees every problem as a protruding nail.
Everything else throws a monkey wrench into her plans.
Battles are won tactically; wars strategically. Coulter understands tactics to a point, but, even then, her
grasp is limited. She does not understand how to coordinate the various battles, let alone know how to
prioritize them, to achieve victory in the war. Indeed, Coulter neglects and rejects crucial elements of the
strategic war plan.
For Coulter, her hill is the only one that matters! That’s how she has always lived her life.
As one former Coulter acolyte put it, “Her raison d’être is no longer the bold articulation of conservative
principles but rather an ugly and small-minded vision for America.”
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It’s like trying to solve a puzzle without using corner pieces or without a picture of the completed puzzle.
Coulter can’t see the bigger picture and she insists that only her pieces are important to the puzzle.
To use another analogy, it’s as if Coulter were painting a painting with only one color, no shades, and no
textures. Using her approach, good paintings would be limited to Darkness (all black), Blood (all red), or
Sun (all yellow).
Robert E. Lee’s singular obsession at Gettysburg was to take the hill and defeat the enemy. He arrogantly,
foolishly, and blindly dismissed the many insurmountable obstacles facing him – against the wise counsel
of his senior generals – costing him and the Confederacy a devastating and humiliating defeat in battle,
and, ultimately, in the war itself.
The war Americans are engaged in is taking place on a multitude of fronts with a variety of opponents
seeking destruction of Trump’s America First agenda. Immigration is but one part of that war.
Trump’s opponents include an entrenched Deep State, an irrational, oppositional Resistance (including
members of his own party), the Fake News Media, and a host of disparate left-wing groups advancing a
plethora of anti-American causes.
Moreover, Trump is addressing not just domestic but foreign crises which he inherited, some of which
have been active for decades and which dramatically deteriorated during the Obama presidency.
Trump has employed his own brand of diplomacy – quite effectively at that – to resolve these longsanding issues and, simultaneously, disrupt the Deep State status quo.
By every economic measure, America’s prosperity has dramatically improved to the benefit of all
segments of society. Trump’s approval ratings among each racial group has increased. America’s
standing on the world stage has undergone a resurgence not seen since the Reagan era. Trump’s impact on
the judicial branch will be felt for decades, if not generations, with his appointments of constitutionalist
judges to the Supreme Court and lower courts.
Trump
has
exposed
the
“mainstream media” as Fake News,
as well as Hollywood and academia
as bastions of Leftist activism.
Yet, Coulter cannot discern the
obvious. Her hubris honors only
herself. Coulter’s 2019 bio was
astonishingly updated to read (see
graphic to right).
But Coulter does not “shape policy
on Capitol Hill and in the Oval
Office!” Coulter’s delusions
have overtaken her reason.
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Punching Up, Not Down
Why does Coulter always attack President Trump and rarely attack GOP members of Congress? Because
she wants to punch up, not down. Attacking congressmen – who are lower down on the food chain – is
beneath her.
Coulter has repeatedly said that her rule of combat is to always punch up, not down. “You can never
punch down. You can only punch up. A little rule for public figures. It means you cannot attack people
who are beneath you. … You punch up; you don’t punch down.”5
In other words, don’t waste your ammunition on the little guy; only publicly fight worthy opponents (e.g.,
those who can enhance your name recognition). (And don’t elevate those who are beneath you.)
Puffery
In a surprisingly candid interview with Bill
Maher on Real Time, Coulter said:
I find his puffery really charming.
That’s hardly the stupidest thing he’s
said. He said he has the best words; he
said he’s the most Christian person;
that he can be more presidential than
Lincoln. I could go on and on and on. It
makes me laugh. I like that about him.6
Just keep his promise and I’m right
back in his camp.
Coulter added:
“It’s not a lie. It’s puffery. It’s exaggeration when he says, ‘I have the best words.’ No one thinks, ‘Oh,
yeah, that guy has the best words ever.’”
As far as I know, before Real Time, Coulter has never used the word “puffery.” She used it to defend
Trump’s exaggerated self-praise. Although she has never advocated for braggadocio, it comes naturally to
her. Puffery, for Coulter, is second nature.
The apostle Paul warned, “Do not be puffed up with pride” (Rom. 11:21). Paul asked the Corinthian
church: “What are you so puffed up about? What do you have that God hasn’t given you? And if all you
have is from God, why act as though you are so great, and as though you have accomplished something
on your own?” (1 Cor. 4:7).
Writing to his spiritual son, Timothy, Paul predicted:
They will also be ungrateful, godless, heartless, and hateful. Their words will be cruel,
and they will have no self-control or pity. These people will hate everything that is good.
They will be sneaky, reckless, and puffed up with pride. Instead of loving God, they will
love pleasure. Even though they will make a show of being religious, their religion won’t
be real. Don’t have anything to do with such people (2 Tim. 3:2-5).
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Coulter’s Hubris Revealed in Many Tweets
This is repeatedly borne out in her commentary,
tweets, and behavior.
Coulter – ever the Mocker – has ably proven herself
worthy of being mocked.
Following is a small sampling of Coulter’s folly.
Coulter has a habit of tweeting “Fact Check: True” to
any tweet which shows her in a positive light. Totally
mock-worthy, one person tweeted: “Pretty sad when
you have to ‘fact check’ yourself to get others to think
you are a nice person.” (Especially when the “fact
check” is from a four-year-old tweet!)
Coulter even trounced on marital strife between her
decades-long friends, Kellyanne and George Conway
– all to snipe at President Trump!
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Our Own Pride Deceives Us
As human beings, we are all subject to
pride, whether for a moment, for a
season, or for a long desert spell in our
lives.
It is all too easy to have an exalted
view of ourselves and, thus, a
diminished view of others – and even
of God.
When the famed Irish immigrant Oscar
Wilde emigrated through Ellis Island,
he declared that his only possession
was his genius. Coulter closely
identifies with Wilde – an immigrant –
because of her own wit and genius.
How foolish we can become when we get so smart!
Hubris will always be humbled or humiliated.
Pride turns its back on God and rejects His wisdom; thus, foolishness abounds.
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Humility
If pride makes us fools, then how do we become wise? Humility!
The opposite of hubris is humility, which is the key to our relationships with God and our fellow human
beings.
Pride erects barriers between God and other people. Humility is the only cure for pride.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom (Prov. 1:7; Job 28:28).
The fear of the Lord is an antidote to arrogance and an eradication of pride. The fear of the Lord moves
us away from intimacy with anything evil and brings us into the very presence of God. It is a fear of
anything that would keep us from God or pit us against God.
Fear of the Lord is reverence for God and a desire to live in God’s will and not with the false intimacy of
death (Mt. 10:28).
Jesus’ love can penetrate everything in our lives – our wounds and weaknesses, our faults and failures –
and can bring wholeness into our lives. We should embrace humility and let it melt our hearts into the
love of God, the love He so zealously desires to share with us.
However, pride is at war with humility, which is the foundation for forgiveness and repentance. Absent
humility, repentance and forgiveness are impossible (see Character Study: Repentance and Forgiveness).
British author Monica Baldwin noted, “What makes humility so desirable is the marvelous thing it does to
us; it creates in us a capacity for the closest possible intimacy with God.”
Many scriptures offer clarity. Here are a few (emphasis added):
Psalm 18:27

You save the humble but bring low those whose eyes are haughty.

Proverbs 11:2 When pride comes, then comes shame; but with the humble is wisdom.
Proverbs 18:12 Before a downfall the heart is haughty, but humility comes before honor.
Proverbs 29:23 Pride brings a person low, but the lowly in spirit gain honor.
Psalm 147:6

The LORD sustains the humble but casts the wicked to the ground.

Psalm 149:4

For the LORD takes delight in his people; he crowns the humble with victory.

Matthew 23:12 For those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and those who humble
themselves will be exalted.
Romans 12:16 Be of the same mind toward one another. Do not set your mind on high things,
but associate with the humble. Do not be wise in your own opinion.
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Jesus – Our Role Model
Keller offered some excellent observations about Jesus’s birth (emphasis added):
•

Jesus was not born in a civic arena but in a stall. He did not go to live in a palace but was
immediately made a homeless refugee. The guests at his birth were not A-listers but shepherds.7

•

[Jesus] did not have academic credentials. He had no social status.8

•

The world has always despised people from the wrong places – with the wrong credentials.9

•

Christmas means that race, pedigree, wealth, and status do not ultimately matter. It means not
being prejudiced against the poor – and not being biased against or for the well off.10

•

God had spent centuries preparing for this day, and now he is going to save the world though a
simple, poor, teenage, still-unwed mother.11

•

Christ came in weakness and smallness to save not the proud but those who admit that they also
are weak, small, and need a Savior.12

The Blue Letter Bible provides a nice contrast between pride and shame vs. humility and wisdom.
Thankful Homemaker offers ten characteristics of humility (see link for details and Scriptures):
1. They trust in the sovereignty of God.
2. They are thankful people.
3. They are in awe of God’s goodness and grace towards them.
4. They can rejoice with others.
5. They practice unity based on their salvation.
6. They are not wise in their own eyes.
7. They forgive quickly because they have been forgiven much.
8. They have a a teachable spirit.
9. They build others up.
10. They have servants’ hearts.
Jesus parable in Matthew chapter 25 is a good
bellwether of our spiritual condition (see graphic on
next page).
Jesus, in John 10:4, is abundantly clear: “And when
he brings out his own sheep, he goes before them; and
the sheep follow him, for they know his voice.”
(Ann, do you know His voice?)
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Quintessential Examples of Pride and Humility
How are we to live our lives? No one can claim ignorance. Scripture provides us with many guidelines
and examples.

Here we can contrast the greatest angel ever created, Lucifer, whose heart was thoroughly corrupted with
pride, with John the Baptist, who garnered massive attention as people from all manners of life flocked to
him to hear his gospel of repentance and forgiveness and his proclamation of the imminent Messiah.
Lucifer’s beauty and glory and high position of power literally went to his head. He had witnessed God
create the whole of creation out of nothing. (Lucifer couldn’t create anything!) Nevertheless, he staged a
coup, wanting to place himself above God. God cast him to the ground and changed his name to Satan.
John the Baptist, on the other hand, was called to prepare the way for the coming of the Lord, Jesus
Christ. John continually proclaimed and magnified the name of the Lord, bringing Him honor and glory.
As John’s disciples worried over those who were following Jesus, John said, “He must increase, but I
must decrease.” John displayed absolute humility.
Consequently, Jesus said, “among those born of women there has not risen one greater than John the
Baptist” – an extraordinary testimony from the Giver of life. Jesus, speaking to us, added, “he who is least
in the kingdom of God is greater than [John the Baptist].”
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Where are you on the spectrum from pride to humility? Whom do you emulate: Satan or John the Baptist?
Wisdom
We can call wisdom and humility the dynamic duo.
We need to seek wisdom from another world, insight that isn’t from a fallen mind. To whom do we turn?
God.
How do we do that? In humility.
Psalm 111:10 tells us, “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom; all who follow his precepts
have good understanding. To him belongs eternal praise.”
Wisdom begins with God and comes from God, to whom belongs all the glory.
Wisdom requires humility, teachability. Those who are wise yield themselves to God’s will in their lives.

In contrast, the proud and foolish think that they know it all and will listen to neither God nor man. They
are self-reliant, not God-dependent.
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Pride is opposed to God (not a wise position to take) and God is opposed to the proud (not a wise position
to occupy). If God is against you, who can be for you?
We must:
1) Believe in God.
2) Want wisdom.
3) Ask for wisdom.
4) Receive wisdom.
5) Act on wisdom.
Pride blinds us to God’s wisdom and prevents us from knowing or believing the truth. In pride, reality
eludes our grasp. Indeed, insanity seems sane. Ecclesiastes 7:25 puts it this way: “So I turned my mind to
understand, to investigate and to search out wisdom and the scheme of things and to understand the
stupidity of wickedness and the madness of folly.”
Throughout our lives we have a choice: Will we be proud or humble; will we be self-absorbed or selfless;
will we listen to God or to ourselves?
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My Personal Perspective on Ann
Even before I first met Ann, I placed her on a pedestal of sorts. She could do no wrong in my eyes. But
soon she proved me wrong. When I saw Ann on MSNBC, Politically Incorrect, and other shows in 199697, she was knowledgeable, witty, engaging, photogenic, and telegenic. In a few years, she owned
charisma.
In 1997-99, she let hubris rule her life and, after that, she went berserk, becoming her own idol or god.
I noticed, over the past twenty-plus years of her life, an ebb and flow filled with transitions as well as core
consistencies.
In her heyday – in the prime of her career, popularity, and power – in the early and mid-2000s, she was
often puffed up with pride like a peacock or puffer fish. Arrogance and derision oozed from her written
and spoken word. It was as if hatred for lesser people (almost everyone) consumed her.
Since the late 1990s, during every election cycle (particularly presidential elections cycles and especially
during crucial moments of those cycles), her polemics would heighten as her veracity would diminish.
Hatred and lies are her go-to weapons of choice when she senses personal, professional, or political
danger.
But in recent years, her commentary has, for the most part, become mature and masterful, though her
more spontaneous expressions on social media and in interviews can be problematic. Yet, pride still
plagues her.
Ann has more than tripled her Twitter followers over the past few years, yet her book sales are
diminishing. This suggests two things: 1) most of her followers don’t like her or approve of her work and
2) she’s not as good as she thinks she is (however boastful she may be).
If her books are her children, then some are giants and others are dwarfs; some are beautiful and others
are … not (see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).
When she is at the top of her game, she is spot on, often brilliant. When she’s not, she blunders, often
abysmally. (Pride and arrogance are her downfall.)
I would encourage Ann to look to Jesus. Paul wrote, “It is because of him that you are in Christ Jesus,
who has become for us wisdom from God – that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption” (1 Cor.
30:10).
Unless and until she turns to Jesus, she will continue to be regarded (and rightly so) as a “wacky nut job”
(see Case Study: #WackyNutJob).
But when she allows Him to conquer her hubris with humility, then He will replace the old Operating
System of worldly wisdom with a new Operating System of godly wisdom.
As for my dear readers, Ann has surely earned the enmity of individuals and whole groups of people, and
deservedly so. But I ask you not to hate Ann. Rather, pity her.
Pity her, pray for her, and love her.
Lord knows, she needs it! (And, so do we.)
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Character Study – Repentance and Forgiveness
In the previous character study, we examined the interconnectedness of pride, humility, and wisdom; the
inverse correlation between pride and wisdom; and the synergetic cycle of humility and wisdom.
In the following graphic, we see that humility begets wisdom and wisdom amplifies humility in a neverending and reinforcing cycle (broken only by impenitence and pride). A similar relationship exists
between repentance and forgiveness. The more repentant you are, the more forgiving you become, and
vice versa.

Repentance
Edward Counsel observed, “Repentance is the debt one owes to virtue.” Charles G. Finney explained,
“Repentance is a change of willing, of feeling and of living, in respect to God.”
Repentance (turning away from wrong ideas and behaviors and toward God and godliness) is not a onetime event, but, rather, should be an ongoing pattern of behavior.
Are you experiencing worldly sorrow for your behavior and its consequences? Eliza Cook offered the
means to its relief (emphasis added), “Remorse is the poison of life, and repentance its cure.”
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Our initial act of repentance and turning to God might be at the cross, the moment when we become a
Christian and are translated into the kingdom of God.
As we continue in our Christian walk, repentance should become ever more a part of our lives, leading to
lives which are discernably different from our former lives. As Lewis F. Horns put it (emphasis added),
“Genuine repentance must bear the seal of a corrected life.”
Henry Ward Beecher wrote (emphasis added), “If one could wallow amid filth for half a life and then
wash himself clean in a day, then sin would be no worse than dirt on the hands which water can cleanse in
a minute. Repentance may begin instantly, but reformation often requires a sphere of years.”
Notice that the apostle Paul distinguishes between worldly sorrow (which will forever pierce our souls)
and godly sorrow (which can be relieved only by God’s forgiveness). Genuine repentance is outlined and
detailed by the Paul in his second letter to the Corinthian church:
For godly sorrow produces repentance leading to salvation, not to be regretted; but the
sorrow of the world produces death. For observe this very thing, that you sorrowed in a
godly manner: What diligence it produced in you, what clearing of yourselves, what
indignation, what fear, what vehement desire, what zeal, what vindication! In all things
you proved yourselves to be clear in this matter (2 Cor. 7:10-11).
In contrast to godly sorrow there is the sorrow of the world, ably expressed by a series of quotes by
Michael Corleone in Godfather III (1990):
•

“I had a whole different destiny planned.” (He got off track and never reversed course.)

•

“Never hate your enemy. It affects your judgment.” (Notice, his refusal to hate his enemy is
pragmatic, and not from godly motives.)

•

“Never let anyone know what you’re thinking.” (Why? Concealment. Coverup. He cannot be
genuine!)

•

“What is the point of confessing if I don’t repent?” (He recognized the futility of confession
without a change of behavior.)

•

“What betrayed me? My mind? My heart?” (He was in a quandary, wondering what’s wrong with
him, without seeing that the solution to his dilemma was the Person he purported to worship –
Jesus Christ.)

•

“Give me a chance to redeem myself and I will sin no more.” (Instead of looking to Christ for
redemption, he sought to redeem himself – an impossible task for any human being. And he failed
to appreciate – after experiencing the consequences of all of his faults, flaws, and failures – that
being sinless was impossible due to his brokenness and his absence from the presence of God.)

True Repentance is Transformative
Jesus calls us to Him just as we are, but we are not supposed to stay as we were.
True repentance is followed by spiritual growth. The apostle Paul was clear in his letter to the Corinthians
(emphasis added):
Or do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be
deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor men who have
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sex with men, nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will
inherit the kingdom of God. And that is what some of you were. But you were
washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and
by the Spirit of our God (1 Cor. 6:9-11).
If our lives haven’t changed then we haven’t been transformed.
Our Father deeply desires our repentance so that He can heal our brokenness.
A commentary on Isaiah 30:6-11 reads [emphasis added]:
[When we admit our sins and faults] we become convicted, feeling guilty about our
actions and recognizing that we need to change. Instead of wanting to hear God’s Word,
we want to hear that we are doing all right. To continue in this self-imposed spiritual
darkness will eventually lead to ruin. There can come a point when it is too late for us to
admit the truth of the Word.
A commentary on Isaiah 5:20-23 notes (emphasis added): “When we replace God, our perception of
reality becomes distorted. We cannot see the truth if we reject the one who is truth.”
Pastor and author Philip De Courcy observed (emphasis added), “men without conscience hate those who
stir the conscience.”1 He cautioned, “May it be the gospel offends people, not you or me being offensive
(Gal. 5:11).”2
Important Aspects of Repentance
Pastor and author Timothy Keller offered wisdom regarding repentance.
First, he noted how difficult repentance can be: “It takes enormous courage to admit [your faults, your
brokenness], because it means throwing your old self-image out and getting a new one through Jesus
Christ.”3
However, he added that repentance is essential to a good life, a life well lived: “And yet that is the
foundation for all the other things that Jesus can bring into your life – all the comfort, all the hope, all the
joyful humility, and everything else.”4
One of our adversaries is fear: “Fear always haunts and then overwhelms you when you seek to save
yourself, to earn your own sense of worth, and to construct your own identity.”5
But, with repentance we find peace and joy: “God’s peace comes after the inner conflict of repentance.
Repentance is like antiseptic. You pour antiseptic on a wound and it stings, but it heals.”6 Keller
continued: “God’s peace comes after the inner conflict entailed by submission. In Romans 6-8, Paul talks
about the inner warfare between the Christian’s old self and new self.”7
As we’ve noted throughout this book, pride is a scourge which destroys souls and relationships.
Repentance is an antidote: “Repentance undermines your pride and self-righteousness, a terrible burden
for you to bear, as well as those around you.”8
Some (like Coulter) regard Christian humility as a sign of weakness, when, in fact, the reverse is true.
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Keller wrote (emphasis added): “[Christianity] is for people who have the particular kind of strength to
admit that their flaws are not superficial, their heart is deeply disordered, and that they are incapable of
rectifying themselves. It is for those who can see that they need a savior, that they need Jesus Christ
dying on the cross, to put them right with God.”9
Keller expanded upon the work of repentance and the Holy Spirit in an individual’s life to include its deep
impact upon the surrounding culture and, indeed, upon the world: “But the teachings of Christianity
revolutionized pagan Europe by stressing the dignity of the person, the primacy of love, including toward
enemies, and the care of the poor and orphans.”10
Christian apologist and author Beth Moore provided this exhortation (emphasis added): “The further our
spiritual walks take us from Jesus himself, the less joy we’ll have. I don’t mean this quippy & cute. I
mean it for real. Sometimes our Christianity moves so far from Christ, he’s nowhere to be found.
Joylessness is a red flag waving, Walk your tail back to Jesus.”
Repentance and forgiveness are twins conjoined at the heart. If you can do one, you can do the other.
If you can’t do one, you can’t do the other. They both require humility and a reverence for God.
Forgiveness
Pastor and author John MacArthur quoted Jay Adams (author of From Forgiven to Forgiving): “The
problem is not self-forgiveness. Their expressed agony stems from the very fact that, in the worst way,
they want to forgive themselves. They want to put it all behind them, they want to bury it once and for
all.”11
Adams added (emphasis added), “The problem is that people who talk this way recognize something
more needs to be done. Forgiveness is just the beginning; it clears away the guilt. They also recognize that
they are still the same persons who did the wrong – that though they are forgiven, they have not
changed.”
Does this describe Ann? If so, Jesus is waiting for her at the cross. Jesus is waiting to transform her into
the godly person He desires her to be.
It has been said, “Forgiveness doesn’t change the past, but it enlarges the future.” Oh, how enlarged a
future that is when Jesus Christ is your Elder Brother and He promises you all things in Him!
At the Foot of the Cross
An amazing thing happens at the foot of the cross: Perfect equality is realized.
We remain different, of course, with varying ages, races, genders, personalities, uniquely God-given gifts,
talents, skills, accomplishments, interests, strengths, weaknesses, fears, foibles, and faults (all those things
that make you uniquely you), yet, at the cross, we are perfectly equal: We are all equally children of God.
The thief on the cross and the apostle Paul are equally children of God. So, too, John Newton and Billy
Graham or Mother Teresa.
The cross of Christ removes all artificial barriers between us and celebrates our commonality as God’s
beloved children.
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The apostle Paul expressed this so beautifully in Galatians 3:26-29 (emphasis added):
So, in Christ Jesus you are all children of God through faith, for all of you who were
baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. There is neither Jew nor
Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ
Jesus. If you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the
promise.
The gospel of Christ (and the centrality of the cross within that gospel) is a direct repudiation of the
values of this world and the identity politics so prevalent in America today. The differences of race,
gender, and class are nullified at the cross.
It is at the cross that the ministry of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:11-21) takes place between the repentant and
their victims. Forgiveness and love spring forth from Jesus’ blood spilled two millennia ago.
The popular Christian song, You Say, gets to the heart of the Christian experience. It expresses the end
results of the Great Exchange: Jesus takes all of our sins and makes us blameless in the eyes of our
heavenly Father – giving us victory over sin and death – and we give Him all the glory!
Hubris can neither repent nor praise, missing out on both aspects of the Great Exchange.

Check out Hillsong United’s worship song, Lead Me to the Cross.
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Ann Coulter, Beneath the Surface
“Father, forgive Ann, for she knows not what she tweets.”
On many occasions, I have commended Ann (publicly and privately) for the high quality of most of her
columns over the last couple of years. Her written commentary is often well-researched, insightful,
humorous, polished, and precise, precisely because she takes the time to craft a good product.
I have also (again, publicly and
privately) cautioned Ann that her
impulsive, unfiltered tweets and offthe-cuff remarks can be foolish, obtuse,
or downright bizarre.
Of late, Ann seems to be filtering less
and venting more, and there remain
times and circumstances where she just
“can’t help herself.”
Ann has not excised Twitter rage from
her social media life. That’s not
particularly surprising as she remains a
wounded and broken creature living her
life largely apart from and even
opposed to God.
Ann’s tweets reveal both the heights that her soul can reach and the richness of the gifts God has given
her as well as the depths of human brokenness and depravity to which she can descend.
In her narcissistic hubris, Ann cannot say in her heart – and would never say in public – “Without God, I
can do nothing.”
Therein lies the problem: Seeking self-will and reliance upon self instead of seeking God’s will and being
utterly dependent upon Him.
Hence the schizophrenia of Ann’s tweets.
Some are truly sublime, insightful, and funny one-liners. Many are emotional outbursts which are
substantively wrong and foolish. A few are sick and depraved. (Lord, help Ann!)
Even with her increased caution in tweeting, Ann still has Twitterstorms, some of which can be, frankly,
rather embarrassing. What she thinks is funny may not be. What she regards as witty and insightful might
be foolish and callous. At those times, she has no filters, or, rather, those filters are clogged with the
woundedness of her soul (see Chapter 5: Humor as Weapon, Defense Mechanism, and Outright Fun).
It is not just one tweet or one storm but the totality of her tweets which reveal the complexity and
confusion at the heart and core of her very being.
Coulter once expressed with clarity the nature of sin but seemingly doesn’t believe her words apply to
herself: “I think Jesus was pretty clear about what a sin is and it the most cruel and hateful thing a
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Christian can do to lie to other humans about saving their own souls. No, don’t worry about sin; just do
whatever you want.”12
Ann (Grace) Coulter
A polemicist by nature and inclination, Coulter doesn’t do subtlety very well. Nuances often escape her.
She is so used to the jarring sound of her own hyperbole and in-your-face assaults (and their howling
effects) that she misses nuances, shades of gray, subtlety, and the still small voice of God. A lifetime of
violent and aggressive language – “going for the jugular” as one profiler put it – has dulled, rather than
sharpened, her senses.
Similarly, Coulter doesn’t grasp grace. She sees any grace granted her as an entitlement and a right. She
has written about the racial grievance industry and its derivative entitlement ethos, yet fails miserably in
applying that understanding and those principles to her own life.
For her, every instance of grace she’s received – whether from God or man – she feels she’s deserved.
Grace is a gift, not a reward. This may explain, in part, her graciousness to friends and useful people and
her heartlessness to others, those who meet neither her standards nor her needs.
It’s quite obvious that she does not understand the grace of God. She boasts, “Christ died for my sins and
nothing else matters,” yet lives as if that’s the end and not the beginning of the story. What we do with
what we’ve been given is what really matters.
Coulter accepts grace as if it is her due, as if deserved, as an entitlement, without seeing it as a
tremendous gift. (Thus, her ingratitude for the gift.) That is how she perceives grace in this world.
Ironically, she feels entitled to grace but not obliged to extend it.
Moreover, Coulter’s peculiar notion of grace incorporates the idea that grace is a sign of weakness, or
cowardice, or appeasement, when it is just the opposite.
One Coulter critic does what Coulter refuses to do: Empathize with others and extend forgiveness and
love to a foe deemed almost irredeemable.
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Chapter 7 – I’ll Die Alone
Ann Coulter turned 57 on December 8, 2018. I’m sure – with bold flashing neon numerals – she saw 60
before her eyes. Coulter, once regarded as a conservative babe, is now a senior citizen!

“We singles live empty
lives of quiet desperation and will die alone. Now Rubio is demanding that we
also fund happy families with children who fill their days with joy.”
A tweet from the close of 2017 is worth pondering (emphasis added):

She made a similar subconscious slip when she tweeted, “I
warning you about Judge Roberts.”

was a lonely voice in the woods

Probably trying to portray herself as a modern-day John the Baptist whose “lone voice” in the wilderness
proclaimed the Messiah, Coulter switched “lone” for “lonely” – which have distinctly different meanings,
as Coulter, the consummate wordsmith well knows.
Coulter currently has over two million Twitter
followers and is still regarded by many as one of the
most powerful people in the American media, yet she
has isolated herself from humanity, from real human
relationships.
People who like her don’t really know her and people
who know her don’t really like her.
Ann’s hatred of so many people and so many groups
of people for such a long time must be soul-wearying.
(As she hates, so she is hated.)
I remember how, in 1997, Ann would become
incensed over one slightly critical comment. She
would search the media for mentions of her and seek
help in rebutting what she thought of as criticism.
Now criticisms of Coulter (justified and unjustified)
are de rigueur in the media and social media. Indeed,
far more people despise her than love her. Many
conservatives have rejected her, including
organizations which used to laud her as a heroine.
How did Ann become the miserable creature we
witness today?
Center of Attention
When Ann is the center of attention – in interviews, on book tours, at speaking engagements or at red
carpet events – Coulter enjoys herself. She gets high on fame and glory and being an “important person.”
But, otherwise, Coulter frequently says that she lives a solitary life: reading, researching, and watching
TV.
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Coulter can be very engaging with other people. She can be a good hostess, networker, and manipulator.
But does Coulter have any real, deep-down, gut-level friends with whom she can talk about anything?
Friends to whom she can bare her soul?
Does she even bare her soul to her heavenly Father, the One who truly loves her unconditionally, beyond
measure?
Instead, she gets her fix at red carpet events and being in the limelight, rejecting the Light of God’s glory
and presence for the praise of her peers and other people.
Lonely Ann
Ann is lonely. And why shouldn’t she be? She prefers imaginary dogs to real people.

Coulter has figuratively divorced herself from many former friends and colleagues who had passionately
defended her and promoted her work. Coulter used to appear almost weekly on both Sean Hannity’s radio
and TV shows. On any given week, she might appear on numerous Fox News shows. She was the go-to
guest – but no more. She hasn’t appeared on Fox News even once (thus far) in 2019. She used to be
regularly featured on Geraldo Rivera’s programs – but no more.
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Coulter has cut off ties with, and been rejected by, many of the Old Guard. The American Conservative
Union and CPAC, Young America’s Foundation, the Claire Boothe Luce Policy Institute, the Media
Research Center, Eagle Forum, and others have resoundingly rejected Coulter.
Remember, Coulter does not handle rejection well.
There is a New Guard forming, but, despite her growing Twitter followership (over two million), it is
proving ineffectual; it is not translating into resurgent book sales and speaking opportunities.
A new – and much younger – generation of male and female truth warriors have stepped forward to wage
war against America’s enemies – with truth and integrity.
With very few exceptions, Fox News has virtually disowned Coulter.1 Where she was once the most
prominent, most prevalent, and most promoted guest, now she is a mere asterisk.
Notoriety does not necessarily translate into positive, godly, and fruitful relationships.
No More Dinner Parties
The Observer reported on Ann’s sadness.
Headline: “Ann Coulter Is Sad That She
No Longer Gets Invited to Dinner
Parties.” Davis Richardson reported
(emphasis added):
These days, Coulter keeps a
tight circle of mostly male
friends, which includes a rotating
cast of media misfits, retired
bodybuilders,
a
divorce
attorney, and the guy who was
Kramer’s stunt double on
Seinfeld. She has traded in her
once-frequent television appearances for writing and watched a once-glittering social
life atrophy. She sometimes awakes at noon and spends the rest of her day tweeting and
watching cable news. But she feels nostalgic for parties with the titans of the
mainstream media.
Continuing:
Rather than plug her book with Bill Maher on premium cable – her last appearance on
Real Time was almost two years ago – Coulter is scheduled to tour Australia with the
diminished right-wing provocateur Milo Yiannopoulos2 – who lost funding from the
powerful Mercer family after a Buzzfeed feature linked him to white supremacists.
But Coulter has lost a lot of conservative friends as well, suggesting that the problem may not lie with
politics but with Coulter herself. Rock solid conservative organizations (most of whom are Trump
supporters) have rejected Coulter. They all once supported and praised Coulter, but no longer.
The same pattern holds true for many decades-old allies, such as Sean Hannity, who was noticeably
absent from Coulter’s Resistance book tour. This is not surprising.
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Coulter has admitted that many of her “friendships” were for the convenience of her career, while secretly
detesting those “friends.” Consequently, she has had to court other useful people and organizations, those
who have not yet learned what kind of person Coulter is.
Rejected by Her Peers and Sponsors
In the late 1990s, Coulter was called the Goddess of the Conservative Movement. In the early 2000s,
Coulter became a Conservative Icon. For over a dozen years, Coulter was the go-to pundit for radio and
TV interviews and she was regularly featured on Fox News (at least weekly, often more often than that).
Once regarded as one of the most powerful and influential people in America, Coulter’s meteoric rise has,
ironically, found its meteor lost in a black hole of her own making.
Pride goes before destruction. Hubris
destroys everything it touches.
Virtually every organization which one
championed Coulter – and lavished her
with praise, power, and lucrative speaking
fees – has, one after another, abandoned
her.
The conservative forum, Free Republic,
worshiped Coulter as a goddess in 1998
and many years thereafter. Now, for the
better part of a decade, its members almost
uniformly
dismiss
Coulter
with
exceedingly
uncomplimentary
denunciations.
Coulter was a regular speaker for the Claire Boothe Luce Policy Institute (CBLPI) for well over a decade,
but no longer. That relationship ended many years ago.
Similarly, Coulter was a very popular speaker for Young
America’s Foundation, which would typically sponsor a
dozen or score of Coulter speeches in any given year. That
ended a few years ago.
The College Republicans frequently sponsored Coulter
speeches for a number of years, but, for a quite some time,
has not done so.
Eagle Forum, once a Coulter advocate and speech sponsor,
now acts as if Coulter does not exist.
Coulter was a featured speaker at the Conservative Political
Action Conference (CPAC) from 1998-2014. For the past
five years, despite Coulter’s best efforts, CPAC has
shunned Coulter due to her antics, polemics, and
provocative behavior.
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For over a dozen years, the Media Research Center (MRC) adamantly supported Coulter and featured her
in its annual prestigious Dishonors Awards program. Following Coulter’s repeated series of anti-Catholic
tweets and comments, MRC has privately disavowed Coulter.
For nearly two decades, Coulter was beloved by Fox News. Following a series of anti-Semitic tweets in
2015, Coulter was banished from its airwaves for about a year-and-a-half. Coulter’s bizarre behavior in
2018 led to another banishment. She hasn’t appeared on Fox News since November 2018.
In 2017, Turning Point USA added Coulter to its roster of speakers, but then, the very next year, declined
to invite Coulter to speak at its four-day conference in Coulter’s backyard of West Palm Beach, Florida.
(Coulter was actually in town during the conference.) Even now, in 2019, it excludes her from “The
BIGGEST & most influential women in conservative politics will be in Dallas, TX for #YWLS2019 June
6th-9th.”
Most recently, Coulter has been abandoned by her journalistic home of some 23 years, Human Events!
She was recently described as “formerly a regular on Human Events.” Her last column was published on
February 20, 2019.3
Despite having over two million Twitter followers,4 Coulter’s actual fan base seems to be shrinking. Her
last few books were flops!

Happiest Moments
From a recent interview in The Times:
Ann Coulter can list the happiest moments of her life without having to think. In first
place is the day Bill Clinton was impeached, for which she claims ‘close to sole credit.’
Next is the night Donald Trump was elected – ‘I had a hand in it’ – and third, the day
Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed.
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Strikingly, her happiest days are political and ideological, not personal or relational.
Ann’s tweet – living lonely lives of quiet desperation – reveals a deep truth about Ann.
Despite all her wealth, fame, success, and power, Ann is not a happy camper. Nothing fills the void in her
heart, her soul, her very being. The talk show circuit, giving speeches, spending time with friends at
comedy clubs and concerts, going on ski trips, attending sporting events – these all fail to fulfill her. As
Solomon said, “All is vanity” – especially for the vain. Chasing the wind.
Ann has spent a lifetime courting the rich and famous, the powerful and well-connected. She counts
among her friends, millionaires and billionaires, leaders within all of the industries within she walks.
Yet, none of these people understand her. She can converse and cavort with them for hours and days
about a whole range of issues, political and cultural views, and personal experiences. But she cannot
share with them who she really is. She cannot share her fears and foibles, faults and failures, nor can
she seek help for her deepest wounds and the brokenness that lies, continually, within her.
After all, she despises “weakness of any kind,” and to admit to any weakness would invite being despised
by others – and herself. She fears revealing her true self would make her unlovable. She has no one to
turn to (and, seemingly, won’t turn to God). Hence, her declaration that she will die alone.
All of her life, Ann has sought unconditional love, thus pursuing fame and glory as a means of feeling
loved, but she has feared to test that love by revealing her inner self and exposing her wounds and
weakness.
In a sense, her rebel shtick pushes the boundaries and tests her audience and friends, yet it is really
a mask behind which she can hide her true self.
With a body of work extending back some three-and-a-half decades, aberrations stand out. Ann tweeting
a biblical passage stands out. Ann tweeting about going to church is a striking anomaly and departure
from her normal behavior. Ann tweeting that she will die alone seems a momentary lapse and desperate
cry of despair. These are all deviations from the norm and deserving of attention. They carry significant
weight.
Ann turned 56-years-old on December 8, 2017. That’s five-and-a-half decades plus one year. Ann went
bonkers.
On the morning of her 56th birthday (60 is but a moment away), Coulter tweeted or retweeted almost
identical tweets 31 consecutive times: “BREAKING: Roy Moore Accuser Beverly Nelson Admits She
Forged Yearbook.” It’s as if she went a little crazy.
Moreover, those tweets and retweets were not true. The accuser admitted to forging the date and signature
in the yearbook, but not the inscription. (Moreover, Coulter was never really a Moore supporter.)
Worst of all for Ann, the media virtually ignored her on her birthday.
Five days later, perhaps after some reflection and introspection, Coulter shared some measure of concern
for fellow Christians. During Wednesday’s Breitbart News interview, Coulter threw in this line about Roy
Moore: “I hope he’s not listening, I don’t want to insult a fellow Christian” – a very uncharacteristic
concern for another person’s feelings, Christian or otherwise. I suspect she was really more concerned
with how other people perceived her. Conscience?
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Listen to ME!
That same day, in her weekly column, Coulter proclaimed herself the wisest person in America.
Chagrined at Trump’s rejection of her candidate for Alabama and the subsequent loss of that seat – and
that no one was listening to her – Coulter’s hubris necessitated going on the offensive, attacking Trump
(and his family) and proclaiming herself the voice of the GOP, of conservatives, and of America. (It’s that
whole Settler identity thing, folks.)
(See Character Study: Pride, Humility, and Wisdom and “Ann Coulter – Smartest Person in the World.”)

I’ll Die Alone
Two days later, Ann felt sorry for herself, letting her mask slip, in a tweet which trended to her detriment
– her die alone tweet which is the centerpiece of this chapter.
Coulter got no sympathy from Bustle in a column titled, “Don't Hate Ann Coulter Because She's Single.
Hate Her Because She's Ann Coulter.” Jenny Hollander went on to write: “If your apparent goal is to
leave the world a little bit worse than you found it, do you deserve to die alone?”
Hollander continued: “The bluntness of Coulter's statement is unnerving. Ann Coulter has opined
meaninglessly on many, many things, but never has she invited pity. By contrast, Coulter has largely
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invited alienation, thanks to comments that reek of homophobia, racism, elitism, misogyny, and general
discrimination.”
Hollander added: “In a twist, Coulter has now made herself
the center of an ethical dilemma: If you hate a person as
viscerally and justifiably as most of the United States hates
Ann Coulter, do you wish them ‘quiet desperation’ and a
lonely death?”
A column titled, “Ann Coulter Viciously Owns Herself With a
Tweet About Her Love Life” appeared on Paste Magazine.
Eric McAdams began his with these words: “Famed collection
of bones wrapped in chicken skin Ann Coulter has got some
opinions about Marco Rubio’s additions to the Republican tax
bill, and she won’t let anything get in her way of expressing
them. Not even herself.”
No love lost there.
McAdams saw beneath the surface of her tweet (emphasis
added): “But in what she likely intended to be a light joke
illustrating her complaint, she ended up tweeting out an alltoo-revealing glimpse at her own personal life,” adding,
We could keep trying to come up with new and better owns with which to bombard
Coulter, but honestly, she’s done the best one herself. No insult from an outside party
can match up to the pathetic totality of self-hatred. The way this tweet instantly rings
true with anyone who has ever watched Coulter speak is proof: When you first read this
tweet, you likely thought to yourself, ‘Haha, yeah, it makes sense that Ann Coulter would
think of her own life that way.’ And that’s a more devastating own than we could ever
aspire to.
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Backlash on Twitter
Some people were kind, others caustic, most were hostile, and a few were unprintable. Following is a
sampling.
•

You're not miserable because you're single. You're single because you're miserable. But it's never
too late to examine how you got where you are and make a change!

•

I disagree with you on almost everything possible, but I sincerely hope you get help. This tweet
seems like the deeply bleak & irrational thoughts from a dangerously depressive episode. This
isn’t an insult. I speak from my experience.

•

My favorite thing about Ann Coulter is she believes her desperation is quiet.

•

https://twitter.com/EdKrassen/status/941747841394987008.

•

[Halloween] KIDS: Trick or treat! ANN COULTER: NO! You're not getting any candy because
I'm lonely and will die alone!!!

•

Coming out against supporting happiness is the most Ann Coulter thing she could of said at
Christmas.

•

Ann Coulter won’t die alone, there’s always a priest at exorcisms.

•

Ann Coulter does not live a life of quiet desperation. Ann Coulter lives a life of loud and
obnoxious desperation.

•

Ann, you are an extreme outlier: exceptionally intelligent, driven, accomplished, and lucky. The
vast majority of us will not achieve your level of fulfillment through public life & should be
incentivized to seek it through family life. I know you know this, what's your agenda?

•

Not all singles, Ann. Just people like you.

•

RU OKAY? DO WE NEED TO CALL A MENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST?

•

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline Call 1-800-273-8255

•

Your concept of "quiet desperation" & the reality you've never experienced are not even remotely
related. Grow up, Ann. Even now it isn't too late

•

If you would quit eating your mates after intercourse, maybe one of them would stay with you...

•

Ann, if you’re single and unhappy about it, try not being such a miserable bitch to other human
beings. It’s not up to other people to be less happy, healthy, or secure for you. If the only way you
can feel better is to make others unhappy, that’s a clue as to why your single.

•

You misspelled "we soulless, evil monstrosities masquerading as humans"

•

If that’s supposed to be funny, it’s not. If it’s in earnest, you’re as barren in your soul as you are
in your womb.

•

Christianity : empathy, kindness, compassion & humility.....you’re doing it wrong Ann.

•

Ann, you need to meet, "BOB." (Battery Operated Boyfriend). Although, you'd probably suck the
life out of the batteries, leaving them as dead and lifeless as your own.

•

I am sorry you feel your life is one of quiet desperation and empty. I hope this changes and you
find fulfillment and someone special to share your life with.
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•

If your life is empty, you maybe should examine your priorities. I'm single, have been for most of
my adult life that way. My life is far from empty.

•

Ann, we’re the same age, both single and no children and yet I’m quite happy. For who or
whatever happened to you to become so hardened and bitter, I truly pray you find peace, joy and
happiness. Truly.

•

Your empty life of quiet desperation is your own personal choice! There are plenty of single
people who are loved & cherished. Perhaps you ought to rethink your life choices!

•

Marriage Proposals To Coulter Are Up By 60% Say Analysts

•

In fairness, Ann Coulter was never able to get that Tinder account because she was so opposed to
the idea of swiping left

•

It’d be a shame if she died alone. I’d like to think at least one person would be there to laugh.

•

Ann Coulter's new book is out today.

•

Ann Coulter just became relatable.

•

Don’t give up. Your true hate is out there somewhere.

Here’s a four-point tweet:
1. Get over yourself.
2. Those children will fund your generation’s retirement plans so you better hope that they are raised
happy and healthy.
3. Could you please try and be less arrogant/mean. It’s Christmas.
4. Merry Christmas.
To one tweet, “Although I don't know how to get past so much hatred from one person” I replied, “Many
people appear to share your sentiments and struggle at this as well. But Christmas is a time of miracles.
Pray for @AnnCoulter's redemption and healing. #MerryChristmas.”
To another tweet, “Future headline: ANN COULTER DIED TODAY, REUNITING WITH HER
CAREER, WHICH DIED SEVERAL YEARS PREVIOUSLY “Ann Coulter” I replied, “See ‘Ann
Coulter’s Growing Irrelevancy’ at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-8Y . Though her reputation died long ago, let us
pray that she outlives its memory.”
I offered two tweets of encouragement: “Looking at the long view ... if you are in Christ ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UK0X3983wk … and “In the meantime, turn to Jesus for
resurrection, healing, and wholeness. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t8Sk6cZ-PA ….”
Let Me Tell You What to Do!
Five days later, Coulter penned the gold standard of Narcissistic Personality Disorder.
Most commentators express their opinions and believe they can offer special insight on certain issues.
Ann is the only one who, like a petulant five-year-old demanding of her older brothers, screams, “Pay
attention to me!”
In the wake of victory over historic tax cuts, Ann demanded that of Republicans: Pay Attention to Me!
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Ann’s entire column was devoted to
offering pro-bono advice to the GOP.
(Who asked her?)
Interestingly, Ann thinks that 1) she
has all the answers and 2) her time is
worth roughly $5,000/hour. (Don’t
anyone wish her a Merry Christmas
because her reply might cost you
some serious dough. See Case Study:
Ambushing Delta, where she reveals
that it “costs her” $10,000 of her
time to book an airplane ticket.)
Former Coulter fans
Republic disparaged her:

on

Free

•

Snarkiest bitch on the planet,
rivals peeloser for straight out stupidity. The day that the pubbies finally get a tax cut passed, the
woman with a giraffe neck, the woman that screws lefty loons, cannot shut her loud mouth for one
or two days and just enjoy the tax cut {flaws and all}. I was a big supporter of coulter, but I've
long since trashed her books {no room in my library for her}, and will never buy another one
from her.

•

Utterly classless, on a great day of victory, for her to find SOMETHING to bitch about just to
keep her name in front of people and her face on TV. I’m beginning to think her 15 minutes of
fame was over sometime around 1998.

•

She really is just a faded, one-note banshee who is never happy. Am I the only one who finds it
ironic – and downright hypocritical – when a childless New England WASP like Ann Coulter
complains about immigration?

•

I can’t believe that I once thought Ann was so intelligent. She does have the knack of using words
to get her point across, but she has, as many do, believed her press. She has descended to the
ranks of “let me say anything that gets attention.” I, now, see her as an annoyance, an airhead.
Something that I did not foresee.

•

You are so right. These days all she does is complain and never happy about anything. I just tune
her out.

According to Red State (written a year before Ann’s die alone tweet, emphasis added) (title: So Basically,
Ann Coulter Is The Worst Person In The World):
One of the most important lessons we should take away from this election is that many of
our former heroes have traded credibility for larger bank accounts. No one has been a
bigger disappointment to Conservative Women than Ann Coulter. She was once looked at
as being bold, brash and beautiful. Two decades of Political stardom later, Coulter
now sounds more like the lonely, old woman who sells flowers on the corner.
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Agoraphobe
Only two months after her now-infamous lonely desperation tweet, Ann surprised me and an Oxford
University audience, saying, “What I am is a writer. My biggest advantage is that I’m an agoraphobe
so I like to stay home and read.”
Ann is agoraphobic? Who knew?
It was mildly shocking to hear her admit to such a thing, especially given that she despises “weakness of
any kind.” And her statement doesn’t jibe with her past: jet setting to ski resorts around the world;
travelling to about 67 Grateful Dead concerts in the U.S. and Europe; her obsessive eagerness to get on
any radio or talk show she can; giving over 20 years of speeches and book signings; and relishing red
carpet events of any kind.
But “agoraphobe” sounds a lot better than “I don’t have any friends.” At least, not personal friends in
whom she can confide personal losses, personal failings, personal sins, and personal struggles.
Yes, Ann has many colleagues, professional friends, and countless fans – but to whom would she confide
her failures, sins, struggles, and weaknesses?
Inevitable Loneliness and Desperation
Coulter’s die alone tweet offers a rare glimpse into her soul, that part she keeps hidden from the rest of
the world, including from her family and friends.
It was an unintended, yet monumental, selfrevelation of how she really feels.
Hers is not, as she has previously claimed,
the most wonderful life in the world. Nor is
it a regret-free life. Certainly, not a perfect
life.
In Christ, we find our strength. Often our
greatest growth – intellectually, emotionally,
and spiritually – takes place in our
vulnerabilities. When we are weak, He is
strong. Then, He has the greatest impact in
our lives and we have the greatest impact in
the lives of other people.
Coulter feels sorry for herself. She laments
her loss of friends and relationships. But she
seemingly fails to grasp why she lost those
relationships.
Coulter’s words, last August, express her sorrow without really acknowledging the reality of why those
relationships became broken. (Coulter is not one to take responsibility for her own actions or failures.
Rather, she is quick to blame others for her own faults.)
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I suspect that, in reality, Ann is saddened that she is no longer wanted. People have come to know who
she really is and they don’t trust her.
When will Coulter look in the mirror, see her own faults, and seek forgiveness and redemption?
Ann’s brokenness provides an object lesson for all of us and, hopefully, this book will act as an
intervention to help Ann face her deep brokenness and motivate her to seek healing and restoration.
Until then, Coulter has become a spent force … all sound and fury signifying nothing.
We should never fear being vulnerable.
But Ann has drawn exactly the wrong lesson from the intense backlash she received over her tweet. She
needs to be more vulnerable, not less. I suspect she still “despises weakness of any kind.”
Hence her hardened heart and callous conscience (see Chapter 6: Rebel).

As I wrote earlier:
Every one of Coulter’s friends is a professional, an elite, a mover and shaker, a millionaire or billionaire,
or someone else who, in one way or another, can benefit her. Coulter is drawn to power! Coulter loves
being connected to the right people.
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But is there anyone with whom she can share her deepest, darkest secrets? Does she fear revealing her
inner self for fear of being unloved? I touched upon that fear of being unloved – and her desperate need
for unconditional love – in my first book, The Beauty of Conservatism.
We read in 1 Chronicles 27:33 that “Ahithophel was the king’s counselor. Hushai the Arkite was the
king’s confidant.” King David had both a counselor and a confidant: one provided guidance, the other
listened and empathized.
Does Ann have someone in whom she can truly confide? Is she humble enough to seek and accept
counsel from others? It would appear the answer is “No” to both questions.
Some people absurdly contended that Ann’s die-alone tweet was single-shaming, but that would mean
Ann was shaming herself. (Ann would never do that!) Rather, Ann was obviously voicing her opposition
to the GOP tax plan. What is most striking is her manner of stating her opposition, uncharacteristically
using the royal “we” to express her own personal loneliness and despair.
One psychologist observed (emphasis added), “her interpersonal relationships are probably rocky with
few real friends, and she is most likely an insecure, lonely, aging wreck at the end of the day.”5
In 2002, Ann said (emphasis added), “[If I find] a man to support me … If I'm going to get married and
have kids, I'm hanging up my stirrups. I'll retire. Well, probably not completely retire…. Unlike evidently
everyone else in America, I thought I'd wait for the right person before getting married and having kids,
and then getting divorced and being a bitter divorcee living in the suburbs.”6
Obviously, she hasn’t, yet, found the right man.
A Salon profile in 2003 noted (emphasis added), “this
40-something woman has worked so hard to become
the she-god of the Republican zeitgeist that she’s
forsaken any personal life.”7
Ann sees her past and her present and knows that she
has not lived the life that she should have, and she
peers into the future to see the end of her life lacking
those intimate relationships she craves.
Ann has often referred to her books as her children,
but, of course, they cannot comfort her in the end.
Despite all of her haughtiness, arrogance, and pride, in
the end … empty lives … quiet desperation … die
alone.
How sad it is that someone as talented, powerful, and
notorious as Ann can be so alone. All of the book tours,
speeches, interviews, red carpet appearances, fame,
and glory are all for naught.
Living an empty life of quiet desperation only to die
alone.8 Vanity of vanities. Chasing the wind.
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All My Children
Ann had an emotionally-absent father. Emotional well-being was not a significant facet of the Coulter
family culture. Ann had no one to really confide in.
The same is true today. (Sure, she can complain to other people about real and perceived grievances, but
she has no one to confide in regarding her inner being.)
Coulter tweeted, “As a person who dislikes children, this kid is adorable!” To a radio audience, she
exclaimed, “I’m so glad I don’t have children.”9
But Ann does love her own literary
children.
Ann’s “children,” as she oft puts it,
are her books, all of which are
flawed, some more than others.
(She loves each of them because
she gave birth to them – they
represent a part of her and are her
legacy.)
Ann’s firstborn, High Crimes and Misdemeanors, was on the bestseller list for seven weeks (largely due
to bulk sales and massive promotion by the publisher).
Well-written and factual, it was quickly published to capitalize on and promote the impending
impeachment of President Clinton. In the process, she plagiarized from her colleague at Human Events.
Ann’s second-born, Slander, lasted 15 weeks on the list. It was filled with her own slander and crowned
her as the Queen of Polemics.
Coulter contended, “As I document, I think stunningly, in [Slander], liberals call conservatives every
name in the book: racist, sexist, homophobic, anti-Semitic, plotting to bring back slavery or planning a
second Holocaust. One name I've noticed they never really call us is liar. It’s not even part of their
conceptual apparatus that the truth is a desirable characteristic.”10
(Except, of course, dozens of websites pounced upon the many lies contained in Slander.)
Ann’s third-born, Treason, also lasted
15 weeks. Her next child, How to
Talk to a Liberal, was her most
successful child with 16 weeks on the
list. Child number 5, Godless, was
listed for 12 weeks.
All of her subsequent books were
bestsellers in either single digits or
failed to make the list. Yes, two of
Ann’s children were total failures.
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Ann’s 10th and 12th children – Never Trust a Liberal Over 3 and In Trump We Trust – failed to make the
bestseller list [see Case Study: In Trump We (She) Trusted].
Coulter boasted, “This is the subtitle of my second-to-last book, and the most important book, not only I
but anyone has ever written – Adios, America!”11
On WJNO (1/23/17), Coulter also boasted that Adios, America! was “amazingly predictive” and (the nonbestseller) In Trump We Trump was “my penultimate book.”
Indeed, she boasted (at odds with the truth) of “my magnificent bestselling book, In Trump We Trust: E
Pluribus Awesome …”12
Her last-born child, Resistance Is Futile, appeared for only one week, at the bottom of the list (see Case
Study: Resistance Is Futile).
Much of what is contained in Treason (#3), Demonic (#8), Never Trust a Liberal Over 3 (#10), and Adios,
America! (#11) is accurate (and, even, prescient), but they all suffer from factual inaccuracies, hyperbole,
and a polemical style – a deadly mix.
In my opinion, Ann’s ninth child, Mugged, was one of her best and most promising children (see Case
Study: Pussyfooting Around).
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Regarding Mugged, I wrote:
My initial one-word evaluation of Mugged was “exemplary,” despite some obvious
problems addressed later in this book. I wanted to believe that Coulter is a better person
than many have found her to be (or that she was becoming a better person than she used
to be). Looking for proof, I found it (of sorts).
While reading Mugged, I was delighted with the writing and the content. It flowed
beautifully for perhaps the first fifty pages, which contained just a few questionable word
choices. As the book progressed, the word choices became more questionable and much
more frequent.
Unfortunately, Coulter can’t seem to shake her tendency to employ elimination rhetoric
and hate speech. Though not as prominently featured as in some of her other books, she
continues to harbor hatred – and actually maintains virulent vendettas against a slew of
people – in Mugged.
Surprisingly, Coulter’s book is such a good read that it’s easy to overlook the flawed
fundamental premise upon which it is based. To my knowledge, conservatives have
missed it – even constitutional attorneys and the much-vaunted Federalist Society.
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My review of Demonic included these thoughts:
Demonic represents Coulter at her best (and worst) to date. Brilliantly written, Demonic
masterfully story tells pivotal events in American, French, and world history (a striking
stylistic departure for Ann).
The best lies contain the most truth. It is in the error that havoc is
born. Chaos thrives on lies. (One drop of cyanide poisons a pitcher
of Kool-Aid.)
In Demonic, Coulter right-washes history, eliminating
conservative transgressions down an Orwellian memory hole
even as she magnifies the sins of the Left.
Largely accurate on the nature and character of the
American and French Revolutions, and on the reality that
most (not all) violence originates from the Left (after all,
the conservative disposition is to conserve, maintain law
and order, and preserve stability, unlike liberals who
pursue “progress,” and hope and change, often
irrespective of the means or results), Coulter
nonetheless continues to engage in Orwellian
groupthink and doublethink.
Throughout, Coulter twists the truth to fit “facts”
into her ideology, and – due to her literary genius
– many people uncritically accept falsehoods as
truth.
Demonic is a superbly written book,
reinforcing my initial admiration for Coulter
in 1996-97. Its flaws stem from the
progressively polemical nature of Coulter’s
style, her partisan/puritanical perspective,
and the various psychological dysfunctions that have run rampant in her life and that
emerge in her commentary. As she routinely does, Coulter condemns all for the failings
of a few and dismisses (or lies about) any relevant evidence which disputes any aspect of
her paradigm. Coulter highlights far-left personalities and organizations as representative
of the whole of liberalism.
Coulter challenged her critics: “cite the titles of my books as if they are self-refuting. (Zippy, aren't
they?)”13 Yes, Ann loves all of her children – every single word!
If Ann should choose to have more children, I hope that she takes a Christian approach to family
planning.
At times, she has half-jokingly suggested that she might write a cookbook or turn to writing thrillers (I
imagine her thrillers would be superb).
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Without God, there is no hope.
With God, there is everlasting hope.
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

Coulter occasionally appears on the local LA affiliate. To date, she cannot get on a national TV show.
That tour quickly fizzled out! See Case Study: Ann and Milo Down Under.
Coulter, once very popular with Jewish World Review, found her laast column to be published on its site on
9/17/15. http://www.jewishworldreview.com/cols/coulter1.asp.
Coulter’s own pattern provides a clue. She herself follows many liberals and liberal media outlets. She has
also often said that she scrupulously read the New York Times and watches CNN and MSNBC, not that she
approves of any of those Fake New Media outlets but to acquire grist for her commentary.
Author interview.
Aileen Jacobson, “Ann Coulter says she's baiting liberals to read her book,” Newsday, 8/19/02.
David Bowman, “Ann Coulter, Woman,” Salon, 7/25/03, http://www.salon.com/2003/07/25/bowman_3/.
Coulter, like most of us, has attended many weddings and funerals. She has not published eulogies
for – but has dedicated books to – two people important to her who passed away: Her former book editor,
Robert Jones, and her former bodyguard and ex-lover, Floyd Resnick. Coulter has dedicated multiple books
to multiple family members, and even to a relative from the Revolutionary War!
With the passing of her ex-lover, Floyd Resnick (see Case Study: Resistance Is Futile) and her
close friend, Pat Caddell (who reportedly led her into her Christian faith), Ann’s very small elite circle of
people she really cares about keeps shrinking.
Ann Coulter, Howie Carr Show, 2/22/18.
Aileen Jacobson, “Ann Coulter says she's baiting liberals to read her book,” Newsday, 8/19/02.
Ann Coulter, Mark Simone Show, 3/22/17.
Ann Coulter, The Specialists, FNC, 7/31/17.
Ann Coulter, “Let He Who is Without Ebola Cast the First Stone,” 8/13/14.
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Case Study – In Trump We (She) Trusted
From the moment her (not bestselling) book, In
Trump We Trust, was launched, Coulter has had a
love-hate affair with the object of her worship. Even
as her book was being launched, Trump was
undermining her key justification for writing it.
Ever since, Coulter has vacillated between high
praise for (and worship of) Trump to threats of his
political demise and attacks on his family.
Coulter and Trump even got into a profanity-laced
shouting match in the Oval Office. (Trump won!)
Barely a week goes by without a complaint from
Coulter, especially when she is focusing on
#BuildTheWall.
Coulter’s Book was NOT a Best Seller
In Trump We Trust is the second Ann Coulter book to not make the New York Times bestseller list. (Never
Trust a Liberal Over 3 was her other first abject failure.)
No amount of self-promotion could make it a success:
“my magnificent bestselling book, In Trump We Trust:
E Pluribus Awesome.”1
In an interview with Politico, Coulter praised Trump
for his clever marketing strategy to increase her book
sales.
She said, “I think Trump accomplished three things by
the fake-out on the softening. No. 1, most importantly,
he helped promote my book.” Actually, that alleged
strategy failed.
Coulter’s book actually debuted on the “Also Selling”
portion of the New York Times bestseller list on
September 18, 2016. Rank: 17.
What happened to all of those people who love and voted for Trump? Apparently, they don’t particularly
love Coulter or care what she has to say about him.
In a stupendous election year with a magnificent candidate in Trump and massive #TrumpTrain fans,
Coulter’s awesome book worshiping Trump failed to become a bestseller!
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Two months after Coulter’s book release, Esquire reported:

Almost three months after her failing
book launch, Ann Coulter boasted, “[The
Rob Lowe Roast] was the best
advertising I got for my book. I got way
more advertising out of it, more publicity
than Rob Lowe did, before it even ran a
week later.”
Still, her book failed.
(Ann, you really do have to work on your
self-promotion. If the Coulter/Lowe
Roast was your best publicity and you
still failed miserably, then something is
seriously wrong!)

Alternative Ann Coulter Book Covers
Few people are as worthy of mocking as Ann Coulter. (See
Case Study: #AnnOcasioCoulter.)
For a treasure trove of alternative, and often hilarious, Coulter
book covers, go here.2 You are welcome to add your own to
this collection.
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Trump’s Not So Smart Consigliere
Coulter says she doesn’t think of herself as smarter than Trump (or anyone else), yet she relishes being
regarded as Trump’s brain. Go figure.
When asked, “did you feel like you
were smarter than Trump?” Coulter
coyly demurred, charging that it was
“such a liberal question.” She added,
“I don’t think of myself that way.”
(When has she not thought of herself
that way?)
Coulter
continued
her
riff,
contending, “’Oh, we just like to
think we’re smarter than other
people,’ I would never think that.”
(Pick almost any Coulter book or
column for a refutation of her claim.)
Coulter then absurdly averred, “I
don’t evaluate people that way.” But
she does that all the time.
Coulter even repeatedly attacks prominent conservative leaders (e.g., “Rush Limbaugh, Sarah Palin, all
the alleged conservatives” for disagreeing with or opposing her views. She actually claimed that those
people don’t read and don’t know what they are talking about, in contradistinction to Coulter, who
boasted: “My thought is that everyone should just listen to me.” (Yes, she’s the smart one.)
Even at the “Ann Coulter Roast with Rob Lowe,” Coulter claimed to have the very best jokes.
Coulter seems to see herself as the smartest person in the world. Everyone else fits on a scale from dumb
to imbecilic. Calling someone “stupid” is one of her most used attacks.
Furthermore, Coulter loves the word “retard” and sees no problem with mocking “spastic retards.” (See
Case Study: Retarded Rhetoric and Rape Fantasies).
But Coulter has always felt superior to most people, even to her peers and her colleagues (see Chapter 4,
“Brains,” in The Beauty of Conservatism).
As for Trump, Coulter argues, “Getting details wrong doesn’t interest me. He can follow my Twitter feed
to get those things right.”
Wait? If Coulter is not smarter than Trump, then why should he take her advice? If Trump is so smart,
why does he keep getting details wrong? And why does Coulter go crazy whenever her candidate goes
“mental?”
One Coulter profile explained “How Ann Coulter Created Donald Trump.” If Coulter’s “The woman who
tells Donald Trump what to think,” how could she not be smarter?
She just won’t admit it publicly. Perhaps she fears angering Trump again.
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I wanted to shoot my TV
Coulter is renowned for her employment of
elimination rhetoric and her desire to kill people
and nuke nations. Suddenly, she set her sights
on her own television set!
In a rather strange interview with Politico,
Coulter both commended Donald Trump as a
fantastic and magnificent presidential candidate
and also expressed her frequent frustration with
him “getting the details wrong” and going offscript.
So much so that Coulter said three times in one
interview: “I wanted to shoot my TV.”
Drop the gun, Ann. Leave your poor TV alone. Don’t blame your TV.
Ann, may I suggest:
1. Turn off your TV.
2. Put on more nicotine patches.
3. Calm down (it’s only one election).
4. Fess up (confession is good for the soul).
Remember, Trump was your candidate. You picked him. You deified him. You own him. You have only
yourself to blame.
Coulter to Impeach Trump?
Hell hate no fury like an Alt-Righter
scorned!
(And Trump wasn’t even in office yet!)
On the Sean Hannity Show (11/15/16),
Coulter summarized her (that is,
Trump’s) policy agenda and what would
befall President Trump should he fail to
implement his (that is, her) agenda
(emphasis added):
“The wall and deporting illegals …
renegotiating trade deals and not starting
pointless wars – those are the big ones.
If he betrays us on those, they’ll
impeach him and there’ll be nobody to
defend him.”
In other words, if Trump doesn’t pursue and achieve her policy goals, he should and will be impeached.
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High Crimes and Misdemeanors
But, in her 1998 bestseller, High Crimes and Misdemeanors, Coulter declared that impeachment is
designed to target “moral misbehavior” and criminal activity, but not policy disputes.
Again, Coulter contradicted herself.
In 1998, Coulter was regarded as an expert on impeachment. In her book, Coulter wrote (emphasis
added):
•

Personal misconduct took a larger role in impeachments, for example, and policy disputes
became irrelevant to impeachable conduct (pg. 10).

•

One additional distinction the Constitution requires is this: policy disputes are not to be
resolved by resort to impeachment (pp. 11-12).

•

That policy disagreements cannot form the basis for an impeachable offense in this country is
more than a logical deduction from the structure and purposes of the Constitution (pg. 12).

•

Other comments from the framers further demonstrate that the purposes of impeachment did
not include policy disputes – but did include personal misconduct (pg. 12).

Apparently, the Alt-Right will do whatever it takes – including threaten its standard-bearer – to achieve
its goals.
Coulter Doesn’t Trust Trump
Coulter, the author of In Trump We Trust, doesn’t trust
Trump.
She never really did.
Coulter has always cared about power and always cared
about credit. So much so that she has sought power
most of her adult life and claimed credit where it is not
due. Coulter is an elite’s elite who loves wielding
power.
Her decades-long pattern of behavior continued with her promotion of Donald Trump (and herself).
Coulter, the Bully
First, Coulter browbeat the electorate to vote for Trump, insisting he was the only person who could save
America. Now, Coulter bullies, cajoles, and threatens Trump to do what she wants done.
Let’s remember the context. For years, Coulter did the very same thing with Romney. Remember, Coulter
was careful to tell Romney that he owed her (personally). In 2012, Coulter rammed Romney down our
throats, promising us that he was the best and would get the job done, all the while warning Romney that
he had better do that very thing.3
But did Coulter ever trust Trump?
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Hardly. Coulter repeatedly threatened Trump that he’d better do what he promised her he would do
because of all the sacrifices she had made for him.
According to The Times, Coulter told Trump, “I’m the only one losing money trying to get you in the
White House, you’re going to listen to me.” After Trump’s immigration flip-flop, a piqued Coulter joked,
“He just said something stupid, which he’s done before, and he will do again ... he does need a little slap
now and then.”
Coulter’s face-slaps frequently include Twitter tirades and jeremiads against the only person in the world
who can save America (according to her).
Coulter even threatened impeachment against her beloved Savior: “The wall and deporting illegals …
renegotiating trade deals and not starting pointless wars – those are the big ones. If he betrays us on those,
they’ll impeach him and there’ll be nobody to defend him.”
Coulter, the Terrified
Coulter is absolutely terrified that she backed the wrong horse, that Trump will prove as unscrupulous as
she is, thus jeopardizing what’s left of her own career. Coulter’s fate is inextricably linked to Trump’s.
In her last column in November 2016, Coulter
ominously described “How Trump Could Ruin His
Presidency.” How? By not doing what Coulter tells
him. Coulter succinctly wrote:
“He'd better!”
Also, “But if he breaks a major campaign promise,
his supporters will turn on him with a blind
ferocity, dwarfing their rage toward Jeb! because
Trump's is the more exquisite con. He will have
duped them. And he will never, ever, ever get them
back.”
Also, “If Trump betrays voters on immigration, he
can have as many rallies as he wants, but
Americans will say, Been there, done that – you
screwed us. He will never escape the stink of
broken campaign promises.”
Finally, “Whether he's listening or not, his supporters are screaming: TRUMP! NOW! TAKE THE
SHOT!!!”
Can you hear Coulter screaming?
Free Republic on Coulter
In the 1990s, members of Free Republic loved Coulter, called her the “goddess of the conservative
movement,” and cherished everything she said and did. That has no longer been true for many years.
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Here are a few highlights from just one Free Republic thread:
•

Ann can be NUTS, at times ( look how much she LOVED and pushed for that POS Romney!)
and is ALWAYS looking for something to rant about. She does poorly when things are going
well.

•

Hannity wanted to know WHY since she has Trump's ear, she didn't just call him up and since
she knows his closest adviser/team why she just didn't call them. She sputtered and fumed and
then claimed that she had and went back to attacking. Perhaps ‘dear’ Ann isn't as
‘CONNECTED’ as she claims to be. ;^)

•

I don't dispute that she's smart, but I'll be honest with you and say she has a really grating way
about her. If Hillary Clinton is ‘America's Ex-Wife,’ I'd say Ann Coulter is ‘America's ExGirlfriend.’

•

She's being a stupid snowflake....demanding that SHE be allowed to pick Trump's team; not him.
And she just proved, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that she holds NO sway and worse...is NOT
‘in’ with Trump. She's a damned DRAMA QUEEN and a poser.

•

She is just as world class a troll at generating attention and self-promotion as Trump is. Ann
Coulter, first and foremost, is going to do what is in Ann Coulter’s financial interests, she lives by
talking head appearances, book sales, social media, web sites, all of which demand promotion and
the setting of narratives. Coulter’s tweet means nothing, other than she needs attention. Stop
worrying.

•

She thinks she is on the inside, but she is on the outside lookin in.

•

Ann, go get your head meds and eat the entire damn bottle.

•

She’s a brilliant writer but...this woman is just scitzo. I don’t know how else to put it.

Twitter Opposition
From my observations – despite Coulter having over two million Twitter followers – most comments and
retweets are negative. Following are a few replies to the following tweet:

•

Yeah, glad I didn't write a book called "E Pluribus Awesome" about how awesome he is.
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•

As you are one of the most intelligent persons on earth, I am, surprised that you don't recognize
POTUS' strategy - he'll win the end game

•

Possible 2017 slogan: "I supported Trump but feel neglected now that you’re in power and don't
throw me a bone"

•

Know what's even funnier? You'll just end up supporting him again over the Conservative
candidate.

•

Mercurial Ann is at it again...

Coulter repetitive Border Wall Updates are irksome to some. Here’s one and a sampling of reaction to it.

•

Both @AnnCoulter & @ananavarro need to make an appointment with their psychiatrist=>Their
anger issues against @POTUS are out of control.

•

Since it’s important to you, get your sweet ass down there and get to work. It would do you some
good to do an honest day’s work. #BuildIt

•

The wall isn't the only thing he got voted in to do. You act like it is the only reason he got voted
in! Trump is doing a awesome job!

Abject derision erupted over the tweet to the right:
•

I’m loving the irony of it all Ann

•

I have always liked you but you are starting to
sound shrill and petulant…

•

@AnnCoulter stop trying to make yourself
relevant at the expense of everyone else.

•

Ann I was a fan of yours but your recent turn
to the LEFT....No more buying your books or listening to you....Your gone....

•

Over the top; even for you Ann!

•

@AnnCoulter I've always admired your voice... but you’re turning into a "Rightous" Maxine
Waters! Please don't make Senile public statements!

•

Ann you have lost your mind and credibility too!
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•

I can count on all ten fingers how many Dreamers contribute more to our society than Ann
Coulter.

And this one:
•

•
•
•
•
•

OK Ann you don't always have to go
for the jugular. One day you like him
one day you don't. I'm not saying
don't criticize.
Coulter has gone off the deep end.
Changes her mind and political favorites so often, I'm not sure she can keep them straight any
longer.
She is as fickle as they come
Ann change the blade once in a while, you won't get razor burn and you won't be so grouchy! Or
just get that thing waxed! Pre-meno maybe?
Tantrum number 1000 from Coulter in the past year. Just get off the Trump train already if you
don't like it.
Well, you chose him. You campaigned for him. You abandoned principles for him. You mocked
others for him. You WANTED this.

Coulter has so often said that she is done with Trump that many are done with Coulter.
•

I'm curious, will @AnnCoulter now be "done" with Trump for the 10th time?

•

I stopped paying attention to Coulter when she bailed on & off the Trump train early in the game.
I have no respect for people that will not stand their ground firmly but rather waves whichever
way the popular wind blows.

•

She is done for the 999th time, one more and she gets the whiniest bitch award.

•

She is like a bipolar school girl who can’t decide if she wants to break up with her boyfriend or
not.

•

The serial prodigal Coulter.

•

Funny I was thinking how Coulter has become so intolerant of anyone who disagrees with her.
She just shut Zeb Gorka down for speaking his mind. Her voice is beginning to get on my nerves.

•

@AnnCoulter will bitch her way out of a career

•

LMAO!!! @AnnCoulter is a bipolar psycho!!

Coulter for Clinton and Kerry … and Sanders!
At the end of 2018, Coulter (again) went bonkers, this time claiming that she should have voted for
Hillary Clinton in 2016 or John Kerry in 2004 – for the wall! In 2019, Coulter claimed she would vote for
and work for Bernie Sanders – despite his “socialism stuff.”
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Ann Coulter = Donald Trump
In the beginning, it was blind worship (self-love).
Coulter found a candidate that she thought was just
like her!
Perhaps looking in the mirror, Coulter exclaimed, “Donald Trump, I love him because he does talk a little
like me, which is to say, blunt.”4 Indeed, “I kind of enjoy [being called the female version of Donald
Trump].”5 Moreover, Trump fulfilled her fantasy of being the Harriet Beecher Stowe of the New Trump
Party.6
Donald Trump was Coulter’s current Savior7 – and America’s, too. So said Ann, who called Trump, “my
hero, our Savior, the man who’s going to save my world.”8 (Sorry, Ann, but Jesus is the Savior of my
world – and yours!)
Asked to describe her actual relationship with
Trump, Coulter replied, “Blind worship.” Blind
worship? Sounds like a religious experience to me.
Coulter amplified her answer, “It’s a little like the
North Korean people with their dear, dear leader.”
(Trump is really like a crazy, socialist tyrant?)
Although repeatedly claiming to worship the
Emperor-God Trump, Coulter also denounced
Trump as a charlatan and traitor!
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Ann Coulter = #NeverTrump
Coulter ended 2018 by going full-blown, hard-core #NeverTrump!

Coulter’s cachet diminished significantly after her nasty attacks on Trump. She was well-known as one of
the few people Trump followed (now 45). He unfollowed her on December 19, 2018.
[Photo/graphic credit: 1 – Democratic Underground; remainder by author.]
Endnotes:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ann Coulter, The Specialists, FNC, 7/31/18.
See “Alternative Ann Coulter Book Covers” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-gr.
See Case Study #6, Propaganda: Orwell in the Age of Ann Coulter.
Ann Coulter, Federalist Radio, 6/17/15.
Ann Coulter, CigiTV, 6/25/16.
See “Coulter’s Know-Nothing American Party” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-bP.
See “Coulter Trumped Up” at http://wp.me/p4jHFp-7Q.
Ann Coulter, Alan Colmes Show, Fox News, 1/15/16.
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Case Study – Resistance Is Futile
Coulter’s latest child, Resistance Is Futile, was born on August 21, 2018. Here are a few observations.
Dedicated to Her Deceased Bodyguard and Lover
Let me begin with what I “knew” about
Resistance before it was published. I knew (from
the very moment I heard the announcement that
she was writing another book) that Coulter
would dedicate this book to Floyd Resnick, now
deceased. (Her second book, Slander, published
in 2002, was dedicated to her deceased former
book editor, Robert Jones.)
I fully expected Resistance to be dedicated to
Resnick, Coulter’s faithful, long-time bodyguard
and lover. For a time, Coulter’s speaking
contract even required first-class airfare for two.
They went everywhere together.
I knew Floyd and, at one CPAC conference
many years ago, I saw him lead Ann by the hand
through the crowds, displaying a certain casual
but close intimacy.
Resnick died on 11/11/16. In lieu of a public eulogy (or even a tweet), Ann gave him this book
dedication.
What Coulter Gets Right
The following quote encapsulates what is
right in Coulter’s book: “Nothing the
Russians ever dreamed of could compare
to what the Resistance is doing to
democracy, obliterating the will of Trump
voters, who wanted him to get to work on
urgent problems.”
“It is nothing less than a coup.”
Trump Derangement Syndrome grows
daily and hourly, exposing every segment
of the Progressive movement for what it
is, from politics, to academia, to
Hollywood, and the – now blatantly out in
the open – #FakeNewsMedia.
Other books have recently (or would soon be) released which tell the very same story (with much greater
success).
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What Coulter Gets Wrong
Coulter ludicrously contends that the Left hates Donald Trump because he is “icky” – that he is a
departure from the debonair and erudite Barack Obama. This is hogwash. If Trump pursued Progressive
policies, they would love him.
Far from being squeamish about “icky,” the Left embraces it. Witness Harvey Weinstein, Kathy Griffin,
so many of the presenters and awardees at Hollywood events, the Ann Coulter Roast, etc. Remember
Michelle Wolf at the National Correspondents Dinner? Truly icky!
Ickiness is part of the Left’s DNA. They merely use charges of ickiness to attack Trump and try to peel off
some portion of Middle American and evangelical Christian support for him.
Icky does not matter to the Left. It didn’t in the 1960s and it doesn’t now. The Left was enthralled with
the Clinton presidency. Even now, they want Hillary back. (Ick!)
Throughout her media career, Coulter has conflated style with substance (often preferring the former
to the latter) and she continues to do so to this day.
What the Left hates about Trump is his devotion to America, his erasure of the Obama legacy, his
opposition to the Progressive agenda and identity politics, and his Making America Great Again.
But the Left can’t say that, so, instead, it says, “Ick!”
Trump stands up for America, not against her. (That is what the Left considers the real “Ick!”)
Public Resists Coulter’s Resistance Is Futile
Resistance Is Futile is classic Coulter. She exhibits
her characteristic flair for effectively conveying her
point of view.
Her 13th book was released to much fanfare yet
debuted near the bottom of the New York Times
bestseller list (#14), only to precipitously plunge
into a black hole the following week.
Her book’s disappointing showing (by Coulter
standards) cannot be attributed to media bias as
several similarly-themed books appeared higher on
that list for much longer periods of time.
Her failing book tour and abysmal sales may be puzzling to some, especially given Coulter’s energetic
efforts to achieve success: two book launch parties; intense promotion from Breitbart, Daily Caller, and
other Coulter-friendly news media; two appearances on the Rush Limbaugh Show; several appearances on
Tucker Carlson’s highly popular Fox News TV show; and a slew of radio, television, and print
interviews.
Then there’s Coulter’s own Twitter following of over two million Twitter followers. With over two
million followers, one would expect more than a paltry 13,100 books (including preorders) to be sold in
the first three weeks (per Bookscan). In contrast, Tucker Carlson’s similarly-themed Ship of Fools
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debuted at number one on the list, selling 82,309 books. In its 12th week (and counting) on the list, it had
sold 299,620 copies.
Even Charles Krauthammer’s posthumous
book, The Point of It All, debuted at number
two on the New York Times’ bestseller list,
selling 73,050 in its first week.
Do Ann’s followers not like her?
Not trust her?
Not believe her?
The answers all appear to be, “Yes!”

In contrast (Publishers Weekly data through 10/6/18), Gregg Jarrett’s The Russia Hoax garnered 210,231
sales (10 weeks on list) while Jeanine Pirro’s Liars, Leakers, and Liberals sold 182,034 books (11 weeks
on list) and Deep State sold 31,527 books in only three weeks.
Many Coulter followers don’t trust her because of her past history of lies and deception and her Romneylike shifting of political positions.
Coulter’s biggest and most vocal fans support her immigration stand. Many of her fans are fixated upon
her, in their words, being “hot.” Some of her biggest detractors are pro-Trumpers outraged at the depth
and degree of her attacks on Trump. (It is striking that Trump has never commented on Resistance Is
Futile.)
By my (albeit unscientific) observations, among her following, Ann has some very ardent admirers, many
who are neutral and – to use a journalistically “precise” term – a helluva lot who vehemently hate her. (It
is as if they follow her merely to criticize everything she tweets.)
Despite all of the positive factors favoring success, after three
weeks, Resistance had sold in the mere tens of thousands. (Her
previous book, In Trump We Trust, didn’t even make the bestseller
list!)
In subsequent weeks, Coulter never saw a resurgence of her book
on the bestseller list, even though audience members at her
speeches (Acushnet, MA, and Concord, NH) “purchased” her
book as part of their tickets. (People wanting to meet Ann had to
buy her book.)
In fact, Resistance never re-emerged on any bestseller list, despite
bulk purchases for Coulter events.
Coulter hoped that an Australian book tour would resuscitate
Resistance. It had five sold-out speaking events and two VIP yacht
cruises (with signed books as part of the price), but the event was
canceled (see Case Study: Ann And Milo Down Under).
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Desperate for book sales, Coulter practically gave her books away at a luncheon in Florida: “I'LL BE AT
AARON'S TABLE THIS FRIDAY IN JUPITER, FL! 11:30am & 1:30pm $49 includes 3 course lunch &
a signed book.”
Coulter on Her Own Book
But what does Coulter say about Resistance?
Coulter typically boasts that all of her books are blockbusters (even when they’re not even bestsellers)
and that her columns are excellent. On the Mark Simone Show (8/16/18), Coulter bragged:
“The chapter titles are excellent and they’re very short chapters with lots of headings because I am part of
the Twitter generation. And notice it’s a nice short book. It has a lot of footnotes.”
I was particularly struck by one phrase, “I am part of the Twitter generation,” which is utterly absurd, yet
she has repeated that phrase on multiple talk shows, evidently considering it a snappy soundbite. If
Coulter is part of a Twitter “generation” – whatever that is – then that “generation” spans scores of years.
Twitter was made for Coulter. She has always been good at quick quips and snappy repartee – thus
perfect for Twitter. (Though she is prone to gaffes when tweeting off-the-cuff.)
But, no, she is hardly part of a Twitter
“generation” which is largely populated by
millennials and Generation Z, but also
encompasses people of all ages. There “are over
67 million Twitter users in the U.S.”
People using a social media platform who range
in age from young children to senior citizens can
hardly be called a “generation.” Is Ann trying to
recapture her youth? Appear hip? Relevant?
Perhaps she is trying to make herself more
relevant or appear younger than she really is.
Contents of Resistance
Coulter’s writing is solid, including her trademark
penchant for hyperbole, as with her concluding
chapter title: “For Democracy to Live, We Must
Kill the Media.” (Where’s the guillotine?)
(Presumably, Coulter is referring to the
#FakeNewsMedia and not genuine journalism. Is
Ann not part of the media? She is unclear as to
whether she is targeting the institutions
themselves or the people within those
institutions.)
As her Table of Contents indicates, Coulter
addresses the hot issues of the day.
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(If there is a paperback version, I’m sure it will incorporate additional material to include, at the very
least, the Left’s vicious moblike behavior and Stalinist show trials during the Senate confirmation
hearings for Judge Brett Kavanaugh and the 2018 election.)
Coulter’s Clever Title
Coulter’s titles are often clever and this one – Resistance is Futile – is no exception. Coulter effectively
merges a contemporary political and cultural phenomenon with a well-known pop culture meme from
twenty years ago.
But, as with so many things Coulter, contradictions abound, and, in this case, her title itself proffers
confusing ideological optics.
Within her book, Coulter accurately conveys the ultimate end results of the Left’s #Resistance movement
while adopting its faulty historical and political precepts.
The Left’s #Resistance movement carefully portrays itself as comparable to and the moral heirs of the
French Resistance in World War II, when, in fact, they are the enemies of Liberty, Equality, and
Fraternity.
With #ViveLaResistance, Progressives conjure up images of determined French patriots resisting Nazi
occupation (think Casablanca) and they infer that America is occupied by Nazi-like GOP leaders
pursuing tyrannical control of America.
In Casablanca, Rick Blaine is the reluctant
freedom-fighter while Victor Laszlo (not an
American) is the courageous leader of the French
Resistance. The Left loves Bogart’s character, but,

now, have adopted Paul Henreid’s serious, combative,
and irrepressible hero as a standard-bearer for their
own cause – a cause against which the French
Resistance would have ferociously fought.
Similarly, while Coulter’s Resistance is Futile
accurately identifies the tyrannical and thuggish
behavior – and anti-Liberty, anti-American nature – of
the #Resistance, Coulter herself frequently emulates
their ideology, behavior, tactics, and rhetoric.
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Ironically, Coulter has chosen for the title a slogan beloved by tyrants from antiquity to sci-fi villains of
the future (most notably, the Borg).
For today’s Progressives, GOP = Nazi = Borg.

Coulter’s title unconsciously confirms their viewpoint.
Coulter – Borg Queen
Coulter’s clever but contradictory title unwittingly
presents herself as the villain (Borg Queen) and the
#Resistance as heroic freedom fighters.
The irony of Coulter’s latest book title, Resistance is
Futile, can’t escape one’s notice. It is a tyrannical
imperative that has rung through the ages, most recently
by the Nazis and Soviets (and other Socialists), the aliens
of V, and, most memorably, by the Borg in the Star Trek
franchise.
Strikingly, the Borg’s demand assimilation, as American
nationalists do, albeit in a decidedly un-American,
tyrannical, non-Melting pot paradigm.
In 2015, Coulter spoke at the Eagle Forum’s Collegiate Summit,
saying:
“There was no pussyfooting around. We’re assimilating you,
you’re here, and you’re going to be an American. There will be no
celebration of Cinco de Mayo, there will be no Ramadan, in fact
there won’t even be a Feast of the Immaculate Conception – we
are an Anglo-Protestant country, and you will learn about the
Battle of Valley Forge.”
In Resistance, Coulter addresses very real problems of tyranny,
violence, and mob rule on the Left while using a construct to
promote her own hive mentality of the Alt-Right.
Ironically, Coulter Is Part of the Resistance
Another great irony during the Trump presidency thus far is that
Coulter has frequently been part of the #Resistance! She has often
attacked Trump’s positive agenda (tax cuts, deregulation, and peace through strength, which she describes
as commitment “to the Military Industrial Complex”). Coulter also frequently raises the specter of
impeachment.
Coulter told the Independent Journalism Review, “I would do it all over again. I would write In Trump
We Trust all over again. At least he's saying things. He may not be fully following through and I do have
to swat him on the nose with a newspaper every once in a while.”
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To Rush Limbaugh and his audience, Coulter said Trump “has a suck-up
personality” and his “presidency is more of a transactional presidency. He
does have to be swatted on the nose with a rolled up newspaper when he
goes astray.” In other words, Coulter knows best!
In 2017, as reported by the Washington Examiner and other media outlets
(emphasis added), “Coulter said she and Trump were involved in a
profanity-laced screaming match in the Oval Office last year over his
immigration policy.” (Coulter claims that Trump “started it.” Still, Ann,
it’s not a good approach to win hearts over to your side.)
In this epic battle between two alpha
males,1 Coulter necessarily lost to
POTUS. (I wonder if he lied to her
face during their Oval Office meeting.
What must that feel like?) Her
meeting was counter-productive as Trump veered away from doing
what Coulter wanted done.
Not to be outdone, on The Next Revolution (9/16/18), Coulter argued,
“If the Resistance were smart, they’d read my book and attack
Trump for not building the wall.”
Nihilistic Annihilation
The corollary to “You will be assimilated” is the alternative: “You
will be annihilated.”
Coulter has always had a bit of a Borg
mindset.
In the early 1990s, she wanted to eradicate
feminism. Post-9/11, her mantra was “Kill, kill,
kill.” In the 2000s, Coulter constantly spoke
about how wonderful it would to have a world
without liberals.
During that same period, she was engaged in a
jihad against both liberals and jihadists. Prior to
and during the last presidential election cycle,
Coulter sought the death of the GOP. (On
September 23rd, Coulter’s tweetstorm demanded
that we “crush the GOP.”)
Now, Coulter seeks the death of the press: “An
essential component of saving the country is
absolutely destroying the press. Not a brick upon
a brick should remain. Then it can be rebuilt on
more ethical lines.”
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(Coulter fails to make clear distinctions between the #FakeNewsMedia and objective journalism.)
Coulter’s conclusion in Resistance is “We Must Kill the Media.”
On The Next Revolution (9/16/18), Coulter pondered, “Maybe we do have to destroy everything first” –
surely something a cultural Marxist would say.
Remember, Coulter has been a canvas-cleanser for most of her adult life.

Donnelly Scam
As a pre-publication postscript, Coulter held a campaign event for Tim Donnelly for Congress in
California. Donnelly was trounced by his opponent. Later, Donnelly sought to sell unsold copies of
Coulter’s Resistance for above the market price. So, they were both losers!
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[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1

Despite Coulter’s boast that she is “more of a man than any Democrat,” my use of alpha male refers to her
psychological disposition, aggressive confrontational nature, and desperate need to always win, always be
in control. Both she and Trump are narcissists at the high end of the spectrum; neither is repentant. Both
hate to lose. In Coulter’s case, she somehow feels entitled to win because of her innate sense of superiority
and her distinctly “American” roots going back to our nation’s settling (“I’m a settler!”). Coulter doesn’t do
apologies and won’t back down.
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Case Study – Ann and Milo Down Under
Coulter’s newest Alt-Right BFF is Milo Yiannopoulos (see Case Study: Alt-Right).
Yiannopoulos seems to create controversy wherever
he goes and no matter what he says or does.
In early 2017, Yiannopoulos’ scheduled speech at
Berkeley was canceled due to intense Antifa riots. A
couple of months later, Coulter caved in to giving her
own speech at Berkeley (see Case Study: Agitprop at
Berkeley). In September of that year, Milo and Ann
attempted to hold a “Free Speech Week” at Berkeley,
however, “on the eve of the event, the student group
sponsoring it called it off, citing pressure from
university administrators.”
That year, CPAC rescinded its speaking invitation to Yiannopoulos, who had intended to bring Coulter as
his guest. (Coulter has been banished from CPAC for several years.) However, Ann defended Milo for his
remarks favoring pederasty.
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Going Down … Under
Desperate to resurrect her
failed Resistance Is Futile
book tour (see Case Study:
Resistance Is Futile), Ann
was delighted to be part of
an Australian tour with
Milo. (Bulk sales alone
might well have pushed her
book back up into the
bestseller list.)

Coulter was genuinely excited to be part of this tour, not only to rejuvenate
her languishing book sales, but to be seen to be a freedom fighter for free
speech (especially given her ghastly failure at Berkeley the previous year
(see Case Study – Agitprop at Berkeley).
Alas, it was not to be.
Going … Under
Things immediately became murky, with the widely-publicized Ann & Milo Tour being quickly cancelled.
Instead of refunding ticket holders for their high-priced tickets (including a luxury cruise), the couple were
replaced by two other incendiary figures, one of them being Coulter’s Alt-Right friend, Gavin McInnes.
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Milo’s Facebook posting is intriguing:

While the initial promotion for the Ann & Milo Tour was splashy, with high-end, full-color, dazzling
graphics for the tour promotion and ticket purchases, that webpage was quickly revamped (stripped) to
provide a simple, one-page, black-and-white notice of the event cancellation.
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Naturally, there was a great deal of
consternation
among
the
participants,
organizers, and ticket-purchasers.

Milo in Debt
As reported by Newsweek:
“The far-right activist and provocateur Milo Yiannopolous racked up more than $2 million in debt in 2018,
according to leaked legal documents.”
“Yiannopolous remains one of the most
recognizable names of the alt-right, despite
being permanently banned from Twitter and
forced to resign from Breitbart. He crossed
their threshold of offense when past remarks
emerged in which he appeared to endorse
pedophilia. The comments also saw a
controversial book deal with Simon and
Schuster canceled.”
Australian
reporting
confirmed
the
allegations: “The news comes more than a
month after the Australian leg of
Yiannopoulos and American conservative
political commentator Ann Coulter’s ‘Ann
and Milo Tour’ was abruptly canceled – with
no refunds for fans who’d already purchased
tickets.”
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The Spectator reported: “Even Australian nationalists
don’t want Milo. ‘How did we get to the point where
we’re gonna allow foreigners to come here and fleece
us?’”
A very detailed timeline of events, emails, meetings,
and the like are available at http://neilerikson.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/12/Milo-Event-Facts-PressVersion-1.pdf. Milo offered his only lengthy, selfserving statement on Facebook.

As for Coulter, well, she hasn’t said one word
about the tour cancellation or offered a single
statement in support of her (former?) BFF,
Milo … or apologies to her own fans!
However, early in 2017, Coulter did defend Milo’s
pederasty remarks, tweeting, “Well, Milo learned HIS
lesson. Pederasty acceptable only for refugees and
illegals. Then libs will support you.”
(Yes, she managed to skew the conversation, ever so briefly, to immigration.)
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Case Study – Walled Off!
From at least kindergarten (or earlier), Coulter has been a highly political person, so obsessed with politics
that it bleeds into every area of her life.
Coulter is often politically astute, but frequently has bizarre bouts where she is simply bonkers.
Zeal drives Ann – whether in a good thing or a bizarre thing. (The Rebel must be heard and heeded!)
In seeking to wall off America from illegals, Coulter has walled herself off from reality, the Constitution,
and Christian morality and ethics.
For Coulter, failure to fulfill her agenda
on her timetable is tantamount to
treason!
For fully a decade, Coulter was a fierce
neo-conservative in the War on Terror, a
jingoist of the highest order. Now she is
a fierce paleo-conservative in the War on
Illegals, while being a pacifist of the
highest order. In each incarnation, she
has called the other side traitors!
(Ann never seems to learn from her
mistakes. But, then, that’s an attribute of
impenitent
rebels
and
arrogant
narcissists.)
Like a five-year-old on a cross country car trip chanting, “Are we there yet? Are we there yet? Are we there
yet?” Coulter impatiently cajoles Trump on a weekly, sometimes daily, and even hourly basis, with
repetitive tweets and complaints summarized by three words: “WHERE’S MY WALL?”
Throughout her journalistic career, Coulter has steadfastly pursued her agenda – (Remember, Ann is highly
motivated and single-mindedly fixed on her goals) – irrespective of the needs of others or of the greater
good or, for that matter, of constitutional constraints.
Charles Sykes cynically observed (emphasis added): “Give her credit: Ann Coulter is a woman of strong
convictions. Those convictions may be wrongheaded, bizarre, and even bigoted, but she knows what she
believes and is willing to hold Donald Trump accountable. Unless he builds the wall (and not just some
candy-ass fence) she's done with him – ready to turn on him with the white-hot bitterness of the true believer
who suddenly awakes to betrayal.”
“In an era in which ‘nothing matters,’ this matters to her. She's done things, said things, made sacrifices for
this man, even though she says, she knew he was ‘a shallow, lazy, ignoramus.’”
“But the point is that she has a conscience, and it would be deeply offended if it turned out that Trump had
scammed her.”
Her conscience, as Sykes suggests, is self-serving and unmoored to eternal truths or moral absolutes.
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#BuildTheWall
In her first post-2016 election column (11/9/16) entitled, “President Trump’s First 100 Days,” Coulter’s
advice to Trump was single-mindedly, narrowly, laser-focused on building a wall.
Day 1: Start building the wall.
Day 2: Continue building the wall.
…
Day 99: Continue building the wall.
Day 100: Report to American people about progress of wall. Keep building the wall.
(Ann certainly put a lot of effort into writing that column!)
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Since then, Coulter has written numerous columns and tweeted multiple twitterstorms conveying that
selfsame message. The past two years have proven that #BuildTheWall is Coulter’s first and foremost
policy position and – regardless of whatever good Trump accomplishes in other areas – that failure to fulfill
that one specific promise makes his administration a total failure.
To reiterate, Coulter is singularly obsessed with the wall.
In one column published early in the Trump presidency, Coulter wrote:

For at least twenty years, fear has driven Coulter. Her list
of fears perhaps even surpasses that of the fictional
detective, Adrian Monk.
Her frequent twitterstorms are evidence of Coulter’s, at
times, panicked state of mind. Her wall obsession is but the
latest of Coulter’s many fixations.
The tweet to the right humorously conveys the reality
Coulter fears.
Given her Settler and WASP credentials, Coulter believes
herself to be uniquely qualified to direct the future course of
events for the United States of America.
Will her own Settler and WASP family ancestry vanish
from the pages of history? Will only a skeleton remain?
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Border Wall Updates
Coulter’s border wall updates are legendary – and often inaccurate. They are virtually identical and ignore
any accomplishments actually taking place at the border.

Harping and whining like a nagging wife, Coulter
uses every form of mockery and threats imaginable
to motivate Trump to build a wall.
Ironically, Trump is motivated to do so, but Coulter
lashes out at him instead of at Congress!
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Ridiculing Coulter’s Border Wall Updates
Coulter’s single-minded focus of attacking solely Trump for failure to achieve her single-issue –
#BuildTheWall – created backlash from Trump supporters and critics alike.
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Reality of a Border Wall
On November 3, 2018, Coulter again went ballistic over building a wall and, again, falsely claimed that
zero miles have been completed since Trump’s inauguration.
During the first two years of Trump’s first term as
President of the United States, there have been
numerous reports of progress made on building a
wall.

And we have statistical data which shows that those
existing walls dramatically curtail the influx of
illegal aliens into the United States.

Besides, Trump’s prototype wall is already
underway and it stops tunneling as well!
The Palmieri Report, Trump’s wall is being built
and is very effective.1
“DHS is positioned to construct 215 miles of
Border Patrol’s highest priority border wall miles.”
Instead of praising Trump for what he has accomplished, she trashes him with lying tweets.
Coulter wants something more dramatic, provided instantaneously by some presidential magic wand – and
she ignores the real problem: congressional Democrats, establishment anti-Trump Republicans, the
#Resistance, the #DeepState and the #FakeNewsMedia.
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Ann Coulter’s Wall

So, why doesn’t Coulter build her own
wall? She claimed to have begun her wall
in July 2016.
As of April 2019, Coulter has zero inches
completed.
Where’s your wall, Ann?

Could we at least have an Ann Coulter #GoFundMe
page to build the wall she is so desperate to get? As
others have pointed out, she is all talk and no action.
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In Hillary We Trust?
Coulter’s desperation became so great that she again turned to Hillary Clinton!
Members of Free Republic were outraged!
•

Ann Coulter is like a perpetual 2-year-old begging for
attention.

•

Sounds to me like she’s just being sarcastic. Few do sarcasm
well, and she’s not one of them.

•

Why don’t you run Ann? Then you can show us how to get
it done. /sarcasm

•

Ann Coulter in recent years has become a waste of time.

•

AC may not be as loopy as AOC, but it sure seems like she
needs to check.

•

Four walls with soft padding.

•

Anne’s losing her looks. May not be getting the man juice.

•

I’m not so sure. I heard her the other day on either a Boston
talk show (WRKO) or a NYC talk show (WOR) in which she sounded like she was specifically
blaming DJT and not mentioning a single word about the Rat Party.

•

What is wrong with her! Good grief.

•

Ann Coulter may think she’s funny, you may think she’s funny. I think she is making an ass of
herself. … Saying something completely false to show off your resentment that things are not
moving along as fast as you wanted is not moving toward a solution. Saying things that put down
DJT when he is already playing against a full deck of people out to get his is not only a temper
tantrum it’s working against your own cause. … I see nothing funny or witty about undercutting
POTUS. Coulter is making herself part of the problem by attacking the home team. She is just an
attention junkie, all mouth and no strategy or consistency.

•

Ann, that’s not just silliness, that’s plain stupidity.

•

Ann sounds like someone from the Alexandra Cortez gang of nit-wits.

•

Coulter has become such an attention whore.

•

For Ann Coulter to even suggest that Hillary Clinton would have provided more security than
President Trump, proves to me that she is NOT the conservative she claims to be.

•

Ann is off her meds again.

Comments on another Free Republic thread echoed those sentiments:
•

Coulter is a one trick pony. Trump has accomplished more than any president in the last 100 years
to turn back the swamp. He has come through on almost all his promises. But on the wall, he can’t
print the money to build it. He needs Congress. Coulter is putting the blame on the wrong guy.

•

Coulter is all about Coulter. Selling books, getting her face on TV. She has the “See me, mommy”
complex and really bad.
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•

I agree. I think Coulter needs to take her medicines.

•

Coulter shows her fickle self yet again.

•

I like Ann, but she always seems unhappy about something. If things don’t go 100% her way all of
the time, she is complaining. Man, I would hate to be her husband.

•

Exactly, Annie is up to her self-promoting tricks again and she knows President Trump doesn't
control funding, Congress or the Judicial Branch.

•

No, she isn't and blows hot & cold ... as the wind blows.

•

I quit reading or watching Coulter years ago. Her analysis got terrible, and I never ever heard her
admit it when she got it wrong. She’s way too arrogant for my tastes, and besides, she’s one ugly
blond – giving all blonds a bad name.

•

A bombastic wish-list without any actual real-world implementation strategy given the political
climate and available legal means, or identifying the actual players and the various moving parts is
not a serious political analysis. I have read some of Ann’s early stuff. She’s getting sloppy.

•

Because despite Ann’s big mouth, she has the power of a gnat in a microwave oven without Trump
in office.

•

Coulter is lying, and she knows it. Congress wouldn’t pass the spending for the wall except for a
very small portion of the needed funds. The Democrats in Congress have refused to even discuss
it. It’s our fault that the President didn’t get a friendly House of Representatives—not his.

•

Ann Coulter is the bratty kid in the back seat screeching "ARE WE THERE YET?!?" Ann, we
finally have an adult in the White House. Act your damn age.

•

Amen. Ann Coulter gets so tiresome. Writes books with shocker titles. Lots of speeches which help
to sell those books. Nothing practical to help the country or Trump. One brave man against an
entrenched globalist uniparty of RINOs and democrat leftist who are dedicated to replacing our
Republic with a one world govt enslaving all cultures. Pres Trump CANNOT count on fair weather,
greedy, persons such as Coulter. Pres Trump CAN count on millions of Americans who support
him in his hard work to rescue America from the greedy guts of every stripe who are grabbing for
every million they can get. God bless Pres Trump and those who are doing all they can to help him
save this Republic.

•

Coulter is what you get by crossing Peggy Noonan with a bulimic Maureen Dowd.

Shoot Illegals and Invade Mexico
Coulter has frequently called for the
executions of those who have orchestrated
our open-borders policies and, in 2018, she
even suggested that we shoot illegal aliens
and invade Mexico!
(Yes, the former neoconservative zealot
turned pacifist is advocating an invasion of
Mexico, albeit only by a few yards.)
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This isn’t Coulter’s first time in suggesting America invade another foreign nation.
“[We should go into China?] Yeah!”2
In one essay entitled “Attack France!”3 Coulter concluded with these words: “If this is a war against
terrorism and not a Eurocentric war against Islam, the conclusion is ineluctable: We must attack France.
What are they going to do? Fight us?”
“How about [invading Iran] right now? You have a lunatic running Iran, who's running around claiming he
has a nuke. When do we wait? Do we wait for a city to be taken out?”4
China. France. Iran. And, now, Mexico.
Coulter has also proposed nuking France, North Korea, and Iran.
“This is as opposed to France, against whom I think we should launch a preemptive nuclear strike.”5
“I think we ought to nuke North Korea right now just to give the rest of the world a warning. Boom! … I
just think it would be fun to nuke them and have it be a warning … to the world.”6
“Well, I keep hearing people say we can’t find the nuclear material, and you can bury it in caves. How
about we just carpet-bomb them [Iran] so they can’t build a transistor radio?” 7
Child Actors
Frantic over the #CaravanInvasion, Coulter preposterously called toddlers “child actors,” for which she was
roundly condemned and mocked.8
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Jesus = NOT a Refugee
Coulter is so obsessed with closing the border to all
immigrants and all refugees that she pooh-poohs
toddlers as “child actors” and denies a basic biblical
truth – that Jesus was a refugee.9
Remember, Coulter has consistently said that Christian
victims of genocide should not be given refugee status.
Would she have done the same to the Babe in the
manger?

(Merry Christmas, Ann. May the spirit of Christmas – that is, the Spirit of Christ – enter your heart, redeem
your brokenness, and give you a new life in Christ.)
At the end of December, the much-reviled (by Coulter) DHS Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen announced a
breakthrough agreement with Mexico wherein asylum seekers would remain in Mexico during processing!
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Coulter Walled Off from the White House
For over two decades, Coulter has bullied people to
get her way, reasoning that if she is loud enough and
strident enough, she will succeed.
But vituperative attacks against the President of the
United States – with the goal of getting him to do her
will – have proven fruitless.
There’s a reason that people have been calling
Coulter an attack dog for decades and she has
embraced that turn of phrase as a modus operandi for
success. But her scorched-earth rhetoric wears thin
and her hyperbolic style can only go so far. There
reaches a point where it becomes too outlandish. It
becomes comical and turns her into a parody.

Indeed, in her diatribes against Trump, the author
of In Trump We Trust, frequently makes it more
about her than about the wall or about America.
Coulter talks about all that she has sacrificed when,
in fact, all she has done is try to manipulate people
– including President Trump – to do her will.

On December 19, 2018, Coulter went one
attack too far and lost the ear of the president
(not that he was really listening to her
anyway). In her column – “Gutless President
in Wall-less Country – Coulter became fullbore
#NeverTrump
and,
ironically,
#Resistance – which, as Coulter contends, is
futile!
Over the next few days, Coulter relentlessly
attacked Trump (not Congress) over the wall
and continued to falsely claim that zero miles
had been completed.
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By Valentine’s Day 2019, Coulter had a complete meltdown over Trump (see Case Study:
#CoulterMeltdown, Case Study: #Coulter2020, and Case Study: #WackyNutJob).
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In the end, it looks like Santa granted Coulter’s request for a wall!

[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

El Centro Project (2.25 miles): Completed.
El Paso Project (20 miles): Completed
San Diego Primary Project (14 miles): Completion anticipated in May 2019.
El Paso Project (4 miles): Construction started in September.
See also https://twitter.com/MattBatzel/status/1097697268428349443: Drone footage of new wall being
built along Southern border in Santa Teresa, New Mexico (this 20 mile section is now finished).
Ann Coulter, Hannity & Colmes, FNC, 3/13/06.
Ann Coulter, “Attack France!” 12/20/01.
Ann Coulter, Hannity & Colmes, FNC, 3/13/06.
Ann Coulter, interview, GOPUSA, 6/10/02, https://www.gopusa.com/interviews/coulter_061002.shtml.
Ann Coulter, New York Observer, 1/10/05.
Ann Coulter and Sean Hannity, Sean Hannity Show, ABC Radio Network, 7/21/06,
http://mediamatters.org/items/200607240011.
See below cartoon at https://mindtheexit.com/tag/ann-coulter/.
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9

Leftists and other open-borders enthusiasts redefine “refugee” to include anyone, including economic
migrants, as “refugees.” Whereas they go to one extreme in pursuit of globalism, Coulter goes to the exact
opposite extreme, denying legitimacy to genuine refugees of genocide against Christians and denying the
undeniable refugee status of the King of Kings and Lord of Lords.
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Chapter 8 – Personality, Persona, and Character
“As a face is reflected in water, so the heart reflects the real person.”
– Proverbs 27:19, NLT
[Given the subject matter, this chapter is subjective in many ways. However, I believe it will be fruitful to
those who know of Ann, those who have a personal or professional relationship with her, and those who
want to understand their own relationships with other people.]
Why do so many people love Ann? Why do so many people hate Ann? I, more than most people, have
ample reason to hate Ann, but I don’t. (The opposite is true.)
Why such a divide of opinion and emotion regarding Ann? As I’ve prayerfully pondered these, and
related, questions, I’ve reached certain conclusions which you may find enlightening.
Identity Politics and Looksism
Beginning with the 1960’s countercultural revolution, identity politics came to pervade American culture
and politics with devastating results. The #BlameAmericaFirst Progressive Left’s fixation with racegender-class identity politics infiltrated every aspect and facet of American life.
Anti-Constitution, anti-America, and anti-Americana, the Progressive Left’s obsessive pursuit of its false
identity politics narratives and agenda will have generational consequences.
Coulter’s own version of identity politics is
equally destructive with her Settler, WASP, and
Foreigner motifs. Coulter’s hatred of the
elastically-defined Other further distorts our
culture and politics and denies the essence of the
American Creed that we are all created equal in
the eyes of God and all graced with God-given
inalienable rights.
Further, the Left engages in lookism, hating white
males and blonde females. Coulter’s version also
obsesses over looks: beauty, body type, age, etc.
(see Case Study: Fat Shaming and Case Study:
What Would Ann Coulter Eat?). Coulter actually
boasts that she’s “totally a ‘looksist’.”
I have endeavored to avoid focusing on physical traits – height, weight, body type, color (skin, hair, eyes),
etc. – except where appropriate and to make necessary and relevant points in this book. Prior to Joker, I
have refrained from expressing my own personal, subjective, viewpoint regarding whether or not Ann is
attractive or physically flawed. Instead, I have looked to Ann herself, and to her fans, foes, and the media
for their assessments.
This chapter dismisses all of the above constructs as ultimately and intrinsically inconsequential and
unconstructive with regards to evaluating a human being’s worth.
For the purposes of this chapter (and book), I will focus principally not on external but internal factors.
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Human Traits
The bulk of the remainder of this chapter addresses three distinct, yet often overlapping, traits:
personality, persona, and character. Following are dictionary definitions of those terms with a few
observations for context.
Character

= moral or ethical structure of a person or group
= moral strength, integrity
= reputation

Character is the structure, the integrity and the reputation of a person.
Character knows no political predilection, no party affiliation.
Integrity

= rigid adherence to a code of values; probity
= soundness; completeness; unity

Integrity concerns adherence to one’s values and standards (one’s worldview) which involves soundness
and completeness. Someone who lacks integrity is incomplete, not whole.
Personality

= the totality of distinctive traits of an individual
= a person of renown

Personality refers to the totality of an individual and can also refer to a person’s fame.1
Persona

= a role or character adopted by an author or an actor

In other words, persona is one’s projected self-identity, which could be real, contrived, or a mixture of
both. One’s persona is how a person wants others to perceive them.
Character
America’s Founding Fathers held good character as a noble necessity for a free people. George
Washington himself embodied character in word and deed. Washington modeled the four cardinal virtues:
prudence, courage, temperance, and justice. According to Washington, “Virtue or morality is a necessary
spring of popular government” and “Human rights can only be assured among a virtuous people.”
Benjamin Franklin said, “Only a virtuous people are capable of freedom.” Samuel Adams argued,
“therefore is the truest friend of the liberty of his country who tries most to promote its virtue.” James
Madison said, “To suppose that any form of government will secure liberty or happiness without any
virtue in the people, is a chimerical [imaginary] idea.”
Character can perhaps best be defined by distinguishing between the works of the flesh and the fruit of the
Spirit in one’s life (Galatians 5). Which do your attitudes, thoughts, and behaviors most closely align
with?
Character traits are not limited to the fruit of the Spirit but also include such things as what has come to
be known as the Protestant work ethic. (Ann clearly adopted that trait from her Protestant ancestors.)
In keeping with that idea, we are exhorted in Scripture to be zealous in all that we do and to do it to the
Lord. The apostle Paul exhorted us to, “Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving
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the Lord” (Rom. 12:1). (Ann, especially during book tours, works hard, and she is certainly zealous, but
she has trouble with the “to the Lord” part.) Paul added, “It is fine to be zealous, provided the purpose is
good, and to be so always, not just when I am with you” (Galatians 4:18).
Countless biblical figures exhibited character. Let me name Joseph (Genesis 39, 45) and Daniel (Daniel
6) as but two examples.
Three of America’s greatest presidents – George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and Ronald Reagan –
exemplified character.
Lincoln said, “Character is like a tree and reputation like its shadow. The shadow is what we think of
it; the tree is the real thing: I desire so to conduct the affairs of this administration that if at the end, when
I come to lay down the reins of power, I have lost every other friend on earth, I shall at least have one
friend left, and that friend shall be down inside me.”
Throughout the centuries, countless men and women of character – of all races and creeds – have made
the great American experiment successful through diligence, perseverance, and self-sacrifice.
Fruit of the Spirit
Galatians chapter 5 is pivotal in understanding these concepts.
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•

Love. Ann’s love is limited to herself and those like her or related to her. It seems as if she hates
everyone else. That hatred is profoundly deep and perversely pervasive in her life.

•

Joy. Ann is understandably joyful among her friends, when attending her beloved comedian
shows, when being praised and worshiped by her adoring fans, during red carpet events, and
when she is enjoying comedy routines or sporting events. But hatred and fear frequently squash
her joy (see Chapter 7: I’ll Die Alone).

•

Peace. Ann is seldom at peace. She is always at war with someone. Peace cannot coexist with
fear and hatred. “Perfect love casts out fear” (1 John 4:18).

•

Longsuffering (patience). Over two years of weekly, if not daily, attacks on President Trump
over the wall strongly suggests that Ann has no patience. (See also Case Study: Ambushing
Delta.) However, Ann was very longsuffering in the long-term illnesses of both Mother and
Father.

•

Kindness. Ann’s kindness is extended to only those who can reciprocate or prove useful at the
moment or in the future.

•

Goodness. I have long sensed a core of goodness within Ann that she appears to be repressing
(perhaps wishful thinking). The absence of goodness seems to be more her forte. Which is
Coulter and which is a chimera?

•

Faithfulness. Ann is faithful to a very limited number of people. In most cases, her commitment
to faithfulness is dependent upon the recipient’s ability to provide her with what she wants from
that person. Faithfulness to God? Hardly.

•

Gentleness. This is an attribute seldom exhibited by Ann, and, even then, usually for selfpromoting purposes. Ann can be gentle toward those she loves (e.g., Mother), but is rarely so to
those who serve no purpose to her.

•

Self-control. I could say that Ann erupts at the drop of a dime, but she often does so before the
dime has dropped. Ann is quick to anger, swift to speak, and slow to listen.

At one CPAC conference, Coulter left her book signing early to go on an in-studio TV interview. She told
the remaining scores of fans waiting for autographs that she would come back. She never did. They
waited patiently for her return until they were herded off so the next author could get set up for his book
signing. She never intended to return but wanted them to think well of her.
Fruitfulness
The apostle Peter amplified on the necessity and means of becoming a fruitful Christian:
For this very reason, make every effort to add to your faith goodness; and to goodness,
knowledge; and to knowledge, self-control; and to self-control, perseverance; and to
perseverance, godliness; and to godliness, mutual affection; and to mutual affection, love.
For if you possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from being
ineffective and unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ (2 Peter 1:5-8).
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Put mathematically,

Faith
+ goodness
+ knowledge
+ self-control
+ perseverance
+ godliness
+ mutual affection
+ love
→ fruitfulness.
The process for fruitfulness in one’s life beings with faith (a faith not in oneself but in God) and includes
the fruit of the Spirit listed by Paul in Galatians chapter 5.
Peter listed love as the penultimate, culminating trait in the process of spiritual growth, as did Paul, who,
in speaking of spiritual gifts, observed: “And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the
greatest of these is love” (1 Cor. 13:13).
Looking at the bookends of the process – faith and love – we see a consistent theme throughout Scripture.
As pertains to this topic, it is summarized by two verses:
“Without faith it is impossible to please God” (Heb. 11:6).
“[Without love] I am nothing” (1 Cor. 13:3).
Ann is lacking in both faith and love.
Other Character Traits
There are two other aspects of character addressed in this book:
•

Humility. Utterly absent in Ann (see Character Study: Pride, Humility, and Wisdom).

•

Protestant work ethic. During the 1990s, Ann was busy, busy, busy – always on the go, go, go.
She often took on too many challenges and consequently failed in some and did poorly in others.
Since becoming a conservative celebrity and multi-millionaire with three homes, Ann frequently
boasts that she doesn’t have a job. Ann does put in the time to write columns and books and,
when her book tours are profitable (which they have not been of late), she puts in exceedingly
long days promoting them.

Ann also fails with regard to Augustine’s Four Virtues: temperance, courage, justice, and prudence.2
Personality
Personality, on the other hand, is morally neutral and those personality traits can be either good or bad
depending upon how they are used or misused.
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Regarding Ronald Reagan, Peggy Noonan wrote:
We have all noticed in life that big people with big virtues not infrequently have big flaws, too.
[Ronald] Reagan’s great flaw it seemed to me, and seems to me, was not one of character but
personality. That was his famous detachment, which was painful for his children and disorienting for
his staff.3
Though Reagan loved people (all people) his personality often distanced him from those closest to him.
His character was of love but his personality had a degree of detachment, a manner of self-protection.
Lists of personality traits vary and those traits are numerous. Here, I identify just a few of the more
relevant ones.
As background, let’s return to Scripture.
In 1st Corinthians 12:4-11, Paul provided a list of spiritual gifts, noting that God distributes these gifts
among His people to complement one another. Each serves a different function. Together, they provide
wholeness (or integrity) to the body of Christ. He wrote (emphasis added):
There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them. There are different
kinds of service, but the same Lord. There are different kinds of working, but in all of
them and in everyone it is the same God at work. Now to each one the manifestation of
the Spirit is given for the common good. To one there is given through the Spirit a
message of wisdom, to another a message of knowledge by means of the same Spirit, to
another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one Spirit, to another
miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing between spirits, to
another speaking in different kinds of tongues, and to still another the interpretation
of tongues. All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and he distributes them to
each one, just as he determines.
So, too, it is in other spheres of life. We are each uniquely endowed with certain gifts and talents which
are intended – like the spiritual gifts within the body of Christ – to complement one another, serve one
another, and provide wholeness for the community at large.
Everyone is familiar with the distinctions between extrovert and introvert. Few people are, however,
100% of either. There is generally a mixture of the two. Ann appears to be, at least for the past two
decades or more, predominately an extrovert (depending upon venue and circumstances). (Although, one
could read more into her claims of being agoraphobic and spending countless solitary hours reading,
writing, and watching TV.)
Personality differences extend to fashion style, hobbies and other interests, humor, and vocation. Here, I
will just comment on two areas: humor and style.
One thing that caught my eye in 1996-97 was Ann’s sense of humor. Even then, on limited display, it was
enjoyable. Now, humor often pervades her commentary (especially speeches) and is something in which
she delights, though she often goes askew (see Chapter 5: Humor as Weapon, Defense Mechanism, and
Outright Fun).
As for fashion, there are perhaps only two or three outfits that Ann has worn that stand out as unpleasant
to me; otherwise, her fashion sense is admirable (though the shortness of her skirts and dresses are not).
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Ann plays to the audience (whether to a single individual, group of people, auditorium, studio audience,
or television audience). Ann knows exactly which camera is on and directs her gaze, as appropriate,
whenever she wants to court the camera and viewers. She is very adept at mugging for the camera.4
Ann has a style all her own, often engaging others with humor, laughter, animated mannerisms and
gestures, facial expressions, hair flipping, and the like. Ann is a performer. Her body language and
movements (like a dancer on stage) occupy all of her space, making her seem larger than life.
Ann projects confidence, conviction, and vitality. In the late 90’s and first part of this millennium, Ann
was truly “Go, go, go,” with a fast-paced stride and rapid-fire mouth – single-mindedly pursuing her
agenda and promoting her talking points. She was personified energy unleashed.
Ann does have an adventurous spirit and can be very spontaneous (as opposed to impulsive), a trait
common among last-born children. (However, she can also be very impulsive, as opposed to spontaneous,
and her impulsiveness usually gets her into trouble.)
Ann is zealous, passionate, driven, energetic, and full of purpose. Indeed, her energy, zeal, drive, and
passion are evident to this day. I saw it then and I see it now.
Ann Coulter = The Otter
In The Heart of Remarriage, the authors identify four primary personality types. One is called the Otter,
which they describe as follows (emphasis added):
Otters can inspire others through communication. They tend to be optimistic or
enthusiastic in the way they relate to others. It is usually one-way, and their high energy
and charm can manipulate others or wear them out. In a relationship, Otters need
such things as approval, opportunity to verbalize, visibility and social recognition
within a relationship.
What does a balanced Otter look like? One of the greatest relational needs for Otters is to
practice more follow-through. Otters tend to make all kinds of promises and think all
things are possible, but they need to make good on their promises and stick to their
commitments and weigh the consequences of their words or actions before jumping
into something impulsively.5
Notice the impact that Ann – The Otter – has on other people! Manipulation, wearing others out, broken
promises – all of which can be devastating to other people.
Character is required to reign in those negative traits.
However, success and fame have accelerated and intensified certain negative character and personality
traits possessed by Ann.
For the most part, I find Ann’s personality to be delightful.6 However, she is severely characterchallenged. Generally speaking, people who are passionate in expressing their beliefs are believed. Their
conviction convinces others. (But, Ann’s “convictions” are forever changing, except for her conviction
that she alone is right.) Ann has also learned to fake sincerity, and, as the saying goes, if you can fake
sincerity you can fake anything.
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From almost the beginning, Ann has been a manipulative person. She uses her personality to disguise her
flawed character. Thus, her many bouts of excessive animation, hair flips, laughter, and other means to
disguise her diminishing, shrinking character.
Persona
We have addressed character and personality and that leads to persona, which makes everything even
more complicated.
According to some high school and college classmates, at that time, Coulter was in the background (like a
background singer) not center stage (like a star). Indeed, even as I admired Ann in 1996-97, she had
collegiality with fellow guests, but lacked charisma. It wasn’t until well after the publication of her first
book, her soaring popularity among conservatives, and her switching to a glamourous hairstyle that she
acquired charisma.
Ann was not born with the It Factor. She acquired it. Whatever the X Factor is, she now has it. The
difficulty is distinguishing between what is real and what is performance, discerning between fact,
fabrication, and fantasy.
One Guardian feature claimed: “Few consider Coulter a serious intellectual. But she’s a good debater –
charismatic, dexterous, always ready with a talking point or quip. She also has an occasional, uncanny
ability to sense political undercurrents that others miss.”
I have seen charismatic performers and entertainers who, immediately after the show, are expressionless,
unemotional, and unconnected to those around them. (Ann has done that, at times, too.) It’s as if they
have an On-Off switch.
On one occasion, at Restoration Weekend 2000, I saw Ann gaze rapturously in the eyes of an admiring
fan after a panel discussion. Moments later, after he left, she was visibly nervous, discombobulated,
panicked.
I ask again, how much is Coulter and how much is chimera?
Quadriplegic Lady or Dead Dog?
In the late 1990s, I came to suspect that Ann might be afflicted with an eating disorder, which would
have explained her pronounced need for control and various behavioral inconsistencies. (At the time, a
prominent therapist who was once anorexic actually cautioned Ann about that condition. See Case Study:
Fat Shaming.)
Years later, narcissism fit the bill and explained so many of her aberrant behaviors (see Vanity: Ann
Coulter’s Quest for Glory and Character Study: Narcissism).
I have also considered sociopathy, which could have developed as early as infanthood, when Ann was in
an incubator for several weeks. Sociopaths have little to no empathy, but they can learn to fake empathy
and thereby manipulate other people (see Character Study: Narcissism).
The real Ann Coulter was on display during a 2015 radio interview7 which demonstrated, like Animal
Farm, that some people are more equal than others and that Ann is more equal than everyone else.
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At the beginning of the interview, Ann was told the heartbreaking story of an innocent woman who was
struck during a high-speed car chase, becoming a quadriplegic. Utter silence from Ann. Shortly thereafter,
she made jokes about car chases and joked about a suicide.
Then Ann was told about a tragedy concerning a dog. She asked, “What happened to the dog?” Hearing
that he died (burned to death on live television), she replied in shock, “Awww!”
Moments later, Ann said, “I feel sorry for the quadriplegic lady, too. I don’t want you to think I’m only
worried about the dog [laughs]. That was just kind of a surprise ending.”
Coulter is so intellectually agile that she immediately recognized the disparity in her reactions to two
very similar tragedies and she knew the audience would take note at well. So, she instantly went into
justification mode, trying to put out the flame before it became a raging fire.
Note that Coulter is more concerned with what people think of her than she is about the tragedies which
have befallen others.
That segment of that interview strongly reinforced my conclusions that, for Ann, most people are
worthless (worthless = worth less than Ann). To her, they are invisibles. She cared far more about the
deceased dog than about the quadriplegic lady – but doesn’t want us to know that.
Ann Through My Eyes
Looking back to 1996, my very first impression of Ann was one of beauty. Then I heard what she had to
say and approved of her substance and style in expressing her views.
Over a short period of time, I was struck with how she could interweave several strands of seemingly
unrelated thought into one seamless, coherent whole with one almost-perfectly diagrammed, and off-thecuff, sentence. Ann has a remarkable acuity with the English language and ability to say exactly what she
means. (Which makes so much of her commentary and so many of her tweets that much more tarnishing
of her reputation since she knows better.)
Another impression I had was that Ann could take any word or phrase and, in how she expressed it,
convey a dozen different meanings based upon her tone of voice, inflection, modulation, cadence, and the
like.
In 1996, I also saw real courage as Ann faced her stage fright in her first appearance on Politically
Incorrect and stood her ground in speaking the truth. I saw real courage as she nervously but forthrightly
confronted Jesse Jackson in her interview on MSNBC. (Since then, her courage has waned. See Case
Study: #CowardlyCoulter.)
Moreover, she was imbued with vitality, like a conservative Energizer bunny.
Yet, over these many years, Ann has changed.
Physically, she is older but not wiser. Foolishness is now her forte.
(“Pride leads to conflict; those who take advice are wise” – Proverbs 13:10.)
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Mentally, she is not as quick as she used to be. Once very rational, now she rationalizes. Ann has told so
many lies, and has lived a life with so many contradictions and conundrums, that she has trouble grasping
truth and keeping her story straight.
(“But when you ask him, be sure that your faith is in God alone. Do not waver, for a person with divided
loyalty is as unsettled as a wave of the sea that is blown and tossed by the wind. Such people should not
expect to receive anything from the Lord. Their loyalty is divided between God and the world, and they
are unstable in everything they do” – James 1:6-8.)
Emotionally, she seems far more fearful and hateful. Whom does she not hate? What does she not fear?8
(“There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear, because fear involves torment. But he who fears
has not been made perfect in love” – 1 John 4:18.)
Spiritually, she has more than turned her back on God, she actively opposes God. Has she deserted Him
or did she never really believe?
(“But God’s truth stands firm like a foundation stone with this inscription: ‘The LORD knows those who
are his,’ and ‘All who belong to the LORD must turn away from evil’” – 2 Tim. 2:19.)
Ideologically, she has dramatically reversed positions on a vast range of issues. Her entire worldview has
changed; she is becoming Arianna Huffington.
(“He will use every kind of evil deception to fool those on their way to destruction, because they refuse to
love and accept the truth that would save them. So, God will cause them to be greatly deceived, and they
will believe these lies. Then they will be condemned for enjoying evil rather than believing the truth” – 2
Thess. 2:10-12.)
Financially, her vastly increased wealth and power have deceived her.
(“We all come to the end of our lives as naked and empty-handed as on the day we were born. We can’t
take our riches with us” – Eccl. 5:15.)
What will become of Ann? It’s her choice!
Ann once wrote a biblically-sound and morally-upright column (“If You Sup with the Devil, Use a Long
Spoon”) explaining that our daily choices lead to lifetime habits which inexorably determine our
character.
In the course of the past two decades, Ann has chosen poorly (I’m reminded of those words from the
Crusader in Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade). She has reaped the consequences and wounded many
people – as well as her own soul.
I am of a mind to believe that Ann still has a choice. What will she choose?
Final Thoughts
Let me conclude this chapter with a few principles proclaimed by wise people:
Alfred Adler: “It is easier to fight for one’s principles than to live up to them.”
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Winston Churchill: “We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”
Mother Teresa: “Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless.”
Mother Teresa: “We can do no great things; only small things with great love.”
[Photo/graphic credit: “got hate” by Boulder Daily Camera; remainder by author.]
Endnotes:
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

For the purposes of this chapter and book, I am teasing out character from personality and treating them as
distinct, though connected, aspects of one’s life. We see throughout Scripture, throughout history, and by
personal observation that people of sterling character can inhabit totally different positions on a spectrum
of personality types. The distinction becomes clearer as we dig deeper. Moreover, in reality, people
generally do differentiate between character and personality for the reasons outlined above.
Timothy Keller, Making Sense of God, Viking, 2016, pp. 286-287.
Peggy Noonan, “Character Above All: Ronald Reagan.”
Some of these personality traits may merge with persona traits.
Gary Smalley and Greg Smalley, The Heart of Remarriage, Revell, 2010, pg. 245.
Given psychiatry’s inability and refusal to address the moral absolutes of good and evil, for the purposes of
this chapter and this book, I regard narcissism, sociopathy, and psychopathy to be more in the realm of
character than personality. Secular clinicians are incapable of evaluating spiritual issues or righteousness
and unrighteousness and are similarly blind to the divine healing which can ameliorate those conditions.
God does, after all, promise to give His people a new heart.
Ann Coulter, The Drive Home with John & Jillian, KABC, 9/2/15.
Ann is, to put it politely, emotionally-challenged. In Think & Grow, author Napoleon Hill identified “seven
major positive emotions (desire, faith, love, sex, enthusiasm, romance, hope) and the seven major negative
emotions (fear, jealousy, hatred, revenge, greed, superstition, anger).” As explained by American Thinker:
“The seven major positive emotions are routinely used in creative efforts and are synonymous with
happiness and the kind of success that the reader should strive to emulate or attain (within reason, of
course). On the other hand, the seven major negative emotions are regularly expressed by people who are a
drain on the soul and probably on a downward spiral personally, professionally, and financially.” I would
suggest that Ann possesses more negative than positive emotions, principally fear, hatred, revenge,
greed, and anger.
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Case Study – Pussyfooting Around
This case study highlights some of Coulter’s best work and, at the end, shows how she has been
pussyfooting around being a godly person filled with integrity.
I would be remiss if I didn’t give praise where praise is due. There is much good that I see in Ann – many
real gifts and accomplishments – that has been vastly overshadowed by all of the nonsense of narcissism
and vanity, rebellion and impenitence in Coulter’s life.
Many of Ann’s columns in 2017 and early 2018 were excellent, at times, exquisite. However, she often
goes askew when she tries to skew an election, policy, or nomination using propaganda and polemics.
Her extemporaneous interviews, speeches, and social media posting are far more problematic, as has been
demonstrated throughout this book.1
Why Coulter Was Once Trusted
Here are a few highlights from the past showing why Coulter was, at one time, trusted by her readership
and following.
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August 2014 – Racial Grievance Industry
In a surprising series on race relations, Ann Coulter took on the racial grievance industry and, in the process,
exposed a number of hoaxes, from endemic white racism, to racist white killer cops, to racial profiling.
Ferguson Fallout
In a beautifully titled piece (“No Facts, No
Peace”),2 Coulter brought some much needed
perspective to the turmoil then taking place in
Ferguson, Missouri.
Drawing from her best-selling book, Mugged,
Coulter accurately attacked the default media
narrative – “Racist until proved innocent” – and
she provided numerous examples of the media’s
jihad against white America and local authorities.
She further noted the necessarily changing media
narrative as actual facts emerged. (Though the
minds of many still remain committed to the false
narratives.)
As Coulter pointed out, in 1996, about another event, “We keep talking about how it’s racially-charged.
It’s only racially-charged because we’re making it that way.”3
The injection of race into events which take place between people of different races often obscures the truth
of what actually happened. Inserting a racial dynamic immediately inflames emotions and clouds reason.
Indeed, injecting race into a situation typically confers guilt upon the white person, whoever it might be.
It’s not about race, but reality (see “Race Does Not Matter“).
In 1997, Coulter again raised concerns over the false narrative of widespread white racism oppressing
blacks, saying, “I think probably the worst things white people in American society do to blacks is
compelling them to savor the experience of racism.”4 Coulter is correct. It is the race hustlers – and the
entire racial grievance industry – which is limiting the ability of many blacks to overcome the obstacles in
life and be the best that they can be.
Coulter continued, “When you talk about a racial dialogue and healing, the underlying message is ‘whites
are racist, whites are racist, whites are racist,’ and I don’t think it’s true and I think it’s time we put that
aside and move on. I think it’s not healthy for people to be constantly feeling like whites really are racist
because they keep saying they’re racist so they really must be” (see “Guilty of Being White“).
More Black Cops!
Coulter also addressed the clamor for more black cops in response to the already-identified false narrative
in Ferguson.5
The prevalence of white killer cops is a favorite meme of Al Sharpton, Eric Holder, and other race hustlers.
Naturally, the remedy they propose is to employ more black police officers. But their solution – premised
upon a false paradigm of institutional racism – employs racism to solve it. Quotas, racial set-asides, race527

norming, the welfare state – these have all hurt the black community far, far, far more than they have helped
it. (Ironically, Coulter now actually supports the welfare state. See Case Study: America in Black and
White.)
According to Coulter, “If the Ferguson police are forced to hire more minorities and women for the sake of
diversity, the one thing we can be sure of is that more black people will be murdered, raped and assaulted.”
Facts support her claim.
Coulter discovered “a massive, detailed 2000 study of the effect of court-ordered affirmative action plans
on police departments” which “found that the more minorities on a police force, the higher the rates of
murder, manslaughter, violent crime, robbery and aggravated assault will be.”
She pointed out that the “problem was not with black cops … but rather with the lowering of standards
across the board, resulting in less-qualified officers of every race.” (Her stats and examples are worth
checking out.)
As Coulter put it, “I’m against more black people being murdered, raped and assaulted.” (How about
Sharpton and Holder? Oh, that’s right, they haven’t been to Chicago yet.)
Racial Profiling
The racial grievance industry is hell-bent on portraying white Americans as racist and police officers as
potential killers of blacks. The utter myth of America as a racist nation is continually propounded as fact
by those who would profit from its proliferation.
Race hustlers are wealthy, powerful, and famous.
Coulter again used facts to expose yet another racial grievance industry hoax – the myth of racial profiling.6
Coulter traced the origins of this myth and offered compelling evidence for discarding it
Coulter wrote, “Throughout the 1990s, the nation was fixated on tales of jack-booted New Jersey state
troopers who were stopping speeders on the turnpike just because they were black!”
Coulter considered the source and discovered, “As is usually the case with bogus race studies, the pivotal
1993 survey compared speed stops on the New Jersey turnpike to the population of all drivers on the
turnpike – not with the population of all speeders on the turnpike.”
She noted the nonsensical nature of its conclusion: “Such meaningless studies are popular on the left, where
it is assumed that people of different races, genders and ethnicities will always behave identically in all
respects.”
Coulter also observed what proponents of that study should have grasped: “Any study purporting to show
that too many blacks are stopped for speeding must first determine how many speeders are black.”
But race hustlers often miss the obvious and their disciples are often all too caught up in their emotions to
even question the “facts” being given to them.
As Coulter noted, the Public Services Research Institute conducted a study “of nearly 40,000 drivers” to
confirm the flawed 1993 survey and it reached its own conclusion: “No racial profiling.”
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October 2014 – Ebola Crisis
Coulter’s Ebola column was priceless.7 Factual, well-reasoned, incisive, witty, non-polemical. (I wouldn’t
change a word.)
Coulter also wrote a literary gem8 which I would like to share with you.9

Entitled “Your ‘to do’ list to save America,” Coulter addressed the upcoming elections with insight, wit,
and vigor. I thoroughly enjoyed her literary style (while disagreeing with a few of her points). It was well
written and engaging, with a good overall structure, and it adroitly expressed her intended message with
flair. Forceful, yet restrained.
Coulter opened with the need to “swing the Senate to Republican control,” then, in her second paragraph,
wrote my favorite sentence in this column:
“Turn that into a mnemonic, sew it on needlepoint pillows, include it in your wedding vows, right-wingers.”
Beautiful imagery, quaint, to the point, with a cascading effect which lends a subtle sense of mounting
urgency.
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Coulter concluded her paragraph:
“For the next six weeks, nothing matters more to the country than Republicans taking a majority in the
Senate. When it comes to politics, conservatives need to learn one thing from liberals: All that matters is
winning.”
Next, she handily handicapped key Senate races in a straightforward, yet interesting and compelling way.10
Below, Coulter’s parenthetical (restrained) rebuke of Republicans was an “I told you so” without saying “I
told you so.” She wrote:
“(Take a moment to notice something, Republicans: No incumbent Democrat had to deal with a primary
challenger this year. That’s one reason why Democrats win more elections than their insane ideas would
seem to dictate. Liberals understand that you can’t do anything if you don’t win, so Democrats don’t stage
primary fights against other Democrats.)”
Ann next gave us all “assignments.” The first was for Sen. Pat Roberts to campaign nonstop to victory. In
another dig at the GOP, she again chided, “I don’t know why Roberts got a primary challenge at all. Please
stop doing that, Republicans.”11
Coulter emphasized the need to flip enough “Democratic seats to take a majority in the Senate,” then,
beautifully added, “Hopefully, the GOP will take more than three, and store them like chestnuts for a long,
cold winter.”
Her second assignment was for all Americans to support Scott Brown’s candidacy (twice linking to his
website): “Donate. Right now!” A sense of urgency conveyed in brevity.
“The biggest current danger for Republicans,” Coulter correctly cautioned, is that Libertarians will
jeopardize key elections by wasting their votes on Libertarian candidates who cannot win. As she put it,
“When we’re all dying from lack of health care across the United States of Mexico, we’ll be deeply
impressed with your integrity, libertarians.”12
Though not “priceless” like her previous column, this one – despite its imperfections – is eminently
commendable.
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March 2017 – Illegals Rape Children
In perhaps her best column of 2017, Coulter exquisitely expressed the dangers of political correctness,
identity politics, and the negative impact of open borders on America. The tragic rape of a 14-year-old girl
– and its emotional and political fallout – deeply touched Coulter’s heart, largely in part because it was an
illegal raping an American teenager.
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May 2017 – Manchester Concert Terrorist Attack
In a poignant column published shortly after the Manchester concert terrorist attack in May, 2017, Coulter’s
satirically titled column – “Rome Burns – Nero Worries About Pyrophobia” – cut to the heart of the matter.
It is, perhaps, her second-best column of 2017.

This was one of Coulter’s two best columns of 2017,
written with deep passion and conviction about an issue
dear to her heart.
But it also reveals the extent to which identity politics
has infused her own being.
There have been countless terrorist attacks around the
world and some devastating ones in the United States,
yet Coulter chose this one to highlight. Why?
Because it targeted teenaged English girls. Coulter
identifies closely with this group because she regards
herself as a WASP Settler (see Case Study: Settler and
Case Study: WASP America).
Her biases in no way invalidate her analysis,
conclusions, and the quality of her writing.
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June 2017 – Alexandria Shooting
Coulter highlighted the hypocrisy and partisan political agenda of the Fake News Media in the wake of an
assassination attempt by a Leftist against a group of Republican political leaders! (Trump Derangement
Syndrome prevails on the Left. Though, of late, Coulter has been captured by its allure.)
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August 2017 – Statue of Liberty
Coulter highlighted the absurdity of the Left’s immigration talking points and their looking to a poem
written by Emma Lazarus which is on the Statue of Liberty donated to America by France instead of looking
to what is written in our American Constitution.
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September 2017 – Immigration Moratorium
Coulter spotlighted the lunacy of current immigration policy and the failure of politicians to protect the
American people from dangers both foreign and domestic.
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October 2017 – Snarky Media
Apparently without any self-reflection at all, Coulter accurately observed the nature of the Fake News
Media and its failure to objectively report the facts on the great issues of our day.
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November 2017 – Sexual Harassment
Coulter exposed the sham nature of the #MeToo movement and its double standards when reporting on
liberal vs. conservative villains.
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January 2018 – Being an American
Coulter drew a line in the sand between those who are American patriots and those who are self-proclaimed
citizens of the world.
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March 2018 – Walls Work
Through the first two years of the Trump presidency, the Left’s primary talking point regarding securing
our border is that nothing can be done about the influx of illegal aliens and that walls do not work. Coulter’s
counterargument refuted their nonsense.

March 2018 – White Privilege
Coulter mocked the Identity Politics Left, which has championed the nonsensical White Privilege narrative
for perhaps a decade or more. (Of course, Coulter has her own equally nonsensical WASP Privilege
narrative – see Case Study: WASP America.)
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June 2018 – End Immigration13

June 2018 – Genocidal Rwandan Refugees
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July 2018 – SCOUS Panic14

October 2018 – Sanctuary Cities
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January 2019 – Leftist Anti-Wall Talking Points Walled Off from Reality
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Coulter’s Character or Shtick?
Often, Coulter’s new political positions are fairly well thought out and very well-articulated in nonpolemical ways.
In many ways in 2017-18, Coulter returned to the charming, collegial, tough-as-nails, truth teller with
gracious humor that I was mesmerized by in 1997. Some of her analysis is flawed in her conclusions though
logically derived from her worldview. There is a logical evolution of her views based upon changing
circumstances and experience.
What of her character? Her motives? Is this real or shtick? Remember, Coulter has become adept at playing
to the audience (studio, camera, auditoriums, and face-to-face).
I have been heartened by anecdotal evidence that she has a conscience and faith in God. More often, I have
been dismayed at the sheer depth – in so many areas of her life and commentary – to which she sinks.
It always seems that after she has exhibited self-improvement she reverts back to her old self.
Case in point: Her use of the P-Word.
Using the P-Word
Coulter is well known for her use of profanity, especially off-the-air (or, even, on Twitter). Her circle of
comedian friends are not shy about using expletives and that must influence her to some degree.
For quite some time, Coulter went to extraordinary lengths to avoid saying the P-Word, sometimes in
hilarious and endearing ways. She became ever-more creative in seeking ways to avoid using that particular
word.
What is striking is that she frequently boasts that she can say anything – except the N-Word. But, apparently,
for a period of time, she was convicted in her heart not to employ the P-Word and was pretty consistent in
her follow through on her commitment.
This represented a small, but tangible, bit of evidence of a “reformed” Ann who can and will – when she
wants to – change, suggesting that she has a conscience and she is – at times – listening to and heeding it.
Here’s a timeline with appropriate samplings.
At times, Coulter charmingly labels herself a “pussycat,” to distinguish herself from testosteronechallenged liberal males15 and to counter her notoriety as an attack dog.
6/7/11. “I think I’m a pussycat.”
11/1/13. “I’m a pussycat. RT @RobLowe On Real Time with @billmhaer @HBO tonight. What if Ann
Coulter is mean to me?! #BringingMyBlanky“.
Seemingly forever, Coulter uses words like “retarded” and “pussies” to grab your attention.
2/22/13. “This is why people think libertarians are pussies.”
10/12/15. “Correct, I'm more of a man than any liberal pussy-boy, as they constantly admit.”
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Sometime in 2016, Coulter appeared to have a change of heart.
10/12/16. In her weekly column, Coulter began with a word of caution: “*Please note graphic language
throughout the column.*” Extracts follow (emphasis added):
•

… the same media gasping in horror at “p*ssy” sure didn’t mind my being called a c*nt repeatedly
on a Comedy Central broadcast.

•

But saying “p*ssy” 11 years ago is over the line.

•

… pretend to need smelling salts after hearing “p*ssy.”

•

Trump said: “When you’re a star, they let you do it. You can do anything. Grab ‘em by the pussy.
You can do any of that. (Laughter.)”

•

Clinton talking about p*ssy was one of his more dignified moments …

•

Former Time magazine correspondent Nina Burleigh said of Clinton, “I would be happy to give
him a bl*w job just to thank him for keeping abortion legal.”

•

… the rest of us had to spend a year listening to liberals say “Guys like bl*w jobs.”

Observations: At times, Coulter was inconsistent in putting quotes around the offensive terms. She did fully
spell Trump’s use of the P-Word.
In June 2017, Coulter reverted to her old self, but then,
within days, again reversed course.
6/1/17. “This guy is THE biggest pussy in Western
history. Evergreen State College President’s Response to
Student Demands”
Ann’s efforts to evade using the P-word were both
comical and very, very endearing, as she found inventive
ways to adroitly avoid using that word.
6/14/17. On the Mark Simone Show: “saying, well, I can’t
say it, but ‘Grab her P word, grab her P word, grab
her P word, grab her P word’ over and over and over
again.”
I was especially struck by her phrase – “I can’t say it” –
because she frequently boasts that she can any anything!
9/13/17. Weekly column: “If he succeeds, all the p@ssygrabbing and Russia nonsense will burn off like a
morning fog.”
9/15/17. On the Joe Pags Show: “… the one that talks about grabbing women’s blah-blah-blah.”
10/8/17. “Ashley Judd to Trump voters. “You voted for a pussy grabber!” Ashley Judd to Harvey
Weinstein: “You can grab my pussy if I win an Oscar.” (Here, she’s directly quoting someone else.)
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2/12/18. At Oxford: “This is a lie that the media keeps spreading that Trump said that he commits, that he
grabs women’s, um, P-words. … I don’t think feminists are particularly offended that he used the Pword.”
2/28/18. “Dick is p*ssywhipped.” (Here, she felt she needed the asterisk.)
3/7/18. On the Mark Simone Show: “the alleged but not true, um, um, P-word grabbing.”
Her reluctance to use the P-Word is a small thing which is perhaps indicative of a seismic shift in her
thinking.
Nearing the end of 2018, Coulter sadly reverted back to using the word that she once refused to use. In
recent months, Coulter returned to her former self, using the P-Word on social media, in conversations, and
in columns.16
9/13/18. “I think the media are pussies.”
9/23/18. “I knew the Pussy Hat brigade would pull this vicious crap.”
9/23/18. “There are about 5 female classmates of Kavanaugh’s who were NOT at a pussy-hat march. I knew
the pussyhat brigade would pull this B.S.”
11/7/18. Essay title: “PUSSY (HATS) WHIPPED”
Two days after Christmas, Coulter tweeted (expletive not deleted):
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In January 2019, Coulter tweeted:

[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
Endnotes:
1

I have addressed her books on other occasions and in other venues, but for the purposes of this case study,
permit me to reiterate my evaluation of Mugged, contained in Vanity: Ann Coulter’s Quest for Glory. In it, I
wrote:
My initial one-word evaluation of Mugged was “exemplary,” despite some obvious problems
addressed later in this book. I wanted to believe that Coulter is a better person than many have found her to
be (or that she was becoming a better person than she used to be). Looking for proof, I found it (of sorts).
Let’s begin with the good. Coulter’s analysis, conclusions, and writing are dazzling. Written in a
captivating fashion, Mugged is certainly a worthy read. Its narrative is smooth, easy flowing, and easy to
grasp. I, for one, find Coulter’s parenthetical asides persuasively humorous and remarkably restrained. For
me, the most hopeful aspect of Mugged from that perspective is Coulter’s positive employment of
parenthetical statements. Almost uniformly, they are humorous, pertinent, and non-polemical.
Indeed, if it weren’t for the few criticisms expressed in Vanity, I could wholeheartedly recommend
Mugged. If anything, her humor has significantly improved, being funny and/or pointed but non-derogatory.
This quickly-written book (three-four months in the spring/summer) suggests a fair degree of spiritual and
emotional growth.
While reading Mugged, I was delighted with the writing and the content. It flowed beautifully for
perhaps the first fifty pages, which contained just a few questionable word choices. As the book progressed,
the word choices became more questionable and much more frequent.
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Unfortunately, Coulter can’t seem to shake her tendency to employ elimination rhetoric and hate
speech. Though not as prominently featured as in some of her other books, she continues to harbor hatred –
and actually maintains virulent vendettas against a slew of people – in Mugged.
Ann Coulter, “No Facts, No Peace,” 8/20/14.
Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 10/13/96.
Ann Coulter, MSNBC, 6/14/97.
Ann Coulter, “Would It Kill You to Hire More Black Cops? (Yes),” 8/27/14.
Ann Coulter, “Speed Kills Racial Profiling Study,” 9/3/14.
Ann Coulter, “We’ll tell you how dangerous Ebola is after the election,” 10/15/14.
Ann Coulter, “Your ‘to do’ list to save America,” 9/17/14.
While I disagree with some of her conclusions, her presentation was excellent. It was a thoroughly enjoyable
read, except for the elimination rhetoric in the very last phrase. (Some habits die hard.) (I would also have
chosen words other than “insane” and “idiots,” though, perhaps I am getting too picky.) But for a nuts-andbolts let’s-get-down-to-the-details election analysis, it was top notch, and, again, an enjoyable read. Consider
it an unpolished diamond.
My dear readers, you are urged to read the entirety of her column. Her analysis of each race is informative
and her writing style is very appealing, making what some might regard as a boring, inside-the-beltway
subject actually interesting.
Here’s why, Ann. Coulter’s supreme reluctance to primary less conservative GOP candidates – which has
caused a rift between Coulter and the Tea Party – stems from a somewhat flawed grasp of the dynamics
involved. Ann seems to think that all Republicans will actually vote Republican (or conservative, which is
not the same thing), when history shows that recent Republican congresses have raised taxes, increased
spending, enacted new entitlement programs, and toyed with amnesty. We need more conservatives (not
more Republicans) in office. Hence the need to challenge recalcitrant incumbents.
Another well-worded nugget, accurate in this instance. It is noteworthy that Ann criticizes Libertarians for
holding on to their “integrity” in the face of defeat (and thus squandering their votes), just as she has in the
past blamed electoral defeat on pro-lifers who were “too” pro-life (integrity, again) or Tea Party candidates
for being too principled (again, integrity).
Coulter correctly diagnosed the rationale and motivating factors behind the open-borders movement and its
false narratives against those who seek to preserve national sovereignty and American culture.
Coulter explained the basis for liberal panic over Supreme Court and lower court nominees. Judicial activism
is the means by which the Left circumvents the will of the People.
Remember Coulter’s boast: “I am more of a man than any liberal.”
I suspect an aspect of her inconsistency is that she regards it as alright to use the P-word to describe a
cowardly man but not a female body part. Yet, inconsistencies remain. She no longer minds talking about
the “Pussy Hat Brigade.”
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Epilog – Never Let Anyone Put You or God in a Box
Open Letter to Ann Coulter
Dear Ann,
We have known each other for some 22 years now. During that time, we have both grown in different
ways. Who we are now is not who we were then.
Back in 1997, you came to regard and treat me as worthless. I have never ever reciprocated your attitude.
In fact, in the midst of my (albeit often harsh) criticisms of you, I have also extolled your worth – in my
eyes and in the eyes of God.
When I first saw you on MSNBC in 1996, you were, as poets say, “fair of face and form.” But that is not
why I gave you an Alamo Award. At that time, in you I saw a person of character and integrity with
courage to do and say the right thing. I trusted you – to the sorrow of my own soul.
Ann, in 1996-97, I believed in your projection of confidence and composure and did not see your fears,
brokenness, and fragile spirit. As it turns out, it is your brokenness which drives you – for good or ill – in
all that you do.
The gravity of life and the gravity of personal brokenness and sin weighs every human being down.
Those things you prize so highly – fame, glory, power, wealth, beauty – are unimportant to me. Your
worth to me lies elsewhere.
You hunger and thirst for fame, glory, and power far more than you do righteousness. Indeed, it often
seems that righteousness repels you because in it you see your own faults and failures.
Your Real Identity
In Narnia: Voyage of the Dawn Treader, Aslan said, “To defeat the darkness out there, you must defeat
the darkness inside yourself.” He also exhorted: “You doubt your value. Don’t run from who you are.”
How long have you been running from yourself, Ann?
Those sentiments are mirrored by J.C. Ryle, who said, “The child of God has two great marks about him.
… He may be known by his inward warfare as well as by his inward peace.”1
That inward warfare occurs at the behest of God and that inward peace is gifted to us by God’s grace.
Who are you? If you knew the Bible as well as you know 1984, the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, and
Alien Nation, then you would know who you are.
Throughout Scripture, God tells us over and over again who we are. If we have been redeemed by Christ
and Jesus lives in us, then we are beloved children of God.
In John 15:9, Jesus tells His disciples, “As the Father has loved me, so I have loved you.”
Ann, accept Jesus’ love and live in His love.
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God loves you! (More on that later in this Epilog.)
Do you wonder why you are so lonely, fearful, mercurial, and foolishly impulsive? (See Chapter 7: I’ll
Die Alone.)
Why do so many people hate you?
Have you 1) looked in the mirror of your soul
and into the mirror of God’s Word and 2) have
you turned your heart to God?
How are you coping with the guinea pig Ferris
wheel of bouts of hubris followed by bouts of
low self-esteem and depression?
The only thing separating you from God’s love
is – YOU! Your pride and rebellion, your
impenitence and unforgiveness.
Courage and Cowardice
I’ve seen both your courage and your cowardice.
You exhibited courage in 1996 when you stood up to Jesse Jackson and when you faced your fears and
appeared on Politically Incorrect, with its huge audience, for the very first time.
You exhibited cowardice at various times when you walked off the set of TV talk shows while on-air, or
abruptly ended interviews by hanging up, or by refusing to appear with particular guests for fear of being
shown up.
You have never had the guts to face me – a nobody in your eyes! Why?
You are unable to face your guilt and shame, unable to accept that you have faults, failures, and foibles,
unable to accept that you are not really perfect after all. Why?
Because, in your eyes, imperfect people are unlovable. (Remember, you “seem to despise weakness of
any kind” and to admit weakness would be unthinkable.)
Why fear facing me? First, your shame over your shameful treatment of me. Pride and embarrassment
prevented you from offering either an apology or an explanation. Then, you came to hate me for seeking
answers and justice and, later, for publicly exposing your faults. Add to that your unforgiving spirit and
hardened heart, which make reconciliation with anyone impossible.
Sophie Hannah, author of psychological thrillers, wrote: “I hate this man. More than I would if I had
nothing to hide. I hate him for seeing through me. The only person allowed to know how flawed and
desperate I am is me.”2 Talk show host Sean Hannity said, “The sting in any rebuke is truth.”3
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Panic Attacks
Your fears and anxieties erupt in panic attacks ranging from literal flight to Twitterstorm rants and
interview outbursts, to stammering and hanging up during interviews, to employing lies and deceit to
achieve your goals and protect your image.
Did you know that anxiety is a lack of faith?4 Author and evangelist Timothy Keller wrote, “Within the
anxious heart and mind a game of mental Ping-Pong is played between fear and faith.”5 This leads to
“mental exhaustion and spiritual paralysis.” It also leads “to fear and a paralysis of the will.”6
Keller added, Christians are “to live as the adopted sons and daughters of God secure in the abiding and
abundant love of their heavenly Father (Rom. 8:15-17; 31-39).”7
Dr. Martin Lloyd Jones said, “Faith is a refusal to panic.”8 Faith stands firm in the knowledge of who God
is and who we are in His hands. Keller offered a strategy: “The Bible is clear: worry chokes faith, but
prayer suffocates anxiety (Matt. 13:22; Phil. 4:6-7).”9
Integrity
I was woefully mistaken when I believed you to be a person of integrity, that you believed what you said,
and that you would act in accordance with your espoused beliefs.
When I was (oh, so very briefly) friends with you in 1997, you pretended to be what you were not and
projected an image of yourself that was at odds with reality – one that was a lie.
Integrity = wholeness.
Lack of integrity = brokenness.
For healing of your brokenness, Ann, look to the cross, look to the blood of Jesus. With Him, you need to
be sincere, open, and vulnerable. If you open your soul to Jesus, He will respond in miraculous ways.
In the John Wayne classic, The Angel and the Bad Man (1947), a plaque reads: “Each human being has an
integrity that can be hurt only by an act of that same human being and not by an act of another human
being.”
Often, we are our own worst enemies.
According to Allen West: “There are three things no one can ever take away from you: your honor, your
integrity, and your character.” But people can reject those attributes in their lives, and, in fact, you have.
The apostle Paul described it this way: “Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the
waves, and blown here and there by every wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness of people in
their deceitful scheming” (Eph. 4:14). It’s a frightful thing to be tossed to and fro without a Savior.
Paul’s prayer for his disciples is my prayer for you (emphasis added):
I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power through his Spirit
in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray
that you, being rooted and established in love, may have power, together with all the
Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ,
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and to know this love that surpasses knowledge – that you may be filled to the measure of
all the fullness of God (Eph. 3:16-19).
Ann Coulter, Social Justice Warrior
Ann, you both love yourself and hate yourself. You fear being unlovable yet seek love via fame and
glory. You know your own fears, faults, and failures better than anyone else (when you are not in denial,
rationalizing, and projecting your own sins on others).
Your self-identity is informed by your worldview and life experiences in a reinforcing psychological
loop.
From that arises your agenda. To date, your character is such that you are still not immune to lies and
deception in order to pursue your agenda and achieve your goals.
Millennial Christian conservative and pro-lifer Allie Stuckley has much to say to Coulter, “the oldest
possible Gen-Xer” (Ann’s self-description): Self-love is really “a way to sound compassionate and caring
while really just serving yourself. So, you can prioritize your own happiness, your own comfort, your
own convenience, above the happiness, comfort, and convenience of other people and provide a really
virtuous-sounding reason for doing so. It is a sanitized version of selfishness, that’s all it is.”
Stuckley continued (emphasis added): “You can protect yourself from criticism when you know you’re
wrong because you’re just a free thinker. You’re just staying true to who you are. It’s a way to be
arrogant and self-absorbed while sounding moral.”
In another video, Stuckley observed (emphasis added): “SWJ Christians are extremely liberal in their
theology. They don’t want to talk about sin. They don’t talk about repentance. … They don’t talk about
sin, repentance, holiness, self-denial, and struggling because they don’t actually believe in the gospel of
Jesus. … He came to Earth to reconcile an imperfect people – people dead in their sins – to a perfect,
living God.”
Continuing: “If they believe in the Gospel, they would know that their relationship with Jesus means
sanctification, which is the work of the Holy Spirit in us to forego the sin that burdens us and choosing to
live in a way that looks different from the rest of the world.”
Ann Coulter, Christian?
Are you a Christian, Ann?
If you’re not a Christian, then I pray that God draws you to Him as the child of God you have professed to
be.
If you are a Christian, I pray that you become a better one, one who doesn’t boast about being an
“extraordinarily good Christian” and one who actually brings glory to God.
Hubris destroys (see Character Study: Narcissism and Character Study: Pride, Humility, and Wisdom).
Hubris seeks out all those willing to pay it homage and wisdom disappears. Impenitence and
unforgiveness become exalted and grace vanishes.
Ann, no one expects perfection from you. You fear others will know of your faults, failures, and fears.
Those are a part of everyone’s lives. It’s as if you feel you must be perfect to be loved. You can be – and
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are – loved despite your faults, failures, and fears. That’s what love does. “Love covers a multitude of
sins” (1 Pet. 4:8).
Frankly, you do foolish things to hide the truth when accepting the truth and dealing with the truth would
set you free. Instead, you have developed devious patterns of lies, half-truths, innuendoes, slander,
defamation, and the like – all to hide your secrets.
But love also pulls people from the raging fires of their sins (Jude 23), often against their wishes. Love
speaks truth, demands responsibility, expresses encouragement, and offers hope.
That is what I am doing now!
Do you fear experiencing a Road to Damascus conversion, admitting your fears, faults, failures, and
foibles; renouncing your sin? Are you still consumed with the fear of failure and do you continue to
“despise weakness of any kind?” Do you, perhaps, fear being rejected by God? (Go to Him! He will not
reject you!)
Those negative traits preclude participation in a relationship with God and prevent one from becoming a
Christian and growing in the grace and knowledge of Jesus Christ.
My pastor recently said, “Living from our own dying, egocentric, broken-down spirit is the epitome of
futility.”
Instead, “living from the very Spirit of God is the epitome of fulfillment, of eternity filling our time full of
the mystery of Christ Himself.”
The redemptive power of our Savior, Jesus Christ, is unparalleled and awesome – absolutely
awesome – and limited only by our unwillingness to accept it.
The thing is – no matter what your ego says or our culture says – you cannot save yourself. No matter
how hard you try, you can’t do it. You can’t! You need Jesus! (But accepting that means accepting that
you are not in control of your life.)
I, too, am a fallen and broken human being – but I know that I am and I know the only solution: Jesus!
The gravity of living life in a broken world inhibits us all from achieving our goals and reaching our Godgiven potential. But our Father in heaven can lift us onward and upward (if we let Him).
My Public Apology to You
I’m sorry, Ann.
It is not easy balancing “pray for your enemies” with “[expose] the unfruitful works of darkness.” After
all these years, I remain far from perfect.
I’m sorry for all those times when I have failed in either grace or truth.
I’m sorry that some of my words were pointlessly painful, though others were necessarily provocative.
I’m sorry for any pain I have unjustifiably caused you. I continue to pray for divine healing of your
wounds (from whatever source).
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I’m sorry if, at any time, I’ve given you the impression that I hate you. (I don’t.)
I’m sorry if, at any time, I’ve given you the impression that I think you’re worthless. (You aren’t.)
I’m sorry, Ann.
May the remainder of this Epilog prove beneficial and fruitful to you. The purpose of this book is not to
wound you but to reach you. It is not to bring you down, but to wake you up.
Your brother in Christ, Dan
Steve McQueen, American Icon
American icon Steve
fascinating story.10

McQueen

has

a

McQueen was a daredevil and rebel. He once
said, “Stardom equals freedom. It’s the only
equation that matters.” In the end, he came to
his senses, discovering that “Vanity. Vanity,
all is vanity.”
McQueen became a born-again Christian with
inner peace, empathy, compassion, and
generosity. He said that the only time he was
truly happy was when he became a born-again
Christian.
Facing death, he had assurance of his eternal
destiny in Christ. Two weeks before his death
at the age of 50, he said, “the cure [for my
life] was finding the Lord in my life. … I used
to be more macho, and now my body is gone,
is broken, but my spirit isn’t broken.”
His only regret? “My only regret in life is that
I was not able to tell people about what Christ
did for me.”
Dead Ann Walking
In a remarkable episode of Red Eye in early 2013, Ann looked like a corpse.
On previous Red Eye shows, Ann typically laughed uproariously and cherished clever banter with her
friends. (In case you didn’t know it, Ann loves to laugh.)
But on this occasion, she looked like she had been prepared for a viewing or a funeral – hers!
In reality, Ann has been dead most of her life. Until we come to know Jesus Christ and experience a life
with Him, we are all dead men and women walking.
On Red Eye, Ann looked as she really was (and is?).
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But our hope – in this life and in the next – lies solely in Jesus Christ. Apart from Him, we are dead –
whether or not we know it.
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Identity in Christ
Instead of embracing identity politics, we should embrace our identity in Jesus Christ. Therein lies not
just our salvation but our self-identity, direction, and purpose in life.
Timothy Keller drew out three important ideas from John 10:1-3, 11-15.
As background, Keller pointed out that identity involves two things: “A sense of self and a sense of
worth.”
A sense of self means that there has to be a core – a durable core – that you identify as
yourself through all the various hats you wear and all the various roles you play, and all
the various situations you are in. … What is the core that identifies you as you in every
one of those situations?
There’s a core durable sense of self and it’s a sense of worth – what makes you feel
significant, what makes you confident of your value. And if you have a sense of self
and a sense of worth, we say you’ve got a real identity.
Keller explained that every culture has its own unique approach to identity formation and, “in any
particular culture it’s presented as self-evident.”
He warned that in American culture “it is easy to be a professing Christian and yet let the culture tell you
who you are.”
Keller three ideas regarding that portion of John 10:
1. You need someone to name you.
2. Only the Lord Jesus Christ should be the One who names you.
3. He doesn’t do that in the abstract but by laying down His life for you.
In other cultures, people get their identities from their families and communities. It is a communal
identity.
In Western cultures, people get their identities by looking within themselves, finding their dreams, and
expressing themselves. It’s “expressive individualism.”
“In traditional cultures, you actually do self-denial – that’s the heroic narrative. … Our heroic narrative is
utterly different … the heroic narrative for us is self-assertion. Not only self-assertion, but, especially
against what your family and society say.”
Self-denial vs. self-assertion. (Coulter excels at the latter.)
Continuing, Keller contrasted two ways of doing things: behavior to build community or behavior to find
identity and he then warned of the dangers of expressive individualism.
Expressive individualism is wrong for you:
1. It’s an incoherent identity – your inner feelings are self-contradictory.
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2. It’s an unstable identity – your feelings and goals are constantly in flux. It has no core!
3. It’s an illusory identity – your identity comes not from the discordant impulses within you but
from the identity you choose.
4. It’s a crushing burden – “you have to achieve your own identity.” “When you make anything
your identity … those things stop being good things and they start to crush you.”
5. It’s an excluding identity – “Any identity that is achieved rather than received has to be
excluding.” You have to be better than everyone else.
Keller then proposed the only viable alternative: To know that God loves you, the Lord of the universe
loves you, that would have to give you the most powerful basis for a stable identity possible.
Moreover, it is not performance-based, “so the excluding aspect of your identity goes away.”
Jesus didn’t just name us, He died for us.
Using an excellent analogy, Keller said, “Your identity is like a deck of cards. There’s a whole lot of
things in your identity” (as addressed above).
His question for each of us is simple: Is your identity as a Christian the most important thing, the
thing at the top? Is your identity in Christ at the top of the deck? If it isn’t, you risk cultural captivity.
I would add that failure to recognize our identity in Christ and keeping it at the top of our deck not only
leads to a “waxing and waning of our self-identity,” but also to a waxing and waning of our faith.
Several videos exquisitely convey the significance of
what it means to have one’s identity in Christ. Among
them, Our Identity in Christ, Your Identity in Christ,
101 Truths about our identity (position) in Christ,
Identity in Christ Scripture Meditation, Identity in
Christ, Identity in Christ, How God sees you in
Christ, Identity in Christ, and Who Am I (Know Your
Identity in Christ).
Therefore, our true identity – both our sense of self
and our sense of worth – are found and bound up in
Jesus Christ and only Jesus Christ.
Jesus is our only hope for freedom. “So, if the Son
sets you free, you will be free indeed” (John 8:36).
Keller wrote (emphasis added): “Our self-image rests
in a love we can’t lose (God’s love).”11 Keller added,
“Satan wants us to slide back into a self-image based
on our moral performance, our goodness and
efforts.”12 Keller warned: “What the heart trusts, the
mind justifies, the emotions desires, and the will
carries out.”13
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An Anchor Devotional reader wrote (emphasis added): “On 6/16/16 I read, ‘An identity that is founded in
anything but Christ necessarily
leads to insecurity. But because
you are hidden with Christ in
God, you are forever IN security.’
Since I come from an insecure
background, this is awesome to
hear.”14 (See Col. 3:3-4.)
Faith – Cross – Glory
Parodying a Nike ad, #Anntensity
tweeted, “Believe in something.
Even if it means sacrificing
everything.”
Coulter believes intensely in many
things – for a period of time – and
then she switches to something
else in which to intensely believe.
But, as I’ve pointed out over these
many years we’ve known each other, she lacks a firm foundation of faith.
She believes in many things, but she lacks faith. She is tossed to and fro by situations, circumstances, and
setbacks and she goes astray simply because she doesn’t have her feet firmly planted on the Rock of
Christ.
While she believes in certain things (temporarily), she doesn’t “sacrifice everything” for them. Indeed,
she demands that other people sacrifice for the things she believes in.
In contrast, Christians have a willingness to sacrifice everything for Christ, to do His will instead of our
own. Jesus did, after all, call us to take up our crosses daily and to be willing to put to death anything in
our lives that is contrary to His way of life. (Baptism is symbolic of that spiritual reality and
commitment.)
Jesus beckons us to Him, exhorting us, “Come to Me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will
give you rest” (Matt.11:28).
When we heed Jesus’ call, coming to Him at the foot of the cross, something miraculous happens. He
transforms our hearts and our lives.
On the eve of His death, Jesus encouraged His disciples, saying, “I have told you these things, so that in
me you may have peace. In this world you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world”
(John 16:33). The apostle Paul described it this way, “And the peace of God, which transcends all
understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus” (Phil. 4:7).
We can take everything to Jesus in faith – our fears, failures, faults, wounds, and brokenness – and Jesus
will exchange them for His healing, heart, hope, righteousness, and glory.
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If we don’t have a God encounter at the cross, we will never experience the heart of God and the
things that He desires for us.

As a consequence of becoming the spiritual children of God, our lives will bear fruit – the fruit of the
Spirit identified in Galatians 5:22-26.
The apostle Peter exhorted the people of God to be fruitful by living godly lives. Peter wrote:
For this very reason, make every effort to add to your faith goodness; and to goodness,
knowledge; and to knowledge, self-control; and to self-control, perseverance; and to
perseverance, godliness; and to godliness, mutual affection; and to mutual affection,
love. For if you possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from
being ineffective and unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But
whoever does not have them is nearsighted and blind, forgetting that they have been
cleansed from their past sins (2 Pet. 1:5-9).
Faith will bear fruit. At the cross, we are saved. From that point on, we are being sanctified, becoming
more like Jesus, and bearing the fruit of repentance and of the Spirit.
The goal, as Paul put it, is that “we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and
become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ” (Eph. 4:13).
As a side note, Christians often get it wrong by looking to external factors instead of the inner work of
God’s Spirit in the lives of His people.
In other words, we need a proper balance of being in Christ and doing for Christ.
A Christian will bear spiritual fruit. It is inevitable – unless a spirit of rebellion rises up to quench the
Holy Spirit. Pride, vanity, hubris, and rebellion have been the downfall of many people throughout
history.
Stay close to God and you will bear fruit and you will experience the joy, peace, and love of God in a
truly special and profound way.
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Never Let Anyone Put You or God in a Box!
So often we put ourselves into boxes of our own or our culture’s making and we do the very same thing
with God. It is human nature – our default mode – to put ourselves, others, and God into boxes, when the
opposite is what should take place. Our brokenness gets in the way of us seeing God, ourselves, and
others clearly. Sin, brokenness, and soul-deep wounds obscure and preclude clarity.
The more we have an exalted (magnified) view of ourselves, the more we will have a diminished (limited)
view of God, effectively putting Him in a box and keeping ourselves in our own prisons without a
Liberator.
God is infinite. Nothing is impossible with Him. And His love for His children is everlasting. When we
forget who He is and who we are, we are lost, bewildered, and alone. But when we remember that we are
the beloved children of an infinite God, everything changes.
If you are in Christ, never forget who you are and that your identity is found in Him.
If you are not in Christ, go to Him, repent, seek forgiveness and transformation, and rest in Him!
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Christians are “to live as the adopted sons and daughters of God secure in the abiding and abundant love
of their heavenly Father (Rom. 8:15-17; 31-39).”15
Countless worship songs express God’s infinite love and unfathomable grace for His people. Among
them are Casting Crowns’ Only Jesus, Lauren Daigle’s You Say, Sidewalk Prophets’ Come to the Table,
Hawk Nelson’s Drops in the Ocean, Francesca Battistelli’s He Knows My Name, Melody Noel’s
Mistakes, Matthew West’s Mended, and MercyMe’s Flawless.16
Let There Be Light in your life, flowing from God, through you, to others!
The more we limit God by putting Him in a box, the more limitations we place on ourselves. The more
we have a diminished view of God, the more we place Him, ourselves, and others in ever-smaller boxes.
But with an exalted view of God, we have a liberating view of Him, ourselves, and others.

With a limitless God, not the sky, but heaven itself is the
only limit to our dreams.
Take heart, Ann! The best is yet to come – if you will see yourself and the world through God’s eyes and
embrace His unfathomably deep, boundless, and everlasting love for you.
[Photo/graphic credit: author.]
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Here is a sampling of Scriptures which address anxiety:
• “Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God” (Phil. 4:6).
• “But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who doubts is like a wave of the
sea, blown and tossed by the wind. That person should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.
Such a person is double-minded and unstable in all they do” (Jas. 1:6-8).
• “Therefore, I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink; or about your body,
what you will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more than clothes? … Therefore, do not
worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own”
(Mt. 6:25, 34).
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Timothy Keller, Encounters with Jesus, Viking, 2013, pg. 6.
A colleague of Ann’s once asked me, “She doesn’t care about you. Why do you care about her?” Let me
answer that question this way: Every human being has been rebellious to God. Everyone has sinned against
Him and let Him down. Nevertheless, He still loves us with an unfailing love. If I – as a fallen human being
who has seen the dark side of Ann up close and personal – if I can care for her, how much more does our
Father in heaven, filled with everlasting love, love her with a perfect love?
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